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Mr. Epstein's article ("Canada's Di hdve an

armament Initiative is'^in its

International Perspectives, M<1.U1ted
June/July/August, 1979) can i^^,aladia

given than the one he himself F)" ,,,a i ,."17u
vides: "In general, the. session c i hu; Ger

,mént" ^[
ir, Thi:

No better summary critique tl _è SAI

policy as proposed bySir, I.T. and C. be regarded as a constructive but ,, t1c^ weaj

W.M. Dobe11's most interesting arti- foreign policy interest of comparable UNSSOD (except perhaps in tern.t ^,
Belatedly I have just read Professor were to run counter to some other particularly productive fohow-up ln

» Ext 1 ûld and I h b f -solutions adopl ^

inly
dirE
U.S

cle s erna
which appeared in your May/June/ trust would, take the matter up, if ed)." Indeed, the whole exercise I", h^re t

ougJuly/August issue and having just necessary to Cabinet. Whether it multilateral disarmament at th,lda

lost my_inhibitions as a public serv- would win in such a confrontation is UN seems -to be little more than ;,,i Tl

ant I would now like to pick a small another and not unrelated question. orgy of resolutions with no meamn^,?^trol

bone with your author. The ability of External, like the abil- and an approach devoid of any rel,^, IItee t

It seems, according to the arti- ityof Treasury Board, to play its as- tion to arms control both -in theortJ,^. Se

cle, that External fails to qualify as signed role depends on the willing- and practice. Mr. Epstein is corre^lal{ .; of

a central agency of government be- ness of the government of the day to in calling the return of Canada to atl,^ lasi

cause it does not have "leadership let it. tive involvement "noteworthy". Bu,n,l`wh:

control of, say, international com- While doing some work on this what is noteworthy aboutit i§ that^.lli!,-,nt

mercial policy" In his definition subject a few years ago I used a suggests -the return of the °`helpt^)aû e t

near the beginning of the article, rough working definition of a cen- fixer" and friend of the "nonr^ n

Professor pobell says that a central tral agency as including all those ligned" image; an image wh Mr

agency must, inter alia, have aco-or- performing operations of govern- draws-uponthe least useful aspc.^ ç,iie S

dinating role and a leadership role ment without which there woùld-be of the Pearsonian and Trudeau fo,-a17 e^

with respect to the co-ordination. By no state; the irreducible minimum of eign policies. ai ked

the end of the article, however, : governmental activity. Under this Amis control is not a multi-na311^ the
ouiid ^"leadership role with respect to co- rule the following functions quali- tional political goal like. the eradica

ordination" has become "leadership fied: Head of State/Head of Govern- tion of disease or of illiteracy, it is^rTTis c,

control": There is quite a difference. ment; Revenue Raising/Expenditure "tool of national strategy". It repr ^u-a l

Everyone agrees that the Treas- Controlling; Administration of Jus- sents an alternative to force buih,fl,t,zuc

ury Board is a central agency and al- tice; Relations with Other States. ing as a means of achieving an ove^,C}4^ ^.^-

thbugh there -have been times when
While these functions are almost all improvement, or at least t{,^, e w

it has seemed to be exerting "leader- never carried out exclusively by the prevent a deterioration, in nation,4,r t,, of11
ship control" over the programs of agency formally entrusted with security measured in militai,uEiy o

other government departments, it them, the responsibility remains terms. A given country, rather thaN(qaed
has always staunchly denied any and the minister,charged with it is build a pârticular offensive weapon^^eric

such megalomaniac intentions. legally and politically answerable. It system, which it has reason to su^,h^ch

What Treasury Board claims the is no doubt true that on occasions pect may be nullified by the ijl ,ti ng
^'

right to do is to take the lead in co-
External has been and is still being tended target country's building 01 n () ^e'

ordinating programs that
might by-passed, just as the Treasury defensive system or a better offe e^,ic n

otherwise conflict with each other or Board's injunctions have been suc- sive system, may decide instead i N

run counter to some basic policy of cessfully thwarted by ingenious and initiate arms control talks. If suhT ^ m

the government.
courageous deputy ministers. Where cessful, there would be no reciproca^eede

Using the criteria of Professor this has happened it means that the build-up and security would be a^uct^io
Dobell's definitions, it can be argued central agencies concerned have sured at a lower level of costs. ^ALT

that External does in fact exercise a failed or not been permitted to per- ` While there are, a number ^tk^ér
s on the above theorecticyate i

"I -U-4- 1 a Central Agencyt importance, . erna co , of t e num er o r th€

leadership role in co-ordinating in- form their functions, not that they varia-ion

ternational commercial policy with have ceased to be central agencies. cenario the in point is that onloe^lia

other Canadian policies in the for-
eign environment. It would be a sim-
ple take-over of I.T. and C.'s role for
it to do more than that. Neverthe-

less, if some aspect of commercial

s ,
those countries in possession de

weapons, especially strategic n^:ic:^

clear weapons, can effectively hmr;ge
them. It is folly to believe that sma,ntio

nations with, as Mr. Epstein puts nzR



ris increased interest in disarma-

[mént", can have any impact.
This leads to consideration of

lue ^ t11e SALT process. If Canada is to
s any impact on arms control, it
,ive is,in its capacity as an ally of the

M:qf^lted States. Of course, here the

^ ^^adian ability to participate is
If Pi hiâr-ina1, certainly behind that of

.tlie ( iermans and the British. And
ut ItliE`• ^,; eapons under consideration are
uP in9nly strategic, those dealing with

tern.ths direct security of the U.S. and
adopt' n^ U.S.S.R. Nevertheless, SALT is
ise r^ :rvhere the action is and where -Can-
ian a,idâ ought to concentrate its atten-
ian t n. The realities of modern arms
eanin},ogtrol are played out in the com-
y relv,+ee rooms and back offices of the
theorLJ,S Senate and notin the elegant

corre,lall:, of Geneva. What resulted from
a to athE{ last SALT ratification- process

i'"• Bl.tnd vhat is likely to result from the
thatülli'r, ^nt process, should give Canada

hel11t1)aii,-e to reconsider arms control in
`non-^erez•al and SALT in particular.

- whicl Mr. Epstein complains that de-
aspec.^4,üe SALT I, the qualitative ad-
sau fol,<nce in weaponry had increased

7iairkedly. This is undoubtably true.
ulti-na3ut the reason for this can partly be
radiq'o,ùia in the nature of successful
,, it is ^rrI s control efforts; which as Ed-

pean allies. This in turn would en-
tail additional demands on Canada
to upgrade its forces along the,
Rhine. Second, the failure to include
the Soviet Backfire bomber under
SALT II will likely mean greater at-
tention to the air defence of North
America. Although the Soviets say
they will not use the Backfire
against targets in the U.S., no re-
sponsible American military plan-
ner can discount their potential.

Third, and most important,
SALT is likely to, and indeed al-
ready has, become a further source
of Soviet-American friction. The
agreement not only raised expecta-
tions of Soviet good will in sticking
to the "spirit" if not the letter of the
treaty, it implicitly raised expecta-
tions that the Soviets will behave in
the non-nuclear sphere and added
tensions will result when they do
not. Much of this is due to the fact
that SALT, and arms control in gen-
eral, became for certain groups in
the American government an end in
and of itself and not a tool of na-

tional strategy.. To this extent,
SALT introduced an element of in-
stability in the relationship between
the two super-powers that cannot be
in Canada's best interest.

t reprs^,ji^(l N. Luttwak notes, tend to - These are some of the realities
builaha' nnel the competition for military of arms control today. And- if Canada

in ovei)o4^ er into newer weapons and into is to put its effort anywhere, it may
east tj ,U, 6o weapons whicli defy further ef- well be best placed in trying to mod-

iationti,ris of control because of the diffi- erate the influence of professional

nilitar;uiiy of verification of compliance. arms controllers in the U.S. govern-

ier tha! dded to this, is the nature of the ment and force them to reconsider
veapon^erican ratification process, the fruits of their misguided labours.

L to susAch results:in the Administration Granted, this is a difficult task, but

the iriatil ingto buySenate approval with at least it would be one that has a
ling ofn,(4e, not less, expenditure on stra- 'reasonable relationship to Canada's
r offe^ec nuclear arms: national interest.
stead i Now, the recently announced What Canada must avoid is the

If suI41X missile system is undoubtedly kind of ephemeral activity advo-
^ciproaieéded, but the timing of its intro-
d be kuci ion casts doubts on the whole
S. AÎ,T process. Moreover, there are

cated by Mr. Epstein. Efforts to "suf-
focate" the arms race only them-
selves become suffocated. in endless

mber thér outcomes of the strategic de- debate and self-righteous posturing.
orectic a.te in the U.S. which will beof im- Canada is not a third world nation,
;hat on6cdiate concern to Canada. First, nor is it non-aligned, (as its negative
ssion 0si^.e from the MX and other strate-. vote on the resolution to produce a
gic nuic { weapons improvements, the UN anti-war film indicates). It

ely lim,riçe of SALT would be increased at- should not join in the propagandistic
iat smacntion given to conventional forces behaviour of some of these countries.
n puts in Europe by the U.S. and the Euro- There is simply nothing to be gained

in engaging publicly in disarma-
ment delusions. Expenditures of
time, money and diplomatic credit
would be better made in those areas,
su ch as health, technology transfer
and even direct foreign`aid, where
Canada has something concrete to
contribute and where the impact
would be greatest.

Certainly a country such as ours
can offer the world something more
than empty rhetoric. And certainly,
a country as deeply concerned with
the strategic balance of nuclear
power as Canada should be, can find
a better forum to make its views
known.

Joel J. Sokolsky
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Editor's note: Mr. Sokolsky's letter
was written before the SALT II ratifi-
cation process was suspended in, the
wake of Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan.

Human rights

Douglas Roche's article "To-
wards a foreign policy for Canada in

the 1980s" (International

Perspectives May/June/July/August

1979) was thought-provoking be-
cause it touches on many issues con-
fronting us in formulating our for-
eign policy. Although; by and large,
I am in agreement with what the au?
thor has stated, I wish to comment
on the subject of human rights.
When we talk of violation of human
rights in other countries we usually
forget that we are not free from the
malady ourselves. In her statement
to the U.N. General Assembly on
September 25, 1979, Secretary of
State for External Affairs, Flora
MacDonald, gave her sober assess-
ment of UN failures in protecting
human rights around the world. She
also admitted that Canada's own

record was not free of blemish.
About our own country she was re.-.
ferring to the plight of native Indian



women despite the proclamation of
the Canadian Human Rights Act a
few years agô. Let us examine our
own record in human rights and
civil liberties alittle further.

Burning of buildings because of
political dissent, trial of a consultant
in the name of national security,
treatment of immigrants and their
shooting by police, imposition of reli-
gious prayers in the public schools,
to quote a few, are grim warnings
that we are not above reproach.

Now I come to the much publi-
cized issue of treatment of scientists
in the U.S.S.R. Are we any better
than the Soviets? Only in degree,
perhaps! We may not have impris-
oned a scientist or sent him to a
mental asylum or a concentration
camp because of his political views.
Generally speaking, however, we
use the same methods usually em-
ployed for isolating, oppressing, de-
moralizing and persecuting scien-
tists because they dissent from
doctrines, loyalties or : attitudes
which are widel5 held and imposed
in their countries. The majority of
scientists in Canada work for the
government and yoù can imagine
how a civil servant can be intimi-
dated by the employer. - A govern-
ment scientist's travel to scientific
conferences could be stopped on
flimsy grounds, funding to his pro-
jects could be cut, his locked drawers
could be broken into at night to har-
ass him and when under these condi-
tins. he cannot perform well, his
work could be labelled "unsatisfacto-
ry" and he is then ready to be re-
leased from employment "legally"
under the Public Service Employ-
ment Act dueto incompetence. '

In closing, let me say that I am
not against the new morality in for-
eign policy as it applies to human
rights-and which Douglas Roche ad-
vocates. What I am suggesting is
that until we clean our own house
we are as hypocritical as the U.S.A.
(see "President Carter and human

rights: the contradiction of the
American policy" by Louis Baltha-
zar in the same issue of

International Perspectives). Miss
MacDonald's suggestion in her UN

General Assembly speech to create a
post of Under Secretary for Human
Rights;' in my opinion, would not
have solved the problem. An Under
Secretary is not going to be any bet-
ter than the UN Commissioner on
Human Rights which we already
have. What the world needs is a UN
system comparable to the European
Commission of Human Rights at
Strasbourg where even an individ-
ual from a signatory country can
take his complaint against his gov-
ernment. If the Commission finds
the complaint admissible and it can-
not be amicably resolved, the case
may go to the European Court of Hu-
man Rights which can issue a judg-
ment binding on the defendent gov-
ernment.

G.R. Saini,
Fredericton, New Brunswick

Boat people

control over.. export/import trade
its peculiar advantage, and whi
established and operated a bla
market that seriously undermin^,:?:
the dictates of national planni
and distribution. China openly s!
couraged its development of a "s
within a state", and insisted on i
right of its members to retain C
nese citizenship. Within the cont,
of escalating Sino-Vietnamese tq
sions, tensions that erupted into v4,'d^tor
this spring, it was inevitable t 1 ts wo

the "fifih•column" spectre would
gin to haunt Vietnam's policy mlcriity

ers.

U.S. and Canada put,theirJapantmba

Under similar circumstan')" iri
during the Second World War, i`bas

citizens and residents into con%
tration camps. The. Japanese 1r,h^''I
their civil rights, their homes, tbt^^ifém
businesses. Vietnam's Chinese i,
nority was not incarcerated. 9inilia:
seas threatened, and took their tt° Ro
but survivors were free to enjoy ^eu i qi
hospitality of those who espou(' ^is f
their cause. That they have b^ };?'l.y C
faced instead with overcrowded re^ La;

Sir, gee camps and minimal prospect=a (ly I

1979 saw an outpouring of not an eventuality decreed hy 1^^^:v

righteous indignation over the noi. Rather, it points to another ,̂`11a S

plight of the "Vietnamese boat peo- pect of hypocrisy in our attitu^17-,"ta

ple". The images of drowning, over-
crowding and despair are horren-
dous. We must indeed be`concerned,
lest we abrogate our sensibilities,
our morality.

W e demand that Vietnam, . Ru^l-v
and other countries (though not t'I^;ed

haps China, since we find her friea^àn
ship convenient - permit their cIJ-
satisfied to emigrate. But we do) h(I,ug

Let us cry, and let us help. But admit that we have a responsibiN)e?I
t}'e^

let us not be hypocritical in our ea- to accept the fruits of our labour.

gerness to assign blame. The desper-
ate poverty that. fueled some of the
exodus is our fault more than it is
Hanoi's. Devastation of the agricul-
tural potential that fed the "Viet
Cong" was a deliberate policy of war.
Vietnamese provinces famed for
their'agricultural exports had their
soil and vegetation destroyed bylier-
bicides manufactured in the U.S.-
and Canada. The land will remain
dead for years to come. Leaves will
not grow, seed will not sprout.

We might also take greater note
of the fact that most of the refugees
belong to Vietnam's Chinese minori-
ty. It is a minority which refused to
be _ integrated, which manipulated

4 International Perspectives January/February1980

trumpet the numbers that we ad ghJ a
not the fact that these numbers +
count for but a fraction of the p ml,ai
lem. Not only does it.account for ut un
a fraction of the "Vietnamese" p1,l às
lem; it is even more infinites' p} >
when contrasted with the far laari cn a
problem of the world's refugee p
lation, the forgotten millions of
ca, the Middle East, South Ameügl %'
South Asia and elsewhere uÎd

Our concern must not be 1 }W
ened. But perhaps our postu 6 ri 1
should.

11^'a

fai' tl

hi ^h



Lrade
i whiP-Z,^
a bla
ermin
)lanni,
enly ,
.a"
do.i i°
ain (

: co^i
iese ^
into r:{%,^ ^tor's note: On February 1, 1980, the day after his return to Ottawa Ambassador Taylor held a press conference.

ible tl4 ^ words received widespread news coverage. Readers, however, might find the full text of the conference

vould ^iZt:'ni.nating. Editorial revision of the transcript has been kept to a minimum and introduced only when necessary

icy m^lcirtty.

mstan^Iiairman: Good afternoon. Welcome back home,
War, twi),assador.
Japan t̂m-k)assador Taylor: Thank you.

cone ,
nese lrhi^irman: The Ambassador will have brief opening
nes, th^pf`^ments in English and then he will answer your

inese `tions for 45 minutes.

ited. 'tilnibassador Taylor: . I would say I am delighted to
thei 'é }iome, believe me. 1, thought-I would try to answer
enjoy ru ir questions this afternoon. Some of them- may not

espou, i t <i5 full answers as you would like, but I will cer-

rave b ai;l:ly come to terms with them the best way I can.

wded r Last night briefly at the airport I mentioned that

rospect I am only representingall the people in the em-

-d by- ^y* I would like to particularly mention John and

nother na Sheardown, Roger Lucy, Sergeant Gauthier, my

attitu, c?'^tary, Laverna Dollimore, the communicator,

m^ R,u!'"^v O'Flaherty. And there were many others .in-

not Iv d at the same time who made whatever we did a
her frieatipnable and easy task.

t their ^ thought that I could, ' if you would like, go

; we do P I- c ugh a small sequence as far as dates are concerned:
ponsibil1en you could ask questions from there. Or, on the
labourlhé'r hand, would you like to start with questions

t we ad^gh't away?
umbers ha^rman: It is up to you.

rfthe imbassador Taylor: You will remember, the un-
)unt for; rtinate day of November 4- that was the day the.
nese" pinir, s,,-,y was taken over. On November 8, we received
ûinites' ph^(.)nr call from one of the Americans that they had
e far 4en able, to leave the compound from the consular of-
fugee pte ometime afterthe attack. They had managed to
ions of 4) d^temporary lodging, but it was becoming increas-
th Ameirgly more difficult and they were wondering if we
sewherEitïld provide a safe haven and sanctuary.
not be We discussed this in the embassy and the conclu-
r postumY^^among us, of course, was unanimous. We wanted

do everything we could to help the people who, we
,td no idea at that time, how.long they would be in
;hran. I-recommended to Ottawa, to the Minister,
aij this would be the embassy recommendation, to
Ili c1 t hey immediately concurred.

On November10, that is the Saturday, we received
a phone call saying that their position was becoming

more difficult, increasingly difficult, and would it be
acceptable if we made a rendezvous on the Saturday
afternoon. From the Saturday afternoon on, theyre-

mained with us until their departure on Monday (Jan-

uary 28).
The situation remained uncertain in Tehran. Of

course, I think you will remember thatthere were a
number of times when it looked as if it would be re-
solved sometime during mid-November. However, by
November 22, it appeared that we- may be in for a
longer siege than we first anticipated. At that time, I
proposed to Ottawa, although we weren't alarmed
about the "house guests" safety, we may wish tolook at
some contingency plans for departure.

On November 22, I heard from one•other American
staff memberwho had been out of the compound at the
time of the takeover, had been staying with friends but
found his position becoming one which nêeded a move.
Again, we went through the samesituation and he ar-
rived to join us on November 22. So that made the six. I
am sorry, I may not have made that clear_ earlier. I

meant the five joined us and then the sixth.
Early in December, approximately December 10 or

11, there was a possibility that the story may break

from Washington. There were discussions held, and

from what I gather, the story was put back and resche-
duled until an indefinite time. This was a bit unset-
tling, but at the same time, wehad no problem with
the integrity of the press. And the story, as you know,
did not break. However, it did - whatwouldyou say
- encourage us to look at contingency plans with a bit

more immediacy than we had in the first place.
Continually during the time there vas an effort to

assess the degree of risks our friends had with us, and
the degree of risk they would be exposed to for the ex-
filtration, by whatever means the exfiltration took
place.

On January 3 and 4, arrangements were made in
Ottawa for the issuance, or the authority to issue pass-
ports for the individuals: In all our considerations, par-



ticularly as time `vent on, it was our conclusion that
given the possible surveillance American passports
would have, that it was preferable that our guests
leave by Canadian passports. They had passports in

hand by mid-January.
Approximately the third week in January, we re-

ceived an unidentified phone call saying that the caller
was aware the we were harbouring the house guests.
At that point, we began to look seriously at the prefera-

ble date for departure.

Question: What date was that,:sir?

Answer: That was about January 19.

About January 19, again, it appeared as if several
newspapers, magazines were also aware of the story,

and although the concern was not that it would be pre-

maturely broken by the press, there was just the

higher risk and incidence of possibly word,being re-
vealed either in Ottawa, Washington, New York or

Tehran itself. So thedecision was made. I proposed to
the minister that we should proceed before the end of

the month. The concurrence was received.

W e had cut down the staff from say last February as of
the revolution because of the lack of activity primarily
in the commercial section. But starting in mid-Janu-
ary we began to gradually phase out all officers except
for the four remaining, that was Miss Dollimore, my

secretary, Mr. Lucy, the first secretary political, Miss
O'Flaherty, the communicator and Sergeant Gauthier,
the security guard.

Our friends left on Monday, January 28. The re-
mainder of us left on the afternoon of January 28.

I will just make one other comment, and then some
questions, or you may want to go over the dates.again.
But f am talking often times, say, in terms of recom-
mendations, conclusions reached. I would like to stress
that the network was almost an ever-revolving one be-
tween myself, to Ottawa, Ottawa then to our embassy
in VŸashinaton possibly, their advice received back
,here in Ottawa considered and then again gone over
with me. So most of the decisions taken were under-
stood by all three locations.

The timing and what-have-you, because of being
located in Tehran, was largely in my hands as far as
the proposal to make.

Q. You have already touched on my question a little
bit at the end, but I wonder if I could ask you to go into
it in a little more detail: That is, I am wondering about
the decision-making process in what you have de-
scribed here, particularly the lines of communication

between you, Canada, the U.S., back and forth. Who
called the shots? Or who had input, and that sort of
thing.

A. I think leading to that question is, again, why the
departure time. I think you can say three questions.

One is that the six people were always in remarka-
bly good spirits. You have got probably the six best
read foreign service officers now. I would nominate any

6 International Perspectives January/February 1980

one of them for the world Scrabble championsl^ ck pc
Some of our carpets. are a bit threadbare by pau ^ s ext
back and forth, but other than that they were in , Wore, if
good spirits right to the end. However, when it ^giiate;l
peared that it would be some time possibly, it seen sé^ up
to be opportune to move when the mood was right. ,hât th

The political situat.ionat that time in Tehran ^^cp,cern
uncertain, so there was no reason at that point, in a,^plâns ü
event, to wait for resolution. lgüric^ IV

Now, the proposals as to when we should move, Q,^ IE
when, to take place, were from Tehran. These wEc iled
made to the Department of External Affairs. T.en_ Ri
were then discussed with Washington. That is the gl i ; t icu
eral sequence. «t1.+t di
Q. That covers the actual movement. I guess wh,Tnos?'di
am thinking about is: surely there must have bFA: ^ 1
some discussion about what happens if we are cau.th iW t.l
- what do we do. I assume everything was goin i Lun
by code. What happens if the code is broken, and. .,^t. th.e i
know, what sort of assistance might have been ; t, Ei, th

able? uoii ba

A. We had talked to other friendly embassies in î %ve're to
ran in case something should go awry. We had arn fior-ce
dentified villa nearby my residence which could ti'c^^ ^ 6
been used as a fall back. The codes and the commi>> ;;EL^c' ^-ti
tions we felt were 100 per cent secure, so we ha that tin

problem in that light. So -although.we did havc Q.'! H4
Ct 1 Fsaÿi ng
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ck positions, I think everyone - and this is what

R. Oui.
Q. ^ V,ici. C'est une question un.peu spéciale. On a en-

paciâs extremelÿ important - particularly the six people
In V^w re, if I can use the world although maybe not appro-

it ePriate; brimming with confidence. Theyfelt that it was
see up and good enough to work. I am not suggesting
t• tliât there weren't some moments of nervousness or
all coi, cern, or that we didrx't try to develop contingency
in aÈlplâi is in case something quite unexpected would^have

0. We awry.

I am wondering, Mr. Ambassador,.you have men-
se wrti,Tned some concern about the press reports being bro-
s. T4I,But beyond that, is there any time frame that was
the gip o icularly difficult for you? Was it the final days? Or

,t did you think, in a kind of a gut reaction, was the
s viidifficult time for you?
ve A-' I think nearing the conclusion, so to speak. I
causthii ;k that was both because of the inevitably incréas-

oing ^Ï,1 i iumber of people who were aware. The phone call
nd, 3at the residence. The possibility of a press break, and
n av4.' 1ü!„ the activity of the last seven days knowing that

,yoii had a deadline to meet and that the arrangements
s in T, -e ^ tailored to that deadline. And if something un-

an 'Q"I (.-een came up, it would be, again, difficult both
Id h-froi a practical point of view- and psychologically to

ml„, r,^âr everybody up again to be as assured of success
ihât time, the second time.

ave Q ^ How did you keepthe secret? Peter Jennings kept
cp FFS^ ing that he couldn't believe you would have dinner

r.:,â a drink andnot blow it.
There is not much to drink in Tehran these days.
I meant tea!

I think, as well as people here, you attempted,
wiiénever you were outsideyour house, to put it totally

of mind. It was not a subject that you let yourself
o of talk about. It was particularly difficult I think^.. .,

w hwi everyone would ask you; but how can you add up
th i^umber of hostages. Well, I said, I can never add up
h^ number of hostages. There were 43 there, seven

I,(lere. And some of the stories coming. out were sug-
,IÉ., piiig that, in fact, there were 15 Americans at large.
Ri i I the stories, fortunately, never went past that point
,ir t,hey lost their way in the thing. So when Peter was
^)erplexed, I was as perplexed as he was sometimes.

PrZis je vous poser ma question en français, Mon-
ic û r l'Ambassadeur?

ten'(lu hier le chargé d'affaires iranien à Ottawa nous
lirè lu'un règlément pour , la libération des otages qui
ont à l'ambassade américaine est en vue. Monsieur
la'Erk nous a répété la même chose ce matin én disant

(1,14 Monsieur Carter avait discuté de ça avec lui au
Pl éphone.

Maintenant, vous dites: nous avons choisi ce mo-
rtelilt pour évacuer les Américains hors de Téhéran.

e-qu'on n'est pas un peu tenté de croire que si vous
1 ^Jv(!7 choisi ce moment c'est parce qu'effectivement un

règlement est en vue à l'ambassade américaine et qu'il
a été plus facile pour vous de le faire vu le contexte psy-
chologique?
R. Non, Je ne pense pas. C'est l'occasion de la possi-
bilité de la presse de faire une histoire de cette chose. It
was not necessarily tied to the imminent negotiations,
it was more tied to the fact that the risk was increasing
greatly each day.
Q. Vous n'êtes pas au courant alors,d'un, effort sér-
ieux en vue d'une possibilité sérieuse.derèglement.
A. Yes. I was aware, but there was not agreat deal
new. Say, we are talking now of two week's ago. I think

' that is a decision, as I said, was the decision of the
26th, and that was made a weèk before, and now it is a
week later. I understand there have been. some possi-
bly positive devèlopments in the U.N. over the last
week and a h!alf, but quite honestly it was not one of
the critical reasons for moving at that time.

Q: Mr. Ambassador, clearly there was a discussion
among, in effect, friendly Western embassies that de-
cided the Canadian embassy was the most secure.
Could you explainwhy the Canadian embassy was cho-
sén? And secondly on apoint of detail, did the six
Americans actually work at any time as if they were
Canadians?
A. The first question. There was no. consulation
among embassies where the six should go, although if,
I think, there would have been, the Canadian embassy
may have been the logical place to go.;Its location is out
from the downtwon area, away from the British, Rus
sian, French, Italian, American embassies =- up, rnore
in the residential area. Secondly, our relations with
Tran are traditionally verygood. There was no trouble-
some aspect to them, so it would have been a neutral
place to put them. But in point of fact the decision was
taken by the six themselves.

The second part of the question is: No, they were
not working or doing anything, they were either in mÿ
residence or in another Canadian residence during the
time that they were in Tehran.

There is one question you asked this morning,lVIr.
Gwyn, too, which is very pertinent, I think. And that is
the matter of the locally-engaged staff. If I could ad-
dress that one too. It was a preoccupation to us but;.at
the same time, there was no Iranian at any time in-
volved in the operation to exfiltrate the Americans.

The locally engaged staff, that is the Iranian staff
at the embassy were given instructions on Sunday,
January 25, that since I would be away from Tehran
shortly the office would be temporarily closed until at
least the following Sunday. So if there had been -
which there hasn't-been - any possible investigation
they would not be caught at the office.
Q. Can you tell me why your confidence seemed to
continue throughout this entire thing? Why there
wasn't more fear? You have alluded to the good spirits
that seemed to be present. What was your relationship,
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For, ^example with people like Ghotbzadeh and others?
'x, it a good one? And did that help give confidence to

voû r house guests?

Well, I think the house guests - it was essen-
jal,ly a true test of character. If they saw themselves
^ecûrning somewhat depressed, they immediately

oked at their position, vis-a-vis everybody else. They
pe,cur thought that they would not get out, and soon
i E re able to maintain their good relations.

My own experience and own relationship with Ira-

iaT government officials was a good one. I think much -
^hc;.^ame as an ambassador from a medium-sized coun-
Ei y;- Scandinavia, New Zealand, Australia - there
L.L:i:e no particular problems. And I enjoyed the same
icci ss to the foreign ministry, as I imagine the rest of
ny;colleagues did.

We all know there were six people in the embassy.
Euf just a little before you were counting people and
oti said 42 there and seven there. Who is that sev-

>nt1 )? And is there another American in Tehran today?
No -

[,l. Why this number of seven?

A. What I meant is - getting back to the Christmas
E,%-e visit, and I believe at that time they said there

43 or there were 6, and when I was speaking to
lli r:' Mills it was to give an indication of the lack of clar-
ty', ^ I o the numbers in the compound. I believe it is,
is f1 w 5tate Department I believe normally says, ap-
,rotimately 50. So, I meant the six were not the rniss-

^
l'Il- yix or seven.

ÉZ. . You referred earlier to possibly positive develop-
t >>its in the U.N. regarding the release of the hbs-
ag^ s. Can yousay whether-you heard anything while
Vou were still in Tehran that would lead you to place
iv', Lter credence onthis; that would indicate that the

rc,l éase of the hostages is anywhere near at hand?
No. I had heard of no new significant develop-

^c nts during the last few days I was in Tehran. I tried
kPep: pace with what was going on; but our telex traf-

ic was verylimited during the last few days, so I didn't
the opportunity to keep as current during those

ist,l few days as maybe I would have liked to. But,
igain, I take some heart from the remarks which were

li-rred toearlier at the U.N.

Would you care° to comment on the statement of
LIr_;Adeli yesterday, the Iranian chargé d'affaires, that
le arrangements, such as they were, whatever stage

( ^ v may have been at, have been set back as a result
the Canadian "caper"?

No. I have heard no sort of sense of rémark from
an of that nature, except Mr. Ghotbzadeh's initial

sponse that it is a probability. However, there has
^Ieü no other indication that I have heard, either from
Ir.1 Bani-Sadr or from Mr. Beheshti of the revolution-
ry.licoûncil.

Mr. Ambassador, I have two questions. You men-
-10üed You had a phone call on or about January 19. 1

wonder if you can tell us a little bit more about that;
who it came from, or the nature of it. Was it a menac-
ing or friendly phone call?
A. Well, during that period, I started with the as-
sumption that all phone calls were menacing. But it
was a phone call when I was not home. It was answered
by Mrs. Taylor. They wanted to speak tome. When she
said I wasn't home, they said they would insist on
speaking to Mr. and Mrs. Stafford. They would not
identifythemselves, and yet they said "we knowr there
are two people of such names there."
Q. In this circular decision-making route that you
described earlier, obviously, Canadians and Americans
would have to contemplate the risks, involved for the
remaining hostages. How, at the time,didyou assess
those risks? And what then made you determined to go
ahead with thé escape in light of those risks?
A. I think that was probably one of the predominant
worries we had: that the last thing we possibly wanted
to trigger was any negative implications for the re-
maining 50 at the compound. However, our reading of
the situation was'such that it would not provoke a neg-
ative reaction in Iran.

Q. W`hy?
A. Because of the 'nature of the time, the Iranians
themselves were preoccupied with the resolution of the
hostages at the compound. I don't think they were par-
ticularly concerned by six having been outside the
compound, and that if the six in fact left Iran, it was
really marginal to the entire issue at hand.

Q. Mr. Ambassador, I want to ask you something
about housekeeping details during this time that you
gave hospitality to six Americans. Did that present
any kind of a problem? For example, bringing in food
and things like that. Who did that? And'how Was it ar-
ranged so that nobody became suspicious because all of
a sudden you were feeding six more People thàn you
should.
A. As I said, there were some points where they were
in other Canadian residences, so it was-spread around
somewhat.
Q. You mean the six were spread around in one
building?
A. No, not all the time. What I can confirm, to you is
that at no time were they ever in the Chancery itself -
not in the office itself.

Now, the housekeeping and what have you was
not as difficult as it may seem. The residence I am in
has an unobtrusive side street. The other residences or
houses often,times have interior garages. In Tehran,
food shortages were of such a nature - they were
never serious, they were often just spot shortages -
that whenever you could buy 50 pounds of that or 30
dozen of that, you did it. So it was not unusual to see
someone making purchases of what you would not call

-a sort of corner confectionery type dimension or magni-

tude.



Monsieur Taylor, pourriez-vous confirmer la rem-
. eur selon laquelle l'ambassade de Suède aurait été l'un
des refuges des six diplomates américains tout au dé-
but avant qu'ils ne fassent appel à vous?

Non, je ne peux pas.

Est-ce qu'ils l'ont demandé?

R. Peut-être, mais je ne pense pas.

r. Taylor, Foreign Minister Ghotbzadeh has
warned on a number of occasions that the escape of the
six Americans could make the situation worse for the
50 Americans still in the U.S. compound. Do you share
that view? And, secondly, we would much appreciate
having your expertise on the general optimism shared
by a lot of people that the new President-elect Bani-
Sadr is now committed to an early ending of the crisis.

A. I think that our first reading,was.that no, it would
not have a negative impact on the people at the embas-
sy. I don't think there has been a statement from the
people holding the embassy, vis-a-vis the exit of the six
that you could see as ariegative turn or having a nega-
tive sensé to it. The new.president has not made a for-
mal criticism or statement of the departure.

As I say, I think given the massive support he re-
ceived at the polls andhis intent to get on with ruling
the country, it would seem to most people -- and I
think this accounts to some degree for the optimism -
that he is seeking an early resolution on-mutually sat-
isfactory terms to the conflict.

Q. One supplementary. Do you have any sense that
the government in -Iran has any real control at all over
the student militants? One has this feeling that they
are acting aImost entirely independently ofthe.state.

A. No. I think there has always been a line of com-
munication betweenQum and the compound; between
the revolutionary council, to a lesser extent, and the
compound. Really; since I just left at the time of the
new government, I am not in a position to mention how
the framework or the link is right at this time. But the
news seems optimistic.

Q. Early in the takeover of the U.S. Embassy, the
Minister for External Affairs talked about-the fact that
the Canadian Embassy was remaining in order to as-
sist-other U.S. citizens to get out of the country. Why
could not these people be handled in the same way?

A. I think the main reason was that the other people
we helped get out of the country were with private
firms, rather than the embassy, and didn't experience
that much difficulty; it was largely just administrative
help we provided. They left on their own documents.
However, we provided whatever consular assistance
we could, but not of the nature of the assistance we of-
fered to the six who departed.

Q. Mr. Ambassador, will you share with us in as
minute detail as possible the daily life styles of the
Americans? Did they venture forth? Did they go to
movies? What would they do with their time? As a
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follow-up to that, could you tell us a little bit about
last preparations leaving the country. Were the soi
erners told to mask their accents? Were they
Canadian clot.hes, Canadian luggage, that type
thing?

A. They are the only people to ever wear two M
Leaf pins! The days were, I know, rather long for so
of them, because they did not leave the residence or
house unless it was absolutely necessary, so there
no freedom of movement.

They had left the American Embassy offices
had had only an opportunity to pick up a few suitca
so they had essentially no personal effects. This ^i
helped out by some members of our staffwho were
proximately the same size. I never determined whet
they were the same style or taste, but they are apprc
mately the same size.

The days largely were made up of what you w
do on a weekend vacation, extended over three mon
Maybe playing bridge, Scrabble, reading, talk
sleeping in a bit later than if you were employed at
embassy during normal times.

A. Are any of them writing a book, for instance?

A. I don't_ know. They didn't mention it. But I
sure a number of them kept their own remembras
or their own diaries. The departure: as I say; they w
largely with normal suitcases which we had provi'
with clothes again which had been provided by ç'
selves.

Q. Mr. Ambassador, when did your wife leave.^. Tt,
country? Was it a week or two ahead of you? And, totit'^eal
did you bring out allyour own clothes with you or Nc
you leave a lot of stuff, including any special pos,,,,a:
sions in the embassy. I ask thè question against 1 Th
background of knowing that the security people. v,
are Canadian Armed Forces personnel left without r" YE
uniforms at all, just in plain clothes, to leave ûnobi`1"'ne-^
sively„and I assume that is about $600 or $700 of iY

taxpayers' money down the drain. '^"d?

A. No. Pat left Sunday°morning. That is the day T

fore we left. As far as what sort of personal effectslct`tWo
^iting

got out, some were luckier than others. I have anot^ .
suit, I think. But that is okay. We had our belongi^l^ul
packed in time. However, we are not entirely cert"'r in

where they are or whether we will see them again ft'•
while. 7

Q. Mr. Taylor, the actual departure, you have C
touched on it at all. Could you give us a run down of n 14to
actly how six Americans and yourselves got out. 'Ll Aa
number two, you said that there were no.Iranians
volved in the operation - were there any Irani . I
senior or otherwise apart from the anonymous J111 ^a

phone caller who were aware of it, if not involved. 1t ,Th

A. There is one thing. The anonymous teleph m' I;d
caller may not have been an Iranian. The accent wa^'f f th

clear. Rt11cu
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leave at «,asn't necessàrily an Iranian? Did he hàve any
And, c, tiëea hie accent?
you or . No, I don'_t think so. Then you had one other ques-
al posÿ()n'
;ainst The actual departure.
^ople.
thout^' ^ Yes. It was in the morning. I will try again. Do
ûnobi"" mean the sort of way to the airport, or. ..?

700 of,,- Yes. Could you give us a run down of what hap-
:

ae dayt• 1They went to the airport in our embassy cars. The
effects ct-would have been they were Canadians who were,
,e anotl tiit^ng with me. So it was a natural thing, given the
^elongürfl_FJulty of assuring yourself of cabs early in the

^ thatthe èmbassywould drop them off.^to rnmg^
ly cerf
Lgain fu; Was this Monday morning, Mr. Ambassador?

That is right.

have
own of
out.
anians

Canadian diplomats who perform noteworthy acts
n c1,, to sink like stones afterwards. I am wondering if
ii have any inkling what turn your career might now

Irania. am not entirely certain whether this occasion
nous tsi 1 I^appen again. But in the meantime, until we work
ved. it ahat happens, vis-a-vis Tehran, whether or not I
teleph "L' I^d be going back - I am just going to discuss it

ent wâ^'f f' the Department of External Affairs - I have no
4rt cular plans in mind. Essentially, we have been

three years abroad this time, so possibly I would come
back to Ottawa or another diplomatic post.

Q. Can you describe the trial runsthat were appai•-
entlyheld before the departure?
A. I think the trial runs, what is essentially inferred
from the trial runs is not that the people involved or
others- attempted to do the same thing to see how it
would work. Once was fine.

The trials were associated largely with people who
were leaving ordinarily looking at the means and con-
ditions of exit.
Q. And how closely your passports were being.looked
at, that sort of thing?

A. And the checks, and what have you.

Q. I have two areas of questions. One-is movement of
the Americans while they were there. How did they ar-

, rive at the embassy? Did they all arrive at once? You
said they never left the embassy unless it was abso-
lutely necessary. What would have been necessary,
and how often did they do that?

A. It was necessary a couple of times. Once a few
were staying temporarily in another house, the land-
lord insisted on selling it, so that meant he had to bring
people over. I thought it was very unfair of him to sell
the house during the time we had the people there. But
he did want some potential customers to come and see
and we couldn't very well say, "Well, you can see
everything but the last bedroom from the right on the
second floor" on an occasion like that, for example. And
the coming in - they arrived openly in cars to where
we were, we met them. It was -during the ^day time:
There really isn't too much scrutiny or what have you.

Q. The second question is about contingency plans.
There must have been a number of different ways you
could have handled the situation. You could have done
this whole thing publicly. We announced that these
people were here in the embassy and that you were go-
ing to safeguard them. I understand you were consider-
ing using Department of Defence planes to fly them
out. Could you perhaps tell us of some of the other
things you considered?

A. I think when I say considered, I am not saying
that they got past the drawing board or what have you.
There is certainly thé other obvious one which is over-
land down to Bandar Abbas in the south and them out
bythe Gulf to the Gulf states. But I think everything
seemed to work out in favour of moving visibly through
the airport. It is the normal thing to do when you are
leaving the country. And the others implied considera-
`bly more setting up and a lot of chance once you left
Tehran, given the uncertainty.

Q. I just wondered - you mentioned about getting
passports. But you didn't mention anything about exit
visas. Would you tell us how those were falsified or
what you did about that?

A. Well, I got the passports. And I think the, rest is



what you call - surely you have got it in journalism

too a trade-secret.

Q. One other specific item. I wondered if a certain
Canadian who was in Tehran until fairly récently; I be-
lieve who worked for Staedler-Herder - I think you
know to whom I am referring.

A. Yes.
Q. Is he still in Tehran?

A. The individual referred to had a contested tax
problem with the Iranian government, but just before
we were to leave, I believe that was resolved, and I
think he is on his way out.

Q. On his way out, or still there?

A. He may well be out by now. It would seem to me
he was going to be out by the next day or two.

Q. Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, on a d'abord pensé que
les six Américains avaient couru, s'étaient échappés de
l'ambassade des Etats-Unis le 4 novembre et avaient
couru directement à l'ambassade du Canada. Vous
nous dites maintenant qu'ils ont téléphoné le première
fois le 8 novembre pour vous aviser que leur situation
était difficile et ils vous ont ,rappelé une seconde fois le
10 novembre, c'est-à-dire six jours après la prise des
otages à l'ambassade américaine.

Voudriez-vous nous dire ce qu'ils- ont _fait? Es-ce
qu'ils se sont adressés à d'autres ambassades pendant
ces six jours et coniment se fait-il que vous n'ayez pas
répondu favorablement à leur demande des le 8 novem-
bre?

A. Two parts to that. There was a favourable reply
on November 8. The only aspect that was lacking at
that time was the commitment which was certain, I an-
ticipated, of the Prime Minister and the Secretary of
State for External Affairs. They did not, however, seek
a total commitment November 8. They said they were
free from the embassy. They had temporary lodging,
but they would not feel safe to be there longer than say
the coming weekend. At that point, we asked them to
be certain to phone back by Friday or Saturday at
which time we would be able to give them directions
and instructions.
Q. Vous n'avez pas répondu, Monsieur 1'Ambassad-
eur; à la première partie de ma question qui était: est-
ce qu'à votre connaissance entre le 4 novembre et le 8
novembre ils s'étaient adressés à d'autres ambassades
qu'à la vâtre?

A. Most of the time, essentially pretty well all the
time from the sixth to say the tenth, they were in an
uninhabited bungalow. It may have been they were
contemplating asking for sanctuary at another embas-
sy, but I say this with good certainty, I do not think
that they asked any other embassy for full-fledged
sanctuary. It is possible they may have asked them for
some nature of assistance or possibly a haven for a day

or two. But that isthe extent of their involvement or, I
think, contemplation of seeking asylum or sanctuary
in another embassy.
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Back to that phone call and the possibilit

than authorities knew of this or had some inkling
guess,that it was Iranian. Isit possible that the

in any way, and were prepared to give it benign IF
lect?

A. Yes, Ithink itmay well be possible. At no t
did an Iranian official approach me and say "we un
stand there are six American staff who are still in
ran". I think that possibly (there is some sugge
that this was the case, but it never came out) the t
clergy who visited December 24 were aware that fl,%
were six outside the compound.

in

t 01

1 t

;lli

Q. Mr. Ambassador, were there at any time any
° ^me is

municationsbetween Ottawa and your embasq, i_^ag
Tehran concerning the advisability of any furthPr^rii.^a
tion on the part of Canada to show support ed on
United States diplomatic or economic activity?
so, what was your recommendation?

A. I was in, again, constant touch with External
fairs both on the basis of my own assessment and
ing with colleagues as to how to bring an endto11

confrontation, and I think any number of approa

going from a very conciliatory one to somewhat ste

measures were advanced. But I think I was, ag^
really-doing the same job as anyone else; and thai
"how do you resolve the situation". There are a nurr:j
ofineasures that I think have been outlined to do so^

Q. Did the government do exactly what you re

mended? ^

A. I can't recall any time over, say, since Noven
4, that there was a conflict between what I woùld ;

pose myself or in terms of what guidance or counsell,
tawa would send back.

Q. Mr. Taylor, I would like to know in as muçh de,
as you can provide about the nature of the identi;
assigned to the Americans. You mentioned that t
were technically visitors. Were they given the .ideI
ties of real Canadians, falsified names, and what
fessions were they supposed to have, and what was;
status of their presence?

A. No, they were not given real Canadian nar
Then you could say, well, were they given real Arr.^ 4
can names. But, again, I don't mean to back away fT
the question, but I am-really not in a position to say

Q. You can't say what professions they were givei

their passports?
A. Not right now.

Q. Or whether they were visitors, tourists, relati,
staff members? i n c l os

A. No. I think that is as far as I can go. DIlow14

Q. Just a quick one before I ask my question. Folld
ing on that one. Was it a diplomatic pâssport? >i

A. No. Tv

Q. My question has to do with the timing, sir, of
decision to get the Americans out of there. At
point did you decide that you couldn't wait for the r0r1af f
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1972
January/February
March/April
May/June
July/August
September/October

1973
January/February
March/April
May/June
July/August
September/October
November/December

1974
January/February
March/April
May/June `
July/August
September/October
November/December

1975
January/February
May/June
July/August
November/December

relati

nclrisepayment or institutional purchase order on the
pIlo^ving scale:

n. Fol' One to five copies -$1.75 each_
Six to eleven copies =$1.50 each
Twelve or more copies -$1.25 each

ir, ofyA ^4dd $1 to the total for. postage and handling and
At N,`'dkP your cheque ormoney, order payable to 'Interna-

ir the:h^r'al Perspectives'.

a message from Ottawa,- saying: "What is your read-
ing? From our vantage point it seems about the end of
January." In fact, I was really saying almost the same
thing to them.

1976
January/February
March/April
May/June
July/August
September/October
November/December
Special issue: U.S. Bicentennial

1977
January/February
March/April
May/June
July/August
September/October
November/December
1978

January/February
March/April
May/June
July/August
September/October
November/December

1979
January/February
March/April
May/June/July/August



Zimbabwe: a new beginning

after 14 years of Ian Smith
by Clyde Sanger

One of the less remembered prime ministers of South-
ern Rhodesia, Winston Field, tried to put his country's
problems in a nutshell when he said, "The trouble here
is féar of the unknown."

That was in 1962, and we were making an inspec-
tion tour (for hewas a paternalist, of military bearing)
of his tobacco farm near Marandellas. There seemed
little to fear, that pleasant evening. But the Rhodesia
Front (RF) of which he was the first leader, was soon

busily spreading trepidation: its prize effort, for the
elections of December 1962, was a poster-photograph of
schoolgirls' legs-black and white, all mixed up togeth-
er. That's what will happen to your daughter, if you
vote for Whitehead and let him repeal the Land Appor-
tionment Act! So the properly frightened whites aban-
doned Sir Edgar, and the RF came to power, and within
16 months Ian Smith had pushed Winston Field aside
andbeganaccelerating down the dirt road that ledhim
to his Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI) in
November 1965. Smith kept telling everyone that in-
dependence would end uncertainty.

He was, of course, absurdly wrong. Through his
UDI he simply enlarged the uncertainty and multi-
plied the fears and -agony of thousands of Rhodesians
for 14 long years. The British were frightened of using
force(they might have called it "police action") to snuff
out his rebellion, either because they thought they
would mess it up or because they thought the risk too
high of shooting some kith and kin and outraging pub-
Iicopinion at home.

For his part, Smith was too stupid to grab the two
chances Harold Wilson gave him, in December 1966
and October 1968 aboard HMS Tiger and HMS
Fearless, of a legalized independence with a national
assemblydominated by whites and only a small group
of black M.P.'s to provide a "blocking quarter" (17 out
of 67 seats) that would prevent the "retrogressive
amendment of the constitution". Ian Smith's talents
lay in devising means of short-term survival, a few
months at a time, by dividing his enemies: dividing the
African nationalists by pegging them down separately
in prison, detention area or exile; and dividing the
British politicians and Commonwealth leaders by sow-

Mr. Sanger was until recently Director of In formation at
the Commonwealth Secretariat. He is now a free-lance
writer, living in Ottawa.
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ing suspicions of some secret deal. (He tried pl^ E,rn°-,,,-nt
the vulnerable Kaunda inthis wayagainst N%Er, ?,Lum
It was only through stalwart work by the first C rcil <<ced
monwealth Secretary-General, Arnold Smith, ti"rill of
through general good sense prevailing at Heads^, ;-, f rgE
Government Meetings thathis opposition did noti^tp;iî^^ ce
apart in the years before the Zimbabwe guerrila,,,, tE
mies grew to any. strength- after 1972. Then his tN1 E,ûya a

began running out inexorably.

Final effort

lent c^nd
i n hhum
seemed#

Rather than attempting a necessarily inadequate : And

mary of all these years of rebellion, or a compa.ris 'Con'l'crPn
the half-dozen efforts to conclude a political set^t'eeks oi
ment, it is preferable to concentrate on some of the!17, out

tails of the final effort-let's call it the Carrington lc!"??stitu
tlement, to give credit to its author-and to peer o^E1éLwPen
his shoulder a few years into the future of Zimbai-a:
For Winston Field's fear of the unknown is still us ^ddrE
us. The sixmillionpeople of Zimbabwe wilYmove ir"f i.he m

A^state of internationally recognized independenc t:190
February, March or April while the leading fig i"1'r'.ts w
among the 230,000 whites and the rest of the peoplF^'a}' we?
whether they are politicians or farmers or teacher '
soldiers - still hardlÿ know one another._ This is pft `)^iof P
of the legacy of the rebellion. Ta^ Sali

But before becoming too gloomy about the F^^t"^; un
spects for Zimbabwe, it is worth recalling how the fer" i"^^'• It
expressed about a somewhat similar situation On

Kenya in the early 1960s were marvellously allaye^"entj con
Remember those days? A nervous British go nec

nor, Sir Patrick Renison (who ended his days less onl ,.
ously, running the Playing Fields Association), k-' Ch

refusing to release Jomo Kenyatta from detention, fitO
calling him "the leader to darkness and death" '(`.; iz
then saying he couldn't let him loose because he dla^i'^a
"know what is in his mind". There were fears that ^4 ' t rlted.
forest fighters, unexorcised of their Mau Mau oai{
would wreak vengeance on their fellow Kikuyu t cle1e
had been loyalists and "home guards", and then U1 r'(^ld t
out the white farmers without ceremorfy or comper"'ved

tion. And British ministers did their best to insV'"?rial
tionalize- the division between the KANU and KA' l (a
parties by imposing an independence constitution t 1U" es
gave large and residual powers to six regional legi -)Aft
tures. Even for those who didn't read Robert Ruark' 4`1_`'ng
tillating novels, there were grounds for fear in Ken }^ ^ P c

approach to uhuru. ^t ^tiive



The horrors never happened. Kenyatta was soon
Mzee" to everyone, and won the support of white

t,iriners at a single remarkable meeting in Nakuru,

ftivbi^n he talked to them about, common problems like

stock thefts and by the end had them up on their feet
iuting "Harambee" -Pull together. ("The Turning-

iPc)int Speech", it was called on the memorial record

! eol^ when he died.) Some of the eountry's, best farm

I^irid in the Rift valley was turned over to African own-

ership by orderly purchase, coveredby a British Gov-
ilay c,t-^n,Pnt loan. Forest fighters were quietly pensioned

ereq,,tr 1`C„ m Mboya, as Kenyatta's troubleshooter, speedily

t Cui r^ É,l <«-E^d the regionalist constitution with a centralized

17 tirr:n of unitary government,-and KANU and KADU
'ad^c,,,;i-, E-rged rather than clashed. Of course, not every-

sotlfthi'n came up roses: some e-white farmerstrundled
crlag`,;tlth. telling alarming stories to explain their move;
is ti,N1E46ya and the KADU leader, Ronald Ngala, met vio-

fleint ends. But Africans with their-characteristic skill
n}luman relations overcame many chasms that had

tid^-med frightening.

te si. I And so to Zimbabwe, and the Lancaster House
riso-'c'() "ference that' began on September ,10. It took 14

set"^vPf. kti of hard bargaining for Lord Carrington to ham-
'the'?o4 out agreement on three matters: an independence
ton ^cc"??st i tution, arrangements for the period of transition
^er cl!et;^ E,en a ceasefire and independence (including elec-
zbal ti1)ns), and the ceasefire arrangements themselves. Let

ill T^t? address two questions. Which delegation came out
Te irl if the marathon conference with the balance of advan-

enceR^i;,e? And what hopes are there that these arrange-
ments will lead to lasting peace and prosperity for Zim-

èop El f^aiiwP?^

cher,`
s is p^^^`lgiof-Peace

il% Salisbury delegation led by Bishop Muzorewa be-

the ',t tl, unsteadily and also unrealistically, but not for

-he f^^?' I g• It started by tabling, as its contribution to the de-
3_tio f^ité on an independence constitution, a copy of the cur-

layedt'e 11 t constitution that is based on the March 3rd Agree-
h go,incnt between Smith's Rhodesia Front, Muzorewa's
ess Olt A ^C and smaller groups led by Ndabaningi Sithole
)n) kjlnd^ Chief Chirau. Since under this constitution 28

;ion, f^s i' ire M.P.s could prevent, for atleast 10 years, the Af-

3th" -'ca,nlzation of senior posts in the civil service, police

he di, army, it was hardly what Bishop Muzorewa really
that " "üted. He was happy after two weeks to manoeuvre

ru oa 1 ^r' ;5mith into being a minority of one, while the other
uyu t clelegatesaccepted Carrington's proposals. These re-
ien &I c`ced the number of M.P.s to 20 out of 100, and re-
)mper"'^^ed their veto powers by providing that a constitu-

inst, o rial amendment bill could be passed by a 70 percent
dK_A "i ç,' (although to alter the Declaration of Rights re-

ition fici i {es an unanimous vote).

il legi>, 1After that, although the Bishop made a show of

:uark'."1v 'og no fresh elections were needed to implement

i Ken;'i'o-`'e changes;his delegation was swift to agree to suc-
E^si.ve British proposals on transitional arrangements

and cease-fire plans. It was also smart to do so. For its
quick acquiescence produced a two-to-one situation in

which Lord_Carrin3ton, tough in that urbane way some

British "patricians have, spent his weeks tugging the

Patriotic Front on to the common ground he now

shared with Muzorewa and which he claimed was mid-

dle ground. He had remarkable success.
The two sections of the Patriotic Front, Joshua

Nkomo's ZAPU and Robert Mugabe's ZANU, came to
London well prepared and in a mood of cool determina-
tion. They were not going to walk out in a temper. and
give the game to Muzorewa; just to make sure, com-
rades from the front line states of Tanzania, Mozambi-
que and Zambia paced round the periphery of the con-
ference to encourage the PF leaders to stay in it. They
maintained unity in public very convincingly; the
ZANU and ZAPU spokesmen, Edison Zvogbo and Wil-

lie Musururwa, were an amiable and astute duo in
daily briefings. Nevertheless, the PF leaders conceded
a great deal, starting with the acceptance at each of the
three stages that"the British proposals rather than
their own documents should form the basis for negotia-

tions.
To give the main examples, the British team of-

fered minor accommodations on the constitution: it
lowered the qualification for a High Court judge from
10 years to seven years of being qualified to practise as
an advocate; and it reshaped the Senate.to give the As-
semblyand Prime Minister together the nomination or
election of half of the 40-strong chamber, instead of 10
out of 30. But these concessions are insignificant when
compared with the constitutional points on which the

PF vielded:
-instead of an executive president, they accepted

a constitutional head of state, elected by M.P.s, and an
executive prime minister.

-they opposed the automatic granting of Zimbab- °
wean citizenship to everyone who is now a Rhodesian
citizen or has the qualifications for becoming one, say-

.any country outside Zimbabwe".

ing that the critical date should be November "1965
(UDI time); they reasoned that those who hadcome to
Rhodesia after UDI were likely to be white suprema-
cists unwanted in Zimbabwe.

-they argued against the "racialism" of having
any reserved seats voted for by a separate roll (in
Kenya and Tanzania non-blacks have been elected on a
common roll), and then accepted the provision of 20
which seats - a figure wildly out of proportion to the'
whites' 3 percent share of the actual population.

-they objected to the whole idea of paying white
settlers off if their farmland is expropriated, but have
now accepted as, part of the Declaration of Rights the
obligation to make "prompt payment of adequate com-

pensation ... remittable within a reasonable time to

Further concessions by the PF followed during the
seven weeks spent arguing on the arrangements for. a
ceasefire and pre-independence elections. The British
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strategy throughout has been to hurry the talks along
telescope the timetable to independence as much

as possible, presumably for fear that doubts would be
compounded and difficülties increased if the momen-
tnm slackened. They have been able to maintain the
momentum in a way that the Labour Government
team never did during the 1976-77 talks in Geneva.
For they were prepared to move at better than convoy
speed, unlike Anthony Crosland the Foreign Secretary
in 1976, leaving the PF behind if necessaz y(and if that
was a bluff, it was an effective one). They were also
prepared to move boldly into an exposed position, as
when Lord Soames was despatched to Salisbury as
Governor before a full ceasefire agreement.

Measured Pace

The Patriotic Front's strategy, on the other band, was
to negotiate at a measured pace and to plan for a longer
transition period. Was that to give its armed forces
time to move further into strategic parts of the coun-
try, or to claim a reasonable time for organizing and
campaigning in the most important election Zimbab-
weans have ever faced? Or for both reasons? In any
case, the PF leaders in the end dropped these impor-
tant demands:

-they wanted a six-month transition period, but
accepted the British plan for a period of only two
months from ceasefire to polling.

-they wanted a United Nations force, to help
maintain order during this period. Field Marshal Lord
Carver, the Governor-designate in 1977-78, worked
out such a scheme then. Mrs. Thatcher was strongly
against a UN force: nor did Britain invite troops from
six Commonwealth countries suggested by- the PF
(Ghana, Guyana, India, Jamaica, Nigeria and Sierra
Leone), Instead it asked Australia, Fiji, Kenya and
New Zealand to provide 500 troops alongside a 700-
strong British contingent. Their job: to keep an eye on
the separated armies after disengagement.

-as for the maintenance of law and order, the PF
accepted that the British South Africa Police would re-
main in charge, although now under Governor Soames'
ultimate command.

-and when negotiating on "assembly points"
where PF forces would gather and remain during the
election campaign, they asked for a number equal to
that occupied by the Salisbury forces and also for the
grounding of the Rhodesian Air Force. They ended
with 16 . assembly points, less that half the other side's
number, and only one on thé strategic spine of the
country, the high veld between Salisbury and Bula-
wayo.

Set out like this, the Patriotic Front leaders can be
seen during the 14 weeks to have abandoned so many
of their original positions that one must wonder why
they have done so. Were they simply outgunned by the
British team? It was a formidable team, but the PF had
a line of men, sharpened by years of detention (Mugabe
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g and others took law degrees in prison), who wE' x
match for Carrington, Gilmour and Duff: Were thritr.
Bishop Muzorewa alleged in a spiteful statemer
London aftersigning the cease-fire agreement, utt^^ ,
deceitful and "making promises not worth the p
they're written on"? I don't believeso; and I know t! Î -v
quite well. Were they greatly concerned to appeat,
sonable rather than rigid, and to rid themselves of
terrorist image, and therefore prepared to sacri
some points to this end? Perhaps. Are they so confiâ
of winning an election that they believe they ha
margin to bargain away? Or did they become wo'
that Bishop Muzorewa was by November already
tioneering with some effect and the British m
move ahead with electionplans, leaving them: ou
the cold? Have they concluded that, after a seven-}
stalemated war thathas left 30,000 dead and life in
ral areas utterly dislocated, the people are despet ;;i
for peace. Perhaps, to all of these.

Let's now look briefly into the future.
Writing before Christmas 1979 it is risky I ,,

point of folly to predict what mayhappen by the u,,
February 1980 and after the elections. Having
that, Ioffer a set of predictions, as a means of hi. .<?
lighting some of the problems immediately ahead .

As many as six major political,parties may con
the elections. With 20 seats reserved for whites ele
on a separate roll, one African party has to win 51
of the 80 remaining seats to gain a majority. It is n,
than possible that a bloc of right-wing whitesled ati•io^i
Ian Smith will end up holding the balance of power^ hile b
is certainly to the tactical advantage of$mith's Rl^t'1^ of i
encourage divisions among:sub-groups of the Sh^
people (Robert Chikerema's Zezuru- group of '.l'r„Jt ss
split fxom the Bishop in 1979 in protest against ] ;,i) a
vouring the Manyika group) and between

the ^( ' ll^;tiv wndNdea bele peoples.
It will be a mixed blessing, having a constitw

r

0

tician may be given the presidential job (Nkomo or are

president and executive prime minister. An older r st LP6I 1^=

Bishop?) while<Mugabe or conceivably Dr Sials Mire-lis t
dawarara becomes prime minister; and this may ],thprh
forge a. two-party alliance to secure majority goveh^3i.ido
ment. It can equally be, in the phrase of constitutro}l ^siv
expert Dr. Claire Palley, "a recipe for discord", si- F t co
the president can dismiss the prime minister. Rem4lrrns c
ber Kasavubu and Lumumba in the Congo?

The formation of a Zimbabwe national army v`"for
be a major problem. Lord Carver had plans for, ^'T^ladi
10,000-strong force, balancing Salisbury and PF foi ),i ("'jre'
with new recruitment and starting -the integratat Ĉom
process before independence. Carrington ducked t'^ll 0
problem, leaving it to the incoming' government on't?ad;
winner-take-all basis. To judge by General Walls' °` ontu
marks on>the day the cease-fire agreement was -si gr" T' ÿ of
(Nkomo and Mugabe "are agents of Soviet: imper It
ism" and their election victory would bring "blo'°ar'es
civil war ") he will be more hindrance than help intjr1 tfn H
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cals I%re; ^ i to. produce for the commercial market. On the

power^hïle the conference continued, rumours spread that there was a danger of `civil war' between guerrilla followers of

h's RFneh of the men.

ae
of NL!r„Ct 5s - and might even engineer a coup. He was cer-
isthisR inÎl `, adding to "the fear of the unknown" among his
he Wll,'%- whites.

;african cultivators are jam-packed into Tribal

titutio r„^t Lands - 3.6 million people subsisting where
)lder p^lÿ a million can reasonably live. About 4,000 farm-
mo Or t^-, ire doing well enough in the African Purchase

may lit he. r hand, at least a third of the 6,700 white farms are
y gove i,; i;,,loned, and another third are much underused.
titutioil as^4ve changes in land tenure and use are needed.
rd", siv et, compensation for the expropriation of 4,000 white
^. Rem6rms could cost one billion dollars.

.old for Canada
rrxny r
ins for, ,``T'- +dian governments under Lester Pearson and
PF forc'ierre Trudeau played an important part, directly and
.tegrat't (),nmmonwealth meetings, in making sure that Brit-
cked t?' i i '(lid not conclude. a sell-out deal with Ian Smith.
nent o^'in<^rI,' can take some credit that majority rule has
Walls''`f'ytually come toZimbabwe. But that's the begin-

,as sigr? "' ^ of the job, not the end.

imper It is unfortunate that Zimbabwe's independence

g"blo '0111 ' It a time when External Affairs and CIDA are
^1p intEi,tting back on programs, and çertainlynot looking for

new commitments. There are 10 countries in southern
Africa that will have to be covered from Canadian mis-

sions in Pretoria and Lusaka - until one is set up in
Salisbury. Since one will certainly have to be estab-
lished there some day, it is best to do it right away and
gain the knowledge and the influence that,comes of be-
ing there early.

If it is altogether too expensive to contemplate tak-
ing this step alone, then the government should try a
daring new experiment and suggest sharing a-mission

in Salisbury with another Commonwealth country -
Australia is the obvious choice. As for CIDA, its tied
aid provisions made it difficult to help much with tropi-
cal agriculture, since few Canadians had such skills;
but Zimbabwe is far enough south of the equator for
Canadian farming experts to be useful there.

In the past 15 years, many Canadians - politi=

,, çians. and editors alike - have refrained from whole-
heartedly backing the Zimbabwean nationalists on the
grounds that they could not support violence (ignoring
that the prime violence was white repression and ra-
cial discrimination). Even today the timid may hold
back, pleading austerity. It will be a deep shame for
Canada if we do not do all we can to help turn the
promise of peace into a lasting reality.



El Salvador

Genesis of the next revolution
Luis Barrios

Ign I
Bib

The possibility of a future scenario modeled on the Ni-
caraguan revolution cannot be overlooked in the tiny
and densely populated Republic of El Salvador. The
spontaneous eruption of political violence and civil war
is imminent not only because Nicaragua's recent revo-
lution is potentially exportable, but alsobecause the
severities of economic and social deprivation in this
country invite revolutionary response. Already a major,
groundswell of conflict andpolarization is visible in
many parts of El Salvador, promising to escalate into a
wider crisis of national proportions. At present the na-
ture of the governmental_ system is such that repres-
sion comes first and politics is secondary. Personalism
and authoritarianismrun rampant while Revolution
with a capital "R" stands in the wings waiting to enter
the social and political system, with violence as the
only alternative.

Impending Crisis

All the variables which normally constitute conditions
that give rise to social disequilibrium are present in El
Salvador. This predominantly agrarian nation has the
smallest territorial size of any continental American
country (5240 square kilometres) but also the densest
population for all of Latin America (215 persons per
square kilometrë). The chronic overcrowding of El Sal-
vador's 5.3 million people is further complicated by an
annual population growth rate of 3.4 per cent which
has sustained itself for the past decade. These factors
alone exert formidable pressures on the unresolved
problems of inequitable land ownership, unemploy-.
ment, and thelack of basic services.

In the past decade the problem of intensive demo-
graphic pressure was aggravated by the closure of the
border with Honduras after the so-called "Soccer War".
Prior to the 1969 war Salvadoreans migrated into Hon-
duras and occupied a sizeable amount of land across
the frontier thus helping to relieve internal population

Dr. Barrios is a native of Venezuela who has recently.
completed doctoral studies in Latin American Politics
at the University ofSt. Louis, Missouri. He is a former
OPEC staffmember.
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pressures. Now with the population expected to dou
within 20 years, the relocation of Salvadorean farni
peasants and ti•adesmen is bound to cause not only
creasing internal tensions btit international one^
well. In addition, the predominantly rural composit
of El Salvador's population (approximately ô0 per c
means the persistence of illiteracy, low productiv
health problems, low technology,low skills and feu
istlc social structures.

Most of the productive latifundia which constit
approximately 50 per cent of the arable, land are
by some 300 extended families, while the campesi
(rural workers)'= the greatmajority - hold only
per cent of the land (munifundia) in plots of usu
less than ten hectares. The scarcity of land coup
with its unequal distribution results in gross ineff
ency of land use and uneven economic growth in
agricultural sector, which accounts for 25 per cen^ -
the GNP, 75 per cent of foreign earnings and
cent of the labour force.

But these factors alone do not necessarily prod
revolution or political turmoil. Many Central &Bffing
South American states have similar conditions wl
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more often than not result in long-term political staf-^
ity, notwithstanding static economic growth. Cert ^L
ly, inequality is present everywhere in Latin Amer
but in the case of El Salvador, small size and a well 1
veloped communications system serve to heighten
tagonism and dissatisfaction among people. The o
ous imbalance between those who have and those,
have not is highly visible in Salvadorean society, tl^
the revolution of rising expectations engenders grear
political instability with each economic setback.

It is because of this that El Salvador serves to
emplify James C. Davies' "J-Curve" theory of revi
tion. According to Davies, it is not an absolute amo
of inequality that encourages revolutionary behav
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Instead it is relative deprivation (th^ gap betw^^&ths,
what people expect and what they get)-that facilit^k ;?^^e
political and social violence. Davies posits that revl ° ni°'
tion wi111ikely occur when "a prolonged period of

197 p

ing expectations and rising gratification is followedI'
a short period of sharp reversal, during which the P
between expectations and gratification quickly wid^
and becomes intolerable."
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359 pp. (Canada-Europe series).

Richard

The politics of the Olympic games. Berkeley: University of Cali-

brnia Press, 1979.
212 pp.

Pv.gfiace, Marilyn

anada's commitment to Europe: I. The European force

T964-1971. Kingston, Ontario: Centre for International Rela-

ions, Queen's University, 1979.
66 pp. (National Security series).

he dangers of nuclear war: a Pugwash symposium. Toronto:

,̂University of Toronto Press, 1979.
97 pp.

Iffies, John W.

The shaping of peace: Canada and the search for world order,
0
1943-1957, Vol. 1. Toronto: University of Toronto Press,1979.

49 pp.

Marchak, Patricia

In whose interests: an essay on multinational corporations in a

Canadian content. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1979.

317 pp.

McKinley, Kathryn and Roger Young

Technology and the Third World: the issues and the role for

Canada. Ottawa: North-South Institute, 1979.

77 pp: (North-South papers).

McKinley, Kathryn and Roger Young

La technologie et le tiers-D6monde: exposé des problèmes et rôle

du Canada: Ottawa: L'Institut Nord-Sud, 1979.

84 pp. (Essais Nord-Sud).

Orvik, Nits
Our neighbours to the east. Kingston, Ontario: Centre for Inter-

national Relations, Queen's University, 1979.

32 pp.

Ranger, Robin

Arms and politics 1958-1978: arrns control in a changing politi-

cal context. Toronto: Macmillan, 1979.

280 pp.

Roche, Douglas

What development is all about. Toronto: NC Press Ltd., 1979.

176 pp.

Sigler, John H., Brian Tomlin and Harald von Riekhoff

Canadian-U.S. relations.Montreal; Washington: C. D. Howe Re-

search Institute; National Planning Association, 1979.

149 pp. (Canada-U.S. prospects).

Willoughby, William R.
The joint organizations of Canada and the United States. Toron-

to: University of Toronto Press, 1979.

289 pp.

II. Articles

Boardman, Robert
"Initiatives and outcomes: the European Community and Cana-

da's 'Third Option'." In Revue d'intégration européenne/Journal

ofEuropean integration 3:5-27 septembre/September 1979.

Canada-United States Law Institute Proceedings.
"Steel dumping into Canada and the United States": "Taxation

of transnational operations: recent developments and current is-

sues in Canada and the United States"; "Extra-territorial appli-

cation of United States Anti-trust Law". In Canada-United

States Law Journal Vol. 2 Summer 1979.

Gellner, John
"Do Canadians know what's going on in the world?" In Executive

Vol. 21

Information Supplement to International Perspectives January/ February 1980
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Jockel, Joseph T. and Joel L. Sokolsky
"Emphasizing the assets: a proposal for the restructuring of

Canada's military contribution to NATO." In Canadian Defence

QuarterlylRevué canadienne de défense Vol. 9 No 2 Autumnlau-

tomne 1979 pp. 17-20.

Louthood, Louise
"Chronique des relations extérieures du Canada et du Québec."

In Etudes internationales 10:519-613 septembre 1979.

Meyer, Herbert E.
"A fitness program for Canadian business." InFortuneVol. 101

No. I January 14,1980 pp. 98-98.

1Vlunton, Donald James
"Les puissances secondaires et l'influence des atributs relation-

nels -1é cas du Canada et sa politique extérieure." In Etudes

internationales 10: 471-501 septembre 1979.

Painchaud, Paul
"La nordicité: nouveau mythe Canado-Québécois de politique

étrangère." In Etudes internationales 10: 591-613 septembre

1979.

Pau st, Jordan J.
"The unconstitutional detention of Mexican and Canadian pris-

oners by the United States." In Vanderbilt Journal of Interna-

tionl Law Vol. 12 No:1 Winter 1979 pp. 67-72.

Roach, E. Hugh
"The transfer of techology: the need for pragmatism." In Behind

the ïaeadlinés Vol. 37 No. 5 1979 p. 28.

Tomlinson, J_W.C. & P.S. Brown
"Joint ventures with foreigners as a method of exploiting Cana-

dian fishery resources under extended fisheries jurisdiction." In

Ocean Management Vol. 5 No. 3 October 1979 pp. 251-261.

Walker, John R.
"Conflict of interests." In Report Vol. 3 No. 2 December 1979/

January 1980 pp. 5-9.

2. List of recent publications of the Department of
External Affairs (prepared by the Domestic Informa-

tion Programs Division).

I. Press Releases

No. 62 (August 10, 1979) Official visit of the representative of

President Senghor, His Excellency Ousmane Camara.

No. 63 (August 16, 1979) United Nations Conference on Science

and Technology for Development, Vienna, August 20 to 31,

1979.

No. 64 (August 23, 1979) External Affairs Appointment: Gordon

S. Smith as Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External

Affairs (Management and Planning).

No. 65 (August 31, 1979) Official visit of the Vice-President and

Commissioner (Social Affairs) of the Commission of the Eu-

ropean Communities, Mr. Henk Vredeling.

No. 66 (September 11, 1979) Canada-U.S. Discussions on tuna

No. 67

fishing off the west coast of Canada.

(September 12, 1979)Canada-U.S. Talks on west coast fish-
eries problems.

No. 68 (September 21, 1979) Secretary of State for External Af-

fairs at thirty-fourth UN General Assembly Session.

No. 69 (October 1, 1979) West to East oil pipeline.

No. 70 (October 2,1979) Food Aid Program to Portugal.

No. 71 (October 3, 1979) Renewal of Canada-Cuba Hijac

Agreement.

No. 72 (October 9, 1979) External Affairs Senior Appointm;

L.H. Amyot as Chief of Protocol; A. Couvrette asAssi6

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs; R.; de

tal as Minister (Cultural Affairs and Information) C

than Embassy in Paris; J. Gignac, the additional respo

bility for International Humanitarian Affairs; A. Le

as Director, Canadian Cultural Centre in Paris;

McKinney as Special Economic Adviser; L. Rogers as,

ordinator for Canadian Participation, Madrid Meeti

the Conference for Security and Co-operation in E

L.A.H. Smith as Assistant Under-Secretary of State for

ternal Affairs.

No. 73 (October 15, 1979) Canada-U.S. research consulta

group on the long-range transport of air pollutants.

No. 74 (October 17, 1979) Canadian pledges under Caribt

Group for Co-operation in Economic Develop

(CGCED).

No. 75 (October 17, 1979) Repeal of Canada-France Trade A

ment Acts (1933,1935).

No. 76 (October 18, 1979) Canada-EC Meetings, October 1

1979 .

No. 77 (October 18, 1979) Statement to plenary session on Ir,

national Year of the Child by Douglas Roche, M.P., Pa

mentary Secretary to Secretary of State for Externa

fairs and representative of Canada to Second Commit

thirty-fourth regular session of UN General Assen

New York, October 17, 1979.

No. 78 (October 19, 1979) Canadian contributionto internati

relief effort for Kampuchea (Cambodia).

No. 79 (October 22, 1979) West to east oil pipeline.

No. 80 (October 23, 1979) Diplomatic Appointments: M.D. C
horne as Ambassador to Austria, concurrently accre^

as Resident Representative to International Atomic

ergy Agency, Governor for Canada and Permanent Re^,

sentative to United Nations Industrial Development

ganization; J.G. Harris as Ambassador to Yugoslf

concurrently accredited to Bulgaria; M.A. Macpherso:

No. 81

Ambassador to Denmark; R.W. Stewart as Consul Ger

in Atlanta.

(October 25, 1979) Independence of St. Vincent and

Grenadines.

No. 82 (October 25, 1979) Food Aid: notes for a statement by B

las Roche, M.P., Parliamentary Secretary to the Secre

of State for External Affairs and representative of Can

to the Second Committee of the thirty-fourth Regular

sion of the UN General Assembly, New York, October

No. 83 (October 26,1979) Trials of Czech Dissidents.
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No. 84 (November 2, 1979) Secretary of State for External AN

to Attend United Nations Pledging Conference for e^

gency assistance to people of Kampuchea November 5,'.`

York.

No. 85 (November 13, 1979) Canada signs Convention on I,,,'

range transboundary airborne pollution, Geneva, No^l

her 13,1979.

No. 86 (November 13, 1979) Official visit of Mr. Dankoulodo 1
Dicko, Secretary General of the Agency for Cultural
Technical Co-operation.
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(November 14, 1979) The Situation in Kampuchea: notes
for a statement by Douglas Roche, M.P., Parliamentary
Secretary to the Secretary of State for External Affairs and
Representative of Canada to the thirty-fourth Regular Ses-
sion of the UN General Assembly, New York, November

14,1979.

(November 16, 1979) Canada's international cultural rela-

tions.

9(November 16, 1979) Canadian contribution to the Maduru

^ Oya Reservoir complex in Sri Lanka.

(November 20, 1979) Canadian déclaration under Article

41 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights.

(November20,1979) Canada Hosts the Canada/CARICOM

19

Joint Trade and Economic Committee.

(November 22, 1979) Secrétary of State for External Af-

I fairs' visit to Europe, December 10-18, 1979.

3 (November 22, 1979) Canada-U.S.S.R. General Exchanges

Agreement Mixed Commission -1980-81 program.

4(November 26, 1979) Canadian delegation to next General

Confèrence of the Cultural and Technical Co-operation

Agency, Lomé, Togo, December 12-14,1979.

(November 28, 1979) Erik Nielsen attends opening of

Grantley Adams Airport, Barbados.

6(November27, 1979) Iran: Joint Commonwealth State-

ment.

7 (November 30,1979) Appointment of Chief Air Negotiator.

8 (November 29, 1979) 1979 Canada-Belgium literary award

to Belgian writer Hubert Juin.

9 (November 30, 1979) Claude Cheysson to visit Canada De-
cember 2-5;1979:

00 (December 4, 1979) Diplomatic Appointments: C.G. Bullis

as High Commissioner to Nigeria; R.W. Clark as High

Commissioner to Sri Lanka; A. W.J. Robertson as Ambassa-

dor to Finland.

01 (December 13, 1979) Financial assistance to performing

arts companies and soloists.

o

o

02 (December 13, 1979) Joint statement by NATO countries
on Iran.

03 (December 18, 1979) UN Convention on the elimination of

discrimination against women.

04 (December 18, 1979) Canada lifts economic sanctions

against Rhodesia.
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05 (December 19, 1979) Canada-U.S. Vessel Traffic Manage-
ment Agreement.

06 (December 21, 1979) Agreement on the protection of invest-
ments between Canada and Yugoslavia.

07

08

(December 21, 1979) Proposed Agreement with the United
States on migratory cariboo.

(December 28, 1979) Canadian participation in the Con-

certed Action for Development in Africa.

D%,"109 (December 28, 1979) Afghanistan.

II. Statements and Speeches

79/12 Crisis in Southeast Asia: Humanitarian and Political Aspects

Can't be Separated. A speech by the Secretary of State for Ex-

ternal Affairs, the Honourable Flora MacDonald, to the

United Nations Conference on Refugees, Geneva, July 20,

1979.

79/13 Canadian Economic Relations with Latin America. A speech

by Mr. Jacques Gignac, Assistant Under-Secretary of State for

External Affairs, at the plenary meeting of the Forum das

Americas, Sao Paulo, Brazil, June 12, 1979.

79/14 Canada Pledges Support for the World Food Council's Activi-

ties. A speech by the Prime Minister of Canada, the Right

Honourable Joe Clark, to the fifth Ministerial Session of the

World Food Council, Ottawa, September 4,1979_

79/15 Canada's Foreign Policy and Relations. A speech by the Secre-
tary of State for External Affairs, the Honourable Flora Mac-
Donald, to the Canadian Club of Canada, Montreal; Septem-
ber 17;1979. {

79/16 An Examination of Conscience at the United Nations. An ad-

dress by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Flora

MacDonald, to the thirty-fourth Regular Session of the United

Nations General Assembly, New York, September 25,1979.

79/17 The World Refugee Problem. A statement made October 9,

1979, by J.C. Best, Alternate Representative for Canada to

the UNHCR Executive Committee, Geneva.

79/18 The International Year of the Child. A statement by Mr.

Douglas Roche, M.P., Parliamentary Secretary to the Secre-

tary of State for External Affairs and Representative of Can-

ada to the Second Committee of the thiriy-fourth Regular Ses-

sion of the United Nations General Assembly, New York,

October 17,1979.

79/19 Canada and the European Communities. A speech by Mr.

Richard Tait, Head of Mission, Canadian Mission to the Euro-

peanCommunities, to the Ontario Chamber of Commerce, To-

ronto, October 24,1979.

79/20 Cultural Diplomacy: a Question of Self-interest. An address
by the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Al-

lan Gotlieb, to the Association of Universities and Colleges of

Canada, Winnipeg, November 12, 1979.

79/21 Canada and NATO. An address by the Prime Minister of Can-

ada, the Right Honourable Joe Clark, to the twenty-fifth Ses-

sion of the North Atlantic Assembly, Ottawa, October 26,

1979.

79/22 Foreign Policy Review. A statement by the Secretary of State

for External Affairs, the Honourable Flora MacDonald, before
the Standing Committee on External Affairs and National

Defence, Ottawa, October 30, 1979.

79123 Energy and International Relations. A speech by the Under-
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Allan Gotlieb, to

the fifth Canadian National Energy Forum, Calgary, Novem-

ber20,1979.

79/24 The Situation in Kampuchea. A Statement by Mr. Douglas

Roche, M.P., Parliamentary Secretary to the Secretary of

State for External Affairs and Representative of Canada to

the thirty-fourth Regular Session of the United Nations Gen-

eral Assembly, New York, November 14, 1979.

79/25 Canada's Relations with Europe. A speech by the Secretary of

State for External Affairs, the Honourable Flora MacDonald,

to the Canadian Institute of International Affairs and the

Centre for International Studies of the University of Toronto,

Toronto, December 6, 1979.



III Other Publications

Canada and the European Community, published jointly withthe

Commission of the European Communities.

Canada and the European Community: Trade Flows 1962-1977, pub-

lished jointly with the Commission of the European Communities

and the Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce.

Canada and WIPO (Reference Series No. 12).

Canada and the ICAO (Reference Series No. 13).

Canada and the IAEA (Reference Series No. 14).

Canada and the IMCO (Reference Series No. 15).

Canada and the WMO (Reference Series No. 16).

Canada's Financial Contribution to the United Nations (Reference

Series No. 21).

Department ofExternal Affairs, AnnualReview 1978.

3. Treaty Information (prepared by the Economic

Law and Treaty Division).

I Bilateral

China, People's Republic of
Exchange of Notes constituting an Agreement between the Gov-

ernment of Canada and the Government of the People's Republic

of China renewing the Trade Agreement of October 13, 1973.

Ottawa, October 19,1979

In force October 19, 1979
With effect from October 13, 1979

Protocol on Economic Cooperation between the Government of

Canada and the Government of China.

Ottawa, October 19,1979

In force October 19, 1979

Cuba
Exchange of Notes constituting an Agreement between the Gov-
ernment of Canada and the Government of the Republic of Cuba
renewing the 1973 Agreement between Canada and Cuba on Hi-
jacking of Aircraft and Vessels and Other Offences

Havana, October 3,1979
In force October 3, 1979
With effect from February 15,1978

Italy
Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Govern-

ment of the Republic of Italy relating to the Canada Pension

Plan
Ottawa, May 29,1970
In force May 29, 1970
With effect from January 1,1969
Terminates December 31, 1979

Germany, Federal Republic of
Treaty between Canada and the Federal Republic of Germany
concerning Extradition

Ottawa, July 11, 1977
Instruments of Ratification exchanged

Augusi 31,1979
In force September 30,1979

Poland
Long Term Grain Agreement Between Canada and Poland
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Warsaw, October 4,1979
4,1979In force October 3ai^ador

General Agreement between the Government of Canada antr `

Government of the Democratic Republic of Sudan conce ,tui^ln

Development Cooperation ént^ of e'

II Multilateral

Canada's notice of withdrawal from Agreement

International Convention forthe Northwest Atlantic Fisher rous

Done at Washington, February 8, 1949
Entered into force July 3, 1950

Canada's Instrument of Ratification
deposited July 3, 1950

Entered into force for Canada July 3, 1950

Canada's notice of withdrawal deposited
June 29,1979, effective December 31, 1979

ôr^aniE
In 1^

ertô Ror.
olon-,

British Commonwealth Merchant Shipping Agreement

Done at London, December 10, 1931
Entered into force December 10, 1931

dated October 20, 1978
effective October 20, 1979

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

Done at New York, 19 December1966

Entered into force March 23, 1976

Canada's Instrument of Accession

deposited May 19,1976

Entered into force for Canada
August 19,1976
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The following Declaration by the Government of C ^̂- ^

under Article 41 of the Covenant was deposited 0c`thç fr ,f 1

29,1979: çendrate

Declaration

and

hc' co

uilding

"The Government of Canada declares, under Art.cifat ônal

of the International Covenant on Civil and P ,, ! ,,
aSRights, that it recognizes the competence of the [ lu i i

Rights Committee referred to in Article 28 of tf, he ^`^a
Covenant to receive and consider communication -téd t
mitted by another State Party, provided that suck ,c^i ^ h
Party has, not less than twelve months prior to t
mission by it of a communication relating to (..r
made a declaration under Article 41 recognizingeTIlIIl

Done at Paris

ûa^ th

competence of the Committee toreceive and con_evenu

communications relating to itsel£" In f,
ha iigi

International Convention for the Protection of New Variet E
m Vp:^O

Plants
, December 2, 1961

Revised

On^içt

at Geneva, November 10, 1972
October 23,1978 'lie rea

Signed by Canada October 31,1979

Convention

^^17 9, fo

on Long Range Transboundary Air Pollution

Adopted

éntl gr

at Geneva, November 13,1979 n ules t

Signed by Canada, November 13, 1979 ^^ ^^•

J riitse&
Final Acts of the 1979 World Administrative Radio ConfereUÛ , 'Iles

Done at Geneva, November 1.9,1979 he on
Signed by Canada, subject to

approval, November19,1979 c`1lat



The state of the economy has tended to give hope

and I ind raise the expectations of the lower classes as El

;al^Iador has entered the earliest phases of industriali-

'ati^^n. In fact, this country is more highly industrial-

zeç^than its other Central American neighbours. Man-
3a anâ turing accounts for 17 per cent of.GNP and 23 per
once^

nt^ of exports. The largest industry is textiles, - fol-

6drby food processing. Some expansion has taken

ilac^ in the cement, chemicaland steel industries. But

ip priority has been given to small industries, with

ishehenérous incentives being granted to export-oriented

ôrnpanies.
1I11 1979, the government of General Carlos Hum-

it

e. rt'o Romero Mena was overthrown in a cuarteldzo led

y^'o lonéls Adolfo Arnoldo Majano and Jaime Abdul

âuûic,,rez. The golpe was a last minute attempt by the

nthtary to present a fresh look to the government in

he:face of a groundswell of leftist opposition. Public re-
1^tment towards PresidentRomero had become wide-

ckd because of his violations of human rights in the
jication of the infamous "Law for the Defence and

uarantee of the Public Order" (referred to as the Pub-
ic :!(Irder Law). It is doubtful whether the present gov-
:rnment_ can carry out the ambitious five-year plan

7^8-82)initiated by Romero which called for a 7.5
er^.eent annual growth rate. The plan emphasized pri-t.r
rate^ sector investment, but also social development
irOects such as food provision, medical care, housing,
fdüdation and transportation. The goyernment prom-

seho employ 20 per cent of the unemployed over the

regt five years, with the assistance of such projècts as
tofCJ"•
ed he tr ;F trade zone at San Bartolo,. which is;expected to

çenérate 15,000 new jobs. Other proposed projects in-
bide the construction of 140,000 dwellings and the
ïûiiding of regional hospitals. With the help of inter-f

Articlfat?onal
lending institutions, such as the Inter-

,d p,,1,\rncrican Development Bank (IDB), substantial fund-
the Ilu ^? ,,, lias been flowing into El Salvador. The IDB funded
of tl,, he lSan, Lorenzo hydroelectric project, which is ex-
atzo„ ;ectéd to provide 80 per cent of El Salvador's energy
such léc^i ^ by 1981.
to tn
to C..r . . jAIl of these projections have given the economy a
g,izi„^eeniingly healthy impetus in the wake of a decline in
[id co éeenues from coffee.

In fact, economic conditions generally appear to be
haiiging for the worse - notwithstanding expected

varietiE ;
aIpTovements - increâ.sing_the probability of class
ôtiflict and political instability. The upward trend in
he, économy is artificial and may suddenly reverse.
he real growth of the GNP did not reach 5 per cent for

, following a 6 per cent growth in 1978 and a 7 per^5 79
i

n
the previous year. The inflation rate con-

ttion
inues to be a serious problem and rose to 20 per cent in
!9<9. The International Labour Office (ILO) of the
J,üted' Nâtions estimates that El Salvador has the

'onfereUÜ ti^est rate of unemployment/underemployment in.
he ^ ontinent - almost 50 per cent. This, coupled with
,sca'lating prices on all consumer goods, resulted in

economic conditions slipping drastically in the_ latter
portion of 1979. Thus, a growing tide-of labour and;po-
litical unrest is expected to continue into 1980 as the
aspirations ofSalvadoreans for a better life rise more
rapidly than does the capacity of the economy to satisfy
them.

Opposing groups
Historically, violence and political turmoil have char-
acterized executive government in El Salvador since
independence_in 1821. From the beginning, the prob-
lem of land use produced polarization between the gov-
ernment and the majority of peasants. Bloody peasant
uprisings took place over this issue in 1872, 1875, 1898
and continued sporadically into the 1940s. Most of the
uprisings were influenced by Marxist thought and or-
ganizational skills. What developed and persisted to
the present from this revolutionary influence was an
official fear of the "red scare", provoking a ruthless re-
sponse from successive military governments. The
Communist Party was organized in 1925 and became
actively engaged in peasant reforms by 1930. Presi- .
dent Maximiliano Hernandez Martinez, known as a
sorcerer and necromantic strongman; launched a mas-
sive campaign to hunt down anyone remotely related
to Communism. As a result an estimated 20,000 peo-
ple, including innocent women and children, were exe-
cuted by the military in 1931.

Since then the idea that the country must choose
between communism and democracy has pervaded Sal-
vadorean politics. Stiff anti-Communist legislation has
existed since President Julio Rivera, in the early
1960s, tried to squash the militant leftist Revolution-
ary Party of April and May (PRAM). The Communist
Party, PRAM, and a number of small leftist splinter
groups have been prevented by law from competing
with other political parties in the country. However, it
is a mistake to underestimate the quality of Commu-
nist organization and leadership in spite of the fact
that the rank and file do not appear to be numerous.

As long as- barriers to upward social mobility re-
main for urban dwellers and acute injustices continue
in the land tenure system and in the destitute barrios,
leftist initiatives will gain momentum, like the Sandi-
nistas in neighbouring Nicaragua. In the past two
years leftist guerrilla groups such as Fuerzas Armadas
de Resistencia Nacional (FARN) and Ejercito Revolu-
cianario Popular (ERP) have increased terrorist activi-
ties against the government. FARN's militant tactics
have been designed to attract international attention.

r They have collected an estimated $40 million in ran-
soms and have claimed responsibility for the deaths of
internationally known coffee exporter Ernesto Liebes
and Japanese executive Fujio Matsumoto. These activ-

ities are defended as retaliation for government-
related terrorism such as the 1972 military interven-
tion at National University and the 1975 massacre of
student demonstrators by the National Guard.

:1 i



Prior to thèdemise of th Re amei o r egime th.e po tervèntionarÿ nature of the
^larization process was activated by a number of military is a con

threat to the reformiststrate of the ^r"^`ty'government-sponsored organizations functioning in gY present ^^#eCi tt^
ingprur for r`-- `rural El Salvador. The most ruthless w as the Demo- and the middle classes who are

structures are aware what the fate of the PDC sT"rk of icratic Nationalist Organization (ORDEN) a paramili-
bi;
be in a contest between them. 1'10 ]

tary security force made up of 50,000 rural workers
rri 50

creatèd especta115 to combat communism in the coun- The Roman Catholic Church is beoming n ^`

tryside. Members of ORDEN were immune from crimi- powerful in the gradual shift of popular suppri'qu
wards members of the revolutionary BPR. The i1„late tlnal prosecution and served as vigilante watchdogs to
ingly difficult conditions of the countryside are rel

monitor leftist act.ivities. The October 1978 Amnesty
cern of the Church, tivhose attention to rural prot [t n.. . TInternational report on El Salvador indicated that OR

hc ^ ivil
DEN functions as a government goon squad to friahten had been prodded by the social frement in El Sa ^^ -

b during the 13 year dictatorship of Hernandez .^i ild prorlocal people, break up community meetings, foster
nez. The Church has tried to re-establish its , run;^f t

electoral fraud, torture and murder peasants and chil-
among the rural parishes by sponsoring literacy ,IViur,^ dlict

uali
^

dren. Until it was dismantled in October, 1979 OR.-
grams, community development activities uiiu^

DEN was a massive statP r,,,-,+,•„1 an --- ..^.. ,_ ,_ , .
^;iuu5 revivai. tsut the relationship bétween { rthe support of the Army, Air Force, Navy, National
Romero's government and the Catholic Archd r ) ciGuard, National Police, Customs, Treasury Police and
teriorated beyond repair. Archbishop Oscar 1^, rthe Salvadorean Territorial Service. Extreme right
(no relation to the General), a recent nominc( f',r^wing terrorist groups such as the White Warrior Union
Nobel Peace Prize, had been accused of invalvemc rengaged in strong-arm tactics to check the expansion
a terrorist plot to overthrow the gover-nment,of the militant left. The continuing presence of these

groups and government or though no evidence was available to support goa'ganizations solidified oppo ment suspicions. The Archbi successfully fou^sition to the Romero government. shap
againstthe PûblicOrder Law andprovided the hWhat is still threatening from the junta's stand- national Commission of Jurists (ICJ) with much inlpoint is the widespread sunnnrt a++,-n..+o,a i,,, +i:., ^^ ni%„

memer oc Po - - - •^^Lll ui u r^gn^, numan "rights violat_.pular Revolucionario (BPR), a broad- attention ofthe interrbased opposition movement that gains valuable sup-
pori with each passing day. Because of BPR's activities Human rights violationsthe Romero government was forced to.cancel its plan- Apart from the revolution of risinned festivities markithng the nation's 158th iridepend- g expectations ti ,
ence anniversary in September, 1979. Much like the has plaçëd El Salvador on the brink of economic an, he .-: I rad
Sandinistas in Nicaragua,

chaos, political turmoil is almost certain-becatr ari i^ i palthe BPR and similar groups the gross violations of human rights by successive ,, nti n ^,reiare mounting popular support for their cause. The
tary governments since 1932. These violations takeûl(,?in tcountry is bracing itself for more violence in the

months ahead. Already forei flagrant forms of torture, taking political prison^li sugn investment has dried
causing disappearances, creatingup and businesses are suffering from open terrorism in paramilitary rep cik d: û

both the countryside and the urban centres. sive groups, campaigning to murder peasants {fana

The electorally dominant partyin El Salvador is fierce government opposition to church advocacy ofâ,aTO's
the Party of National Conciliation (PCN) which has cial reform. In 1932, when the peasants despera'^,aa;s Ca

fought for land reform against Zos catorcé", they 0 A forcfunctioned as the political arm of successive govern- branded by the military as communists and abkariti betments since 1961. It is very much a traditional-
30,000 of them were brutally -murdered. Today,^E,iAs apersonalistic party representing a coalition of industri-

al, banking, business, and military interests. The PCN years later, the conditions of repression and gov rther i

fails to legitimize the ubiquitous presence of the mili- ment negligence still remain and the haunting spe^ ii ning

tary, and the programs and platforms of the party have of 1932 looms. History often may not repeat itself, - -1, r^ soil.

been plagued by fundamental contradictions whichin- in El Salvador the past is prologue;1977 saw the m» IThat

creasingly have eroded its credibility in the eyes of the der of thepopuiar Father Putilo Grande because of rrcemen
middle and lower classes ofEl Salvador. reformist activities in rural El Salvador: Churc}ii^- nnly

were desecrated and peasants were shot by govet it}i theThe most serions electoral thrPat to +1,. ,.- - 4. r_____ T_. ., ,
--- -=+C--_^_ ^^^• La^Cl tllm,

year, anotner priest, Father h(,U.S.,'government-controlled, PCN has been the Christian
fonso Navarro, was sub-machine-gu +ran soilDemocratic Party (PDC), led by José Nâpoleon Duarte,
the army. A government sponsoredright wingterro^n foréi€an important minor party, though one with a limited
group, Union Guerrera Blanca (UGB) planned to e tirole in the eventual overthrow of the Romero regime.

te al1 Jesuit priests in El Salvador, because of tbc r eüng
urWe 1

Much like its sister parties in othér Latin American
subversive work withthe poor to implement agrarL tatücountriesthe ChristianDemocrats ciaim to offer a new
reform. When the Church brought the threat to the!^^^rwa3and cohesive ideolog ical centre intent on implement-
tention of the international community, public opi^4ér .rceing reform within a democratic framework. But the in- au;ckl V. ,,,,,,,,,fal -A
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COn^^ tl,ocity. But in the early fall of 1977, the military exe-
nt _ two church workers who wanted to continue the

P e li4^é • that spring many abductions and detentions

for kor of the priests in the countryside.

olence continued unabated int.o 1978 when more

^'ari 0 peasants were murdered by government secu-
ng t,^^-âsquads near the town of San Pedro Perulàpan.

;F,re reported by the Church and Amnesty Interna-
are}, ^t;nâ1. These kinds of activities continued right up till

^ie nTilian-military junta deposed President Romero
^^, c] ^ iromised "an end of repression". But the composi-

^n; (df the junta suggests that there will be internal
its r__'^nflict. Cabinet posts have been distributed both to in-
acy i,lâuals of the left opposition, such as Minister of the
nd i;

kGEJ

ets ofNATORo^
fel r^

t, e
gov

for'

Presidency Dr. Ruben Zamora, and to those associated
with repression, such as Defènce Minister Col. Jose
Guillermo Garcia-

The prospects for stability in El Salvador seem
dim. The unnecessarily violent suppression of popular
dissent by the military has triggered a retrogressive
period of instability which may lead to chaos and disor-
der. Such retrogression may sound the death knell of
the praetorian approach to modernization. El Salvador
seems destined to evolve toward the left as perhaps a
statist, socialist or syndicalist society. What is certain
is thatthe old U.S. fears of domino, communism in the
western hemisphere are very much a possibilityas we
move into the 1980s.

C an ada 's other commitment:
e'

fch the defence of Norway
+,

by Joseph T. Jockel

ls u1
c anc ► ladowed by the more Visible forms of Canadian
;cau ,,rici1)ation in NATO - the Canadian land and air'
ive lit) ni,i r, L^ents in Germany, and Maritime Command's
taker,)le:irl the defence of the North Atlantic - Canada's
°ison"thér ubstantial NATO commitment is often over-
r rep4rk;^rl: units of the Canadian Armed Forces stationed
nts t4 l' oiada are earmarked for the reinforcement of
cy ofa,qT(J's northern flank, above all, Norway. In recent
pera'^c^^i As Canada has moved to strengthen its ability to de-
ley woforces to Norway in the event of a crisis; negotia-
d abkoni,; between the Norwegian and Canadian govern-
day, )(, i#.s are currently underway with a view towards
gov^-rrther improvement, based particularly on the pre-po-
speü ic)n i i Lg of Canadian military equipment on Norwe-

^elf,iau
he m l'hat Norway has entered discussions about rein-
3e of rrcu'ment from abroad is not surprising - or new. As
hurc.}i(- ^only European NATO member to share a border
gove iti) the U.S.S.R:; and not wishing to engender fears in
ther he I U.S.S.R. concerning security threats from Norwe-
^ath, i arj soil, Norway adopted in 1949 a self-imposed ban
erroi r3 foreign (including NATO) troops being based on
to e^orwegian territory. In 1961 a similar reservation con-

of thc 14^ing nuclear weapons was adopted. Given these
gra riwi^ttations, andgivenits relatively small population,
the^T,+r'way is' dependent upon' external reinforcement for

opi^ rtence against the Soviet Union's growing military
Of ,I rght..

A good portion of that Soviet might is located just_
across the Soviet-Norwegian border on the Kola Pen-
ninsula, home of the expanding northern fleet, the
most important in the Soviet navy. The expansion of
this fleet has led many in Norway to question the secu-
rity of Norwegian access to NATO reinforcements from
abroad to meet not only the threat by sea, but also from
the formidable air and land units the Soviet armed
forces maintain in, or could bring into, the area. Thus
the standing committee on defence of the Norwegian
Storting warned in 1973: "It is clear that the transfer to
Norway of reinforcements will in many ways become
more difficult:.." Affecting Norwegian security con-
cerns in recent years have been two additional factors:
the slow (if not decelerating) pace of East-West
"détente", . and the disputed Soviet-Norwegian mari- -
time boundary on the Arctic continental shelf.

That Canada would be responsive to Norwegian
concerns is also neither surprising nor new. Involve-
ment in Norwegian defence allows Canada to render
Norway and the Alliance an important service in an
area_which has become of increasing concern to NATO

Prof Jockel teaches at the Centre of Canadian Studies,
School o f Advanced International Studies at The Johns
Hopkins University. He specializes in Canadian defence
and foreign policy.



planners - a service which does not involve the expen-
sive maintenance of Canadian troops overseas. More-
over, given the rugged Norwegian terrain, a large
amount of heavy armour is not necessary for the Cana-
dian units slated for deployment to Norway, and the
rough similarity in Canadian and Norwegian climates
is conducive to harmonizing the training, tactics, and
equipment of Canadian and Norwegian armed forces
units.

In 1964, Canada became actively involved in the
defence of NATO's northern flank whenit committed
itself to send by air an infantry battâlion to that area
in an emergency as part ofAllied Command Europe's

CAST commitment." Et he Sc
Secondly, and still a nagging question today, "^tiol

military practicality of the entire CAST concPr^'n̂`^ vilte
open to question because of problems associate41 ^,- C;,,nb,
the sea-lift aspect. It is doubtful whether ad1,o't ùIilcai
shipping capacity (which Norway is committed (^etwen,
vide) would in fact be available to carry out the u',Zti. ope:
ment in time for the force to be useful." (Indf ( r ^Jrwe
would appear that it would have taken the CAS'l'TheQ
bat group a month for it to be in Norway ii, r'i La
strength.) Moreover, and to again quote the Minitâr vegi,

theships in question would be highly, vulnerab,^ Ca
enemy attack and to:have any reasonable prospe

(ACE) Mobile Force - Land AMF(L), a small force of getting through would ^require powerful protec^dic'ttec
about brigade strength. The 1971 Canadian White Pa- against submarines, surface and air attack en routE,pe t .KpéY
per on Defence would later describe it well as "multi- He suggested three alternatives: limiting I l,ôt fi D
national, quick-reaction, air-transportable force de- CAST commitment to the Norwegian deployment a;ivc
signed to act as a demonstration of allied solidarity-in thereby overcoming the armour-related difficultiesi it 5htimes of tension on the flanks of the Treaty area." ducing the combat group to an air-portable bati

desi group i
g lar^»ingThus, AMF(L) is a "flag flying" operation togned of about 1,500 men; or abolishing it alto e

place a multinational NATO force, albeit a small one, In .. a period during which the Canadian gover o^1e i^I
in the line of fire. In 1972 Canada bolstered its AMF was "rediscovering"' NATO, the last two alternâ g`^f ^T
commitment by assigning a squadron of CF-5 tactical were rejected. The: government chose the first; by an mg
fighters to A1^IIFl'L1's air counterpart, AMF(A). 1977 (after consultation -with SACEI7R and Cana^n^Gts ^

NATO allies) the CAST combat group was forr nd f ve 1
ati étron

Combat group committed to the defence of northern Norwayalon d ia N(
To assist in the provision of more substantial reinforce- addition, while the Canadian battalion assignff^ p;C ' ty i
ment for the northern flank beyond that which would AMF(L) continues to be formally committed to elfleei
be provided by AMF, Canada moved in 1968 to estab- northern flank, informal assurances from NATO froI-rE, to
lish the Canadian Air/Sea Transportable (CAST) com- been obtained to the effect that if AMF(L) and^oirt tw^
bat group. Armed forces units based in Canada totall- CAST.combat group are deployed, and if the Cana ,re„to cc
ing about 5,000 men were given the CAST assignment. battalion in AMF(L) is not originally deployec,ith a tr:
At the same time the Canadian commitment to sent northern Norway, it will be repositioned to joinût;^in tui
two reinforcement brigades to Germany by sea was combat group.

Itestiquietly termi.nated. It was also later decided to provide
the combat group with Canadian tactical air support in Sceptical znu l^d b

the form of a squadron of CF-5's. Barney Danson, who took office as Minister of Ow ^g
aari' SeThe CAST combat group was, as structured, a tional Defence in late 1976, was originally sceptrill âtte

strategically questionable proposition. Concern about about the viability of Canada's Norwegian corn
it in the Department of National Defence, bubbled to ment. After a review, however, (which included a^^' g

In ited
the top; in November 1975, the Minister of National 1977 ministerial visit to Norway) his opinion char_ 9

^orwDefence, James Richardson, wrote his Cabinet col- In October, 1978 he announced at Canadian Fc >
^,3njSealeagues about the CAST commitment's difficulties: Base Petawawa, in the presence of his Norwe. r^cc

First, there were problems with the area of deploy- counterpart, that the Canadian government "con^"s^ble.
ment The combat group was committed to the northern ues to place great importance on our ability to r
flank with the possibility of deployment in force the north flank with proven soldiers as quickl Thu
eitherNorway or Denmark. ". ..the planned deploy- possible in the event of an emergency." t^tck o
ment area in Denmark is an extension of the Northern At the same time, Mr. Danson announced sn^'egi
German Plain," the Minister wrote, "where hostilities structuring of the CAST commitment, effective $1: 1 rtce
would almost inevitably involve heavy armoured com- tember 1980: "In an attempt to reduce the lift reqtli ^ir1 Lier
bat for which the CAST combat group is not equipped. ment and deployment time," the CAST combat g' f?^^^
It would be dependent upon armoured support from ad- will be based as much as possible on "one. ..balarq rIt nŸ a
jacent allied forces, which in fact have insufficient lightened formation. ..". This formation will be^^eF'k's i
armour to meet adequately their own requirements newly-created Special Service Force (SSF), station0c (%A
and thus no surplus to provide the necessary support to Petawawa. The basing of the CAST combat grou^t °I ÉA an
make the Canadian formation viable in combat.. . . On the SSF will entail a reduction, in manpower ff"bhs
military grounds, therefore, consideration should be 5,300 to 4,000. This quantitative reduction is ^̂  t' l')Y t
given to negotiating out of the Danish dimension of the than. offset, according to DND officials, by the qvoe
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'i&e SSF as an "airportable/airborne quick reaction
ay, "^r̂mation." (Until September 1980, the CAST commit-
ncep e will continue to be borne by the 5e Groupement
terl e,è)ombat/5e Groupement Brigade du Canada, based
dE' t Val cartier, Quebec.) In the meantime, negotiations

d Law^er n the Canadian and Norwegian governments

ei, ,'._,ve opened to facilitate the Canadian recommitment
df 1Nûrwegian defence.

These negotiations centre around the pre-position=
Canadian equipment for the combat group _ on

lni;ion} egian soil, thereby reducing the transit time be-
erak.,veét l Canada and Norway in the event of an emergen-
osl ^SLIch negotiations were impossible until Canada
rot édicated the combat group solely to northern Norway;
rout;ie kpense of maintaining sets of military equipment
ting I l,ôt fi Denmark and:Norway would have been prohib-
ent L:iè
Itie, it should be noted, however, that Canada is not

battrlanihing an American-style "POMCUS"(Preposi-
toge oiléd Material-0onfigured to Unit Sets) pre-position-
ernu^ÿ ^}1'almost all necessary equipment. Nor is Canada
rmlanii ing an increase in its airlift capability, which
by ^ntiists of 23 slow-moving Hercules (C-130) aircraft
C aI' nd^five limited-capacity Boeing 707's. Rather, the ne-
for otiâtions, based on limited Canadian pre-positioning
alon4. d^a Norwe an commitment to improved shippingu ^
ât a rp çity (based on the large Norwegian merchant-ma-

O}^n]fleet) are aimed at allowing the CAST combat
roup to reach full, equipped strength in Norwayin

aricbo%t two week's time.The moment is now ripe, there-
Canapre;;ta consider the question: Could the combat group,,
oloyetith' a transit time of two weeks, make a useful contri-

joinûti(,n to the defence of Norway?

R^lstricting the usefulness of the combat group
loullcl be not only the two-week delay, but also the

r of 'w*dghty Soviet naval capabilities in the Norwe-
aan Sea. It. appears almost certain that the Sovietsscepi;ill

attempt to push their forward defence line at sea
coma ing hostilities right to the Greenland-Iceland-.

ied afiiitéd Kingdom (GIUK) Gap, cutting off access by seachar,' i
Vorway. Even if the gap is not closed, the Norwe-.n Fc-

3anjSea will be the site of intense naval combat mak-
orwel _

âuccessful transit by the combat group all but im-coi -`
usGIble.

to r

nickl; Thus in the case of a hypothetical sudden Soviet
I t^t on Norway, not preceded by a lengthy period of

iced 4oTwegian-Soviet tension, there would be little or no
tive ^,<<r.ce of deploying the CAST combat group. NATO
reqa'l^ü^-^ers have publicly speculated that such an attack

>at gg'r t? c1ginning with six or more divisions, plus naval in-
)alarii it iry and naval and Air units - might require but a
[l be ^e^'k's initial preparation by the Soviet Union. Given
.tione11, ^,AST combat group's planned two-week transit
grount^iEJ and given-the fact that the Soviets would move to
ver ^t3hlish control of the Nôrwegian Sea, an attempt to

is epl6Y the combat group would be fruitless. Such an at-
e qwct Idoes not, however, seem probable: The Soviets re-

alize that such an attack on Norway would lead toa di-
rect clash with the United States, including the
possibility of escalation to general war. The occupation
of Norway is not worth the risk.

A second possiblity - and one which is viewed by
many strategic commentators as more probable - is a
Soviet attack on Norway in support of a Warsaw Pact
invasion of Germany, i.e., one in which the Soviets had
decided on general war in hope of realization of funda-
mental objectives in central Europe. Given in thiscase,
its need to concentrate its forces on the key central'
front, the Soviet Union could`be expected to launch a
limited attack on northern Norway of about 15,000
men (involving 'air, land, and sea strikes) during the <
first week of the war. The Soviets would attack this
area in order to ^ttempt to prevent the continued oper-
ation of Norwegian radar stations and air bases which
could harass the operations of the northern fleet.

If such an invasion of Western Europe were a bolt
from the blue (or as close to it as the Soviets could
come), the chances of deploying the CAST combat
group would again be small. If, on the other hand,
NATO obtained adequate warning (partly from a state
of tension between the alliance and the Warsaw Pact)
that the U.S.S.R. was planning or seriously contem-
plating such an invasion, there might be time for de-
ployment. Once in place, the combat group, in conjunc-
tion with the Norwegians and other NATO allies,
might deter an attack on northern Norway or, if need
be, attempt to defend it. The Tronis area in northern
Norway where the combat group would be sent offers
its allied defenders a number of tactical advantages,
among these an easily interdicted roadway network.

A third possible form of Soviet-Norwegian conflict
is one in which the Soviet Union subjects Norway
alone to a lengthy series of stated threats (perhaps of
invasion) coupled with provocative gestures - at sea,
or perhaps in Svalbard, or near the Soviet-Norwegian
frontier. Such a situation might result from a dispute
over the still-unsettled Soviet-Norwegian maritime
boundary coupled with a Soviet, attempt to exploit Nor-
way's relative isolation. An appropriate Norwegian re-
sponse might be to mobilize the 160,000-man reserves
(bolstering the 40,000-man regular Norwegian forces),
to ask NATO to quickly deploy AMF(L) and possibly
AMF(A) as a symbol of_solidarity, and to call upon
Canada to send the CAST combat group - or portions
thereof by air - as a further gesture of NATO commit-
ment: The arrival of the Canadians would signal firm-
ness, but would be less provocative to the Russians
than the presence of Americans, or Germans. (The
United Kingdom and The Netherlands also maintain
forces which can be deployed to Norway.) The confi-
dence of the Norwegians would be strengthened, and
the Soviets might successfully rebuffed.

No one should be under the impression, though,
thatshould the situation deteriorate further, and the
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Russians launch a major invasion of Norway, the Nor-
wegians could hold out for long - even where bol-
stered by the AMF and other small allied forces, in-
cluding the CAST combat group. Such a defence would
require further reinforcements - above all by air from
the United States. The Canadians would, though, as-
sist the Norwegians in attempting to hold out until
those reinfbrcements arrived. Again, the Canadian
unit would take advantage of its Troms deployment
area.

Thus in the second, and in particular, the third
case, the CAST combat group could serve a deterrent,
or defensive function. It must, however, arrive in time.
The impending decrease in transit time from over a
month to about two weeks improves the combat group's
chances of such a timely arrival. Obviously, though, in
a crisis of rapid escalation, two weeks would prove in-
sufficient.

Enhanced value

This suggests, of course, that the value of the CAST
combat group could be still further enhanced. Above
all, steps could be taken to reduce transit time. This
could be accomplished through a true POMCUS-style
pre-positioning of equipment coupled with an expan-
sion in Canadian airlift capabilities. (The Canadian
government might consider the purchase of some C-5
transport aircraft.) These steps would allow the combat
group to be entirely air-lifted, and to arrive in Norway
in a day or so. The expense, however, of such improve-
ments would be great, and as is well known, Canadian
defence dollars are hard to come by.

It is clear that the Norwegian-Canadian defence
relationship, "bilateral within the context of NATO,"
is becoming a closer one - cemented by relatively fre-
quent joint Norwegian-Canadian manoeu'vres, and
soon by pre-positioning of equipment. The immediate
causes of this new closeness are also clear: first, Nor-
wegian concerns over the security of access to rein-
forcements from abroad, concerns made acute by the
growth of Soviet power in the Kola area; and secondly;
the Canadian decision, based on worries about the
Danish deployment area, to limit the commitment of
the CAST combat group to northernNorway.-

This relationship could produce a growing Norwe-
gian reliance on Canada, despite the small size of the
CAST combat group, even in relation to the Norwegian
armedforces. The CAST combat group's sole NATO
task, unlike other allied reinforcement units with a
Norwegian deployment option, is the defence of Nor-
way. Thus dtiring a crisis with the Soviet Union -not
a full-scale Soviet assault - Norway might call for the
early deployment of the Canadian combat group as a
symbol of NATO support, for that combat group can
only go to Norway. Norway would realize that Canada
need not hold the CAST combat group in reserve, pend-
ing events in, say, Germany or Denmark, where rein-
forcements also might be needed. Moreover, further in-
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ducement to, call for the Canadians (and,
circumstances warrant, the British and the D
might be found in the fact, discussed above, th^,
Norwegians might believe it wise to first resist
threats by calling for some other form of reinforc•
than the United States Marines.

Canada's obligation in such a crisis, partic j
the third type, involving limited Soviet gestur;
threats against Norway alone, would be heavy.
senior Norwegian defence official has pointed
Norway were to call for the deployment of the
combat group, and the Canadian goverment ^N
hesitate for long, or refuse, the feeling of bei r
down by such close alliës might encourage the "F i i.
dization" of Norway. The testing of NATO sûpp ,i,i5 çl a
Norway, in the hope of encouraging such a respo ^^ 1ro issi
might be the aim of Soviet policy - not the acalions

-preparation of a major assault involving, eventualn-c,l'^ cesl
direct confrontation with the United States. Thli Cu
slowly-escalating crises on theuperreâch^^ ^s,dérniz
northern flank, Canada might find itself as in4uJl Io I
any NATO member. Ae
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Lpportis çbaracteristic of NATO that the political and stra-

resp,^̂^f^ ici issues that arise in connection with nuclear

ze aci^lons are never entirely novel, nor are theyever en-

ituall-et , resolved. Such is the case with respect to an issue

'hus,iai is currentlÿ prominent on the alliance agenda: the

Ps fr(,dérnization of nuclear forces deployed in Western

.vol,, ûri}) (. At the NATO Council meetings last Decem-

,r; -,tep towards the modernization of the alliance's
),,;-4range nuclear forces was taken with the condi-

ôrràl decision to deploy572new missiles in Western

ûr'pe. The course of the debate on whether to deploy
ew missiles, and on the question of the moderniza-
f the alliance's theatre nuclear forces generally,

aised questions reminiscent of those which so ex-

éd the alliance in the late Fifties and early Sixties

rning the role and value of the nuclear weapons
ally deployed in Western Europe. Now, just as

it seems unlikely thatthese questions will re-•.
a definitive answer. Rather, what has happened,
the past, is that with the recent decisions taken in

ssels some more or less satisfactory political accom-
ôdâtion has been made: Nonetheless, decisions made
th^r pect to the theatrenucleararsenal are impor-

^ i! 1,ut4 in terms of their effect on allied security -and
t h^ r consequences for inter-allied relations..

", 7he alliance has béen considering the moderniza-
n of theatre nuclear weapons since the early Seven-

s a .d a number of changes and developments in the
isr^r(_ter of the theatre nuclear arsenal have already
.car red. So far these changes have taken the form of a
lnn n "mix" of warheads, improved command and
)ntrol , n rangementsgreater security for the weapons
nd,.;nwr«: controversially, new warheads and delivery
0 ,té ^ as. During 1977 and the early part of 1978 public

' tt ^ li i i r n was aroused by the question of whether or
ot enh^ nced radiation warheads (the so-called "neu-
^ü» b T1 h") should be introduced into Central Europe.

following President Carter's decision to post-,:
nc, i,h production and deployment of these weapons,

0 ^é rat l ^^ r superficial and generally misinformed pub-
DNO ç cii r.cern dissipated. Nevertheless the strength of the

reaction to the neutron bomb issue caught many
l]ieil 9overnments by surprise, and served to demon-

y a^ rai t^ t h at in many cases they were politically and

by Paul Buteux

technically ill-prepared to deal with the issue. This
was true of the Canadian government as much as it
was of several others. As a result, to the embarrass-
ment of many allied political leaders and officials,
whatever their position on the neutron bomb, the So-
viet Union scored a major propaganda victory.

New Issue
Since then a new issue has arisen concerning changes
in the alliance's theatre nuclear forces. This is the
question of whether new weapons should be deployed
with a range sufficient to deliver nuclear warheads on
the territory of the Soviet Union from bases in Western
Europe. Formal alliance consideration of the possibil-

ity of deploying new long-range systems goes back to

the NATO summit of May 1977 which announced alli-
ance agreement on a long-range defence program. Ten
task forces were set up to examine different areas
where the defensive posture of NATO could be im-
proved. The task of studying the modernization of the-
atre nuclear forces was given to an established alliance
body, the Nuclear Planning Group, which in turn set
up a "High Level Group" to examine the issue and re-
port to allied governments at the ministerial level. By
the early part of 1979 there was some degree of agree-
ment among the allies that they should aim for a deci-

sion by the end of the year, and this deadline was met
at the ministerial meetings of the NATO Council
which took place in Brussels in December.

Although the allies had benefitted from extensive
studyand consultation at the official level on the im-
plications of any decision taken, they were nonetheless
subject to many pressures that led some of them to
temporise and attempt to avoid for the time being a ca-
tegorical commitment to the introduction of new long-
range weapons. Despite the fact that the neutron bomb
experience provided lessons to the allies on how they
should proceed in these matters (with respect to both

Prof. B uteux teaches in the Department ofPolitical

Studies at the University oflVlanitoba.He is currently
the holder of a NATO fellowship.



allied political consultation and management of do-
mestic opinion) for all the allies involved, any major in-

ance seeks to.sustain the ability to counter any Soviet

novation in the nuclear arsenal deployed in direct sup-
port of the alliance will always be politically sensitive.
Ideally, it is a task of alliance diplomacy to balance
these political sensitivities against military and stra-
tegic needs, and this is something that has been at-
tempted through the processes of alliance consultation
on long-range theatre nuclear force (LRTNF) modern-
ization.

A number of strategic developments provide the
background against which the value and purpose of the
NATO deployment of long-range . theatre' nuclear
weapons can be evaluated. Foremost among these has
been the recognition, formally enshrined in the SALT I
and SALT II agreements, of parity between the.United.
States and Soviet Union at the level of strategic nu-
clear forces. Among the consequences has been a wide-
spread view that strategic parity has had a negative ef-
fect on the credibility of the American strategic
guarantee to the European allies. Thus the argument
has been made thatgiven the ability of the Soviet Un-
ion to retaliate, it is unlikely that the United States
would initiate a strategic nuclear exchange with the
Soviet Union except in terms of a direct and immediate
threat to itself. The United States would wish to re-
spond to any assault- on its European allies at much
lower levels of violence than would be implied by stra-
tegic strikes directly against Soviet territory.

Military Balance

This in turn leads to a consideration of the military
balance in Europe itself and to the ability of the NATO
force posture effectively to deter undesired Soviet ac-
tions; an ability that provides the crucial military un-
derpinning to allied security in Europe. The strategic
doctrine informing thecurrent military posture of the
alliance is that of "flexible response" by which the alli-

military action.with an appropriate level of response.
Should the alliance fail to achieve the desired effect at
any particular level of military response, then the
strategy seeks to provide the alliance with options to
escalate, including, if need be, the option to initiate the
use of nuclear weapons. The argument is that the alli-
ance should be able to respond to any aggression at a
level commensurate with the assault, but that through
the threat of escalation the alliance should be able to
persuade the adversary of the great risks and costs of
continued violence. The credibility of this strategy is
thus dependent on the ability of the alliance to provide
a range of military options from conventiaonal to nu-
clear and to link them together in a escalatory chain
which includes the strategic forces of the United
States.

Anything that can be interpreted as "decoupling"
the strategic forces of the United States invariably
arouses allied fears and concerns. Consequently, in a
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situation of stratègic parity the strength of the linl^e' as p;
the escalatory chain assume greaterimportance; ,s' As :
reinforce the credibility of the American arat, ntTû,tlti.
providing the President with options other than a i Tic-j, i^ity
strategic nuclear exchange. Insofar as the alliancf itré n ucI,
sesses credible threats below the strategic level (( oa j se(
ble because they have some plausibility of being e^ptt,')ns w
tive), then the commitment of the United States tri' cc
its strategic iveapons in certain extreme but undei l^l,ji'r-©m
circumstances itself retains a degree of credib u',r„o^ cr '

. Given the likely enormous and disastrous c^ cw^ wea
quences of any use of.strategic nuclear weapons, therre ; "ter fl
mote but potent threat that they might be used hageared th;
far been sufficient to convince the allies that the stfio^with
egy of flexible response is adequate to their secur;tté'gth,
needs. ^ai 1pre-e

Increasingly, however, there has been a feelin le:ù• wea
a number of allied countries that the alliance is lo^COl Wes
the ability to implement its declared strategy. Siffwirscoi
feelings underlined allied acceptance of the long-rabat,tlefieh
defence ,improvement program and helped gene^n circum
the current interest in long-range nuclear forces. ^vojd inb
reasons for this loss of confidence are to be found ire 1̂ forcE
military build-up of the Warsaw Pact in récent ye^ating to a
In the past, the NATO allies have generally conceti'iA Unio
conventional sùperiority to the opposing alliance; r^ h1
ing instead on a capacity-for stalwart conventional^ h a^
fence and the threat of nuclear escalation to meet 1 r^
needs for military security. Now, iznfortunat^b^ortho
changes in the military balance in Europe have ca4d^staâbilisi
these assumptions into question. The improvemen
Warsaw Pact conventional câpabilities raise doubt^l

e^ons.
hec

to the ability of NATO to maintain a stalwart cons'iit;,
tional defence, and, perhaps more importantly, ktr<
provements in Soviet theatre nuclear capabilities l^g<?
overturned assumptions underlying NATO's own thil
tre nuclear posture. . hc

Implicit in the NATO threat to escalate throole^ti
the nuclear threshold has been the assumption (sd31'E' .elt t.
skeptics wouldsay blind hope) that the alliance p Ba&fire
sessed theatre nuclear superiority, that it would b?E^l { to N
the military and bargaining advantage of the alli ^' ;aircr
to raise the nuclear ante and to rely on the deter '^Met ta
effect of the increased 'possibility of general nucl.111dlpurp
war. NATO superiority in this area no longer l str'

^:b Br'itisimprovements in the number and technical capabie
of Soviet battlefield nuclear` systems when co tlup'^:; Pose
with new long-range "Eurostrategic" systems h^nl rica
now led some observers to suggest that the Soviet ^t^l(i^targe
ion now possesses clear theatre nuclear superiority.'- Unfoi

-1 Lertâin d^
Soviet systems tIle
Thenew Soviet systems that have given rise to grrRr^';dt th
est alliance concern are the SS-20 mobile rnedi to bE
range ballistic missile fitted with multiple warare`
and the "Backfire" bomber. These systems`when 11r1v sui
deployed will ^ I^ sthgive the Soviet Union improved coun g ,
force capability over the whole of NATO Europe"e us f

syste

egic
nst k
snue,
Sovie
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as placing most major Western European cities at
'k As Senators Bartlett and Nunn pointed out in an

te ûential 1977 report, within the framework of strate-
all^ic`;' arity these recent developments in the Soviet the-
ce6tr€^nuclear force posture suggest that the Soviet Un-
(cito^'=is seeking to neutralize NATO's tactical nuclear
e aptiôns under flexible response.

tâ" 1(' course, Western European cities have been at
isk^fr)m Soviet medium-range missiles, and bombers

20 years, but the strategic significance of the
co^^A weapons lies in their lessened vulnerability,
thexre4er flexibility and counter-force capabilities. It is
haléared that these new long-range systems, in associa-
st,^ioü^rlth the general increase in Warsaw Pact military

ecur^tréiigih, will provide the Soviet Union with substan-
re-emptive options against NATO's theatre nu-

hn nweapons, while at the same time continuing to.
lo Western European cities+liostage. Such a state of
Si tfairs could give the Soviet Union not only a decisive

-ra9attl ,t i eld advantage, but also "escalation dominance"
ne^n c;rci.mstances in which the facts of nuclear parity
sV i d i nhibit the United States from the use of its stra-
inFe^t ic,rces. That is, the bargaining advantage in esca-
yE, atin o a higher l evel of conflict would lie with the So-

ncevièt lLiion and Warsaw Pactrather than with the
Ti i led States and NATO. It is thus possible to argue

a c

ien
ub

11^1 4 in effect the Soviet Union would obtain a decisive
rsti-strike advantage at. the theatre level: something
hati or t hodox theory has always regarded as extremely
esdLhii;ising were it tooccur at the level of strategic

ve"pons.

The case for deploymentby NATO of countervail- '
systems arises then within the context of these
;egic developments. This case has to be measured

ntr,

r<i

ijnst sthe fact, however, that the alliance alreadv de-
n t^1e.,o,s nuclear systems capable of reaching targets in,

hé'.Soviet Union. Presumably the strategic case for
hro^weapons can be made only if the existing systems
1(s r-^^felt to. be inadequate to the task of countering the
ce pl;^kfire" ,an, the SS-20. Among the weapons àvail-
d brto NATO are the "forward based systems"; these
Ilia^^^aircraft capable of delivering nuclear weapons on
terr?q^et targets from Euorpean bases, and to all intents
iucl-^nd^purposes are presently confined to the American
e 1+.1 strike aircraft based in the United Kingdom and
iabi r(-^4Britishforce of Vulcan bombers. Also available are
oupshe Poseidon and Polaris missiles deployed on the
; h'm rican and British submarines assigned to NATO
let T^Ill}targeted through SACEUR.
ity.'- 1Unfortunately, all of these systems suffer from

é^rt;àin deficiencies when viewed as possible counters
r r t"e "Backfire" and SS-20. The British V-bombers
^rc ât the end of their operational lives and are sched-

,dl Id e1 to be withdrawn from service in 1982, and anyway
rheV`^ are downgraded strategic systems not particu-
n suited for a precision counterforce role. The F-

"

ope^e
s, though effective strike aircraft, are neither nu-
ous enough nor invulnerable enough to be with-

held as a counter to the Soviet long-range systems,
and, in addition, doubts about their abilityto penetrate
Rûssian air defences reduce their suitability for this
task. The F-11 1's presently seem to be deployed prima-
rily in a nuclear interdiction posture.

Details of how the Poseidon and Polaris subma-
rines are targeted are kept very close of course, but
there is a presumption that the Poseidon missiles: as-
signed to'SACEUR do have a role in countering the
older generation of Soviet SS-4 and SS-5 missiles tar-
geted against Western Europe. This has led to sugges-
tions that additional Poseidons be assigned to SAC-
EUR to cover the newer Russian systems. The Polaris
missiles form the central element in the implicit Brit-
ish posture of minimum deterrence, and despite being
nominally assigned to 'SACEUR, given their opéra-
tional capabilities it is difficultto believe that they can
be targeted in anything other than an essentially
counter-value role. But however targeted, both Polaris
and Poseidon suffer from the drawback that they are
strategic systems; their use as a counter to the Russian
long-range theatre systems immediately escalates the
conflict to the strategic level where the credibility of an
American nuclear response is weakest. From the point
of view of the non-nuclear allies, submarine forces also
suffer from the handicap of a lack of "visibility", and of
being to all intents and purposes outside any form of
alliance control. (French nuclear forces present a spe-
cial case and are not considered here.)

With these drawbacks in mind, it is doubtful if the
existing NATO long-range systems are adequate to the
task of providing a response to the "Backfire" and_SS-
20. Thus the military case follows for the deployment
of new long-range systems on behalf of NATO, the pri-
mary candidates for which have been the Pershing II
extended-range mobile missile and the long-range
ground launched cruise missile (GLCM). According to
the communiqué issued at the conclusion of the Decem-
ber NATO meetings, it is planned to deploy 108 Persh-
ing and 464 cruise missiles. All the Pershing missiles
would be deployed in Germany, but the intention is to
deploy the cruise missiles in a number of allied coun-
tries. Germany, Britain and Italy have agreed to take
cruise missiles, while Belgium and the Netherlands
have deferred a final decision on the matter. Techni-
cally these systems offer a number of military advan-
tages: they are accurate enough to be used in a coun-
terforce role; they are flexible enough to be targeted in
accordance with a variety of options, and they could be
deployed in ways which would reduce their vulnerabil-"
ity to a pre-emptive strike. Why then the hesitations of
allied governments over their deployment?

The answer to this question is to be found in a
number of strategic and political-psychological consid-
erations that affect in their most acute form primarily
the allies engaged-on the Central Front in NATO. In
order to cover the required targets, and in order to
meet the security concerns of the Germans who natu-



rally feel directly threatened by the Soviet long-range
control negotiations between the United Statés anforces, the Pershing II and a long-range GLCM h t

titudes towards the Soviet Union.
the all

O, the topic will not dzsappe,,ermLation in NAT

y ce cent decisions on long-range theatre nuclear fo3-e(,in Europe has affected Western European political at-

comment based systems. Thus whatever the outcome oi'tion the extent to which the shift in the militar balan

rope. It is worth noting that this in itself is g any III negotiations to include Euror
there may be adverse consequences for détente in Eu in

ussians have made clear their interest in exp
SALT

of such a step for East-west relations, fearing that the
R em with respect to long-range systems. Any^

o er a ies too are concerned with the implications for th g Qrec ose future opb t th 11 peans who fear that this mi ht f 1 }

p o limitations on ground-and-sea-launched cruise ireaching targets in the Soviet Union will have been de-
siles have been accepted; to the concern of some Erployed in German. Naturally, not only the Germans

first time that nuclear weapon systems ca abl f
i ee-year Protocol to the SALT II agreement,

be deployed on West German teritory. This marks the thviet Union will ensure that this is so. Already i,

rance agenda.

communique was unclear as to the range of theQuite apart from the implications for détente of new sileG la d f d

Anti nuclear It is significant in this respect that the Decei

p nne or eployment. There are two versionuclear deployments, after the neutron bomb experi- the existing Pershing Ia under development; oneence, allied governments are bound to be sensitive to improved version of the existing missile with a sil ,the anti-nuclear sentiments of sections of their domes- range of about 450 nautical,miles; and the othertic public. This is particularly so for the ruling German extended range that would enable it to reach t,iSocial Democrats for whn,,,
ral ^^ ^l Lite ooviet union irom base,,, i

tremely divisive. However, the alliance, in determin- Federal Republic. Clearly the militaryandsttaing its policy towards long-range theatre nuclear force significance of the two versions are quite different,lmodernization, must take into account similarly communiqué was also silent asto whether theistrong sentiments elsewhere, and particularly in the posed GLCM's would have a range in excess of thNetherlands and Scandinavia The Ger km ll'
grca y exposed, range imited to 600 lm, the cruise missiles wc^^;!lhave taken the attitude that if these new weapons are unable to reach targets in the Soviet Union. Ali hto be deployed on their territory then other continental it is quite clear that the discussions at the official ]allies should accent. thp„ t^^ r+ ;n ^ w a:,-__ --- _ _ „ ; __ ^L _ TT• , +

mans, reluctant m^t ^mposed by the SALT Protocol:Again, 7to appear diplomatically and strate 11 1

control negotiations 'th h
e arms or example; some poeple may see the annoa;

tre nuclear force modernization with e and d tions F g°p Ions in any arms control neg

, , a s stage such ambiguity helps ^nuclear force modernization: The idea of linking thea open bar ainin t

p g o to 3'p ing new nuclear weapons in Western Eur,enquire into the arms control implications of theatre Also of cours tthi

ence an foreign e consequences, both international and domesti'service officials was established in the s rin f 1979 de lo

n- p a e t at this ambiguity reflects the ^trol agreement with the Soviet Union is being ex- tinuingdoubts that exist among the various allies: ,plored. A "Special Group" ofsenior d f a th

y^ng-in the proposed deployment with an arms' co It is rob bI h
f t. , possi ty e so.new systems in a more favourable light the bili will b

° c ear pohtr cal commitment t' ,,ecision to deplo the nlque provides 1
n^on.would be deployed, théce,,Partly in order to put the d

^__ --- Y--^- =s=s== ^Vcl a^^u opeciai tsroups were basthe last-minute decision by the Dutch and the Belgians the assumption that. missiles with a.capability o€^ito defer deploymert was so politically significant ing at the Soviet U'

wl e Russians goes back to ment that the withdrawal of 1,000 nuclpar a,•1,^, WHelmut Schmidt s Alistair Buchan Memorial Lecture
in October 1977, but. without doing somethin b

rrom 1VA1'U Europe would begin immediately as an'

tempt to secure some substantive measure of armsg a outthe emerging disparity in Eurostrategic forces, the pro-
spect of fruitful: arms control in this area would seemremote. Thus many have seen the NATO arms control
proposals that accompaniedthe decision to deploy new
long-range missiles as essentially cosmetic in purpose,
designed to appeal to doubting governments and their
publics. Nonetheless, the arms control aspects of what
have been termed the "grey area" systems, because
they fall between the strategic weapons covered by the
SALT Talks and the more clearly tactical nuclear
weapons designed to have direct effect on any nuclear
battlefield, will continue to have salience for the alli-
anno

The future course of any further bilateral arms-
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trol in the area of theatre nuclear weapons; othersi
see it as the removal of redundant warheads whie!
themselves will not affect the nuclear balance in^
rope one way or the other. Whatever the case, s^
hard bargaining and further difficult decisim;
ahead for the alliance in the field of long-range the
nuclear force modernization, and the issues were l
means settled by the decisions taken in Brussels in!
cember.

Despite these uncertainties;the outline of an
ance consensus on theatre nuclear force moderniza;
has emerged. There isagreement that some respI
to the emerging Soviet Eurostrategic threat is ne
sary, and that any NATO action in this.respect sh(
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How Canadians can save
over 500,000;000 gallons of

gasoline a year.
^-,

Won if every driver in Canada used L0 Tests show a well-tuned car
uses an average of 24% less fuel.
A recent test orgânized by the Federal Energy
Department and the Ottawa section of the
Ontario Motor League showed that a car tune-
up can improve fuel economy up to 41 %. The
average fuel saving was 24.5%.

(To keep your-car properly tuned, take
advantage of Gulf's nationally advertised
seasonal tune-up service packages).

just one less gallon oigas a week, we could
save over half a billion gallons a year.
Hov+f? In 1979 Canadians used 7,022,000,000
gallons and there were 9,744,944 cars regis-
tered. One gallon saved per car each week
would equal a saving of 506,739,688 gallons
per year.

This represents a 7.2% reduction in gaso-
line consumption-a greatway to really get
serious about conservation.

Whatever model car you drive,
here are some fuel-saving suggestions to follow:

o Remove unnecessary weight from
trunk. Every 100 pounds less could mean
an extra 200 miles a year.

o Check tire pressure regularly.

® Adjust brakes. Brake dragging can cost
you gas mileage.

o Check spark plugs.

® Use air conditioner sparingly.

® Combine trips whenever possible.
Short trips waste fuel. Ten 40-mile trips
(400 miles) use no more gas than 100
one-mile trips (only 100 miles).

® Use car pools. They consume less gas
per rider.

® Don't warm up your car, for morethan 30
seconds. Today's modern oils and engines
make it unnecessary.
None of these tips is expensive. Some
don't cost a cent. But they can add up
to significant savings in fuel.

a Use a Multigrade oil like Gulf's
HydroTreated (HT) Premium Multigrade
that reduces engine drag for better
mileage.:lt also goes up to 15,000 miles
between changes at a regular price.

® Keep air filter clean.

o Check wheel alignment.

o Drive more slowly. The average car goes
219'o farther per gallon at 80 kph than at
100 kph.

GULF HELPS.YOU. COiV.SERVE,YOUR WAY.
*Gulf and Design is a registered trademark of Gulf Oil Corporation/Gulf Canada Limited registered user.



be accompanied by serious arms control efforts. It is
also clear that any NATO deployment of long-range
theatre nuclear systems will not try to match Soviet
capabilities on a one-for-one basis. The proposed de-
ployments are on a scale sufficient to fill a perceived
gap in the range of deterrence options available to the
alliance, but will not match either existing or likely fu-
ture Soviet long-range theatre nuclear forces. In other
words, the justification for NATO's acquisition of in-
creased long-range theatre nuclear capabilities lies in

Book Review

their reinforcement of the existing àlliance stratetZMrst^a ce,
flexible response by not allowing the Soviet Unioxrwa a
tions to which the alliance itself does not have a c^C il.
er. This consensus has been sufficient so far to t^^oE
the alliance to move considerably along the way old^^^ l

most radical revision of the contents of its theatrP.113: a3o3
clear arsenal since the early 1960's, but the taJ^ u
further steps will be a considerable test of the abilibe„q pe
the alliance to make and implement joint poll '"^ ,^". ]
the area of nuclear weapons. 1_f^a

- by Sydney A.Freifeld

This intriguing book by Lord Nicholas Bethel - Cam-
bridge scholar, junior member of the Conservative
Government in 1971-72, member of the.European Par-
liament since 1975 and author of The Best Secret,
which dealt with Anglo-American collusion in the for-
cible repatriation of Russians between 1944 and 1947
- is distinguished from the many studies on the same
subject by his deep mining of British Cabinet and War,
Foreign and Colonial Office archives hitherto unavail-
able under Britain's 30 year rule. These files have also
turned up messages passing between the Jewish
Agency in Palestine and London, decoded by British
cryptographers. He complements his findings by dis-
cussions with still-living personalities involved with
Palestine between 1917 and 1948 - including Mal=
dolm Macdonald, Menachem Begin, Harold, Beeley,
Lord Caradon, and many others. He has. quite akeen
nose for the official euphemism. He tells quite a story.

It begins with the Arab revolt against Jewish im-
migration fostered by British governments under the
promises of the Balfour Declaration and League Man-
date, and against the implacable opposition of most of
the Arab world and of many Foreign Office and War
Office officials, who insisted that Arab sympathy, or at

terlWi:
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least an absence of hostility, was essential for Imp^<<?^' us
security in the Middle East. The Jews, faced ?b1É fa
mounting persecution and forced emigration_ thro 1;J ii i.ah
out Hitler's Europe and then with the unprecedd,5w;` er
mass nnurder of the extermination camps, became ttïé `l'
more desperate to escape, and most of all to reachw<<i; It'
estine; most Western, and Canadian, doors.were c!
to them. ^E 1 s i

The British, fighting desperately for their 11^ to
the civilized world's - survival, grew exasper^ ^ ti? of
with the conflicting pressures, as the archives r^t 0 f th
with frankness. The Jews, officials argued, had161-i in
where else to turn, and offending or frustrating }°^ 1Fed
was a negligible strategic risk. Charles Batermallr^`Ipr
the Foreign Office wrotè: "Let us be practical. The `I" plan
anybody's game these days". Late in 1944, with ej ï1^^,l sla,
mination of the Jews at its height but with victo'' "-ass
sight, Armine Dew in the Foreign Office expresseA "^i uP
irritation in a memo "in my opinion a disproportio; 13ut
amount of the time of this office is wasted on dd5 f f1' all
with these wailing Jews" vsrhile, after the King I'111.. thel
Hotel explosion, a general wrote to recommend "s [?oc
ishing the Jews in a way the race dislikes as mur!.i g
any, by striking at their pockets and showing ourk`'I't Pr
tempt of them". In a grisly preview of today's boatt';tqd
ple horrors, a number of small boats during the,'`"' {io
tried to reach Palestine with refugees - each ves'' `"1e ^

MrFreifeld, anExternalAffairs officer since 1947,
retired after serving at the Canadian Mission to the UN,
Mexico City, Dublin, Montevideo and Ottawa. His last
post was Ambassador to Colombia and Ecuador.,
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death trap and an amalgam of separate tragedir
1942, the Struma, with 769 Jewish survivors fror 7
mania, got through the Black Sea to Istanbul, v t 1^^I,
the British Ambassador tried to assist them, mo^t'L'fen
Stephen Lùke in the Colonial Office to note °this i'1"bn:

J



^ ccasion on which. ..the Turkish Government has
any signs of being ready to help in frustrating

illegal immigrant ships, and the Ambassador
t^, 'ien^?,,oes and spoils the whole effect on absurdlymis=

Ld t;éd humanitarian grounds". The Foreign Office's
. =hoyd observed that the Ambassador had failed to

h:ké use of a "heaven-sent opportunity of getting
^people stopped at Istanbul and sent back to Cos-

olicü^tzd". Eventually, these pressures succeeded and the
rnrpa was sent back into the Black Sea and went
. )wn: here were two survivors of the 769. The contin-
in,^, ;>arrage of memos of this kind moved Prime Min-
tÈ r f winston Churchill to disparage the "usual silly
p!cions" to everything human and Anthony Eden's
^ itc secretary to bewail "must HMG take such an

Phui>>an decision?"
)t hile pinpointing Jewish and Zionist faults and

isdevds, Bethel, on balance, seems perhaps more
u^dachetic to their dilemmas than to those of the Pal-
tiriian Arabs. He nevertheless subjects Jewish per-
nul^ties, organizations and tactics to clinical exami-
`t^(^n, from which even Chaim Weizmann does not
pot,ewithout tarnish. Bethel presents more of the
égj i, than the Ben-Gurion version of the armed strug-
Éc th,,t i;rought Israel into existence and the early Ir-
âri , ars of Israel's current Prime Minister receive

r Im _ o6,us reassessment. One of this book's most val-

aced 1)iÉ facets is Bethel's tracing of Irgun-Stern-
throragnah interrelationships. Begin protagonists may

rece4sco^ or that the Irgun had little to learn from the IRA
came^thé ['hirties and Forties, or the Stern group from the

reach ,^q; t e ETA.

vere cl', -11 -e Ai ab figure to receive most attention from Be-
k4 inevitably, the first major Palestinian leader,

eir J('r to Yassir Arafat, Haj Amin Al-Husseini, Grand
caspei' u It of Jerusalem and bête noire, not only of the Jews
ves r^t (^ the British; from 1941 he supervised Axis broad-
I, hadG t^ in Arabic, called on Egypt toassist Axis troops,
iting }?su red Hirohito after Pearl Harbour that the Arabs
termat`e,'praying.for a Japanese victory, protested Bùlgar-
[. Thel;<< ^Ilans to release Jewish children to Palestine, urged
vith ek 1;aslav Moslems to fight against Tito, incited Arabs
victo' massacre Jews in Palestine and pressed Hitler to

)resse''O(A up and widen his extermination program.
portio; But Bethel's main focus is on the British record,
)n ddrF',Ia11 its tergiversations that earned mistrust first
:ing D'u' the Arabs and much later from the Jews and with
Lend " pjocession of discordant policies that culminated in
s mu(^l^^ng the problem in the UN's lap. No less a scholar
gour^^-mi Prof. A.J.P. Taylor finds that Bethel has pre-
s boat''idd the record "with admirable clarity and
g the; `"^ion. . .that no Englishcnan can read without

this "T'^i;'n, Andre Deutsch/Collins, 1979.

-h ver. a i.e.
^gedit
s fror'! {
}ul, c eihel, Nieholas. The Palëstine Triangle: the struggle
n, mo6tu' en the British, the Jews and the Arabs 1935-48.
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The fourth volume of James Eayrs' highly acclaimed his-
tory of Canadian defence and external affairs studies the
government's role in forming the North Atlantic Treaty Or-
ganization; its attempts, partially successful, to give the
Alliance the functions and authority it considered suited to
CanâdianinterestsandthoseoftheWestern democracies;
and the problems it tried to deal with as a member of the
Alliance. These decisions, made some thirty years ago,
have shaped the course of Canadian foreign policy ever
since. $25.00
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Ranger's Arms and Politics
by G. A. H. Pearson

Any account of negotiations on arms control or disar-
mament over a period of more than five years or so
must address the question of why they havefailed to
make any notable difference to the defence policies of
governments. The usual answer is that, such negotia-
tions have failed to reconcile the contradictory needs of
states to provide for their own security, needs which
are in turn rooted in the states system itself. If all
states were exactly equal in every respect it is possible
that statesmen might find it easy to agree on measures
of disarmament that applied equally to all. But even in
such a world, could they long be sure that agreements
would be kept unless some supra-national body was
available to arbitrate disputes?

As it is, the great imbalances between the 160 or
more existing states virtually ensure that no universal
agreement to reduce arms is feasible, except in cases
where a few states hold weapons of mass destruction
such as nuclear or chemical weapons. Such agreements
as have been reached apply either to weapons that do
not exist or to parts of the world where weapons are not
, deployed (with the exception of the agreement to ban
biological weapons). Nevertheless, agreements to con-
trol the use of weapons have been reached (especially
of nuclear weapons) and the effort to expand these
areas of agreement continues. Indeed, there has re-
cently been more activity of this nature than ever: be-
fore, despite the uncertain prospects of success.

Robin Ranger considers this subject from a more
limited perspective, confined largely to super-power
negotiations between 1958 and 1978 on nuclear weap-
ons and on European security. His thesis is that U.S.A.
policies during this period, beginning with the surprise
attack conference in 1958 and ending with SALT II,
have been marred by a technical bias towards scientific
arms control conditions, and that this bias has weak-
ened U.S.A. security in the face of U.S.S.R. political
goals ranging from confirmation of the status, quo in
Europe to the achievement of global military superiori-
ty, or at least parity.

He argues further that this same bias resulted in
misunderstanding of the trend to proliferation of nu-
clear weapons and thus to inadequate safeguards in
the NPT of 1968 against such proliferation. There is a
useful chapter on India in this regard,all the more be-
cause, for a Canadian reader, this is the only occasion

Mr. Pearson is Advisor on Disarmament and 14rrns
Control A flairs in the Department ofExternal Affaits.
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on which sustained reference is made to Canadian A réader
cies. After considering Western and Soviet tactic,_,)e, I ersw
the MBFR negotiations on reducing forces in cor overs. T1
Europe, and their relationship to the 1975 confer, iccôunt o
on co-operation and security in Europe, there are Mr, Roch
eluding reflections on arms control as a political p, ^thes
ess and on the effortsof the Carter administratio 'piE;nt mo
bring SALT to a bumpy landing.

Professor Ranger is a "revisionist" on arms ^^^alf vcar:
trol. He believes the U.S.A. hasfollowed unre-lit}irh
policies which have failed to take into account tl ,heisynth
lomatic and political goals of the Soviet Union,
in the Nixon/Kissinger era of super-power 1,
when both powers pursued nominal :arms contriJ

h4's o
i nh

cies as an adjunctto détente. Even then, howev,r mont whE
U.S.A. is regarded as having misread Sovietin1of'Parliai

tions, which Ranger apparently views with the dark^^?^n he y
foreboding. He believes the Soviet. Union never ' In th
tended to negotiate significant limits on strategic arfR."^;he, wl

and either ignored or misunderstood such U.S.A.
trines as mutual assured destruction and essen
equivalence. -"rhile this may be true, Ranger does
make clear whether the Soviet Union is still tryin
catch up or whether it is now following some more
bitious goal. He appears to think it is time for

tporter,

è&lopm
,ntextof
nrl suce]
hc?lping

p
U.S.A. to catch up, and thus prescribes the medicinE It is^

"increases in U. S. strategic and tactical nucli'pt he
forces" (p.217). wrïtten i

Marshal Shulman, adviser on Soviet Affairs tot{al"iut Cl
State Department, has spoken recently of "the tra, ve^y lmp
irony of the situation that both countries are. looking ossibl

the aspects of the military competition in which tld^'ne in
feel a deficiency". This book illustrates the point. It °E'l^opme
some useful insights. There is indeed a requirement r"nsferr

coûntlpclarify the means and ends of arms control polici
Technical solutions for diplomatic: problems are oftT'0tatte
wrong-headed. The accumulation of arms under The

guise of stable deterrence does seem a bit of a con th tem
dence trick. But I do not find solace in the.view th^u^en hé
traditional arms control itsélf is a confidence tri Çpact and°

1P^vingAfter reading this book (and it should be said that ür
not easy to decipher the jargon of strategic analyr -^^ He j

( }inia.which it employs) one is little closer to a convincing a1
swerof now to achieve strategic stability, or even wl;
this means, in the nuclear age. 41 r_ 1VIéC

^d^z.'elop

Ranger, Robin. Arms and Politics 1958-78. Toron " E uas ex
MacMillan 1979 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ VoFlndati
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r(3̀ ader of What Development is All About could easily
e^^ ersuaded that two books are enclosed within its
;,,vars. The first "book" is divided into two parts - an

^)unt of a six-week journey in Asia in 1977 wherecc4
re Vl r1l Roche examined the Chinese development model

rl puielI the second part where he examines an entirely dif-

tion^i'e1lt model in Indonesia and Bangladesh. The second
7)41k" is the 14 page "Afterword" written two and a

as lalf years after the trip to Asia. The reader progresses
eali }ïr^ugh the thesis and antithesis of Parts 1 and 2 to
ti,n lie±synthesis in the "Afterword". One shares the au-

exc
dét
ol p
er, y
mtil 1'arliament for the governing Conservative party

lark^^ lii!n he wrote the "Afterword".

tier
Ica
A
sen

oesi
in

re a^ 11^lping to make self-reliant human beings out of the

for ^p̂ "i-ld s poverty-stricken millions " .
1:4 It is against this criterion that he judges much oficinE^

iucliw}'; t he experiences and carries it into his afterword
,written in 1979. This is perhaps why he writes so much

" to t'ah ut China. In Parts 1 and 2, Mr. Roche makes two
vc^ y important decisions. First, China is abandoned as

tra;
ossible model. He appreciates that what has been

iingri^t`jne in China is uniquely Chinese. This model of de-
Îtb ^velnwnent could not be fostered by Canada and then

^rainsterred to - or imposed upon - a Third World
2ent 1

country even if Canada wished to. Even the Chinese do
ohc^^ attempt to export their model of development.
. °p Tt ie second decision by the author is that he resists
ler t,thL temptation to present a trite, simplistic model
. comrvC4w^}^en he is still feeling the rather deep emotional im-

tri, tt and culture shock of his trip. He simply states on

.at A t'ac^^^ving Bangladesh, "I want to think for a while".
He justifiably praises the type of development in

7aly^(;^^ina. Nevertheless, some development experiments
ng,
n w^.

^111 r. McCôy is a consultant specializing in agricultural
^}dr'z. ]r,pnaent projects in the Third World. For six years
)ron`ihe'^r rr:; executive director of the Canadian Hunger

oîlo (1 ation.

huis compassion and his experiences during tne bar-

search for a ready-made development moaei.

I Mr Roche was an Onposition, member of Parlia-
né^t when he went on his tour of Asia and a member

In the first paragraph of the introduction, Mr.

.nd succinct definition of the humanist - someone

olthe, who is founding editor of the Western Catholic
,^^orter, puts himself squarely among the humanist

c,elopment philosophers. Although not given in the
^n'text of framing a definition he does present a simple

by the Chinese have been catastrophic in nature. He
also praises the work being done by Canadian non-gov-
ernmental organizations (NGOs) despite the fact -that
some of them have made, and will make, many serious
mistakes also. The reader should also note that large
sums in the form of matching grants are often givenby
CIDA and some i provincial governments to NGOs.
Without these government grants, many of the Cana-
dian NGOs would not be nearly as effective as they
now are. Indeed, some NGOs could not exist without

the government grants.
This book could well be prescribed reading for any

person or organization participating in the debate on
the review of the Canadian federal government policy

for international development.
If one does not agree with Mr. Roche in some of his

statements and suggestions, one is bound to respect the
skill, dedication and many years of experience in in-
vestigative journalism and development work that
have gone into this book. He has certainly made a case
for a major overhaul of both philosophy and implemen- -
tation.

The "Afterword" is well worth a second reading. In
it the author, who was appointed Parliamentary secre-
tary to Canada's Secretary of State for External Af-
fairs, has not only presented a comprehensive update
of the development scene, but he begins to work on his
conclusions and in so doing, to synthesize some oppos-
ing philosophies of development.

Two large questions are likely to arise in the
minds of those who analyze the "Afterword" thorough-
ly, particularly those with experience in the field of

Third World development. The first - is Doug Roche's
criterion of success too rigid and too narrow? The sec-
ond question is - does he expect Canada to do too
much in too many fields? To give one example - let us
assume Canada has an appropriate philosophy of inter-
national development and an effective method of im-
plementation. However, the millions of dollars given to
UN agencies would be spent by them according to their
lights and capabilities. These may well be in conflict
with Canadian development concepts and require-
ments for accountability and cost benefits.

Although the model Mr. Roche comes up with re-.
quires more work, there are some messages that come
through quite clearly:

-different philosophies and methods can be com-
plementary;



-therecan be an element of self-interest but it
must be enlightened self-interest and bemutually
beneficial to Canada and Third World nations;

out of hand. The real test is whether the methods^-g' indi,
technologies are appropriate to the socio-economie any
ditions that prevail in the developing country in,,,ct Q0 ath,
tion and whether they contribute to self-reliancE t
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The Shaping of Peace: Canada and the Search for

World Order 1943-57.

-methods and technologies cannot be condemned

John W. Holmes.

When Mackenzie King went to the San Francisco
Conference he told the Commons that Canada had
played its part in winning the war and it was now its
duty to play a part in 'the shaping of peace'. John
Holmes was a participant in that work and draws on
his experience in this history and analysis of
Canadian activity in the peace of settlement and in
the establishment of the United Nations and other
international institutions.Although the book records
the principal events, its emphasis is on the ideas
and basic philosophies which Canada applied to the
world sceneat the.time:.
The first of two volumes deals with the postwar
planning in Ottawa, the institutions which were
created before the war ended, and Canada'spart in
settling the war, both in relief and reconstruction and
in the peace treaties.lt describes the shifting
relations with Britain and the United States, including
new defence and economic relationships, the
working of the 'atomic triad', and the postwar
Commonwealth. It conclûdes with an extended
discussion of Canada's part in the preparations for
San Francisco and in the conference itself, with
reference both to the political and security issues
and the_economic and social functions involved.

Order no. 101

In Defence of Canada, Volume 4: Growing Up Allie „7A
r,_fer no. 1

uy oau 1 1CS cetyI5. -

The emerging threat of a militarily powerful Soviet^e Super
Union alter the Second World War caused the yCp
United States to rearm and look to the defence o:
northern approaches against a possible Soviet Héi no; l
bomber attack. The Canadian government, althc
less apprehensive about this military threat than titrat^ gic
American, realized the necessity of accommoda 1 4aure
its neighbour's urgent desire for security and sour
to avoid a US-Canada bilateral pact by a multilat rd^+ no. I
defence treaty and organization linking the
democracies of Western Europe and North Amegmj and

by Ro
The fourth volume of James Eayrs' highly acclairn' !
history of Canadian defence and external affairs rlÉ g no.
studies the government's role in forming the Norti
Atlantic Treaty Organization: its attempts, partially$nadian
successful, to give the Alliance the functions anc Affai
authority it considered suited to Canadian interes, Ëdite

and those of the Western democracies; and the no.
problems it tried to deal with as a member of the ;
Alliance - problems of mobilizing the deterrent,
sharing the burden, and of expanding membershr9anizail

T,velto include Greece, Turkey, and Western Germang,
These descisions, made some thirty years ago, 0 de ^) no.
shaped the course of Canadian foreign policy ev ;
since, and continue to have ramifications for ^e Unit
Canadian life today. ^y IV!

$2,1r[1afino.
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Letters to the Editor

Sir

Hungarian minor!

I read with certain interest the
article on tiungarian 1Vlinority in

Romania in the International
Perspectives of January/February
1979, many months ago. Indirectly
it prompted my recent trip to Tran=
sylvania.

What I could observe and hear
from the native ethnic minorities
seems to fully substantiate what
Jonesco stated in an assembly of Eu-
ropean writers: "the present day Ro-
mania has the most oppressive re-
gime in all of Europe".

Indeed human rights as we un-
derstand them simply do not exist
there (neither does, apparently, a
life free of fears for the Hungarians).

Bringing to light injustice, such
and similar articles serve noble
causes and foster a better under-
standing of the world around us.

Charles Borrossa,

Montreal, Quebec

Update...

Sir,
Opposition to recent proposals

for the adoption of a system of pro-
portional representation in Cana-
dian elections appears to me to re-
flect a disregard both for the most
basic principle of democracy and for
the lessons of recent history.

Surely the idea that a°arty receiv-
ing nearly five percent fewer votes
than its opposition gets to form the
government (as happened after last

does not equate with bad go
ment. Many consider Trudeau
nority government of 1972-
have been his most effecti•,'
should also be pointed out, enâ
sized and reiterated, that 1^

'countries that have passed us
standard of living league (Noil'
Sweden; Germany, etc.), nearhf:
have some form of proportional
resentation, and minority got,°^^ ^luebec
ments: Yet they have been ` c^ûanada
more stable and more succe`A the ov^.: ..
than our own. Even troubled e^t is con
can boast a better economic r^hû nain-tl

• a`worst case` examp nd; o pars

Finally, to those who fear `Part;^l?i 'd for a
annv` it should be nointed out ^b^È
proportional representation i
not be based on party lists, nor
it have to be based on the totali
a nation's population. One
have a mixture of individual-t

j 1.'he dei

perident
I- t becoi

eï Lch-Car.
ènje and fi

year's election), is a travesty of de-
mocracy. Surely the idea that the
relatively large number of Liberal
votes in the West should not result
in a single pariliamentary seat, or
that most Conservative voters in
Quebec should be similarly disen-
franchized (as happened in this
year's election) is an equal travesty.
Proportional representation may of-
ten lead to minority government if
no Party proves able to persuade a
majority of the electorate, as indeed
it should according to the precepts of
democratic representation. But that

Between the time when the articles in this issue were
written and press time, a number of developments have
occured.
-In early April Premier Levesque of Quebec announced
the date on which his government will go to the people
of Quebec with the referendum seeking a mandate to
negotiate "sovereignty-association" with the rest of
Canada. The vote will be held on May 20.
-In the April 14 throne speech at the opening of
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imply w
Lter cl

Caen^ eral t

Eoreign a

parliament, the Trudeau government announced tbxilc1,1 gene
continuation -f ;+s strategy of suffocation for nucle ." em•

weapons. The government also announced that it wI u S to t
create the post of "Ambassador for Disarmament". ^Q poli

-The Royal Society of Canada announced that Lesk Phras
ased on

, bet
^^^ttlemen

nô ^

as it would under today's systern,

reiit is de
__,1e5e attri

Le:t'of sov
lie Québe

Green who wrote our article on diplomatic immunit,
the wake of Tehran and Bogota has been elected a
Fellow of the society. Congratuations!

all constituencies and proport ^^e^ ;^ould l
representation (as in Germarrity^ ^redo^

Ir?éi ^hbIreland). Or one might have, ^
a^d^^uatriconstituencies that group ten o(G

old variety and `elect` whicheve>no 14 s inte
ei'individuals receive the most v nce pol.•.

That would still not entail pe on ihct wit]
`representation`. But it would The W

houtthat any group that could m e xtex-
ten percent support would el "tit`'xt of s

u^iÛnBmember, and not be disenfrancr .:
`

to
^^)edina

C.G. Jacobsen,
^f^ ^aper t
? î and 94-

Wolfville, Nova Scotia mén defe}
Ej It is te

};e4issues.



>rei policy in the `new' ^uebec

WE
r1i:

by John Starnes

oQuebec government's White Paper, entitled "Que-

,^.Canada: A New Deai", should dispel any doubt
the over-riding objective of the present govern-

t is complete independence. All else is secondary.

main thrust of the paper is to justify that objective

to persuade Quebecers, and others, that the option

ifered f gor achievin sovereignty is practical and desir-

tY bli
^t" "J.I'he defence and for_gn policies pursued by an in-

ndent Quebec will be important. All those who
^ ^I,t become Quebec citizens, whether or not they are

t^,re^n^lch-('anadianfwould be closely affected by thede-

^
e`- at'!l foreign policies of the new state. Such poli-
;é^; .-ou Id have a direct bearing on the continued secu-

rh ^..an^t^i 'reedom and economic well-being of Quebecers.
I'leighbouring states, especially the United States,

d- ntries which might be potential allies, would be
.e1 o]^ ss interested and affected by Quebec's foreign and
vei arl if the d to be inQ eien<<, Polieies, p y Y Prove

e^ j)n^' i Lt with their own policies.

1'he White Paper, hôwever, says precious little
mu^h-ût external relations and defence, even within the

^I ntext of sovereignty-association. Apart from brief al-
^^usi'uns to foreign relations and defence matters, con-
em ^^$ed in about a dozen sentences scattered throùghout

pL aper there are only two short passages (pages 56-

D7 and 94-95, English version) foreign relations, and

)néjon defence (page 95).
It is tempting to conclude that this paucity of com-

âlélit is deliberate. However, giventhe importance of
_„11u^e attributes of sovereignty (even within the con-

^e4^ of sovereignty-association) it seems inconceivable

the Québec government sought deliberately to avoid

Ill issues. It is more likely the authors of the paper
Éimly were unable to formulate their ideas with
^ cjter clarity of precision.

^aemeral terms
Éoreign and defence policy objectives are couched in

I tN
cle

tl(:h general terms that it is difficult to take exception
r t em. At the same time it is hard to find in them

it wlu s to the real orientation which the foreign and de-
t>> ^n e policies of an independent Quebec might take.

Les ^Phrases such as "Quebec's foreign policy will be
Meer d on the general principles that govern relation-
12 ,:hiIs between countries - human rights, the peaceful

etttement of conflicts, rejection of any recourse to
f>l'^^, non-interference, etc. - as expressed in the

United Nations Charter and again in the Helsinki Ac-
cord", have about them a ring of high purpose. How-
ever, they offer few clues as to how such broad princi-
ples would be translated into specific policies. For
example, if suitable terms of association with Canada
could not be negotiated, would a sovereign Quebec give
a quite different orientation to its foreign and defence
policies? If so, what form would that orientation take?
Neutrality, non-alignment or something quite differ-
ent such as association with the United States?

The general lack of precision and realism in the
paper about foreign relations and defence matters is
exemplified in the following brief paragraph which ap-
pears under the heading,'External Relations'. "Quebec
will continue to be bound by the treaties to which Can-
ada is now signatory. It may withdraw from them
should the occasion arise according to the rules of in-
ternational law. Consequently Quebee will respect the
agreement on the St. Lawrence Seaway and will be-
come a full partner in the International Joint Commis-

sion. As for Alliances such as NATO and NORAD,
Quebec will respect its responsibilities and offer its
contributions in accordance with its aims."

Treaties
At present Canada is a signatory to 360 multilateral
treaties and has 746 bilateral agreements with approx-
imately 135 countries and organizations or agencies.
The net total of such agreements appears to be increas-

ing at the rate of about 20 to 30 each year.
The complexity and importance of such contrac-

tual undertakings varies greatly. There are relatively
simple agreements, such asthat between France and
Canada concerning the construction, maintenance and
operation of a cattle quarantine station in the territory
of St. Pierre and Miquelon, which came into force on
April 3, 1969. Many of the agreements, however, are
important, complex and sometimes lengthy. Two ex-

amples in this category are theGeneva Convention for

Mr. Starnes is a former Assistant Undersecretary of
State for External Affairs and Canadian Ambassador
to•thé Federal Republic of Germany, the United Arab
Republic and the Sudan. He is a member of the Council
of the International Institute for Strategic Studies in
London.



the Protection of War Victims, which entered into force
for Canada on November 14, 1965, and the Statusof
Forces in the Federal Republic of Germany agreement
between the parties to the North Atlantic Treaty and
the Federal Republic of Germany, which entered into
force for Canada on July 1, 1963. The latter agreement
consists of 83 articles and a long Protocol.

The White Paper refers specifically to the bilateral
agreements on NORAD and the St. Lawrence Seaway
as under-takings which Quebec would wish to respect.
Assuming Canada and the United States agreed, these
particular under-takings, and presumably many
others, would have to be opened up and re-negotiated
to permit Quebec to become a signatory. This, of.
course, would be done in the light of the circumstances
then prevailing; circumstances which could result in
agreements quite different from those now in force.

There are a great many other bilateral agree-
ments between Canada and the United States, someof
which would be relevant and important for a sovereign
Quebec. For example, in the decade between 1965 and
1975, there were a total of 75 agreements concluded be- '
ttiveen Canada and the United States, covering such di-
verse topics as atomic energy, boundary waters, de=
fence, fisheries, commerce, pétroleum radio, science,,
navigation and taxation.

Insofar as multilateral agreements are concerned,
the subject matter is very broad in scope - boundaries,
submarine cables, diplomatic relations, narcotics, eco-
nomic cooperation, tariffs and trade, global communi-
cations, international labour organization, law of the
sea, patents, satellites, trademarks, terrorism, world
health organization, universal postal union, human
rights and wheat, to mention some of the more obvious.

Even -a brief study of the Canada Treaty Series
demonstrates the great number, complexity and scope
of Canada's multilateral and bilateral under-takings.
One wonders if the present Quebec government, in
stating that an independent Quebec would continue to
be bound by the treaties to which Canada is a signato-
ry, fully understood the sweeping nature of the solemn
commitment they were making?To honour such obliga-
tions could:prove a heavy burden for a fledgling state.
Even to withdraw from them would require a massive
diplomatic effort.

Alliances
The countries with which it is stated Quebec would
seek to enter into military alliances, and especially the
United States, might be forgiven for thinking that the
authors of the paper would like to have their cake and
eat it too. The most generous interpretation of the
statements on defence policy in the White Paper sug-
gest the new state's contributions to defence would be
minimal and token.

For example, it is stated that Quebec would wish
to become a partner in alliances such as NATO and
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NORAD, "in accordance with its aims". However, rr
important from the standpoint of potential mili
partners, would be to know the means by which E
bec would be able to fülfil its military obligations,
manytroops, guns, tanks, aircraft, warships and o
military assets could a sovereign Quebec contrih
and what kind of military infrastructure would it h
to support the effort? No attemptis made to add
such tough questions. Statements such as "Qt!FI
contribution to collective security through NA1'()
can be justified [sic] by the fact that Quebec's fuiu
linked to the lot of American and European dem
cies, not to mention that the Atlantic Alliance, be.y
its military pursuits, encourages international

that sector", and that the aim of the new state wou

changes in several areas", do nothing.to dispeltbe
pression that, at best, Quebec would be an unenth
astic partner.

Declarations that "Quebec will maintain the
tary installations already located onits territory
preserve the jobs of several thousands of Quebecé

"to increase equipmentand suppliesbudgets spen
home, while tryinV to save part of the eno
amounts of money federal Defence costsus every yÉ
strongly suggests that the authors of the paper see
itary alliances principally as a means of achieving
tectionof Quebec territory, a voice in important .i
national forums and a share in the defence produr
pie in return for aminimum contribution in mr,,
manpower and military hardware.

The rationale for a sovereign Quebec . seekine
^^c's Prf

^üern.ment
participate in NORAD is couched in the follos
whimsicàl language. "Thou
has put an .end'to several geographical constrai^`°°
Quebec still occupies a strategic place within Nl ,.,
insofar as its territory controls the:airwaysthat, `^

^ené L

teithe Arctic or the North-Atlantic, en d up on the .
s vo

coast of the continent. This is why Quebec inten eut pro

fulfil its commitments toward NORAD". No doub^e ,Test of
geographicàl importance of Quebec.would be ae, n`^ force

thu htisereason .for its participation in NORAD, but is it r: ^}g
ae takenonly reason? in
el%s thatElsewhere in the same" passage it is stated lP

Quebec's defence policy "will be based on three [^eférendun
concerns; its internal security, the security of ^h^^ 11 be
North American continent and the West and its^e^tiate"

ployE
volvement in United Nations peace-keeping or arb"h em

'turbinçli
tion missions." Any one of these four different t.
would represent a heavy burden for the new state ^nd^rstand
nancial terms, and in terms of acquiring the trai^ ;
manpower, and the necessarymilitary, infrastructi assun

Certainly over the past decade Canada, with ^h^=1i a&
greater resources, has found it very difficult to f! `i ^ould i
these four tasks. One wonders if the authors of thr'i)en to sei

aeo les is rper were serious in suggesting that a sovereign Qu ,. jF

realistically could support such a broad defence po!'hnt
It is difficult toescane the impression that'they ;
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uÉi^(;c's Premier, René .T-,évesque, brought out his

lor
`'"^`'? ment's white paper on sovereignty association

0
ra

N
t, fr^
ie

ené Lévesque is reported as saying recently that
s' vote in the forth-coming referendumand the con-

nd,^,qAent prospect of the Maritime provinces cut off from
ihe -r est of Canada would, "bring Canada to its knees"zbt F.

a nd^ force negotiation of a "new deal". A similar
ght is expressed in the White Paper. "We must not

e raken in ... but ..: on the contrary, convince our-
d lie lVés that if the majority of Quebecers say YES in the
^e f'e+endum, Ottawa and the rest of Canada, though
of 0ey will be disappointed, will have no choice; they will

peis1tiate." The statement is revealing of the tactics be-itsRe
Omployed in preparation for the referendum. It also

rb 1di Isturbing since it may be based on a complete mis-
inclIrstanding of the mood of Canada outside Quebec.eU

^

assum tionp^ct
thfhe'=1ib assumption that a merely "disappointed" Can-

d . would be forced to negotiate on Quebec's terms is
the^i.'ea to serious question. Divorce between groups of

9en les is no less difficult than it is between husband

polian`^ wife: It is a highly emotional affair, usually filled
y`^^t 1 recrimination, bitterness, hostility, suspicion and

^nme,times even violence. There is no reason to believe

ovember. He is pictured at the news conference at
^^h the paper was unveiled.

that Quebec's separation would be anything other than
a bitter, unpleasant affair having little to dq with 'fel-
lowship' and'companionship', words sometimes usedto
define'associatioü'.

More important it seems not to have occured to
those advocating an independent Quebec, that, follow-
ing secession, a viable political entity with which Que-
bec can negotiate association might cease to exist
within a relatively few years. In my view the natural
north-south links graduallybut inexorably would re-
place the more artificial bonds which now keep Canada
together and which would be rent asunder by Quebec's
secession.

Contrary to what the authors of the paper wish us
to believe, Canada outside Quebec, does not consist of
homogenous, predominately Anglo-Saxon groups dedi-
cated to remaining united. Although the lingua franca
outside Quebec is English, large numbers are not of
Anglo-Saxon origin and culture. Thus, EnglishCana-
da, in the sense the phrase is used throughout the pa=
per, is an outdated concept.

Canada is, and has been since Confederation, a
fragile notion. The anti- centrifugal forces which have
been so strong in the last fifteen years have under--
lined that fragility. Even without the possibility of
Quebec's secession, regional differences, disputes be-
tween different levels of government and a growing
unwillingness by some Canadians to place the national
interest above parochial interests,.could weaken Con-
federation to the point where a national presence
ceases to exist in certain vital areas. Those advocating
Quebec's independence have contributed to these tend-
encies.

Quebec's secession could trigger a series of events
eventually leading to Canada's break-up, a process,
which, once started, probably would be irreversible. In
such circumstances a newly sovereign Quebec could
find itself attempting to forge a partnership with a dis-
integrating political entity. One assumes this would
not be something which a majority of Quebecers would
regard as desirable or in their own best interests. Yet,
it would be a development which the present Quebec
government would have brought about.

Few people would dispute the fact that Quebec
could become a viable sovereign state. It has infinitely
more assets than a majority of the countries which
have become independent in the last quarter of a cen-
tury. The real question is whether Quebec's sovereign-
ty, in the different ways and circumstances in which it
could be brought about, e.g. association with Canada,
some special relationship with the United States or a
uni,l.ateral declaration of independence would be in the
best interests of its citizens. Such a judgement can only
be made after considering the alternatives and the im-
plications in many fields, and not the least in the areas
of defence and foreign policy. Certainly in these impor-
tant areas the White Paper lacks substance, precision,
accuracy and realism.



Ryan's alternative

'Ihe present -fate ufaffairs

I n a federation; international relations often pose prob-
lerns of constitutional jurisdiction. Canada has not
es caped these difficulties, which have,_ina sense, been
accentuated by the fact that at the time of Confedera-
iion in 1867, Canada was not an independent state. It

then represented byEngland in its international
relations and only oradilalltr gained i±-, independenc.c
in this matter:

In recent yc^irsQuebec hassoul-ht, through va-

l-us initiatives, to develop its own role in international
,rffairs.Otherprovinces too, perhaps more discreetly,
have established foreign offices. This has gradually

rise to a situation where the lawdoes not totally
correspond to the effective division of powers within
the Canadian federation. Furthermore, Canada has
d ifficulty concluding international agreements in mat-
ters relating to provincial jurisdiction, as the courts re-
tüse to :,i% eeftect to them. Only the consent of the
proaince^s in tliese fields of provincial jurisdiction can
{,nsure compliance with the federal government's in-
t ern ational commitments.

In addition, Canadian presence abroad has not al-
aY-; reflected the dualism of Canadaian society, and

its regionalism. In future, as a matter of course, the
f'ederalgovernment should more adequately reflect the
dualism of Canadian society in its international rela-
i ions and representation abroad.

Federal jurisdiction

A new constitution should comfirm the traditional role
of the federal government in matters of foreign policy,
relations with other states, and defence. This attrib-
ution, is essential to the integrity of the Canadian
state. Such a jurisdiction should not be shared. To be

trulyefféctive it should fall exclusively withi_nl
enTTlpetence of the federal government.

The fecicral governmént would continue to c,:
clurje international treaties. Ho^^,ever, these wouldr
a ffect matters falling within ihe .jurisdictii^n of f
provinces without their consent.

The central state would al^o ensure a qualit5,
diplomatic representation abroad which respects f
constitutional obligation to reflect thedualism of CE
ada and the interests of its regions. Furthermore, i
consti'ution would impose an obligation to ensure ai
cruate representation of the member provinces in â
Canadian delegation to an international organizat
dealing with matters falling within their jurisdictic
This participation will be particularly essential in st
international organizations as UNESCO, which de:
with educational issues, the International Labour 1
reau, or the World Health Organization.

Provincial jurisdiction

The provinces, for their part, would be entitled
establish delegations or foreign offices, in order to m
their own responsibilities,They would also be able
conclude agreements relating to matters within th
jurisdiction, provided these were generally in line N
Canada's foreign policy.

In no case would these new rules allow the pr
inces to develop and carry out diplomatic policy in
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by G.R. Skinner

e height of the British Empire, "Afghaning" was
;:pression in currency to describe the process of

iig about geo=politics in ways that did not really

er - in other words, wheel-spinning. While of
ed importance in itself, Afghanistan and the
ts which the country has come to represent have
assumed a higher order of significance than might
ever been imaTed.
he importance of Afghanistan derives almost

ly from its strategic position, and the problem
by the Soviet invasion cannot be considered in
eaningful way divorced from the invasion's stra-
implications. By way of interpreting the signifi-

We of the invasion, there are frequently two analo-
ze suggested: the Great Game analogy; and the

am analogy.

Great Game

Great Game analogy is based on the assumption
history plus geography will equal similar strateg-
and motivations on the part of those involved-to-
s in the past (making allowances, of course, for

rlportancé of the Aràbian Gulf in the twentieth
zry). In the nineteenth century, Imperial Britain

zarist Russia played the game for influence in
n ound Afghanistan, Britain for the purpose of

ining the pre-eminence of British global suprem-

^au
nd of blocking the Russian drive south. The Rus-
motivation was to establish a warm water port in
ersian Gulf, and Afghanistan was the geographi-
epping stone to the achievement of this goal.

"!.n its contemporary form, the Great Game scheme
o1cts that the Soviet drive to a warm water port is

41 additional impetus by the ideological nature of
{wiét expansionism, and by the strategic goal of gain-

1roximity to vital western oil routes. Proponents of
his;analogy point out that the occupation of Afghani-
t by Soviet forces has extended Soviet influence to
ijh l n 350 miles of the Arabian Gulf and that Soviet

r is separated from that body of water only by the
stani province of Baluchistan, the inhabitants of

harbour stronL7 nationalistic - and indeed fissi-
arous -- tendencies.

ov^et invasion of Afghanistan
calls for strategic reappraisal

One conclusion inspired by this school of analysis
is Helmut Sonnenfelt's assessment of the consequences
of the invasion, in terins of the exercise of Soviet mili-
tary power elsewhere: the Soviet Union has acquired,
he writes in the Washington Post, the capability "to in-
fluence events in remote areas and the habit of defin-
ing its interestsin a global rather than a solely conti-
nental basis." The Soviet Union, however, had been
thinking in such terms ever since it became a super-
power sometime in the late 1950's.

The Great Game analogy suffers from a number of
defects. In the 19th century, strategy was cast in geo-
graphic terms, and was based on mountain barriers
and oceans. Blocking the Russian advaRce toward'the
valley of the Indus, therefore, was considered to be an
enterprise having a geographic frame-work, hence the
importance of the Khyber Pass.

Times have changed since those days, and geogra-
phy per se is not as important as the global calculus of
power and stability in a complex international envi-
ronment. The Great Game analogy, moreover, inade-
quately explains Soviet motivations. As an example,
one corollary of this analogy is the supposed Soviet de-
sire for a warm water port. There is not now any siza-
ble port along the Baluchistan coast because the hin-
terland cannot sustain it, and one would have io be
built from the ground up, and supplied from outside.
Moreover, Soviet access to port and naval facilities in
East Africa and South Yemen have already been ac-
quired, and naval technology has obviated the need for -
proximate facilities. In short, even if it were feasible, a
port is not necessary to interfere with western oil sup-
plies, again assuming that Soviet intentions lie in that
direction, an assumption not proven beyond doubt.

Vietnam analogy
The Vietnam analogy suggests that the Soviet Union
had little choice but to intervene in a situation where a
client regime was falling apart, and losing a war at the

Mr. Skinner is Director of South Asia Division in the
Department of External Affairs.



same time. The essence of this view is that Soviet
troops movedto bolster the regime (even if it meant re
placing those at the top) and winning the war by a kind
of military `pacification' operation. The Vietnam scen=
ario suggests that the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
may also have been designed to secure a solid Soviet
foothold in an area where stability was rapidly deterio-
rating.

The analogy loses its way however, once the ac-
tual nature of the intervention, and the motivations
behind it, are addressed. The character of the opposi-
tion to the regime in Kabul is f'undamentally different
from that faced by Diem, his predecessors and succes-
sors: it is unorganized, comparatively primitive and
relatively unsophisticated (there is no Ho Chi Minh

and certainly no General Giap). It lacks significant
outside material and psychological support. The ter-
rain is different. There is no ground cover, and while
rebels may hide amongst the rocks, bringing in sup-
plies in any significant quantitywithout detection and
interdiction is a virtual impossibility. In Afghanistan,
while the country may never be totally pacified, it is
unlikely that there will be a long drawn-out agony. (A
variation of the `Uietnam' theoryand its `domino effect'
corollary suggests that the Russians invaded so as to
insulate the Soviet Moslem republics from the Islamic
resurgence endemic in the neighbouring area. Thereis, however, no evidence of dissent or unrest in thoserepublics).

The fact that these two analogies can be found
wanting does not make the task of interpreting the sig-
nificance of events in Afghanistan any easier. Never-
theless, one may look at the actual effects of the inva-
sion, and consider alternate explanations of why the
invasion took place.

Effects of Invasion

The effects exist on four discernible levels.'The first
level is the immediate one of Afghanistan itsel£ The
invasion is reminiscent of the Soviet overhaul of Hun-
gary in 1956 when the regime had collapsed and mili-
tary intervention

was necessary to preserve the Sovie

had not secured Soviet acquiescence for his own ^aml
and appeared determined to adopt a Titoist r^ thehünself, despite the fact that he was losing the ^ e S,
the çountryside.

is h
The operation to install Karmel was not un ring tc

ished. Despite Karmel's legitimate revolutiona acti
dentials, available evidence suggests that he «-^ if a
in Kabul during the first stages of the Soviet inv^^^hac
The Soviet explanation that military assistanc
been provided "at request of the Afghanistan p^
therefore makes little sense, especially since ^t^no
government was still in power. (This was onelthe
major objections voiced by Third World and ot1hE on; tirs^
gates to the United Nations Emergency Session in r Ticy
uary, 1980). The consequence is that the ^pre m4sin
gime in Kabul suffers from a lack of inter>> on^ i,^ t
recognition and internal support. lyt(,rs

Despite the discouraging background, it is in
to argue that the final victory of the Parchemith ion
the Khalq factions in Afghanistan could, if condi
were right, potentially stabilize the long-fester i^ç
der issue between Afghanistan and Pakistan. 2 Ih 7 4I pres
rand line, drawn in 1893, `formalized' the rlo- coun
border between Afghanistan and British Indir^. A 1 eresrf
governments have traditionally supported sece:;, 1 i entif
movements within Baluchistan and the l^,̂ orih lé Unie
Frontier Province. Because the Khalq facti,)Iyt' tern:
pended on Pashtun support, it was more symp i mener^
to separatist elements in those two provinces tl ec:4nomi
the Parchem faction. Equally interesting is tlis
Khalq had developed apparently close and co
working relations with the Iranian Tudeh (comm
party, and presumably links between itand the
chemite regime will have to be built from the b
ning.

Adjacent areas

The invasion has greatly increased the probabili ,;
considerable adjustment to the structure of rela`.^
ships within the area. Indeed, these relationships,
changing even before the Soviet invacin„

^nterstate system in Eastern Europe. The Af h t L
lt `"1 so opviously show. The reappearance of Mrs.

case, however, is different in two fundamen als rme-1
and thenAmerican deciesion to provide additional aspects. The defensive purpose of the operation is not so t

de facto territorial acquisition by the Soviet Union ongthe Indo-Pakistani,relat nshiably have an imsince the Second World War. p, given India's s
rity concerns. The Chinese role has been muted saThe political situation in Afghanistan fi d'

easily discernible;,and the invasion re rese t th ary and economic support to Pakistan,notwithst

gre
the decision to invade. A leftist alliance, composed of W th neth subcont nental regi nl the esults of theParcham (Banner) and Khalq (Masses) factions,
named after their respective newspapers, overthrew
the Daoud regime in April 1978, but never did work
properly. The Khalq faction, led by Taraki, eventually
gained the upper hand - and Soviet support. His re-
placement by Amin seems to have been the result of in-
ternal politics within the Khalq. Amin's errors that
would make his downfall inevitable were two-fold: he
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vasion of Afghanistan is to add greatly to the comp
ity of an already complex - and unstable - seri
inter-locking relation-ships.

In Third World terms, the Soviet invasion of Afgh'
stan comes as,a dramatic precedent. Treaties simil
the Soviet-Afghanistan Treaty of Friendship and ghan re
operàtion of December 5, ^1978 have been conclu^'°^00A
with a number of developing countries including Ai; ' ee pro

the



is own ozambique, Iraq, India, Vietnam and Yemen. Al-

)ist r( thesé treaties are loosely structured, and do not
; the ^e Soviet Union to any particular course of ac-

is has not prevented the Soviet authorities from

lot un g to the Soviet-Afghan Treaty in defending the

tiona action. Hitherto, the installation or mainte-
he wle= f a regime by outside force where such treaties

et inv had taken place only in Eastern Europe (and

Istan sNorth Korea and Mongolia).

tan e Conference of Islamic Foreign Ministers,

nce a in Islamabad at the end of January, reaf-ti^ a
on, ^è the Third World's condemnation of the Soviet

.,othE 6n first pronounced at the United Nations Special
3ion in .r ency Session held earlier in the month. A new
preser??, ss in the Third World's dealings with the Soviet
ternatc^!?^ is therefore visible; and the Islamic Foreign

1-rsrs' Conference may mark the beginning of a

is hc"k
emite
cond; 1

a in Soviet-Third World relations, with the So-
nion no longer able to take for granted the sup-

the `automatic majority' . in international fo-

terinotA^Y its actions, further-more, the Conference may
é Present a mile-stone in that a group of Thirdh.T14'

L 0©i ^^^

,ces,
orth kle
zctii^l VE

countries have staked a collective claim of polit-
erest (and, implicitly, responsibility) in an area
entified as their own in direct opposition to the
Union:

tern reactions to the Soviet invasion have ranged

changes. The strength of the western reaction, espe-
cially the cultural field, has been reinforçed by the sub-
sequent Soviet decision to sendthe dissident nuclear
physicist, Andrei Sakharov, into-internal exile. Not en-
couraging before the invasion, prospects for agree-
ment, this time round, on SALT II have by and large
disappeared. While the question of.whether the Olym-
pic Games should still be held in Moscow has seized the
public imagination, its overall significance in the East-
West equation is marginal, despite its undisputed sÿm-

bolic value.
One of the most immediate effects of the Soviet in-

vasion has been the sharpening of the debate in west-
ern countries about the nature and purposes of the de-
tente process. Generally speaking, detente up to now
has been defined in only, two context.s - in the Euro-
pean context, and in terms of the strategic relationship
between the USA and the USSR. Europeans have a
heavy investment in detente, both from the point of
view of their security and the effort they have put into
its realization. They do not wish the relationships that
have been so carefully - and often painfully - con-
structed between East and West in Europe -to be put
into question by outside events.

On the other hand, the American view of détente
places greater weight on its universal applicability,
given American global responsibilities and concerns,
and American foreign policy has on a number of occa-tsr^ '

lnptl[m,general condemnationto practical measures such

es t] ecqnomic sanctions and fréezing contacts and ex-
thA^,

Ld co
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an refugees have set up a makeshift tent city at the Janghir Abad refugeecamp in Pakistan's Bejaur Valley. Some

100 Afghans have crossed the border into Pakistan to flee the Soviet invaders and create the world's newest
ee problem.



furthering bilateral detente and Soviet sponsored ac-
tivities abroad, as in Somalia or Angola. Europeans
and Americans are agreed that detente must now be
redefined, and that a reappraisal of the assumptions
upon wnicn it rests is necessary.

By contrast, the Soviet definition of detente is
global, although where China fits into the scheme of
things is unclear. It encompasses such propositions as
péaceful coexistence (tolerating the continued presence
of states with different and opposing social systems,
but carrying on the international struggle for social-
ism by all means short of war) and the 'Brezhnev doc-
trine' (a postulate of limited sovereignty, which holds
that the gains of socialism can be defended, if neces-
sary, from outside). It is unlikely that the Soviet defini-
tion of detente will be reconsidered in the light of Af-
ghanistan. Indeed, the long-standing Soviet insistence
that the detente process be made "irreversible" ap-
pears aimed at deflecting western countries' concern
about Soviet activities in parts of the world other than
Europe.

Obviously, a Soviet move across borders in Europe
would provoke a western reaction different. than that
elicited by Afghanistan. Thus, while Soviet activity
outside the European or USA-USSR contegts.will-inev-
itably affect East-West relations, itdoes not.mean that
each issue is subject to identical treatment. Events in
Afghanistan are specific to that part of Asia. This has
been recognized, in effect, by the tempered nature of
the western response, which has also takein into ac-
count the interests of the countries of the region.

Straightforward

The logic behind the Soviet decision to invade appears
deceptively straightforward. From a Soviet view-point,
the costs probably looked small, and the timing looked
right. As in 1956, when western attention was focussed
on Suez, and the Soviet invasion of Hungary could be
achieved with relatively little cost, so was the west, es-
pecially the United States, preoccupied with Iran.
Western relations wi.th the USSR had soured lately
(over issues such as concluding the SALT II Treaty and
installiYig improved theatre nuclear weapons in Eu-
rope) and there was little to be lost by the inevitable
western cries of outrage.

Soviet planners may have estimated that the west-
ern response would not go much beyond words, and
would be of a shortterm nature. A strong reaction from
the USA, particularly in material terms, seemed un-
likely, given the apparent lessons about American be-
haviour on Iran, and it would be recalled that Presi-
dential election years had the effect of dampening the
potential for American action to crystallize as Hun-
gary ( 1956) and Czechoslovakia(1968) seemed to show.
Finally, Soviet experience with the Third World held
little evidence that any coherent reaction should be ex-
pected. The anger of the Moslem countries appeared to
have a purely American direction, an estimation sup-
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ported by evidence in the form of violent
American demonstrations over the Mecca inri
from Pakistan to the Mahgreb.

So far as Afghanistan was concerned an
group of Afghan Marxists, led by Babrak Karr, F
dispersed in the USSR and Eastern Europe. fi
himself had been sent in diplomatic exile to Cg;
vakia as ambassador, but was ready to replace A
Kabul. (As it developed, this pattern is reminisc
the Soviet drive in the early 1950's to. replace
grown Eastern European communists who had p
pated in the wartime resistance and hence had an
pendent powerbase, with those national commt
who had sought refuge in Moscow during the warJ
situation in Afghanistan, furthermore, wâs gettin4-
of hand. Amin had seized power (without auth(l
tion) from Taraki, who had personally received S
support from Moscow. Besides flaunting hisind4-
ence from Moscow (he had demanded therecall a
Soviet ambassador), Amin had added insult to i
by losing the guerilla war. Despite some sectariai
îerences, evidence was accumulating that the i
were inspired by the Islamic revolution in Iran, at
ghanistan was rapidly losing its value as a buffer

Beyond Afghanistan and Iran there xwasthe;
plex of unstable relationships represented by;
Pakistan-India-China triangle. The Soviet Uni
long term interests in that area, had come into
sharper focus as the re-election of Mrs. Gandhi
gested possibilities for a renewed Indo-Soviet rela
ship. The Soviet Foreign Minister, Mr. Gromyko,
one of the first to visit Delhi after the elections.

A second complex of unstable relationships, u
over, existed in the Gulf, and extended to the Me
ranean. Secure control of Afghanistan was;pivot
the realization of Soviet objectives, and the cou
was at the nexus of Soviet interests in the area.
versely, an unstable or unreliable Afghanistan v
restrict Soviet options and limit the Soviet abili
influence events in this crucial area of the world.

Another reason frequently cited for the inv
was the Soviet fear that the Islamic resurgence
threatening the Soviet Union's.`soft, Islamic unde
ly'. There is, however; little evidence of unrest il
USSR's Moslem Union Republics since the 1930s,
no empirical evidence that it is particularly `soft'.
(a) O ffensive/Master Strategy

This school of thought holds that expansionis
in the nature of the Soviet political and ideol^
cal system, and that motivations behind So
global outreach are based on the calculus of i
power relationship (or the world "correlatio
forces" as Soviet writers call it). Detente, th
gument goes, is regarded in Moscow as e
tially a transitory phase in relations between
Soviet Union and the non-Communist st
pending the "final triumph of socialism". Th
vasion of Afghanistanis therefore interpret
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a planned and deliberate strategic Soviet advance
through the Third World, so as to be posed to^

in 1948 brought Soviet military power to the

strike at Western interests in the Gulf and else--
where, despite whatever the short term costs

ight be.
T>e fensivelReactive

This explanation of Soviet motivations suggests

that the rapidly deteriorating situation along the

Soviet Union's southern flank made military in-
tervention the logical outcome of the Soviet
Ci ni.on's concern for its own security. Historical
put-allels are sometimes cited to support this

`-i The Communist takeover of Czechoslovakia

aheart of central Europe and to within striking
distance of Munich and Vienna. From the Soviet

.tandpoint, however, the Soviet takeover was
necessary in order to remove a geographic wedge

h ich could split Eastern Europe in half, with the

;h<<rp end pointed at the Soviet Union itself. A

i n dlar logic applies to Afghanistan.

A ^ ariation of this approach suggests that the So-
viet intervention was anticipatory in nature in
that the Russians wished to be prepared for what
they believed would be strong American action in
Iran.
Opportu.ni.sm
T}his explanation emphasizes the short-term, tac-
tical approach the USSR has adopted in-exploit-
n:; opportunities wherever they are found. Ac-
ording to this theory, the central strategic

po,ition of Afghanistan, while important in So-
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viet calculations, was a factor matched by the cir-

cumstances in and around Afghanistan which ap-

parently favoured military inter`vention. The

geopolitics of the area (i.e., Afghanistan was on
the Soviet border; the rest of the area was weak
and divided militarily, and lacking firm western
security guarantees) plus practical logistical con-
siderations argued in favour of the exerciseof di-
rect Soviet power rather then of resorting to some
kind of indirect intervention by proxy throughthe
use of surrogate troops.

(d) Situational Approach
While taking into account strategic and ideologi-
cal factors, this treatment of Soviet motivations
stresses the context of the time. Deteriorating
conditions in Afghanistan -were equalled by un-
settled conditions outside it. Afghanistan's rough
politics had made a political and physical casu-
alty of Taraki, the man whom the Russians ap-
parently trusted - or at least, were prepared to
accommodate in their own plans. But in ways
that are not yet fully clear, it seems that the gath-
ering crisis over the question of leadership suc-
cession also had a bearing on the Soviet decision
to invade. The result is that the calculations of
Soviet decision-makers, particularly those in the
Politburo may have been coloured to a significant
extent by domestic considerations as well as situ-
ation on the ground in Afghanistan.

While these alternative explanations of Soviet mo-
tivations are, not mutually exclusive, it is this last
which comes closest to answering why the decision was
taken to invade in the first place. The actual reason re-

mains a mystery:
the Soviet objective of "gaining control" of Afghanistan
had already been achieved by the April 1978 revoliz-
tion; securing that control could have been under--

taken by means less draconian - and much less costly
- than a full-scale invasion.

Whatever Soviet motivation may have been, the
international system, both regional and world-wide,
has been presented with a fait accompli, and adjûst-
ments will have to be made to come to terms with its
consequences. If Soviet decision makers did not foreseeg
the strength and extent of western and Third World re-
action, they were nevertheless prepared to pay a con-
siderable price for full military control of Afghanistan.

The significance of Afghanistan, then, reaches far
beyond its immediate impact upon the region. The So-
viet invasion has affected every aspect of East-West re-
lations, profoundly disturbing assumptions about the
structure of postwar international relationships not
only in Europe and North America, but in the Third
World as well. As a new decade begins, a period of ac-
commodation to new and difficult realities is at hand.
Yet, in the final analysis, this may be no bad thing, for

expecting too much of the detente process could be as

ill-advised as expecting too little.
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nderline need for disarmament
by William Epstein

ari^dâ is, by tradition and culture, definitely not a

ilitarist country; on the contrary, it is a notably

ea eful one. Canadians can aspire witha perhaps

a: valid claim to that much-abused appellation of

peâce-loving" than can many"other nations that lay

lâiïn to it for themselves. With very rare exceptions,

^onstrated repeatedly their faith in international

It is true that Canada has been particularly lucky

adore the ethic of the conference and abhor the
ie-1tüic of conflict. In the 20th Century, they have also

r6 nization and collective peaceful measures for
ar d security, which are much more to their style and

g.

its choice of neighbours, although this good fortune
ou , ts for much less now than it. did in the pre-nuclear
or•ld. Canadian leaders of all political parties. have re-

ed that in the age of nuclear weapons and of instantliz'
nn hilation, it was not only moral and wise but also

héc ssary for selfish national reasons to promote a bet-
an4,er, nd safer world. They have . all; at one time or an-

r, subscribed to the belief that in the nuclear age
ism-might well be the only sensible form of real-
They also thought that by promoting collective se-

luriv throu2h international organization Canada
lessen its dependence on the United States for se-,

For some two decades after the end of the second
'are and the prospects for human survival.
international action aimed at enhancing human
y. Accordingly, Canada has supported collective

V, orld war, it also played an active role in the disarma-

Nations Special Session on Disarmament marked a

erit debates and negotiations. But for most of the last
ec^de it has been content to leave the field either to
;héUnited- States and Soviet Union or to the activist

mni aligned countries such as Mexico, Sweden and Yu-
oslâvia and, more recently, Nigeria. The 1978 United

ring point and Canada resumed a more active role

,The change was heralded when Prime Minister
ook new initiatives.

radeau presented the General Assembly in 1978 with
néw plan for "a strategy of suffocation ... to halt the
^s race in the laboratory". Mr. Trudeau's disarma-

Qléi^t proposals are discussed by the same writer in the
^Iar'jch/April 1979 issue of International Perspectives.
E"adians presented a resolution each year calling on-.^

ôr Canadian initiatives

ounting international tensions

the Geneva Committee on Disarmament, that is
charged with negotiating agreements, to pursue con-
sideration for halting the production of fissionable ma-
terials. for weapons (referred to as the cut-off). This
Canadiam initiative attracted wide support; in 1978
the resolution was adopted by a vote of 108 in favour,
10 against (the Soviet bloc), and 16 abstentions (in-
cluding France, India, Argentina and Brazil); in 1979
the vote was 118 to 9, with 12 abstentions. The resolu-
tion ensures that the Canadian proposal will be in-
cluded in the international agenda of disarmament ne-

gotiations. While a great deal of time and work will
have to be invested in the efforts to promote the cut-off,
particularly in the present unfavourable; climate for
disarmament, the measure is, on its merits, a logical;
reasonable and.feasible next step i}i curbing the nu-

clear arms race.
Despite the sudden revival of tensions due to the

invasion of Afghanistan, which may hopefully prove to
be of short duration, there is no doubt that the develop-
ment of detente, the thawing of the Cold War and the
current situation of relatively stable deterrence has
greatly reduced the likelihood of a deliberately plan-
ned war between the United States and the Soviet
Union. But as the nuclear arsenals grow, with a
greater variety of weapons, the danger of a nuclear war
by _ inadvertence grows. A nuclear war could be un-
leashed as a result of human or mechanical failure, by
accident, by miscalculation, as a result of ineffective
command, control and communications procedures or
capabilities, by the escalation of a local conventional
war, by blackmail or terrorism, or by sheer madness. -

Likelihood increasing
The likelihood of nuclear war by accident is increasing.
An unrestricted arms race multiplies the danger. It po-
ses a threat not just to the superpowers but to the en=
tire world. Canada, which in the pre-atomic age was
relatively safe because of geography, is particularly ex-
pôsed and vulnerable in the age of inter-continental

Mr. Epstein is Chairman of the Canadian Pugwash

Group. He was formerly Director ofDisarmament
Affairs in the UN Secretariat.
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nuclear missiles and long-range bombers and subma-
rines. It has been compared to the ham in a sandwich
or the nut in a nut-cracker between the U.S. and
USSR. As long ago as 1955, Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev warned then External Affairs Minister
Lester Pearson during a visit to the Crimea that Can-
ada would be destroyed if there were ever a war be-
tween the U.S. and USSR. A quarter of a century later,
that likelihood has been considerably magnified.

These considerations make it not only desirable
but indeed essential and inevitable that Canada
should seek by all means at its disposal to contain and
curb the arms race and to avoid the threat of nuclear
war. The most direct and effective courseis to struggle
unceasingly and with all its power, alone and in con-
cert with other similarly notivated nations, to promote
and achieve meaningful disarmament treaties and
agreements, and in the first place in the nuclear field.
This means exerting persistent pressure and influence
on the superpowers, who not only still have,

çountries "go nuclear", a sort of chain reaction
cur compelling still more countries to do so. Event,

the

ns o

1 Canada, despite its traditions and culture will k
nmilitar

clear umbrella, may be unable to withstand the g11VrC and
ing pressures and may have to take the painful ^USé^associ
dangerous decision to go nuclear. This spiral of pr^d`^nuclea

^:r

,y even
the fact that it is, willy-nilly, under the American

, d ^ts owr
an da, a:

durai matters of disarmament and sometimes took Moreo,

ve, but in- increasing the pressures to stop testing. Canada 1- ^°odwill

Past record urla com2

In the period from 1945to the middle 60s, Can 1"hi^'for
played an active role in both substantive and pn s`^^°a^^

portant initiatives. Canadian initiatives tended to
It wicrease however in the following years, and m^ on ' It h^

Canadian initiatives were relatively limited in s`^''.^t or t]
and very few in number. In 1970, Canada initiated ^^T °rgan.

posals for a seismic reporting network to verify a^^r of tl
on underground nuclear tests, which has been use d c evelo

creasingly have, the power of life or death over the also °:played a leadin role in ronal comi
countries and peoples of the world. g promoting the nr 1

The escalating technological arms race means that
modern weapons systems, conventional as well as nu-
clear, become vastly more expensive than the simpler,

ai sareguards over tliolder systems they replace. 'Global military exAendi- p„t;,-o ^,,,.ia.,; pin

goods quality, but this has been largely confned to a secon

tures are now more than $500 billion per year or more " "Y"'el`u^' "`"`aud nas never sugge
p y a disarmament item for the agenda of the Generalthan S50 million every hour of the d- .Y Th

n e 78 UN Special Session on hismisconceptions, military expenditures do not increase
mament, it has been content to leave the major ini

emplo5 rnent but rather result in a net relative de- adershi
tives to the superpowers or to the more active "ni

crease as compared to any other form of government aligned" states. hus Cana
expenditure. Military production today is not labour-

During.that time, Canada of course 'l émoral
intensive but is highly capital-intensive and hence is ^ , performe<-.^^tament.most ûseful function in promoting the work, in fac!.^.not job-productive. Since military expenditures do not tating agreeméntand in improving substance wlmit,ation
create either producer's goods or consumer's but erést as
are devoted to the acquisition and use of military hard- ^at;Cana
ware that is eventually scrapped, it is a form of waste. ary or supportive stance rather than to a primary orio« Ar to p

itiatory role This was all th

PV enuc earization of outer space at the 7in sight. In addition, they make increasing demands on
aneva Disarmament Conference, has Canad taken

t

e manifc
scarce natural resources and highly trained manpow- new major initiative at the negotiations. Nor has C

^r the i
er. This helps fuel inflation; exchange and monetary ada ever submitted a draft treaty on any disarmam ^hibit e
imbalances and unemployment. Contrary to popular measure U t'1 th 19 featPowe

^ const
of into

rtl eless, k
to escalate at a faster pace than. inflation with no end ^ nada first form^^ ^ iro osed th d 1 ^bi ^tes a

f,

. ey contmue sembly and not smce 1962 when Ca

tant to spend the vast and increasing sums of money work of producin the first A b b h

neg(

g - om t at has not l^ict an
that will be required for modern armaments and the ceeded to manufacture its own, although it has had t 'Ar
trained forces necessary to man them. There will be in- knowledge and capability to do so. It has been a parti t, leader
creasing pressures in a number of countri t

, q p en an ec no ogy for peace[ e;^;1 drai of expenditures, governments will become reluc- uses. It is the only country that participated in t^ tré ty o

anada, with its h.mited population, its tradition Canada is pecuharly fitted to play a leadmg role att^
r`o^to puand (despite its high per capita income) its relatively UN in the field of disarmament. ^

low Gross National Product (GNP), simply cannot be- Canada helped the United States produce the u^^^orter
come amajor military power without putting an exces- Atomic-bomb in World War II. Italso unwittin 1 aÎi"`pted a

g y ty whsive strain on its material and human resources - at against its intentions, helped India produce its firstr^great cost to, its economic and social standards and its clear explosive device. It is a leader in the field of!
0 ch of

way of life.
clear technology and is engaged in the export of i re^.atinAs the arms,race continues with its resulting spi- clear materiala é ui m t d t h 1 g

es o acquire pant in the nuclear and conventional disarmament4^Qiid ér innuclear weapons: which are comria,-ati^Plv 1PQa a-----r----
sive than conventional weapons and armed forces and
which produce "abigger bang for a buck". As other
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proliferati Or oon of nuclear weapons and in 1976, was f di;
^l61n othEfirst country to announce that it would in the futurew

s a rr.strict its nuclear exports to those countries which L.
cepted full-scope internation

more regrettable beca^,^ss tow

forÉs from the beginning. It is the only NATO po a{ that,

I , bour

that has renounced the possession and therefore ^ed St
first use of nuclear weapons Dy its forces in Euro,(
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the only country in the world that has nuclear

^ ns on its territory and has decided that allof;
^m will be phased out. In addition, Canada's per cap-

can^ i? ilitary expenditures are amongst the lowest in

e g^l^Ti^ and in the industrialized world. Beèause of its
^OSé association and involvement with nuclear energy

f ^d i,uclear weapons, its very considerable expertise,
Pr

ir `qll;i ^s own low armaments posture it would seem that

anàda, as an active and responsible member, of the

orld community, wouldassume some special respon-

^an b'll^y for promoting nuclear (and also conventional)

pi

ook
to
no'

.1 s
;ed

7a

3e

sRrmamen.
Moreover, Canada is very -fortunate in notbeing

^^ed with any acute international disputes of situa-
^ng. It has never been the s
aïn

ubject of a formal com-

t or the object of any item on the agenda of any

N'o'rgan. In addition, Canada, as a consistent' sup-

êr of the U1V and as a ieaaer in itis peacexeeprng
i ,A development activities, has acquired a large fund
gôodwill and considerable influence in the interna-

da," roüal community. But unfortunately its record in the
e r`,Org of disarmament has not matched its leadership
vas. ,, ^4n other fields or that of some smaller powers.
urd ^s a member of NATO and NORAD and as a good
Ich1eiAbour of the. United States, there are of course
r t}owA constraints on Canada's freedom of action in the
^'ge`) eldJ of international security and disarmament. Nev-
ral 4rthbless, as a middle power with fewer foreign respon-
^n`fibilities and entanglements, Canada does not have
he Q^ d 1 n and res onsibili-
en

an comp ex concer pe;^namfold
e5 ctir the conflicting interests and pressures that tend

s CAVAhibit and constrain the policies and actions of the
ajm^réât powers.
Di;' i

Zri1' caclership position

nChujs Canada is in a highly favourable position to exer-
isé moral and political leadership in the field of disar-

me^l,in^ent. Since effective world-wide measures of arms
fac imitation and disarmament are in Canada's national

e`;ntti" est as well as in the world interest, it would seem
econ.^at Canada has a responsibility to do everything in its

,^o« x to promote an end to the arms race and real pro-
e,,s towards disarmament. It also has a legalobliga-

at__lto pursue such measures. As a party and strong
û porter of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, Canada has

ie f^c«pted
a legal commitment under Article VI of the

19 Oi'ré• ty which provides:
rst^ E- ch of the parties to the Treaty undertakes to pur-of.,

su negotiations in good faith on effective measures
of r^2 ating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an
ac(f eaa,:ly date and to nuclear disarmament, and on a
in tre^aty on general and complete disarmament under
)t Fy ict and effective international control.
ad rments have been raised that because it is not
abL1 lè der in the arms race, Canada should not be a
po ^e'Iaér in disarmament efforts. In addition it has been

^ic)l that, because of
-
its special relationship with the

re
uro

ed States and its association with its NATO allies,

Canada ought not to "rock the boat" by taking inde-
pendent initiatives. It can, of course, be argued inreply
that its own low arms profile and its ability to talk to
and lobby its allies from the inside with confidence,
provide better opportunities for Canada. Moreover, the
present circumstances do not really differ from those
which have existed for more than a quarter of a cen-
tury during which period other alliance members as
well as Canada have at times taken major independent
initiatives and played a leadership_role.

I sometimes find myself becoming impatient with
Canadians who seem to under-rate or are overly re-
strained in their evaluation of Canada's role and influ-
ence in the world. Such people (in my experience only
Canadians, never non-Canadians) question the wis-
dom, if not the right, of Canada to intervene or inter-
fere in what they regard as superpower or big-power
affairs. Most seem to forget that what the superpowers
do - or do not do - vitally affects every nation and all
people, and thus creates not only the right but also the
obligation to intervene. If war is too serious to be left to
the generals, then nuclear war and disarmamentare
much too serious to be left to the superpowers:

There are many examples in international affairs
where the intervention of smaller powers has had a
most important beneficial effect on peace and security,
although the interventions were often unwanted and,
at times, resented. In the field of international peacek-.
eeping, the Canadian initiative taken by Mr. Pearson
during the 1956 Suez crisis played a decisive role, al-
though both superpowers and the then Secretary-
General of the United Nations were at first very skep-
tical about it.

Green initiative
In the disarmament field, I cannot help but recall the
initiative taken by the Secretary of State for External
Affairs, Howard Green, at the first session of the 18-
nation Committee on Disarmament in Geneva. On 27
March 1962, Mr. Green proposed the specifictext of a
draft declaration intended to ban nuclear. weapons
from outer space that was to be subscribed to by all 18
members of the Committee. The Canadianproposal
came as a great surprise to the members of the Com-
mittee. The U.S. delegation, which had outer space on
its tentative list of arms control measures, was clearly
displeased, and indeed somewhat shocked by the initi-
ative which had not been cleared with it. The Soviet
Delegation was startled and somewhat confused, not
knowing whether the Canadian proposal was a strictly
Canadian initiative or whether it was in reality an
American one, with Canada merely launching the idea
on behalf of the U.S.

A draft treaty was introduced to the Disarmament
Committee in June 1963 and the declaration was fi-
nally adopted by the General Assembly in October.
Thereafter, the UN Outer Space Committee elaborated
the Outer Space Treaty, which was finally approved in



1966, and which contained a specific ban on orbiting or
stationing nuclear and other mass destruction weap-
ons in outer space. Thus, the: initiative taken by Mr.
Green, which had at first failed to receive the support
of the superpowers, came to full fruition.

It is of course quite possible, perhaps even likely,
that the U.S. and USSR would have eventually
reaçhed agreement without any assistance from Cana-
da. But the Canadian proposal served to focus atten-
tion on the problem and unquestionably helped to pro-
mote and hasten agreement. Even though Canada was
not then capable of launching anything into outer
space, which was at that time a preserve of only the
two superpowers, the 1962 Canadian initiative is an
excellent example of how smaller powers can exercise
important influence by playing a sort of third party
role. More initiatives by Canada and other middle and
smaller powers, both aligned and non-aligned, are
needed to help the superpowers to cope with their baf-
fling problems.

It is of course true that the present mood and cli-
mateof relations between the two superpowers is not
the most propitious for disarmament. It seems that the
time is always propitious for arming, but never for dis-
arming. The very fact, however, that the worldnow
seems to be moving towards a revival of the Cold War
makes it all the more necessary:that new initiatives be
taken that could help arrest that movement and serve
to maintain a continuous communication link and dia-
logue between the two superpowers. Disarmament is a
field where the two powers and all other nations have a
common and necessary interest and goal, and it is es=
sential that the process of disarmament not only be.
kept alive but that it remain active and forward-
looking. During even the darkest days of the Cold War
and the Korean War, international disarmament dis-
cussions proceeded without a halt: Indeed, the.United
States conceived and promoted several imaginative
proposals,: such . as the Baruch Plan and Eisenhower's
Atoms for Peace Plan during that time. It is a matter of
some encouragement that both the U.S. and the USSR,
despite the tensions in Afghanistan and the Middle
East, have within recent weeks reaffirmed their inten-
tions to continue their disarmament efforts and negoti-
ation in both bilateral and multilateral conferences.

Made to order

The current situation seems almost made to order for
Canada to pursue its ideas for halting and reversing
the nuclear arms race in all forums. The indefinite
postponement of the SALT II ratification process, and
the convening-of the Non-Proliferation Treaty Review
Conference in August 1980, would all seem to call for
some new action in the field of nuclear disarmament.

There are a number of possibilities for Canada to
take actionin the whole field of international security.
New dangers and threats to the peace in the Middle
East, and elsewherein Asia andAfrica, provide not only
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great challenges but also new opportunities. A d
sion of these matters, however, is outside the sco
this article which focuses on disarmament as one o
important areas where urgent steps can be tak
promote and enhance international peace and secu

In the disarmament field all the four m<:
proposed by Prime Minister Trudeau in 197t?
anything, even more urgent and necessary th-- n
While the U.S., U.K., and USSR will contimi,
three-year-old negotiations for a comprehensi ,
clear test ban, these appear for the-moment to 1

^pplied b

impasse. Canada can and should strongly supl,ui;'^
efforts of other countries in the Geneva CommittF
Disarmament to obtain a full report on the statu^ ^^bliogru
the tripartite negotiations and to insist that (J, I Îoréz^ rek
negotiations be conducted in the Committee ori D;iajtitsion).:
mament without further delay.

In regards to a ban on the flight-testing
strategic delivery vehicles, the reduction of sucll t
testing was discussed in the Strategic Arms Li
tinns Talks and some limitations were in fact inci^
in the 1979 SALT If Treaty. Since the question of,
ficationofthe Treaty is now in abeyance, anynew i
atives in this area are hardly likely to be very fru
and inight better be deferred until the situatior(
garding SALT is clarified.

The third point of the "strategy of suffocatior^
the nuclear arms race, dealing with a cut-off of pro
tion of fissionable material for weapons purposes, j
area where progress seems definitely possible
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where Canada has taken the Ieadership. It is discuÔ oafi^irence or
in *more detailbelow.

The fourth measure,_ concerning a freeze and ^
duction of militarÿ expenditures for new strat;
weapons, is part of the larger question of limiting
reducing military expenditures in general and is

'P" (J
ontreal

subject of an expert study now being undertaken in^^^g'e, it
United Nations. J ollution

Berkeley
A number of other studies arealso being un,

taken by the United Nations on various aspects of,
armament. After a number of years of reluctance, C6- bF;lson, H.
ada is now taking a more active role in such studie'^ &,,ada>
is involved in several of these studies, either by hac,, ur trou
appointed or. nominated Canadian representative.' omic
by Canadian experts having been chosen by i,olicy,l

Secretary-General to participate in their work. Tl
are the studies on disarmament and development;l

kSldisarmament and international security, on nucl^É^^^ni
këview Co

weapons, on a comprehensive test ban, and (aqssi édi

confidence-building measures. Canada can and sho,
play an active role in making experts available
these and other studies and in implementing the 4`^,orkshop o
ports that the Secretary-General will be submittinj; Ottawa
due course. Déçemer

ÿ'roceed
Adviser on disarmament don; On

The manyinternal things of a proceduraland insti; )ePart
979.

tional nature Canada can and should do to stren^ĝtt
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i^ith accompanying reports and recommendations. Chicago: Sec-
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iew Committee. Roger hatch, Chairman. Toronto, 1979.
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sho
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t1nEl^^ "rkshop on the European Community and Canada-E.C. relations,

Ottawa,
Deéember 11-13,1978.

roceedings. Sponsored by the European Politics Group. Lon-
don; Ont.:

epartment of Political Science, University of Western Ontario,
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Pollution, politics and international law: tankers at sea.
gle, R. Michael and Mark W. Zacher

Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979.

W^son, H. Lukin
anada's crippled dollar: an analysis of international trade and

sr troubled balance of payments. Canadian Institute for Eco-
omic
olicy,1980.

Anderson, Ian
`The great escape.' In Maclean's Vol. 93 No. 6 February 11, 1980

pp. 17-19.

Bregha, François
In Canadian Forum Vol. 59 No. 695 December/January 1979-

80
pp. 16-21

Calvet, A.L. and M.A. Crener
'Foreign business control: the Canadian experience, 1973-1977.'

In Canadian Public Administration/Administration publique du

Canada 22: 415-438. Fall/Automne 1979.

Carmichael, Edward A.
`New trade with Iran nipped in the bed.' In Canadian Business

Review Vol. 6 No. 3 Winter 1979-80 pp. 12-14

Gherson, Joan
`Japanese investment in Canada.' In Foreign Investment Review

Vol.3 No. 1 Autumn 1979 pp. 4-7

Glazier, Kenneth M.
`Banks in Canadian-American relations.` In Canadian Review,

ofAmerican Studiesl0: 371-377 Winter 1979.

Godin, Pierre
`Johnson: l'histoire secrète.` In L'Actualité Vol 4 No. 11

Novembre1979 pp. 27-34, 84.

Green, Colin A.
`Some thoughts on North American air defence.' In Canadian

Defence QuarterlylRevue canadienne de défense Vol. 9 No. 3

Winter/Hiver 1980 pp. 16-21

Qrey, Rodney de C.
`Canada faces tough trade environment ` In Canadian Business

Review Vol. 6 No. 3 Winter 1979-80 pp. 15-18
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Hanff, George
'Decision-making under pressure: a study of the admittance of
Chilean refugees by Canada.' In North/South Canadian Journal

ofLacinAmerican studies Vol. 4 No. 81979 pp. 116-135.

Houae, Jeff
Our shameful refugee policy.' In Canadian Dimension Vol. 14

No. 3 December 1979 pp. 6-8

Hunter, W.T.
The decline of the tariff - but not of protection.' In Journal of

Canadian studi¢s/Reaue d'études canadiennes Vol. 14 No. 3

Fall/Automne 1979 pp. 111-117

Inglis, Julian T.
'Land management in Northern Canada and Fennoscandia.' In

Polar Record 19: 543-561 September 1979.

Kasurak, Peter C.
'American 'Dollar Diplomata' in Canada, 1927-1941: a study in

bureaucratic politics.` In American Review of Canadian

StudiesVol. 9 No. 2 Autumn 1979 pp. 57-69.

Kettle, John
'The trouble with trade: In Executive Vol. 21 No. 12 December

1979pp. 12-13

Lindsey, G.R.
'Implications for Canada of trends in military technology.' In
Canadian Defence Quârterly/Revue canadienne de défense Vol. 9

No. 3 Winter/Hiver 1980 pp. 6-11.

Lloyd,lrevor
'British general election (and the Canadian?)' In Queen's

Quarterly 86:436-450 Autumn 1979.

Meyer, Herbert E.
'Why a North American common market won't work - yet.' In

Fortune
Vol. 100 No. 5 September 10, 1979pp. 118-124.

Munro, Gordon R
'The optimal management of transboundary renewable re-

eources.' In Canadian Journal oj'EeonomieslReuue canadienne

d'Economique 12: 355-376 August/Aoflt 1979.

Nossal, Kim Richard
'Allieon through the (Ottawa) Looking Glass: bureaucratic poli-
tics and foreign policy in a parliamentary syatem.' In Canadian

Public Adminish+ationlAdminiatnation publique du Canada 22:

610-626 Winter/Hiver 1979.

Pare,Jean
'La frontière qui évanouit.' In L'Actualité Vol. 4 No. 9 Septembre

1979 pp. 63-66.

Rothenberg, Stuart
The impact of aûluence: restriction on foreign investment in

Canada.' In American Review oj'Canadian Studies Vol. 9 No. 2

Autumn 1979 pp. 72-83.

Sokolsky, Joel J.
The Canada-U.S. Alaska highway pipeline: a study in envira
mental decision-making.' In American Review of Canadfm+

StudiesVoL 9 No. 2 Autumn 1979 pp. 84-112.

Wente, Margaret
The delicate art of selling to Japan.` In Canadian Business V^;

52 No.10 October 1979 pp. 86-91.

2. List of recent publications of the Department â
External Affairs (prepared by the Domestic Informa^

tion Programs Division).

L Press Releases

No. 1 (January 2, 1980) Canadian involvement in observk

Rhodesian electiona.
I

No. 2 (January 7,1980) Noteafor statement by Ambassador Wk
Barton, Permanent Representative of Canada to the Unik`

Nations, during Emergency Session of UN Security Coum
on Afghanistan, New York, January 7,1980.

No. 3 (January 11,1980) Notes for a statement by Ambassad
W.H. Barton, Permanent Representative of Canada to di
United Nations during Special Session of the UN Gene
Assembly on Afghanistan, New York, January 11, 1980.

No. 4 (January 11, 1980) Canadian contribution to Disaster &`
lief Fund for victims of January 1 earthquake in the Azon^

Islands.

No. 5(January 21,1980) Ezpulsion of Soviet Embassy officialel

iaNo. 6 (January 28, 1980) Temporary withdrawal of Canad^

Embassy personnel from Iran. I
No. 7 (January 30,1980) Message of condolence to family of g^

Eric Wyndham White.

No. 8 (February 7,1980) Financial assistance to Canadian pa,

forming arts organizations and soloists.

No. 9 (February 7, 1980) Expulsion of Canadian Defence t
taché in Moscow: Canadian response.

No. 10 (February 15,1980) Spanish over-fishing on Grand Banf
beyond 200 miles.

No. 11 (March 3,1980) Les Floralies Internationalea de Montrg

1980.

No. 12 (March 6,1980) Commonwealth Day, March 10.

IL Statements and Speeches

80/1 1981: International Year of Disabled Persons. A statementk;
the Honourable Walter Dinsdale, M.P., to the Third Comd{
tee of the thirty-fourth regular session of the United Natia
General Assembly, New York, November 27,1979.

80/2 Arms Control and Disarmament. A statement by Mr. G.A`
Pearson, Representative of Canada to the First Committee',
the thirty-fourth regular session of the United Nations Ga
eral Assembly, New York, October 23,1979.

80/3 The Commission on Human Rights after thirty yeara A ded,
ration by Ambassador Yvon Beaulne, Canadian Represe^,

^tive to the thirty-third session of the United Nations Com0
sion on Human Rights, New York, February 4,1980.
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Other Publications

and NATO.

D¢partment of External Affairs (Reference Series No. 17).

Treaty Information (preparedby the Economic
w and Treaty Division).

gladesh
General Agreement between the Government of Canada and the
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh concerning
Development Co-operation.

Dacca, December 14,1979
In force December 14,1979

bados
Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the

nbassad Government of Barbados constituting an Interim Agreement on
ada to tk International Air Services.
J Geneâ Bridgetown, November 23,1979
1, 1980. 1 In force November 23, 1979

saster &
he Azon4

Agreement between Canada and Barbadosfor the Avoidance of
Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with re-
spect to Taxes on Income and on Capital.

Bridgetown, January 22,1980

LongTerm Wheat Agreementbetween Canada and Brazil
Brasilia, January 10,1980
In force January 10, 1980
With effect from January 1, 1980

a
Exchange of Notes betweenthe Government of Canada and the
Government of Jamaica constituting an Agreement to provide
for the exchange of Third Party Communications between Ama-
teur RadioStations of Canada and Jamaica.

Kingston,October 2 and 4,1979
In force October 19,1979

hAfrica

Trade Agreement between the Dominion of Canada and the
Union of South Africa.

Ottawa, August 20,1932
In force June 30,1933
Terminated July 25,1979
Effective January 25,1980

Exchange of Notes constituting a Commercial Agreementbet-
ween Canada and the Union of South Africa.

Pretoria and Ottawa, August 2 and 31,1935
In force August 31, 1935
With effect from July 1,1935
Terminated July 25^ 1979

Effective January 25,1980

United Kingdom
Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and North-
ern Ireland constituting an Agreement amending the 1971
Agreement concerning a training scheme for Armed Forces of
the United Kingdom in Canada.

Ottawa, November 26,1979
In force November 26, 1979

United States ofAmerica
Exchange of Notes (June 30, 1953) between Canada and the
United States of America constituting an Agreement concerning
the Installation of an Oil Pipeline from Haines to Fairbanks,
Alaska.

Ottawa, June 30,1953
In force June 30, 1953
Amended by Exchange of Notes March 31,1960
Amended by Exchange of NotesApri119,1962
Canadian Notice of termination of Agreement

dated January 12,1979
to be effective January 12,1980

Exchange of Notesbetween Canada and the United States of
America concerning the Final Disposition of the CANOL Facili-
ties.

Washington, March 31,1960 .
In force March 31,1960
Terminated January 12,1980

Exchange of Notes between Canada and the United States of
America granting permission to the United States to construct,
operate and maintain Three AdditionalPumping Stations in
Canada on the Haines-Fairbanks Pipeline.

Ottawa, Apri119,1962
In force Apri119,1962
Terminated January 12,1980

Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the
Government of the United States of American constituting an
Agreement on Vessel Traffic Management for the Juan de Fuca
Region.

Ottawa, December 19,1979
In force, December 19,1979

Yugoslauia
Agreement on the Protectionof Investmentsbetween the Govern-
ment of Canada and the Federal Executive Council of the Social-
ist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (with Exchange of Notes con-
stituting an Understanding).

Belgrade, December 21,1979.
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1Vfultilateral

Deposited - United Nations, New York, November 19,1979
received IMCO London, 2 November 1979

Adopted at London, November 9,1977

Canada's Instrument of Acceptance

ganization (Resolution A.371(s).)

Amendments to the title of substantive provisions of the Con-
vention on the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Or-

Amendments to the Convention on the Intergovernmental Mari-
time Consultative Organization to the institutionalization of the
Committee on Technical Co-operation in the Convention (Reso-
lution A.400(x).)

Adopted at London, November 17,1977
Canada's Instrument of Acceptance

received IMCO, London, November 2,1979
Deposited - United Nations, New York, November 19,1979

Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution.
Done at Geneva, November 13,1979
Signed by Canada, November 13,1979

Geneva (1979) Protocol to the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade

Done at Geneva, June 30,1979
Signed by Canada June 30,1979
Entered into force January 1, 1980

ProtocolSupplementary to the Geneva (1979) Protocol to the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

Done at Geneva, November 22, 1979
Signed by Canada Decembér 17,1979

(subject to acceptance)
Entered into force January 1,1980

Arrangement regarding Bovine Meat
Done at Geneva, April 12,1979
Signed by Canada, December17,1979
Entered into force January 1;1980

Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade
Done at Geneva, April 12,1979
Signed by Canada, December 17,1979
Entered into force January 1, 1980

Agreement on implementation of Article VI of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade(Anti-Dumping):

Done atGeneva; Apri112,1979
Signed by Canada, December 17,1979
Entered into force January 1, 1980

Agreement on the Interpretati and Application f
XVI and XXII of

ounter
the

vail)
General Agreement on Tariffs

Teelsion-MDone
Sign

Ente

eement
Done at

on Trade in Civil Aircraft

Siga

(^
Entered into

January

force

1980 and

January 1will, 1980

promptly pursue comple
the necessary domestic legislative procedures. Th^
ervation will be withdrawn when these procedun,-
have been completed."

iE^

Agreement on Implementation of Article VII of the G+??
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (Customs Valuation). v

Done at Geneva April 12,1979
Accepted by signature by Canada December 17,1979

(subject to reservation)
Enteredinto force January 1;1980 °

Reservatio , an

ime Mir.
(en ii or ev
i ^ dlr

Notwithstanding Articles 24 and 25 c< uLane re
Agreement on the Implementation ofArü^l . ffce i
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and;

,^

qtl the
(hereinafter referred to as thè Valuationhâ-sent A
ment), Canada will implement the Va1^^1 ^4dvi
Agreement no later than January 1, 198`
vided that before that date there has been e^^erS
ment under Article XXVIII of the G^ic,0

on an o e ani
of F

.
at Geneva, Apri112,1979

ed by Canada, Decemberr 17, 1979 teT^^.fortwa:
red into force January 1, 1980 f t}^e Exti
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pletion of the domestic legislative procedures. Th t;ic^ inc_
ernment of Canada will, however, afford duty free PIV"'),Dt
ment equivalent to that provided for in Article level of

regard to the obligations in Article 2 pending

r-
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade on such a^f lï ;the a
ments in Canadian tariff rates as may be n^e n of th
to maintain tariff protection at the level^
would prevail were Canada not to implem
Valuation Agreement

Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures.
Done at Geneva April 12,1979
Signed by Canada December 17,1979
Entered into force January 1, 1980

International Sugar Agreement, 1979
Done at Geneva October 7, 1977
Canada's Instrument ofRatification
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Entered into force January 2, 1980
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1e and increase its effectiveness are mainly in the

L. organizations. But more is need-

wea ^ of public information on disarmament and the.
lecis on-making process in government. An important
^e^^^orward was taken in 1978 with the establishment

If tbl^, External Affairs Department's Office-of the Ad-

er' on Disarmament and Arms Control Affairs and

hc âpPointment of a Consultative Group of Experts in-

ciaili

in the
an and 1emilitardy experts and rep es ntat ves

The Adviser on Disarmament . to the Under-
cr^ tary has less authority and influence than did the

irst;^holder of the original position from 1960 to 1968
the Adviser to the Government. The original
had a staff, both in Ottawa` and in Geneva,

hiéh included a Department of National Defence

^ni^onent. His recommendations could go to the high-
vc^1 of Government without a veto exercised in ad-
;ither by DND or senior officials of DEA. In the
d States, the Arms Control and Disarmament

Icy is empowered by statute to report directly to

,ie President, to the Secretary of State and to the Con-

he G,611
\,^i^ws will be considered at the highest level.

he recommendations of the Adviser on Disarma-
79 I h U d

4, with its recommendations, thus giving it inde-
d nt status and authority and the assurance that

i
g!
ecri tary, by the SSEA or by DND and never reach the
ri e Minister, the Cabinet, the Members ofParlia-
en or even the Standing Committee on External Af-

iirs and Defence. They have no more weight than the

25 ^ut;>5ne recommendations of any senior official heading
y Mffice in DEA.^,^

, and
k

'^n the United States, the Arms Control and Disar-
Ltmn E^ am^ •» t Agency hasthe benefit of the advice of a Gen-

v^^l-;^ ldvisory Committee consisting of distinguished
been^e^} "'l,s of the business, labour, academic and scien-
^e ^,Ci^;-^r, ^ununities who are appointed by the President
suchErit^ï:the advice and consent of the Senate. The appoirit-
iy be en of the Group of Consultants by the Disarmament

leve Î.^i^ er to advise his Office on certain specific aspects
pleme^^larmament such as research activities and the dis-,

amination of information was a useful and welcome
3

+pAf the subject of disarmament, however, is as im-
rt ^int as the Prime Minister stated to the UN Special °
essipn on Disarmament, it would seem fitting that
ie ^onsultative Group should be given a broader
^uidate and should be empowered to make an annual

can be over-ruled or modified by t e n er-

to the Standing Committee on External Affaira
efence.

Snother shortcoming of the new Office is its lim-
^d budget, which wasfixed at $100,000 for its first
"aMof operation. As was stressed by the Group of Con-
^ltants at its first session, the funds allocated to the> -`^
ffice, are simply not- sufficient for it to discharge its

tages.j.,l;jln order to enable the Office to carry out its man-
te i, a really effective way, its budget would have to

be increased about tenfold to one million dollars, which
is really a very small sum when viewed in the light of

ithe budgets of other government departmerts and, in
particular, the billions of dollars provided for the De-
partment of National Defence. If the Canadian Gov-
ernment were to implement the proposal of the UN
Secretary General, to devote to disarmament one-tenth
of one percent of its military expenditures, the result-
ing sum would be more than four and one-half million
dollars.

It is a regrettable fact that although Members of

Parliament and their, constituents are deeply inter-

ested in disarmament, as is indicated in many.public

opinion polls; very few of them dô much about it. Both
M.P.'s and the public are insufficiently informed about
the complexities and intricacies of the problems of the
arms race and of disarmament, and members of the
public hesitateto cqmmunicate their views to the Gov-
ernment and to their.Members of Parliament. The lat-
ter, who are in any case overworked, are also reluctant
to embark into a difficult and largely unknown area
and. are not disposed to take any new initiatives or
raise anyissuesthat are not matters of active concern to

thèir constituents.
What is needed is a much greater effort of informa-

tion and education by the publication of information
bulletins and periodicals and by encouraging and sup-
porting programs of educationat all levels - in the
schools, high schools and universities. Of greater, `im-
portance would be the funding of a nûmber of chairs on
peace and disarmament in universities to parallel the
chairs on strategic studies funded by the Departmentof
National Defence. The Government might also ar-
range to provide support for institutes engaged in
peace and disarmament research on many of the prob-
lems of arms limitation, disarmament, and verifica-
tion, including the conversion of military industries
and production to peaceful civilian purposes, which
would create many more jobs. The Office should also
arrange to undertake studies and publish reports of the
effect on disarmament, and on the Government'spolicy
and the negotiations relating thereto, in all cases of the
proposed acquisition of new military weapons and sys-

tems, as is now done in the United States by the U.S.

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

Status
Finally, if the Consultative Group was given amore
formal status, the authorization to make an annualre-
port to the Standing Committee on External Affairs
and Defence could provide more information and assis-
tance to Members of Parliamentand thus facilitate
more extensive consideration and greater study in
depth of the complex problems of defence and disarma-
ment policies and their impact on both. domestic and
international affairs.

The above suggestions, both of substance and of
procedure, for improving the decision-making process



and the Canadian rolein disarmament are far from ex-
haustive. They represent only those regarded as most
urgent and important. If Canada wishes to make a bet-
ter and more effective contribution to the struggle for
disarmament and peace and to promote and enhan-
cethe prospects for human survival and human wel-
fare, their implementation would help to achieve those
objectives.

There are other initiatives Canada can also take
by herself or in cooperation with other states in various
fields of both nuclear and conventional disarmament.
(See my article in the March/April 1979 issue of
International Perspectives.)

In my opinion, the area in which Canada can play
the most useful role in the immediate future is the cut-
off of production of fissionable material for weapons
purposes. This proposal is important to help curb both
vertical proliferation (the nuclear arms race of the nu-
clear powers) and horizontal proliferation (the spread
of nuclear weapons to additional non-nuclear powers).
Because of the indefinite deferment of the SALT nego-
tiations and because the second review conference on
the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) will take place in
August of this year - and on present indications is
likely to prove a disaster in the absence of a SALT
Treaty and a comprehensive test ban - it is all the
more important that new initiatives should be taken
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if possible, accelerate its momentum. There are ^ (
ber of initiatives Canada can and shouldtake ?
mote the cut-off. It can plan a series of stateruent
the cut-off at the Geneva Committee on Disarmt^
and encourage the half-a-dozen other members
Committee who joined in co-sponsoring the Canac'
resolution in the General Assembly to do likewise
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on the cut-off, or a working paper outlining its idea
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Niceties and necessities-
e case for diplomatic immunity

by L.C. Green

1 the rules of çustomaryinternational law, per-

)okj one of the oldest established and most universally

01 ^gnized is that relating to diplomatic immunity.

1^Vi' goes back at least to ancient Greece when diplo-

u^^iats, originally the carriers of messages from one city

ss^a to another, were regarded as being under the pro-

^i .on of the gods. Their immunity was so generally

ssccé ted that the diplomat who carried a declaration of

rom one state to another was permitted to return
Y . own state even though the declaration had ta en

,u . In fact, this principle of immunity extending be-
^^ - - ,_ ...... ., , ., ^ i^-----

pn1^
t^at^r^^en into any treaty, was observed right up to the
k'itlireak of World War II, when it was breached in the

P Sir Lancelot Oliphant, British. Ambassador to
,,I;^m, who was caught and 1--1.1 by the invading

erFnr-ns.
1^i n the thirteenth century, Genghis Khan, for ex-
tin pl wreacked vengeance upon the Shah and sacked

)u kehan as retaliation for the seizure and murder of his
wlll^^;1,s. Even during the period between the sixteenth

fnd ,- ighteenth centuries, (when ambassadors of one
lir(pean country to another did not hesitate to bribe'
tatésmen or conspire with opposition groups to over-
roiw rules) the courts to which those ambassadors
ere accredited generally declared these unwelcome

€i e. ts personnae non gratae and either expelled them

çimanded their withdrawal.
venthough the ambiguity of Sir Henry Wotton's

imùus aphorism that "an ambassador is an -honest
a sent to lie abroad for the good of his country" was

qccognized, it was accepted that ambassadors had a
iwa^ld task. On the one hand, it was their duty to rep-
re e t and further the policies of their own govern-
w,n{t at the court to which they were accredited, and
hi, ,̂might well mean supporting an opposition. At the
+ams time, they were required to report back to their

,tiv^f^^ nai^thorities on the .policies of the country to which
B'hé^ were accredited, particularly on the extent to

? 51^hYjh these policies might affect the . well-being of
heir nation, and this might well involve some mea-
' urL1 of espionage,particularly in an effort to ascertain
^ }l^^^, alliances the host country might be entering

t^ éf''1^i^h could have an adverse effect on the sending
ru^try's interests. Moreover, once countries started

sending military attachés as members of their diplo-
matic missions, there was tacit agreement that to some
extent at least espionage had become acceptable.

If diplomats were to fulfil their fanctions ade-
quately, it was essential that host countries should fa-
cilite their activities and that the diplomats should be
free to move about to the extent that their operations
might so require. Moreover, it was recognized at a rela-
tively early date in the European state system that
diplomats constituted a united body, in the sense that
threats against the freedom of movement of any of
them tended to threaten the rights of all of them. At
the-same time, host governments were conscious of the
need to accept this solidarity, for they were anxious to
preserve for their own diplomats equal freedoms and
equal concerted action. Perhaps one of the best exam-
ples of this is to be found in the background of the Brit-
ish Diplomatic Privileges Act of 1708, which was the
basis of the law in Canada as well as in England for

some two centuries or more.
Although it may be assumed that countries will

endeavour to select their diplomats with care to ensure
that they do not unnecessarily run the risk of expul-
sion, and this was probably true even then, at`least in-
sofar as their private activities were concerned, it
-sometimes happens that diplomats do in fact infringe
the local laws and mores. This was true of Matueof, the
Russian Ambassador at the Court of St. James. He had
failed to meet the demands of his creditors, who had
therefore employed collection agents who forcibly re-
moved the ambassador from his sedan chair and api
plied pressure to him. The entire diplomatic corps pre-
sented a démarche protesting at this assault of their
privileges, and demanded punishment of the offenders.
The British authorities proposed a bill which would
make acts directed against the dignity of diplomats
criminal offences. The bill, however, was drafted in the
normal parliamentary manner suggesting that the im-
munity was granted by the British parliament and
that the offences were being created by English law.

> Prof. Green teaches law at the University ofAlberta. He
is currently on leave and working for the Judge

Advocate General.
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The Ayatollah Khomeini's son, Ahman, confers with fran's President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr(right) at a Tehran
in early April. The crowd, estimated at200,000, heard Ahman Khomeini deliver a message from his ailing fathet

The diplomatic protested that all the bill was doing
was giving statutory effect to England's obligations
under international law. The bill was withdrawn and
the preamble redrafted to make this clear.

What happened in London at the beginning of the
eighteenth century has been repeated countless times
in the two hundred and fifty years since, with the en-
tire diplomatic corps at a capital city presenting their
protest and demanding reparation whenever they have
felt that one of their number has been treated in a fash-
ion inconsistent with the rights and privileges to which
diplomats are entitled in accordance with interna-
tibnal law.

Customary Law
Although there was general recognition that diplomats
were entitled to fairly extensive rights and freedoms
under international customary law, the International
Law Commission of the United Nations, (in light of the
appearance on the international state of a large num-
ber of new states which had not participated in the de-
velopment of this law) considered it useful to codify the
law in treaty form. This was done by drawing up two
conventions, one dealing with diplomatic rights and
privileges, and the other with the rights and privileges
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in 1961 and 1963 respectively. They provide for th d Stai

perpe
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as are o
comm
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munity from local jurisdiction of diplomats at all ti ericar
while the rights of consuls are somewhat less exter^ tl^e mit
and are restricted generally to activities' essentiâtil who
the fulfilment of their tasks. e i fnited

also
d Stat

Diplomatic buildings and documents are to . e^';
spectedand may not be seized, which would ind'^'^,
that the evidence upon which the Canadian courts
victed Mr. Rose at the time of the Gubitchev sca
could probably not be used today. The host coun

^nj g the
le. ŵhey

ere

are obliged to ensure that their citizens fully recog^e al aff,
the immunities of diplomatic missions and persot€ the

and they undertake to prosecute acts committeq,cIed that
pm° ujigatitheir citizens which are directed against diloat

addition, the host countries are to offer diplomath^r^ation
the security that is necessary for thefulfilmént oft^e p^oble
tasks and must provide themwith adequate protec^
Itshouldbe noted that this protectiondoes not e

en ^thoug
=er if vil

to permanent twenty-four hour guard, although ifla Yea
;vas occknown that a particular missions or members of a1^

sion may be at risk, then the protection offered ma ^er. T

commensurate. This treaty has been accepted by rs at
countries in the world although its contents; gene dor w

Fa^ed botspeaking, accord with the traditional rules - of cus^

of consuls. These Conventions were adopted at Vi Nov(
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e last fifteen or twenty-years terrorist groups,
ularly in Latin America, have indulged in terror-
s of a variety of kinds frequentlydirected against

diplomats. The purpose has been to secure the
um of publicity, while at the same time hoping

he home state of the diplomat concerned would
pressure upon the hoststate to secure the diplo-
freedom, even if this should mean that the host
would be compelled to surrender to all the de-
s presented to it by the terrorists. It is only.rare-
in the case of the 1970 kidnapping of James
that the ploy has failed and the diplomat's coun-,

as abstained from applying such pressùre: Be-
of the number of such incidents, the United Na-
in 1973 adopted a convention concerning acts of
sm directed against internationally protected
s including diplomats. However, political ideol-
the part of a number of third world countries led
inclusion of an exception in favour of such acts

perpetrated by national liberation movements in
CP e ame of self-determination. By this Convention,

ranr^ 'ÿ.ates are obliged to act in a strenuous fashion against
ather^44-A committing such acts, which are to be made pun-

e as grave offences under the local criminal code:
November 1979, a group of militants seized the

d States Embassy in Tehran and took a number
erican diplomats captive. The hostages were held
e militants pending the return of the deposed
who was then undergoing medical treatment in

IInited States, to stand trial for alleged atrocities.
to bheM also demanded an acknowledgement by the
md^l{,^d States of its guilt in cooperating with and sus-
u;^ifg the Shah during the last twenty years of his

iThey further alleged that the diplomatsin ques-
o4n were gailtyof espionage and of interference in the
eco^e?^al affairs of Iran.
^rson^ ' In the normal course of events one would have ex-

,cte that the government of Iran, in accordance withitte^
mat^^lbations under both customary and conventional

ersiational law, would have taken steps to deal with
e<Roblem and to secure the release of the hostages,
n'^thuugh there might have been some risk for the

i[' violent means of rescue were undertaken.
^<< `ear earlier, the United States embassy in Ka-

"Ia occupied by Afghans and the Ambassador held
Ter. The Afghan authorities with the aid of Soviet

tilvrs attacked the terrorists and although the am-
sor was killed the United States government.

ed both the Afghan and the Soviet authorities for

mati
t of 1
otec
t e
;h if
of
mur
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cust

w and'would therefore be binding anyway. The
has been ratified by Canada, as well as the'

d States and Iran, while the latter two in light of
t controversies, have accepted the Protocol con-
g jurisdiction upon the International Court of
e over any dispute relating to the interpretation
lication of the Convention.

the efforts they had made. Nevertheless, in February
1980, the United States Senate issued.a,report highly
critical of the Soviet role, and almost accused that
country of murder.

In Tehran, far from acting against the terrorists,
the government issued a variety of statements in their
support and treated them as heroes of the revolution.
In addition, three American diplomats who had been
on business at the foreign ministry at the time of the
séizure were detained at that ministry, with the for-
eign minister declaring that if they attempted to leave
he would have them arrested and handed ovér to the
militants in the embassy.

So far as is known, unlike previous events against
diplomats, on this occasion the diplomatic corps did not
make a joint démarche to the Iranian authorities, al-
though it appears that individual ambassadors did at-
tempt to intervene 6n behalf of their colleagues. When
it became clear that the Iranian government had noin-
tention of taking any steps to secure the freedom of the
hostages, Kurt Waldheim, Secretary General of the
United Nations, at the prompting of the United States,
referred the. matter to the Security Council. In due
course, the :council unanimously condemned the sei-
zure, reminded the Iranian authorities of their duties
under international law and called for the release of
the hostages. The Secretary General was instructed to
go to Tehran to negotiate the release of the hostages,
but when he got their he seemed more willing to dis-
cuss Iranian complaints against the Shah and the
United States, than to pursue his mandate. After visit-
ing a cemetery alleged to contain victims of the Shah's
secret police and making consolatory comments to sur-
vivors of alleged atrocities, he was prevented from see-
ing the hostages and returned to New York with his
mission unaccomplished. Since Iran refused to, obey the
Security Council resolution, the United States asked
the Council to apply sanctions, but this effort was frus-
trated by a Soviet veto.

Since it was clear that there was no possibility of
effective action through the United Nations, the
United states sought a judgment from the Interna-
tional Court of Justice. The claim was for a declaration
that Iran was in breach of its obligations under thé °
treaties, under customary law and under a bilateral
treaty between the United States and Iran. It also
wanted to order Iran to free the hostages, allow them to
continue in their diplomatic function or leave Iran
without risk, to punish those who had seized the em-
bassy and to pay compensation to the United States.
The mills of international justice grind exceedingly
slowly and therefore the United States requested an
interim judgment by way of provisional measures, call-
ing for condemnation of the action and freedom for the
hostages. By a unanimous judgment, without a single
separate opinion, the court condemned Iran for its
breaches of the law and called for the immediate re-
lease of the hostages. Iran had refused to appear before



the court contending that the seizure was part and par-
cel and a comparatively minor and unimportant part of
a much wider problem, namely, the criminality of the
Shah and the complicity of the United States.

Canadian caper
In February 1980, the world was surprised to learn
that six United States diplomats, who had received
asylum from the Canadian ambassador since the sei-
zure of their own embassy, were able to leave Iran by
using Canadian passports and carrying what were pur-
ported to be Iranian visas. It was only to be expected
that this action would be condemned by the Iranian au-
thorities and militants as a blatant breach of Iranian
sovereignty, an unlawful intervention in its internal
affairs and a complete abuse of diplomatic privileges
and of the niceties of inter-state relations. What was
perhaps not quite so understandable was the reaction
of various Canadian do-gooders who used the same ar-
guments and talked, moreover, of forged passports.

Insofar as Iran was concerned, the complaints

were somewhat presumptuous in view of its own com-

plete disregard of legal obligations and of diplomatic
rights and immunities. As to the Canadian protesters,
they can be dismissed as complainants ignorant of both
Canadian and international law. It has always been
recognized that an embasssy is entitled to provide asy-
lum for those who are in imminent danger, although
this is not true if they are wanted to stand trial for or-
dinary criminal acts. Although there were accusations
of espionage in the case of the diplomats, it had been
made clear that the real reason for holding them was
so that they could beused as hostages. In fact the alle-
gations of criminal acts only followed the illegal sei-
zure of the embassy. Moreover, as has been pointed
out, diplomats are immune from local judicial process-
es.

As to the alleged intervention in Iranian affairs, it
must be remembered that Iran was in breach of cus-
tomary and treaty obligations concerning diplomats,
was disregarding a unanimous resolution of the Secu-
rity council and ignoring an equally unanimous deci-
sion of the World Court. It must also be remembered
that in both the Security Council's decision and the
Court's judgment the votes were contributed by repre-
sentatives of the free and the communist world, as well
as the third world including Muslim states. This is a
point of some significance, in view of the fact that the
Ayatollah Khomeini, the titular head of Iran, was de-
scribing the confrontation with the United States as
one between Islam and the infidel. Since there was
such a blatant disregard of all its obligations by Iran,
and a refusal to recognize the rights of diplomats and
to assist those who were in danger from the mob, it was
open to any other diplomat, regardless of his nationali-
ty, to take such action as he saw fit to enable those dip-
lomats to enjoy the freedom to which they were enti-
tled.
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Regarding the allegation that the passports
forged, it must be borne in mind that passport
within the discretion of a government as limited
own legislation. If the national authorities ar€
pared to issue a passport, (which only serves as
to other countries that the issuing authority is r-
ing protection to the holder intimates that tl,f
will be admitted by the issuing country if expel lc oanced t
within the competence of that authority to i<; t'P '
passports to whom it pleases, and it is by no mea^,
common for countries to issue passports to stata
persons or refugees. In fact, when this is done, the
people who condemned the Canadian action. tend
among the first to congratulate Canada for taking
action on behalf of those refugees - so long as they
pen to agree with the political colouratiôn of the
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As to Iranian visas, there is no obligation ni rely '^
Canada to ensure that the Iranian emigration anflr,^^^ment
ties are able to distinguish between an authenticpré
an imitation visa. If it had been considered that, fa,,
ample, a Chinese laundry ticket had served the
purpose, it would have been open to the Canadian
bassador to obtain such tickets. If the docume
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question was in fact a forged visa, all that neelipl^matic
pointed out is that since Iran was unwilling to fu1f^ ^y as of
obligations and issue the correct documents, it ^; ^tern^
open to any other diplomat to issue or secure wha^bur

other
purpose.

document was necessary to achieve the ^1Plmats

After this escape had been effected, the Ir
foreign minister, Sadegh Ghotbzadeh, stated tha

tiona
in an

t^a.s^rrenc

Canadian ambassador had informed him of the','or evE
ence of the fugitives, he would have arranged for ^e turthe
care and safety. He overlooked his own staten^,f̂ •S. to

with regard tothe treatment that he would metecsarylto up]
the three Americans confined in his ministry if ^s"Pf the

hotfd supleft that establishment.
Despite the. continuation of the incident , F^he c^

United States still hesitated to take any action of^t'pjrent
nitive or a salvage character. Not even the seizu^^`crived f
embassies in Latin American countries seems tahrec^ dent
the American authorities into realization that t51^5 ^uch i^
own acquiescence in the action of the militants^,t t e Do
perhaps acting as a stimulus to terrorists elsevt°'
However, Dr..Waldheim announced that he was

k-#n thiing a commission of inquiry to Tehran. It would a^'
that this decision was made solely on his own initi "`
and within his own analysis of his competence, 3
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there has been no resolution of any United Na °` °

Fr)n the r
body to authorise such a mission. Those who belie5 _.

11the necessity of upholding the rule of law, particul°i r^o^
on the international state, were prepared to acceple
as a means of negotiating the freedom of the host lh^'couni
However, the Secretary General's commission ha n r^ s it

^en^ment
attempted to secure this end. Instead it has confin(^^r the
self to examining allegations of atrocities by the",)rutal an(



>rts ssuing lengthy statements condemning his rule

D0 before finishing their task.
tedi The Iranian authorities have shown an inability to

are ôP vith their own militantswho refused to cooperate
as s`it the mission or allow them to see, let alone free,
s e ostages. Even while the mission was mouthing
he 1tude for the Iranian people, the Ayatollah an-

el

,
o^' ced that the hostages would not be freed until

issu ë a decision had been made by an Tranian parlia-
eea G^ which had not yet been elected. At the time of
stat g it was unlikely that this terrorist imprison-
the tg would terminate before mid-April. At the same

end the Iranian Revolutionary Council indicated that
çing ,' ilitants had agreed to- hand the hostages over to
hey he•.are of the Council, which itself announced that
the j,^ould not in any way hasten their freedom which
Y o14i41,l still be delayed for parliamentary sanction. For

fie y^epresentatives of the Council to hold the hostages

matic niceties insofar as Iran is concerned. Neces-
as often been regarded as a ground for disregard-
ternational obligations which are proving exces-
burdensome. In this instance, the safety of the

mats and the need to uphold the principles of in-

n itional law would justify any action taken against
Ir^rain an attempt to terminate this unlawful seizure.1- 1

thZ° 5 rrender in any way to the demands of the terror-

the ^,)r even to effect a compromise, means to encour-
for ^T f:urther incidents of like character. Therefore for

^ten PJ•S. to take whatever action it may consider neces-

Ae a.^rIto uphold the rule of law - even at the risk of the
y if If the hostages = is something which the world

^ioi^d support.

lent, F he continuance of the Tehran incident, with the

n of F'p^ent immunity of the terrorists and government

;eizu'"Jived from any punitive action, can only serve as a

is ta
hat
ants

relyto aggravate the situation, increase the in-
olV-ement of the Iranian authorities and compound its
réahes of international law.

bligation
ch circumstances, there can be no obligation upon

tnited States-: or any other country to observe the

reç:edent for similar action elsewhere. The most seri-
u N; uch incident has been the invasion in March, 1980
f tl^e Dominican embassy in Bogota, Columbia, with

.. eizure of some twelve or more ambassadors and asewç^ r
F:ter twenty or so diplomatic personnel. The terror-

vas" s-#n this case-am not receiving governmental sup-

[
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a
°rs they are in Tehran. Instead they are enemies of
he overnment. They announced that they were pre=ice, .^rZ to

release their hostages in return for $50 mil-
aiaon the release of more than 300 ` olitical' risoners,)ehei p prisoners,

ticul^'fE'' conduct out of Columbia and the publication of

cepf -`J 1GV111tlunary manuesio in tine newspapers oi an
hostEhe` countries whose ambassadors are involved. It

nak s little difference whether one agrees with thez ha'^ en
ments of such revolutionaries, or whether one re-nfin(Er :

c,^? the government against which they are acting as
the ,)ru .l and autocratic. The principle involved is exactly

the same. The rightsand privileges that belong to the
country or countries affected by such terrorist action
must be maintained at all costs.

Diplomats from foreign countries must be treated
in accordance with international law. They are above
or outside the local political struggles and are entitled
to the protection and rights that international law has
conferred upon them. Columbia should do all in its
power to effect their rescue. At first sight, this may
mean delay, procrastination and compromise to secure
their liberty. It may also mean a frontal assault (even
though the hostages' deaths could result) as tbok place
in Kabul or in Guatemala. After all, the diplomatic
profession is rapidly becoming the highest-risk occupa-
tion in the world, and those following it are aware of
this. Further, no government can be expected even by
its friends and allies to present revolutionaries with
immense sums of money with which to buy arms to
seek its own overthrow. Nor can a government be ex-
pected to release prisoners which it holds for treason or
violent crime, even though those offences have been
committed in the name of a political ideology, and even
though Amnesty International is prepared to describe
them as political prisoners. Apart from all this, the re-
cent history of terrorism, going back to the earliest ae-
rial hijackings, indicates that surrender to the de-
mands of terrorists only leads to an intensification of
such demands when later incidents occur.

From the point of view of huniFanity one may he
tempted to agree with the Austrian Ambassador in Bo-
gota (freed by the Columbian terrorists on the strange,
but very sound propaganda ground that his wife was
sick and her illness was being aggravated by his cap-
ture) stated that any rescue attempt would result in a
massacre of all the hostages involved. It is less easy to
sympathize with the comments of the United States
representatives who have expressed satisfaction with
everything being done by the Colombian government
on behalf of the hostages, for nothing of any conse-
quence has been done initially by that government.
However, if one looks at the situation as it affects the
security of the Colombian government, as it affects the
rule of law, as it affects the question of bowing to ter-
rorist blackmail, and as it affects the future of the en-P
tire diplomatic function, the scenario changes. If there
is to be any upholding of the rule of law, it is essential
that those who may be tempted to simulate their con-
frères in Tehran or Bogota be warned in advance that
any such operation will prove fruitless and that there
will never again be humiliation of a great power and of
the United Nations like we have seen in Tehran. In-
stead, it is essential that the country subjected to this
type of terrorist blackmail be supported in its efforts to
crush the offenders, even though it may mean the loss
of the victims. Terrorism has declared war on the
World. In war, the innocents frequently suffer with the
aggressors. -In such circumstances, niceties disappear

. in the face of necessities.
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by Gilbert R. Winham

Negotiation is normally thought of as a procedure for
resolving conflict. It is an important procedure in in-
ternational relations because conflicts are frequent
andbecause negotiation is usually preferable to the
other means of resolving conflict: namely, ignoring the
conflict or "resolving" A through hostilities. As a con-
flict resolution procedure, the practice of negotiation is
fairly straightforward. Parties to a dispute agree to put
their positions forward to the other (this itself is a re-
sult of considerable accommodation), and they begin to
discuss alternative means for resolving the difference.
The process often involves a movement towards a com-
promise position through step-by-step concessions.
Parties are encouraged to think about their positions
in terms of what they desire and what they will settle
for, and they attempt to move their adversary as close
as possible to their desired outcome. Negotiation in
this model can be conceptualized in terms of a continu-
um, and agreement is a result of a convergenceprocess
whereby parties move from opposite ends of the contin-
uum to a settlement somewhere in the middle-range.

However valid this model may be for some negoti-
ations, it does not adequately describe many of the
large-scale and complex negotiations that are-increas-
ingly occupying the efforts of foreign offices. Nations
are negotiating more and more today, but it is less and
less to resolve conflicts. Nations negotiate today princi-
pally to manage interdependence. They behave much
like large corporations in an oligopolistic market; that
is, they seek to create a negotiated environment which
will produce more benign, predictable and orderly re-
sults than might have occurred otherwise. Modern ne-
gotiation can be.seen as a mechanism of control, and it
amounts to an extension of national policy making.
The process itself tends to be more exploratory than
conflictual, even though conflict is inherent in the in-
teraction. Furthermore, such negotiation is extraordi-
narily complex. Parties are often required to manage
large amounts of information, and they must respond
to a bewildering array of diverse interests. Negotiation
in this model ismore a matter of puzzle solving than of
convergence on a continuum, and the trick is for par-
ties to find a solutionthat will accommodate their ov-

erlapping and conflicting interests.

Dr. Winham is Director of the Centre for Foreign Policy
Studies at Dalhousie University. He is on leave this year
doing research at the Centre for International Affairs at
Harvard University.
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define the goals they seek in the negotiation and
mobilize support for those goals. Second, negotia-'
should create a team that can handle large

. The processes of negotiation are not that much

nts of information and can generate the addi-
ô al information that is needed by the negotiating

^^roçy Third, negotiators should create . a task-ori-
entéçl v, orking relationship between contending par-

to conduct the negotiation itself. Modern riegotia-
n1i complicated and intensely creativeprocess, it

wo s^at' an arbitration procedure where different na-
)f t^ 1 positions are resolved by splitting them down
ta h 3 iddle. Negotiators should know how to structure
7they want, to define new relationships and in ef-
W'to create international legislation to handle issues

cannot be dealt with adequately by unilateral na.-
^777m1 policy,processes;

Negotiation today is policy making by another

i#férent from the processes of policy making either in
*nment bureaucracies or in large corporations.

ver, negotiation is more difficult than domestic
polid'y making because the relevant actors come from
ti^eradifferent backgrounds, and they represent nations
liatihave occasionally worked out very different, proce-

latF^ur^ for handling-similar problems. These differences

t fr^i ust be overcome if a negotiation is to be successful.

egotiating skills
lsl(
te t's^{`ommon to describe negotiation as a process of psy-
c hollgical manipulation. Indeed, President Anwar Sa-
ajy at`^as reinforced this viewpoint by once describing
audhe ^Iiddle East negotiations as "70 percent psycholog-

csu ^ However, the Middle East negotiations are prob-
tia+^bl^unrepresentative of most of the international ne-

ieh^â^UAtion conducted today. Most international
negotiation, especially where it involves economic or

wc
.
itrû4ural matters, is more a business than a sensitiv-

a cc+' ŝ ,ssion. The individuals who negotiate in multilat-.
rsu^^{-; ornms are usually bureaucrats and they describe

ir ^^cl^ other as professionals, which means they pay
r^r attention to the facts of the situation than to the

op ^ers^nalities involved. In these circumstances, psycho-

e dpg'"^al manipulation is simply not as important as
ropo t^e things. People tend to value those things that

;ov ^^^' the greatest impact in a situation; consequently,
ghest praise a negotiator can.earn from his or her

ltio11`'agues would have to do with good managerial
ill, or technical expertise, and not with trickery or

me `uilïï ng• It would seem times have changed since Met-:rfo^ .
.al g^rni h

ae tf rganization skills are likely to be crucial in most
exf On^- porary international negotiation. Many of the
iego{^^^ ements of sound organization are self-evident to

;0wenment burea t lth h th r to

md

ucra s, a VU- ey are easie
eorlze about than to practise. One organizational

esc

;ucc
sho

n international negotiation that is perhaps less
s is information handling, which is important

se of the complexity of most international negoti-

ations. Intellectually, information handling is a matter
of achieving a perceptual organization of the subject
-matter of a negotiation. The initial stages of most ne-
gotiations are confusing, and some clarity is needed if

action is to be taken. Clarity can often be achieved

through the establishment of agendas, or trade-offs, or

sets of principles that will guide the negotiations. Such
principles occasionally evolve into a bargaining lan-
guage which helps the parties to exchange subsequent
proposals. For example, in the area of trade- negotia-
tions, where nations have a long continuous experience
in negotiation, the notion of.formulas and ba'rgaining
language (e. g., the concept of reciprocity) have long

been accepted. Such principles can also provide useful
building blocks in other negotiations, even where the
data may be less easy to aggregate than in interna-
tional trade.

Information hândling also has a.managerial com-
ponent. Mainly, this entails creating a data-making
process that will facilitate decision making. Informa-
tion in a negotiation must be gathered, collated and or-
ganized before action can be taken. Carrying out such
a task is usually difficult in its own right, but it is all
the more difficult because information processing usu-
ally involves matters of definition about which parties
to a confrerence will often feel strongly. Generating a
data base helps to structure a negotiation by catalogu-
ing the relevant information and by establishing prior-
ities or hierarcliy in the inform'ati6n. An example,
again from the trade field, is the establishment of in-
ventories of non-tariff barriers (NTB's), which have
been created to support the Tokyo Round trade negoti-
ations. One of the real difficulties of negotiating NTB's
in the past has been that the sheer variety and number
of these trade restrictions have discouraged attempts
to eliminate or reduce them. With the NTB invento-
ries, trading nations now have a better understanding
of the overall levels of protection, and hence are better
able to reduce their barriers with greater assurance
that they will receive reciprocal benefit.

Another managerial component of information
handling entails the conduct of the negotiation itself.
The negotiation of complex issues is a trial-and-error
procedure, and negotiators tend to react to proposals,
rather than to calculate where the process is taking
them. The process itself, essentially that of debate,
tends to outline the boundaries of an acceptable agree-
ment which can sometimes be quite different from the
original intention of the parties. It is usually helpful to
get proposals on the table as soon as possible. This as-
pect is somewhat different from the conflict resolution
mddel of negotiation, where negotiators will often de-
cline to make specific' proposals until a thorough dis-
cussion of the issues has been completed.

Once the proposals are out on the table, negotia-
tors must be prepared to evaluate quickly and commu-
nicate effectively to their government the effects of po-
, sition -changes on the whole package. Negotiations



often involve a large number of relationships, and con-
sequently a position change on one issue can have
enormous impact elsewhere in the negotiation. Since
positions can change rapidly, negotiators should have
an implicit flow chart of information that keeps track
of the main relationships in the data being handled.
This capacity improves the efficiency of the negotia-
tion; which increases the opportunity for negotiators to
maintain the confidence of their political superiors at

home.
Efficiency is an important factor in modern negoti-

ation. It has not been a commonplace concern in nego-
tiation theory, perhaps because negotiation is usually
thought of as a dispute settlement process, and one
tends to assume the process is a slow one. However,
as negotiations are increasingly used to manage inter-
national problems, efficiencywill become more valued,
simply because inefficiency will create an-intolerable

opportunity cost in terms of failed initiatives. In a
when citizens are continually scrutinizing gov
ments for new examples of bureaucratic misman
ment, it is unlikely that they will long be tolera
mismanagement at the international level.

Efficiency in a negotiation entails two criteria: 1

o
en

betwe
. Gool

ntres is a

y5teln, yet i
involvei
Negotia

viour that creates a smooth flow of substance over "^ ^^ëtl as tr
and behaviour that avoids obvious time-wasting act^roc^^s. A cc
ties. Negotiations often bog down not becaûse thc,,ti 1ér7;thydE
ties have irreconcilable interests, but because thes,^,^ tie avoid
not understand each other, or are talking past eg,,atiïag and
other. When this occurs, negotiators should seek ^1' en they
definitions or perspectives that transcend ^cterist
mind sets, a task that is obviously easier tospell oulII;;, argum
advance than it is to put into practice in the midst ^n" ven b
difficult negotiation. Another suggestion to help cr I;^ment
efficiency is for negotiators to be " especially awar^^atr;and ca:
the need to maintain timely and effective commun^np,,-ciroductiv

The message from Willy Brandt
Peace, Justice and Jobs

by James H. Adams and Bernard Wood

The foreign policy shadow-boxing of the 1980 Cana-
dian Federal election campaign came nowhere close to
the full debate the country badly needs. The `Canadian
Caper', the Olympic boycott question and new East-
West sabre-rattling are undoubtedly all significant,
but the exchanges on the hustings failed to clarify in-
ternational issues which have never been closer to the
bread-and-butter concerns of Canadians than they are

today.
Foreign policy discussion should not fade with the

din of the election campaign. As an experienced Gov-
ernment and newly-experienced Official Opposition
gird themselves for the 1980s, a major international
report released in April should set the tone for sober
discussion of Canada's place in the world. Former West
German Chancellor Willy Brandt and twenty col-
leagues from around the world have attempted to cut

Mr. Adams is Research Officer and Mr. Wood is
Executive Director of the North-South Institute.

through the mystifying jargon and double-talk of r
jor global problems,and they may just have succeed
A lion's share of these problems relate to internatio

ine Bdevelopment, or North-South, questions. These q; i

tions have inspired a plethora of international burE'urt; e

cracies,- conferences, programs and statements of (los t!^e pote

cial goodwill, but have yet to foster the el ' ^^ke th^

`political will' which might lead to effective action f 4
'c^ r ness c

cfio" befor^
change. The heralded `North-South dialogue', the r"
seventies product of a union between the new muscl,"t^z

iacy
2L(r C^ of ZE

the OPEC cartel and the long-standing demands of
4,
^1a^rv. no nf

world's poor majority, has bogged clown. i 9s in

Attack on Poverty
1^e1^ to be

Two years agô, at the suggestion of the World 138"n! chan
Robert McNamara, Brandt agreed to chair the C^^orjm in
mission on International Development Issues, w n ed lit

was to comprise prominent political business, lab oa hiçh

and other leaders representing East and West ; n?nce k
North and South: Its mandate was to study "the m^ission

global issues arising from the economic and social ran^t hi

parities of the world community," and from ther'^4éd^
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A
between negotiating teams and their govern-

. Good communication flow between decision
IL4,es is a crucial variable in the performance of any

a-jysténz, vet it is easily overlooked by harassed negotia-

`or üLvolved indrafting complexagreements.

Iâ(egotiators should also seek to avoid inefficiency,
as trying to create efficiency in the negotiation

acproL,s. A common source of inefficiency in negotiation
ie^ lén;thy debate over trivial issues. This problem can-

1es^ot h I avoided entirely, because negotiations are frus-
t er,#i^qg and frustrated people often engage in argu-

^ren^ they later wish had never occurred. Also, it is
}^ ^r cteristic of the negotiation process to generate
fis,, ^arguments about unimportant issues, and this

an` even be useful behaviour since the barriers to
gl.c;qment are sometimes emotional and not intellec-

»^u^alr^and can take some time to resolve. However, long
nt,r©ductive discussions can create an obvious 41--+

I aFlout éntitled North-South; A:Program for SurvivalC2,

of ^u^ t^e potential,.in its poignancy, clarity and analysis,

elu'r 5hake the public and their political leaders into an

on luv r ness of the contemporary crisis and of the need for^ . .
cfzo before it is too late. The sense of th'é`acuteness andle

n
.zscl tm iacy of the crisis and of the dangerous inade-

s oflu"rc^ of lethargic or defensive responses permeates
z'E'r.Y

at means of resolving development problems and
ng the absolute poverty which today afflicts 800

n people in the Third World.
he Brandt Commission's recently released re-

ne of the report's 304 pages.
ne might legitimately ask why this report is
to be any more convincing or successful in stimu-

BOatirij change than the various other recent pleas for
e Or_^rm: in many ways the underlying message has

riied little since the,work of the Pearson Commis-
.on hich appeared over ten years ago. Certainly the

;st "?nce and the practical political background of
e^^9imïssioners, e.g., former - political leaders like
ial^ran^t himself, Eduardo Frei of Chile, Olof Palme of
het±wedp, Britain's Edward Heath, or other prominent

to the negotiation when there is an effective deadline.
To avoid these, negotiators- should be detached from
the personalities and substance of the situation. Gen-
erally, it is detachment that helps a negotiator to re-
tain the judgment needed to avoid unproductive or
trivial deadends.

In the last analysis, an efficient process is one that
is both creative and yet organized. If either element is
lacking, it is doubtfül whether a complicated or diff`i-
cult negotiation can ever be concluded successfully.
Both factors are ultimately a function of organiza-
tional leadership, where leadership means the' ability
to encourage sufficient decentralization to achieve cre-
ativity, and sufficient centralization to achieve control.
Good leadership (the corollary of which is sound, intel-
ligent and imaginative followership) is a necessary at-
tribute for all national delegations if a negotiation is to
be concluded successfully.

figures such as Guyana's Shridath Ramphal and Cana-
dian labour leader Joe Morris, lends extra weight to
the recommendations, but does it make them any less
visionary and impracticable?

The answer is yes, because the report's call for im-
mediate action is not founded only or primarily on mo-
ral argument or on the need to forestall the imminent
upheaval of the world's underprivileged. In fact the
thrust of its plea is based on the cold and concrete anal-
ysis of a global economic system which has become so
inter-linked and interdependent that all stand to`lose,
and lose badly, unless it is made to work better.

The North and the South are inextricably in-
tertwined: that the industrialized countries rely in-
creasingly on Third World resources is apparent, but
hov(T aware are we of the fact that Third World markets
play a critical role in Northern export efforts? These
countries consume on average 20 percent of the North's
exports, and are the fundamental reason why hun-
' dreds of thousands of Northern workers have not lost
their jobs in the current recession. The South has of-
fered a major growth area for transnational firms



whose assets there exceed $80 billion. Northern com-
mercial banks, flushed with liquidity, have found in
the developing countries a major credit outlet: the
banks' books today show approximately $150 billion in
outstanding loans to the Third World.

But these items are obviously one-sided. What is
the South's stake in this interdependence, and how do
ties with the industrialized world serve developing
countries' needs? Again, trade is paramount. The
South is still greatly dependent on commodity exports
to Northern markets, and, increasingly, on the export
of manufactured goods to the industrialized world.
Further, the North possesses much of the technology
and managerial and marketing know-how which are
essential to mobilize development in many Third
World countries.

Shared Interests
Apart from these ties, the North and the South also
have shared interests in the control of global inflation,
the revamping of the international financial system,
the provision of food security, the protection of the en-
vironment, the exploitation of the oceans and, as al-
ways, in the control of the arms race. "All of these," as
Brandt put it in an introduction, "create problems
which affect peace and will grow more serious in the
absence of a global vision." It is painfully obvious to
the Commission that this vision is now widely lacking.
Political myopia is exemplified in the inordinate bick-
ering on "new international economic order" proposals;

and, more ominously, in the rise of protectionism
against Third World exports, timed (with bitter irony)
to coincide with shrinking aid budgets.

What then does the Commission propose? There
are four basic components to the package, some new
and some which parallel others found elsewhere, but
all expressed with unique simplicity and conviction.
First, trade: the stabilization of international commod-
ity markets is absolutely essential to the development

efforts of Third World exporters (and to assure future

supplies for - Northern consumers). The short-

sightedness of rising protectionism-much of it against
Third World products-is attacked head-on: "there can
be no doubt that such a defensive reaction will be dis-
astrous as it was in the years before the Second World
War." All the strengths of a socialist politician who
presided over the world's most robust and adaptable
free-market economy show through in Brandt's own
statement on this challenge: "Protectionism certainly
leads in the wrong direction for it helps to
maintain-at considerable cost-structures that are
becoming obsolete.... To avoid too sudden changes,
which create abrupt frictions and severe social set-
backs, new rules on adjustment must be mutually
accepted.... The inter-relationship between exports
and imports will become much stronger than people

are aware of. Only if the North provides better access
to its own markets can it expect to export more."

Second, the international institutional framew
must be reshaped to accommodate the growth of inte
dependence and the needs of the South. The Wo
Bank and other development banks must give bo
ers more say in policy and management, and th(
lending power should be doubled. the Internatio
Monetary Fund's Special Drawing Rights would be
inforced as the basis for a rèformed monetary sy
Consideration should be given to the creation of a

financial institutionthe World Developm
Fund-which would provide program lending
channel resources raised from proposed levies on wo.,
trade, travel and on ocean mining. Other elements
the renewed framework would include membership
Communist countries and the establishment of codes
behaviour for transnational enterprises.

Increase in Aid
Third, transfers of resources to the South must be
tically increased and made automatic. The Comm:

'sion urges an increase in aid of $30 billion a year
1985, the focus of which is to be the poverty belts of
rica and Asia and other least developed countries. Ds
nite timetables should be set for countries to meet
.7% of GNP aid target, and moves must be taken
render the transfer of development assistance
sources more immune to the "vagaries of legislatures

Finally, disarmament: the world spends close
$450 billion annually on armaments, i.e., over twet
times the global aid budget. The report remarks c
that, "more arms do not make mankind safer, o

poorer," and recommends that the "public must
made more aware of the terrible danger to world stab
ity caused by the arms race, of the burden it imposes

"national economics, and of the resources it diverts
peaceful development." Suffice it to say that the cosl
one jet fighter-$20 million-could set up 40,000 t
lage pharmacies or 20,000 classrooms for 600,000 c'

dren.
Both the Liberal and Progressive Conserv

Governments which held office in 1979 recognized
need for basic review of international developm
strategies for a new decade. Willy Brandt's ur
agenda shows that the record of the past, however a
plex, can be assessed intelligibly and that prescripti
must mesh a broad global vision and hard national
alities. It is clear that Canadian aid dollars, while
desperately neéded, are only one part of the picture•

Canada's international development stra`
must be discussed as a piece in conjunction with
mestic industrial strategies, and with trade poli
inflation control, defence spending and many other
tional issues. Most importantly, they must be
cussed in vigorous, informed parliamentary and Pli
debate. As Brandt demonstrates, the shaping of fore
policy in the 1980s will test the basic values and the
tal interests of all Canadians and is far too impo^
to be left to governments and experts alone.
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in the Shadows: the RCMP Security Service
by John Sawatsky
The inside story of the RCMP Security Service as
unravelled by investigative journalist John Sawatsky.
In putting together this best-selling account of the
'men in the shadows' Sawatsky eschewed the public
record and went instead to operatives and former
operatives to piece together the inside story. The
resultis a fascinating account of the work of
Canada's 'spies'.

sfence of Canada, Volume 4: Growing Up Allied
by James Eayrs
The fourth volume of James Eayrs' highly acclaimed
history of Canadian defence and external affairs
studies the government's role in forming the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization: its attempts, partially
successfuly, to give the Alliance the functions and
authority it considered suited to Canadian interests
and those of the Western democracies; and the
problems it tried to deal with as a member of the
Alliance-problems of mobilizing the deterrent, of
sharing the burden, and of expanding membership
to include Greece, Turkey and Western Germany.
These decisions, made some thirty years ago, have
shaped the course of Canadian foreign policy ever
since and continue to have ramifications for
Canadian life today.

Lester Pearson and the American Dilemma
by Peter Stursberg
Veteran Canadian journalist Peter Stursberg has
spent several years compiling oral history on the
Canadian political scene. This is the second volume
of his highly acclaimed work dealing with Lester
Pearson. Throughout his political and diplomatic
career, Pearson wasconvinced of the central
importance of Canadian-American relations. Here
Stursberg presents a history of Pearson's handling
of the relationship as seen through the eyes of his
contemporaries.

Order No. 202 $19.95

The Shaping of Peace: Canada and the Search for
World Order 1943-57
by John W. Holmes
When Mackenzie King went to the San Francisco
Conference he told the Commons that Canada had
played its part in winning the war and it was now its
duty to play a part in'the shaping of peace'. John
Holmes was a participant in that work and draws on
his experience in this history and analysis of
Canadian activity in the peace of settlement and in
the establishment of the United Nations and other
international institutions. Although the book records
the principal events, its emphasis is on the ideas
and basic philosophies which Canada applied to the
world scene at the time.

Order No. 101 $25.00
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Documents on Canadian External Relations
'This continuing series of independently edited
volumes sets forth a documentary history of
Canadian external relations. Drawn mainly from the
files of the Department of External Affairs, the record
has been supplemented with material from other
archival collections. The gold embossed, red bound
volumes will make handsome additions to any library
as well as provide the basis for a serious
examination of Canada's diplomatic history.

Volume 1, 1909-18 (916 pages)

Order No. 220

Volume 2, The Peace Conference 1919
edited by R. A. Mackay (237 pages)

$10.00

Order No. 221 $5.00

Volume 3,1919-25
edited by Lovell C. Clark (1007 pages)

Order No. 222 $12.00

Volume 4,1926-30
edited by Alex !. Inglis (1038 pages)

Order No. 223 $12.75

Volume 5,1931-35
edited byAlex I. inglis (818 pages)

Order No. 224 $10.00

Volume 6,1936-39
edited by John A. Munro (1334 pages

Order No. 225

Volume 7,1939-41 (Part I)
edited by David R. Murray (1167 pages)

Order No. 226

Volume 8,1939-41 (Part It)
edited by David R. Murray (1604 pages
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Volume 9,1942-43
edited by John Hilliker;(approx. 2,000 pages)

Order No. 228 $1

Volume 12,1946
edited by Donald Page (2120 pages)

Order No. 229
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$14'>
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Special Offer! by Coli

Order all tenvolumes of Documents on Canadirr}^r no. 10
External Relations at present published for on?4v
low price of $110.00 and still receive your 10%
discount coupon to use against any future

tra;tegic

purchases. By exercising this option, your totai;
iLaure

savings amount to over $25.00. b rriér no. l

Order Set No. Al $11 rrris and
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Studies prepared for the McDonald Royal
Commission into the RCMP.
Three studies prepared by independent scholars
have been published with Prime Ministeriai approvai
in advance of the Commissioners' report. The three
volumes are paper-bound.

Ministerial Responsibitityfor National Security
byJ.L.J. Edwards (146 pages)

Orner iVo 231
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Parliament and Security Matters
by C. F. S. Franks (88 pages)

Order No. 232

National Security: the legal dimension
by Martin L. Friedland (approx. 218 pages

Order No. 233

Special Offer!
Order all three studies for the one low price of
$15.00 and sti11 receive your 10% discount cou PO
to use against any future purchase.
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' by Peter Foster.
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Edited by R. B. Byers and John Saywell.
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by Michael Schaller.
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Censorship Charged

Si
At first glance, I was pleased to

see my letter in print in your Janu-
ary/February 1980 issue if only to

become, seconds later, - genuinely
disappointed by your exercise of ex-
cessive editorial liberty. Namely,
you omitted the entire penultimate
paragraph of my letter without any
indication of having done so.In con-
sequence, the point of my contention
was completely lost. Your elliptical
treatment of the text thus effectively
prevented the readers from being re-
minded of a Canadian cas macabre
somewhat comparable to Soviet han-
dling of politically , dissident scien-
tists. The expurgated paragraph was
written in lieu of an illustration for
the tentative conclusion expressed
through: "Are we any better than
the Soviets? -,Only in degree, per-
haps."

Please restore my faith in your
respect for your readers' opinions by
publishing the lines that you
deemed notfitto print. The censored
passage ran as follows:

"University professors perhaps
may be safer than the government
scientists but when one looks at the
case of Leopold Infeld it does not ap-
pear to be so. Infeld, a Polish Jew,
came to work_with Albert Einstein
in Princeton in 1936. After working
with Einstein for two years he immi-
grated to Canada to accept a teach-
ing position at the University of To-

ronto and became a Canadian
citizen later. He was one of the origi-
nal signers of the Einstein-Russell
manifesto which led tothe Pugwash
Movement on Science and Public Af-
fairs. He went back to his native Po-
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land in 1950(see Why I left Canada
published by McGill-Queen's Uni-
versityPress 1978):

"I cannot sit in judgment about
his case because I may not have all
the facts. However, it depresses me
and sometimes frightens me to think
how in peace time, maûy years after
the war, Canadian government of
that time deprived his Canadian
born children of their Canadian citi-
zenship with a special Order-in-
Council for the `sins' of their father.
The treatment of Canadians of Japa-
nese origin during the Second World
War was one thing but treatment as
given to Infeld children during peace
time is, in my opinion, inexcusable."

Gulshan R. Saini
Fredericton, N.B.

Editor's note: We plead `not guilty' to

Mr. Saini's charge of censorship.
Having devoted three pages of the
January/February issue to Letters to

of opinions.

the Editor, space limitations pre-
vented us from printing all the mate-
rial available. It was our editorial
judgment that the paragraph in
question could be omitted- without

loss to the opinion which Mr. Saini
was expressing. We may have erred
in that judgment. Indeed, the last
paragraph of the following letter sug-
gests that we did. If so, we apologize
to both writers and to our readers.
We do still, however, reserve the right
to accept or reject material for publi-
cation and to edit it to fit the space

available. Readers may be assured
that such editorial decisions will
never be made with a view to censor-
ing or suppressing the free expression

Human Rights

In your January/Februaryfyffiw
issue, which reached me with ^111
delay, you published a letter by
G.R. Saini on Human Rights.

One is, frankly, astonish^
read there that "we already ha
UN Commissioner on $
Rights. I wish we did, but anyVi
interested in the field must
that this proposal, dragging on
many years, and strongly oppos
the Communist governments,
not materialized yet. Later,
Saini advocates, rather naive
"UN system comparable to the
pean Commission of Human Ri

- at Strasboürg." How can one Z
hope forsuch a solution in the h
ogeneous context of the UN?
Communist delegations, voting
1966, in favour of the two Inte
tional Covenants on Human Ri
abstained in the vote on the
tional Protocol to the' Internafi.
Covenant on Civil and Poli
Rights. And none of them v
dream of ratifying that Prota
however limited. it may be.

Finally, while recognizing
shortcomings in the field of h
rights in one's own country (or,

that matter, in the United St
zeroed in on in an article by Mr.
thazar in your May/June/July
gust 1979 issue), one should no
to the extreme of denying onesel'^
right to criticize much worse
systematic excesses in certain o F "Phe su

countries. President Theodore 0,f. TV iddle

sevelt's message to Congress in l'We ern in

in connection with pogroms of1^uG consi

in Russia and of Armenians in ^"ing te

key comes to mind: "We have p1^p^^d en
of sins of our own to war ag
and under ordinary circumst
we can do more for the ge
uplifting of humanity by stri
with heart and soul to put a st
civic corruption, to brutal lawl
ness and violent race prejudices
at home than by passing resolu
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national report The Prisoner of

by it."
jndeed, were we to take a differ-

and and wash our hands of
those extreme cases, unfortu-

^ y so frequent, we would have to
for instance, Western dele-
criticizing the treatment of

arov at the latest session of the
Commission on Human Rights
épressing new chapter. in the

of the treatment of scientists in
S.S.R., which Saini rather ar-
ly dismisses with the remark

we any better than the Soviets?
in degree, perhaps!"). Should
own at the shocking Amnesty

cience in the U.S.S.R.: Their
rnent and Conditions, pub-
in April 1980? Or refrain from
g the question of violations of
n rights in Eastern Europe at
rthcoming Madrid Conference?
all this when, e.g., Pravda is
f attacks on alleged violations

ltiman rights on our part? Should
^e.^tUe such a position and can we

ing âRord to,

hud'^hârd Szawlowski
(or Yan^ouver, B.C.
St`
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vet
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wrong-doing elsewhere. Nev-

ft less there are occasional crimes

itted on so vast a scale and of
peculiar horror as to make us

it whether it is not our manifest

to endeavour at least to show

isapproval of the deed and our_

athy with those who have suf.

JIr.
uly
. noi!'<
self
-se
n o1:
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in 1`we
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p1(^hQii d encourage us now to focus
rga,ta^é 11y on this region and'to make
st ne attempt to find the underlying
ge 1a1of the difficulties in Middle
^tn as rn relations with the West.

sto^ ': nlike most parts of the Third
lawl^`u,. d, the Middle as a culturalEast

has never been fully subdued
e West. The .Islamic culture of

ces tient
)lut

he subtle anddelicate position
iddle Eastern culture vis-à-vis
ern influences has seldom been
considered by outsiders. The

ing tensions in the Middle East

this region remained mostly isolated I can envisage an Islamic approach

from Western influence for some which, while encouraging the adop-

centuries. Decades have passed tion of technology and science from
since. the exposure of the Middle the-West , uses it to serve all without
East to the West's influence, yet, the discrimination. It would at the same
gap between these two cultures has time reject the amoral, materialistic
remained wide open. The most re- aspects of the Western culture which
cent tensions in the Middle East are degrades man's dignity and converts
evidence of the unmanageable gap him to a machine.
between these two seemingly op- Obviously, the Middle East

posed systems. Neither one of the needs technology but not at the ex-
two systems, nor a poor mixture of pense of its cultural existence. The
both, would be viable in the long-run oil rich Middle East can have tech-
in the Middle East. A simple mix- nology through trade. but not aid. It
ture of both fails because it lacks the requires no sacrifice from the West.
spirit and faith of both Middle East- If the Western *orld is willing to do
ern culture and the West. something more than trade with the

The Islam-oriented Middle Middle East, it should do anything
Eastern culture which remained al- possible to preserve its cultural enti-
most intact despite Western influ- ty. This kind of cooperation requires
ence for some centuries, was a com- the West to be benevolent. In the
plete socio-économic system. As in long run, it is to the benefit of the
any system, parts of the organs more West and the whole world to have a
or less functioned in harmony; edu- modern, but culturally unchanged,
cation was fit to emplo^nent, as was Middle East.
agriculture to the environment, the There is also a general feeling

status of women to man's responsi- among the masses of the Middle

bilities and so on. East that the Western world, while
The impact of the West eventu- keeping close relations with auto-

ally undermined this system by re- cratic regimes in this region, showed

placing some of its parts with new no sympathy for the oppressed peo-

ones from the West. For example, ple living under these regimes.

parts of the old system (such as Is- These regimes are gradually being
lamic criminal law) were now forced replaced by more or less popular and
to work with newly grafted-on parts democratic ones. Therefore close ties

(such as judicial procedures) in the with the common people will be a

same system. The consequence was good base to start from to establish

the malfunctioning of the system. warmer relations with governments
to the rather sudden in this region..Moreover, due

impact of the West upon Islamic cul- A great need for faith in moral

ture, the friction today between new values and spirituality in:'thé West
and old in the system is particularly on one hand and a demand for tech-

severe in the Middle East. nology in the Middle East on the
There could be a political or other could be assumed as a pote--:.

socio-economic system which would -tial source of new ties and warm re-
be both modern and Islamic, or at lations between the two cultures. It
least consistent with the essential is not technology which can save the
teaching of Islam. Such a system world from catastrophe but some

should fill the gap now existing be- spiritual forces such as faith, moral-
tween western ways of modern life ity and love. This solution is neither

and traditional Middle Eastern in the . hands of the West nor the

was. Historical precedent in this Middle East. Both cultures may con-

region indicates that any attempt tribute to a synthesis and to finding

that emphasizes either moderniza- a way out of the predicament of

tion or Islamic culture fails if it de- mankind.

nies the other. ° Laghaollah Fanaian
A new and dynamic creed will

be required to really bridge the gap. Ottawa, Ontario



Today one hears much of the al-
leged weakness of U.S. inilitary
power in the Indian Ocean, said (by
most pretenders to the American
Presidency, among others) to have
contributed to, if not actually precip-
itated, the double blow to Western
interests brought about by the crises
in Iran and Afghanistan. The call re-
verberates throughout the West for
a vastly increased future presence to
deter both Soviet expansionism and
challenges mounted by the local
states of the area.

The stark truth is that many
times the amount of military force
currently available in the vicinity
(and certainly the rather marginal
increments which are or would have
been politically or economically fea-
sible) would have done nothing to
prevent the events in question from
occurring. Indeed, future increases
in force-levels may only fuel the ten-
sion, both regional and super-power,
which tends to spawn incidents of
this kind.

The "lesson" of Afghanistan, on
the other hand, is that one super-
power cannot possibly prevent the
military expansion of another into
an area previoùsly conceded to be in
the latter's sphere of interest,and in
which geographical contiguity con-
fers a practically insurmountable
local military superiority. In terms
of one super-power deterring anoth-
er, what counts most is the strength

Update ... .

of one's stated commitment, . to-
gether with the calculus of relative
interests directly at stake. In Af-
ghanistan the former was largely
absent from the Western side, while
the latter suggested a much greater
Soviet determination to persevere
with its policies, regardless of cost.

Too often during the current
crises, the sheer amount of raw mili-
tary power available to the United
States in the northwestern quadrant
of the Indian Ocean has been
slighted or seriously under-
estimated. The West has always
held a superior position in the area's
maritime balance, the largest stand-
ing naval force traditionally belong-
ing to France, rather than the Soviet
Union. Nevertheless, American na-
val circles, alarmed by ^',^he initial in-
trusion of their Soviet counterparts
just over a decade ago, have ever
since been agitating for the creation
of a full-fledged "Indian Ocean
Fleet". The fall of the Iranian "re-
gional policeman" together with the
Soviet aggression in Afghanistan,
have presented these interests with
a marvellous opportunity to push
forward their plans for regional mil-
itary expansion.

Yet the creation of such a fleet
will not prevent future Irans or Af-
ghanistans; nor would it have, solved
the problems currently faced. The
very presence off Iran of such vast
naval forces-emasculated as they
are by political
constraints-probably only adds to

- Copies of the report discussed in W.A. Wilson's article beginning on page ,
11 can be obtained from the DomesticTnformation Programs Division of the
Department ofExternal Affairs.
- At press time, the last round of U.S. primaries were completed. Both Car-
ter and Reagan have won enough support to ensure a first ballotvictory at
their conventions.
- President Carter has ordered a halt to the,shuttle of refugees from Cuba-
to Florida. The vessels defying the order are being impounded and their cap-
tains arrested.
- The Iranian government has sponsored a conference onthe `Crimes of
America'.
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the sense of humiliation and
very real damage being don
American prestige world-wide ç
result of the patent inability cI
U.S. to bring about a swift,
peaceful resolution of the ho"
crisis. The fleet's presence off
symbolizes, in a most dramatic
concrete . way, the impotence
militarily-supreme super-powei
the face of political terrorisn
ted by a Third World nation.

Militarily the consequc
have been far-reaching;
cantly altering the regional b
of power in Moscow's f'avour. To
solely, or even primarily, on
tempting to match Soviet pow
the introduction of outside mili;
forces, however, would be
sighted and foolish, not to say
sible. Realistically, the West is
with two choices. It could fullS
knowledge the newly consoli
Soviet sphere of interest and do
best to contain it, by bolsterin@
digenous anti-Soviet regimes
groups throughout the region
pursuing a more active poli,,
could lend concrete assistance to
Afghan rebels, hoping to create a
viet `Vietnam'. Whichever of
pâths is chosen, however, it is c
that reliance will have to be p
mainly on the. will and dete
tion of indigenouspopulations t
sist further Soviet advances.

-Thus, the recent events in
and Afghanistan. demonstrate
the need for a dramaticallyRih4al forei
creased Western military presc^(r ^annotk

in distant areas of the globe ative, l
they do the obvious limited utili ^?n, ervativ
direct military force in many TIiN^Opreside
World contingencies. One woule^,,^ 4Preside
well to heed the warnings of 11 3, Port'
regional governments-inclu ° p^ who wc
several ke Western allies-a acessary j
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by Robin Ranger

^ 1980 U.S. Presidential election is unlike any since

To . It is dominated by foreign policy issues, notably

on e ranian and Afghanistan crises, but this is nothing
w^ e,«hat is new is that the two U.S. political parties,

iili` d their candidates, are offering the electorate a real

ice between two quite different foreign policies. To
ow Barry Goldwater's phrase from 1964, "It is a

is bce, not an echo."

illf The Democratic Party's expected nominee, Presi-

li en Jimmy Carter, would continue his liberal foreign

t d a ic,y, tempered by the more conservative elements in-

in@ Z uced by these crises and by the growing nèo-

as 00servative mood in the U.S.. This has already forced

M.
lic,
;tA
Le

to begin the re-arming of America, albeit on a very

a

ed scale.
The Republican Party's likely challenger, former
ôrnia Governor Ronald Reagan, proposes a con-

f t ative alternative in foreign policy. To counter So-
is expansionism, he would return to the Cold War

y of containingthe Soviet Union politically and
;arily, increasing American defence spending sub-

s tua^tially to provide the necessary military capability,s
combining this with the political will to use it.

Man'sin argument, which may well convince enough
te ^©'s to put him in the White House, is that Carter's
lly libër,ll foreign policies have visibly failed, whilst Car-
es^cr:rjannot be trusted to implement the conservative al-
e+}tçr'native, because it goes against his basic beliefs: A
lhf^ons,,rvative foreign policy requires a truly conserva-

Presidentëti to make it work.
^ula 411'r,ident Carter naturally rejects these criti-

portrayingm^sm , Reagan as a reckless Cold War war-
gwho would involve the U.S. and her allies in un-lu

Ig ecdssary wars. The media in the U.S. and Canada
Zvoqha^'^=. until recently, tended to share this unsympath-
Pott^ç^ iew of Reagan and consequently under-estimated
i,^ e«^ -t to which he represents a major new factor in

U.S. foreign policy debate, the neo-conservative
pment.

Sea'i ch for consensus

oroader sense, the Carter-Reagan debate reflects
e; earch for a new consensus on foreign policy within

political system. The old, bipartisan consensus

Neo-consrvatism sets tone
for U.S. presidential election

of the Cold War era was destroyed by the Vietnam War

had failed in practise.

and has yet to be rebuilt. Back'in'1976, President Car-
ter's victory offered the hope that a new consensus
could be built arouiid a liberal foreign policy. He has
been selected by the liberal wing of the Democratic
Party to unify a party split by the Vietnam War, and a
country divided by the same War, , as well as by the
Nixon presidency and Watergate. Carter's foreign.pol-
icy rejected the outmoded Cold War concepts that had
led to the Vietnam War- and what the President called,
in his 1977 Annapolis speech, "an inordinate fear of
the Soviet Union."

The Carter Administration certainly tried to fol-
low through on his campaign promises with unusual
consistency; although, paradoxically, plagued by a lack
of cohesiveness in its foreign policy. This was epitom-
ized by the constant public differences between the
President, his Special Assistant for National Security
Affairs, Zbiginiew Brezinski, and his Secretary of
State, Cyrus Vance, that culminated in Vance's resig-
nation in April 1980. Vance had become the spokes-
man for the liberal doves in the Administration, so his
resignation posed the question of whether President
Carter's liberal foreign policy, so attractive in theory,.

The basis for this policy was what could be called
the Vietnam syndrome-the belief that the.U.S. mis-
take in Vietnam was the attempt to use military force
to solve an essentially political problem. By extension,
the U.S. should refrain from using, or threatening to°;
use, military force in the Third World, either to protect
U.S. interests or to counter Soviet expansionism. Only
the defence of Western Europe against a massive So-
viet invasion, which was, in this view, virtually un-
thinkable, would justify military action by the U.S. In-,
stead, U.S. interests would best be served by detente
with the Soviet Union, symbolized by the SALT II

Dr. Ranger, a specialist in strategic studies and-defence
matters, teaches Political Science at St. Francis Xavier
University. He has recently been awarded a NATO
fellowship for 1980-81.
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sonal foreign policy advice and was, in fact, rem^
bly liberal, so that N.S.C. staff recommendations,
differed from Brezinski's.

President Carter compounded these divisiot
compartmentalising his decisions on foreign an{
fence policies, without apparently realising that
were interrelated. Thus, for example, his 19776 ,
lation of the B-1 strategic bomber helped force'
against his wishes, to authorise, in 1979, deploy
of the M-X mobile ICBM, whie delaying SALT lI'st
fication by the U.S. Senate.\Even in 1977, it wasc
that the U.S. strategic nuclear deterrent would bee
vulnerable, technically, to a Soviet first strike by
82. Cancelling the B-1therefore meant cancelli<
whole series of options to counter this threat if SA[
failed, as it did,to address the U.S. vulnerabilityl
lem. The pressures for deploying the M-X, even

course,
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ace wocost $50 billion, thus became irresistible. But, bert ihs

it was the only option he had left himself, the R1j
dei%it's decision did nothing to dispel the impre,^
among moderate, as well as conservative, Sena.
that he was not doing enough for defence.'This conf f^
uted to the Senate's delay in ratifying SALT II uni

F t^

the end, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan made
impossible in 1980 and probably forever. Pb

5^a1 to cont
defenc<- E'or^

U.S. President Jimmy Carter. Wide World photo

Agreement signed by Carter and Brezhnev on July 14,
1979; by a drive for human rights, even at the cost of
the fall of the Shah of Iran; by holding down the U.S.
defence budget to relatively low real levels-about 5
per cent of Gross National Product-and by cancelling
or delaying deployment of new nuclear weapons sys-
tems, both strategic and tactical.

Enunciating this policy was easy for candidate
Carter: implementing it has proved almost impossible
for President Carter. Internally, héencouraged the ex-
pression of different opinions on foreign policy, ena-
bling him to chose between the advice of the doves and
the hawks. The result was confusion and an impression
of zig-zagging on important issues, like the 1978 deci-
sion to deploy the neutron bomb (Enhanced Radiation
Weapon) in NATO. This was abruptly -reversed, leav-
ing West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, out of 'a
political limb.

Brezinski was the spokesman for its harder-line
members within the Administration. He was, however,
a hawk only in relative terms compared to Ronald
Reagan. Moreover, while Brezinski talked of a "New
Cold War" with the Soviet Union, and described the
crescent from Pakistan to Turkey as "the new arc of
crisis," he was alsoa head of the National Security
Council (N.S.C.). The N.S.C. was Carter's source of per-
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Muskie's demand

The Carter experiment in a liberal U.S. foreign p
was thusflawed in execution, if not in conception
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new Secretary of State, former Senator Edmund M;
ie, has insistedthat he must hecomethe single foi
policy spokesman for the Administration, but t
must be doubts about his chances of success:
would also mean an increase in the State DepartmF^,.̂;
influence and, consequently, an increase in the aln',t
considerable conservative elements in the liberal (^
ter foreign policy. Butthere were already acute con
dictions between the liberal policy Carter wanted,
the conservative policy he has been forced to adopt
often seemed like`a Lockian President, seeking pe4;

ed neo-ful compromise, in a Hobbesian world, where stl^ c^11
preferred victory throug G.h force. ri^itl-1970s.

These contradictions have become almost irre'`
cilable because of external events. The continuing dence ol
nian seizure of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran and the^k(iald Re
viet invasion of Afghanistan produced the Ca
Doctrine in President Carter's January, 1980, Stat•
the Union Address. The Carter Doctrine threatc
war if the Soviet Union invaded any of Afghanist
neighbours, or otherwise threatened the Persian
oil suppliers. It was a new version of the old Trum^ :^ericans
Doctrine, announced in 1947, which had formed the'.`Aich Pre
sis for the conservative, Cold War, U.S. foreign poli, hls ned for
There is, however, a very real question'as to whef}f: an i keepiz
the liberal'Carter can run a conservative foreignl j oï;,, pAwn
cy. If a conservative foreign policy is required
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course, questionable) the alternative of replacing

er titiath a Cold War warrior as President has to be

dered.

^nservative alternative

nd
^t
:a

ald Reagan's emergence as the Republican Party's
idential candidate and, much, more importantly,
potential victor in the elections, is indicative of the
gth of the neo-conservative tide in:U.S. politics.
is clearly one of those profound changes in pohti-

moods which take even experienced observers by

^prise, and are usually under-estimated. The 1980-
S. defence budget reflects this neo-conservative

Pe

d; the Sena te will clearly approve President Car-
lirequest for about a5 per cent increase in real

ding, and may increase this significantly, while it
es to reinstate draft registration. In this sense, the

n^r^rming of America is already underway, although

Ie ace would increase dramatically if Reagan is elect-

eg The former Governor of California has made it

n" ear that his belief in a conservative, hard-line, U.S.

^ign and defence policy is not new. He likes to say

nhF f^t his position has been unchanged for 20 years;

le whai has changed is the mood of thé American people.

^r Thé too, have come to share his belief that the only

^wl to contain the Soviet Union is to build adequate

dèlvrnce forces for the United States and her allies,

ü- iin_ them whenever. and. wherever necessary. The

d War policy of containment was the right one and
only weakened by the U.S. loss of nerve, shared by

MdIrest of the West.
What is significant is that the Primary elections
e shown that these views are supported not onlyby
stered Republicanvoters, but by a significant num-
of Democratic voters who have crossed party lines
ote for Reagan's nomination. When combined with
defeat of Senator Edward Kennedy's campaign for

rmore liberal Democratic Party alternative to Presi-
ént Carter, this indicates a very conservative mood

pT i,,IN^eed in the American electorate.
pe The emergence of a new conservatism-often
st ^ ., _ted neo-conservatism-has been evident since the

n6i0970s. It is neither new, npr unique to the United
es. British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's

re 9 election victory was, perhaps, the most striking
ig evi;dence of the strength of neo-conservatism. She, like
hf` ^('Iald Reagan, emphasized that she offered a real,

t-wing, alternative, a choice, not an echo.
Thatcher's Conservative Party victory was also in-
sting because it was in an election dominated by
estic issues. Last year it seemed likely that the
e would be true of the 1980 U.S. elections. Most
ericans were pre-occupied with domestic problems,
ch President Carter was, perhaps unfairly, being
ed for not solving. They worried about getting jobs

lei fT' M keeping thein, getting enough gas to get to their
11 1 ^]^^j^ , paying their gas bills, and paying their other bills

after taxes, and double-digit inflation. Given these

° problems, they might have voted for Ronald Reagan,
not because they thought he had all the answers, but
because. he could not do any worse. President Harry
Truman said that if you understand politics in Kansas
City, you understand everything you need to under--
stand about politics. An old political friend of Truman's
in Kansas City summed up the American mood last
summer this way: foreign policy issues are something
East Coast intellectuals worry about; they are not real

problems.

Change
Th& seizure of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran combined
with the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan turned this at-
titude of indifference to foreign pblicy into one of con-
cern. It may also have reversed the apparent lessons of
the Vietnam War, ^that wars are not popular in the
U.S., and neither is the vigorous assertion of U.S. in-
terests. Put bluntly, the 1980 Presidential election, as
distinct from the primaries, is going to be a`Jingo' elec-
tion. The phrase originated, significantly, when Russia
appeared to be aggressive and expansionist to the Brit-

ish, in 1884. A music hall song caught the popular
mood:

We dont want to fight
But by jingo if we do
We've got the ships, we've got the men
we've got the money too.

The U.S. public do not want a war, but if pushed too far
would rather fight than be humiliated and are tired of
seeing the U.S. pushed around by smaller countries.

Republican candidate Ronald Reagan. wide world Photo



U.S. foreign policy in the 1980s will therefore N
priority to halting Soviet aggression and expansiop

rrectly, or indirectly. The new slogan will be "No-m_.N •^I-
Munichs-or-Afghanistans' not "No-more-Viet
The real question for the U.S. electorate, and for Ail
ica's allies in Canada and around the world, is whe
this return to the old, conservative foreign pohc5
neo-conservative America is to be implemented by use of p
liberal Carter or the (neo-) conservative'Reagan mmonp
foreign policy is clearly at a turning point; how far, ca^r,paigns
how fast, it turns towards the new conservatism wiu^isé^e of sovr.^
much to shape the 1980s. Whether the new U S P ha
dent is Jimmy Carter or Ronald Reagan, he will ^
the'difffcult task of protecting U.S..interests in an
creasingly hostile world, particularly against an Olfl

. parently ascendentSoviet Union. It is to be hope ^
Presidential election campaignwill clarify the for. ;^in
policy alternatives offered by the Democratic and.
publican Parties, so that the U.S. can make an è lts
formed choice in November. Much depends on it
Canadians should wish their American friends weL emplo...

e publictheir choice. ^lo
liô s. The
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Whethér this perception is accurate is irrelevant.
There isno doubt of its strength. Most foreign policy is-
sues are abstractions: the seizure of a U.S. embassy
and its personnel is not. Nor are Soviet armies march-
ing across the frontiers of Afghanistan. Initially, most
Americans supported President Carter's decision not to
use force. But the continued intransigence of the Ira-
niarr authorities, and'the failure of the U.S. rescue mis-
sion, is changing this climate of restraint into one of
belligerence, leaving the President politically vulnera-
b1e. The short-run rallying behind the President, nor-
mal in a crisis, is turning into a longer-term question-
ing of his policies. Unless Carter can obtain the return
of all the hostages, unharmed, the electorate may well
choose Ronald Reagan as their President. If any of the
U.S. hostages in Tran are killed, war with Iran will en-
joy the same popularity as McKinley's War against
Spain in 1898, immortalised by Teddy Roosevelt as
that bully little war". The U.S. battle cry in 1980 will

be "remember Tehran" just as the battle cry in 1898
was "rememer the Maine"

A more recent, but equally relevant, analogy is the
British surrender to Hitler at Munich in 1938, allow-
ing him to take over Czechoslovakia. Munich became
the symbol of appeasement and of the folly of trying to
buy off expansionist dictators. Essentially, the U.S.
(and Western) Cold War policy was based on the Mu-
nich syndrome-on the avoidance of appeasement and
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the willingness tocontain aggression by force if n
sary. The no-more-Munichs rule was intelligible tn
electorate, and grounded in painful experience. Th
viet invasion of Afghanistan appears to have
firmed its soundness. As President Carter himself
put it, unchecked aggression only leads to furthe
gression.
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use of public opinion surveys for political purposes

^^ mmonplace in Canada and, at least during election
r wpaigns and lengthy periods of tension such as the

t igs-fie of sovereignty-association has created in Quebec,
^ ^. e become increasingly popular as a journalistic
l Their use for governmental or administrative pur-

. survey
iarï re `o a e :

se., has been much more rare, although not un-
n. This use of the techniques of sampling to ascer-

dJ^in the views and feelings of the public has been not
r^ Avcurimon in Ontario but hardly employed at all at
d t-fiej 1'rderal level when the intent was simply to' use the
n rAits as an administrative aid.

In 1979, however, the Department of External Af-

el f^s employed the firm Goldfarb Consultants to ex-
,^^.,

Jo,b,puhlic opinionin six areas bearing upon its opera-

Thetiôn:<. subjects covered public perceptions of the
rlëjartment's own operations, Canadian views on for-

policy and the aims that should be pursued. The
artment 'and the consultants collaborated in de-
ing the questionnaire that was used last summer.

o i.^ a survey used the acceptable national standard of
J 1,4L4 interviews which is deemed to provide an accu-
tll`, r,^tb reading of within 4 percent nineteen times out of

-tkv^nty.
Probably not to anyone's surprise, the survey re-

vz4led distinct regional differences in viewpoints and
erceptions but while the fact that this would show up

coûld have been expected it is unlikely that some of the
prJ^cise regional variations in outlook would have been
anficipated. Few would be surprised that Quebeckers
Ace greater importance on relations involving

ch-speaking countries than do other Canadians.
Nor is it remarkable that people in British Columbia
att^ach greater importance to relations with Asia than
most other Canadians do.

^ It would have .been hard for most Canadians to
pr^dict, however, that the people of the Prairies attach

tiv, greater importance to Western Europe than do other
pâ fts of the country. Surprising, residents of the Prai-

provinces attach greater importance to the Carib-
!e

S
an region than other.parts of the country do.^s

The survey showed many differences in outlook
.eween men and women, between youthful and older

P^ ple, between rural and urban dwellers and between

income groups. In studying the rpsults of the survey,
most of these variations seém fairly predictable, unlike
some of the regiona^ differences of outlook that were
revealed. In general, the affluent are more likely to be
interested in Canada's relations with other countries
than lower income groups simply because they enjoy
greater freedom to travel abroad and, in some cases, no
doubt because their businesses or professions bring
home to them the importance of this country's external
relationships.

The department which commissioned the survey
must have been both gratified and a little surprised at
the response to the first question putto the 1,024 indi-
viduals in the sample. It was aimed at discovering how
many Canadians are aware of the services their gov
prnment can provide when they are travelling outside
the country. Only 20 percent mentioned the passport
office, essential to people travelling overseas. This
probably reflects the fact that far more Canadians
travel to the United States, where they have no need of
a passport to secure admission, than, to overseas coun-
tries. Of those who did refer to this office, however, 80
percent were very satisfied with the service they had
received, 14 percent were "somewhat satisfied" and
only five percent dissatisfied.

One quarter were aware of the services,which
Canadian embassies and consulates abroad can render
a traveller from this country and, of those who had tra-
velled abroad in recent years, 14 percent actually had
made use of these facilities. This is about five percent'
of the total and here an unexpected regional difference
shows up. Travellers from British Columbia make use
of Canadian embassies or consulates abroad far more
frequently than people from other parts of Canada. In
this sample, 12 percent of British Columbians had
done so against three percent from Quebec. In most re-
gions, the percentage was four or five but travellers.

Mr. Wilson is a nationally syndicated columnist based
in Ottawa.



Very interested 39 46 37 42 35
Some interest 48 42 53 44 50
Not interested 13 12 10 14 15

Base

Total
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Interest in international affairs

% of Respondents

Region Language Area
B.C. Prairies Ontario Quebec Maritimes English French

ses seems to be at variance with an earlier percep
by the government of Canadian views and feelings

The orientation towards television is at its str j
est in the Maritimes, among women and in rural ai When
not as strong among males and the under• t>€ m thei:
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from rural areas rarely use these services. Only one
percent said they had. The survey did not seek to iden-
tify the reasons underlying such differencés but in this
case it could be speculated thata higher percentage of
British Columbia travellers may go to destinations in
Asia than people from other parts of Canada and that
they may have more need to contact an embassy than,
say; â Torontonian travelling in Western Europe. The
reason may well be no more than functional.

Interest level

Many non-Canadians consider this country's people re-
markably uninterested in international affairs and
this view is common among foreign diplomats sta-
tioned in Ottawa. The survey sought to find out just
how much interest Canadians do have in this field.

Thirty-nine percent of those questioned rated their
personal interest in international issues as high and
another 48 percent thought they were "somewhat in-
terested." Only 13 percent had no interest at all. Peo-
ple in British Columbia far outstripped those from
other areas in rating themselves as interested - 48
percent from that province reported that they were
"very interested." People from Ontario came next - 42
percent. Those from the Prairies and Quebec had a
lower level of interest - 37 and 35 percent respectively
in the high interest bracket. Again a pronounced re-
gional difference shows up. People from the. Maritimes
have the least interest. Only 32 percent said they were
keenly interested which, coincidentally, is the same
percentage of keen interest as shows up among rural
people.

At this point, a question arises about the survey it-
self. Traditionally, people in the Maritime provinces
have shown a considerable interest in the United
States. The survey did not distinguish between inter-
est in this aspect of international relations and over-
seas ones. This could easily produce a, distortion be-
cause many Canadians, through their familiarity with
the United States, do not think of it as foreign in the
sa-me way that they do Europeans or Asian issues and
relationships. A question that asked Maritimers their
level of interest in American affairs and Canadian re-

lationships with the United States would surely s
much higher percentage than this survey.

Age and income differences show up very e]
in this portion of the survey. People over 30 and
incomes over $20,000 annually have a far higheri^
est in international affairs than those who are you;
and those with lower incomes. The report subniitt
Goldfarb Consultants notes that throughout the,,
the under-30s were the most apathetic group Iq
foreign issues are involved and suggested that
warrants some investigation to see .how their ats
ness could be increased.
Overall, Canadiansrely first on television, thei
daily newspapers and after that radio for informG
on international questions. Weekly newspapers;
zines, university lectures and seminars and pL
meetings play a much smaller role in the disser
tion of this sort of information. The under-30s get
information from the same media in the same ord
importance except for university facilities where
are more active than the older groups. The consul
concluded that television is the most effective medi
for increasing public awareness of foreign policy
tions.

Perceptions challenged

At this point, the survey turned its attention to
question of what Canadians think is important in
field of foreign policy. Here at least one of the res7,

ries
ario
ebec
ritimes



1ns consider themselves "very well informed" on
lV ign issues. But they consider themselves individu-

cl ^ better informed than Canadians in general, 'a1-

gh h this trait is less common-in Quebee than else-

re. Quebeckers have a distinctly higheropinion of

o
^,

^ -level of knowledge among other Canadians than
ans in 10 ex-le elsewhere do. About three Cadi

_^s a keen interest in being better informedwhile 51

w} v ent have a moderate interest in this,

% of respondents who say.
very well Somewhat Not informed

informed informed at all

stroF ;
When the Americans were extricàting themselves

er t;^ m their involvement in Viet Nam they were ex-
u F^emely anxious to have a Canadian truce observer
R t m on the spot. One was in fact sent for a time but
ps ' government in general, and the external affairs
ffl:
^eht.
[es'
us

f in'

nister of the day in particular, were convinced that
was not a popular move with Canadians. Mitchell

S^arp, the minister, held that view with some convic-
n. He may, of course, have been right at that mo-
nt, giventhè controversial aspects of the war in Viet

)fC N,
^ Nonetheless, among the foreign policy elements to

tivhich Canadians now attach primary importance is
tt^s country's role in United Nations peacekeeping
firces. That is not quite the same thing as the observer

e played for a relatively short time in Viet Nam a
years back but it is in the same order of things. In

s survey, 89 percent of the sample attached primary
portance th the - peacekeeping role. The only ele-
nts of foreign policy which came ahead of this were
tection of our oceans and proper management of

heries,96 percent, and trade and tariff negotiations,
percent.

Peacekeeping activities have been an integral part
Canada's international role for a quarter century
w and governments, until the end of the late Lester

Pearson's period, attached greatimportance to it. With

the_advent of the Trudeauregime, a sense of{weariness
with the role became apparent to many observers and
it is certainly clear that the government itself believed
that Canadians. shared this feeling. Whether this per-
ception by government was wrong at the time, or
whether it is a case of the pendulum having swung one
way and now having swung back, the current attitude
of Canadians seems to be identical with that when pea-_

cekeeping was viewed with popular enthusiasm.
Yet, by contrast, Canadians seem to have accepted

fully a viewpoint that was expressed in the documents
that followed the Trudeau government's early foreign
policy review. This is that foreign policy should be di-
rected towards national self-interest, a viewpoint that
is not unusual in itself but that was expressed with ex-
ceptional clarity a decade ago by the Trudeau regime
- exceptional, that is, for a Canadian government. _

The secondary foreign policy interests of Canadi-
ans are efforts to control and reduce the arms race
(89%), collective security arrangements (82%), the
Commonwealth (82%), foreign aid (76%) and human
rights in other countries (76%). Interest in collective
security arrangements, such as NATO, is strongest on
the Prairies, in the Maritimes and among rural Cana-
dians, lower in British Columbia and among the less
affluent and the young. Concern with peacekeeping did
not show regional differences: all Canadians have es-
sentially the same outlook no matter_where they live.
Concern with tariffs and trade is greatest in the Mari-
times and among older Canadians, those of 45 or older.
Concern over the arms race is higher in the Maritimes.
and Quebec than elsewhere and least among those un-
der 30. Rural residents, over-45s and those living on

Perceived importance of relationship

with various regions

The United States
Japan
China
Western Europe
The U.S.S.R.
Asia
Mexico
Latin America

50
Base

97 Primary
83 Secondary

78 Secondary

77 Secondary

74 Secondary
65 Tertiary
63 Tertiary
56 Tertiary

Tertiary
(1024)



the Prairies have the highest interest in the Common-
wealth while most of those in British Columbia stress
it to a lesser degree. So do the under-30s.

US importance

All Canadians felt that the United States was the
country of greatest importance to them, a view espe-
cially strong in the Maritime Provinces, which bears
on the earlier point of the supposedly lower Maritime
interest in international relationships. Japan came
second as respondents listed countries they thought to
be of importance to Canada with China and then West-
ern Europe following. The USSR, Asia generally, Mex-
ico, Latin America and the Caribbean region followed
these countries viewed as of primary importance. The
ranking of Japan as the country of second importance
after the United States was particularly pronounced in
British Columbia, among males generally, in rural
areas and among the more affluent. Women and the
less affluent did not accord it as much importance.

There is a pronounced regional variation in the
importance which Canadians attach to the Soviet
Union. It is strongest among people in the Maritimes
and the Prairies, lower in Quebec and Ontario. Region-
ally, interest in Mexico and Latin America is highest
in Quebec. The Caribbean, however, receives the high-
est importance rating from Prairies people. Regional
variations show up again where the United Nations is
involved. Overall, two thirds of Canadians think it is
very important but this feeling is much stronger in the
Maritimes than in British Columbia - 80 percent
against 57 percent. This is one of the wider of the many
regional differences which showed up in the survey.

The final effort of the survey was to ascertain the
extent to which Canadians think international devel-
opments have an important bearing upon what hap-
pens within their own country: In general, they do
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Perceived importance of foreign

Protection of oceans and
management of resources

Negotiation of tariffs and trade
Participation in UN peacekeeping
Control and reduce arms race
Collective security such as NATO
Promoting understanding and

development through Commonwealth
Aid to developing countries
Promoting and defending human rights
Promoting understanding and

development through la Francophonie
(814)- Base

think so and over a fairly wide range of Canadian
fairs.

Highest importance was attached to the effet
the value of the Canadian dollar of events that
place outside the country. In this case, the popular
ception probably would be disputed by most econom
and the authors of the report produced from tbf ^iJ ..
comment that "Canadians seem willing to 1,1 q k.^^
least part of the blame elsewhere when difficulti,
ise".

Far more than a majority of the respondents
and 81 percent - believe that economic welfare
prices are very heavily affected by external deve
ments. The proportion of those who attribute highi
prices heavily to developments elsewhere is sn `Ïm viewi

than that which think prices generally are subjec. Annu

these forces - 77 percent. Slightly smaller porti% fôunded, it
the sample felt the same sort of forces heavily it.^e a look
ence both,resource development and employment^Eciil anima
els.

At the end, there remains a question: what isi
value of a survey such as this commissioned as an
to good administration? Neither political ;parties
the media are in doubt about the value of the polls
sponsor. In one case they learn (or hope to) their s^`

06ing with the public and in addition derive some idez! tions, >
k,°2^^ts', «n•public views and pre-occupations. In the other, the

swer is even simpler: opinion polls have news val 1 h' U3

The administrative use of opinion surveys is anoffl , s than tl
1at _ ^ f mimatter.

The department clearly " has. a better idea of r^^u '`üerr
tions and responses to. international q ^ '

tions and issues. At best, poils such as this one sha< <. True, r

assist a government department in its educatid,g^ization
function of building popular understanding of its1lta^c cs refl

poses. At its least, it is probably liké many royal cri {nd t Le en

mission studies: interesting but destined for a dustf' de1 gates,
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Genèrai Assernb1^

by Jeremy Kinsman

mm viewing the work of the General Assembly at its
Annual Session since the United Nations was

1E unded, it would be wise to stand back for a moment to
rt^e a look at the UN itsel£ It is a complex and diffi-
, animal

is
ar.,'i?
es^:
s
s
du
he'

Its life is generally misrepresented in the public
d; its image is that ofa separate institution with its
sense of direction and of will, peopled as it were by

mplicitly separate race of beings subject to differ-

mperatives than the rest of us. "What's the UN do-
or "Where's the UNgoing?" are perfectly valid

tions, but they tend to givethe UN too much life of
wri.

valr The UN is not a thing apart. It is neither more nor
iot i^?s than the reflection of the disarray in the collective

iat: of mind of the participating member states. The
,

of result seemsobvious: not much action and a lot of opin-
q^irn^ _

,hc F True, much that goes on there is internal to the or-

tior^g^lzation itself. Some of the opinions and many of the
s 1°t,^ics reflect the priorities, sometimes exaggerated,
1^l°+Til the emphases, often misplaced, of the New York

de3;ates, rather than-those of the villagers, commut-
ers 5oldiers, shepherds, andeven of the politicians and
pullic servants in the member states themselves.

Still, in one way or another, most of the world's
pr;ïblems come up at the General Assembly and it pro-
vides a legislative focus for the world's agenda of is-

Their treatment is similar in one respect: resolu-
tions are adopted expressing the General Assembly's
p!of view on each. Treatment varies, however, in
e;liéther or not the resolution is a negotiated one, lead-

to a consensus adoption without._ opposition, or
l^ ther it is a text pushed quickly to a vote, express-

inl a partial political view.
A

Tailored speeches
fTlïé major issues facing humanity were put before the
a^embly, often,eloquently, in the long public debates

i ch are in fact not debates at all, but are instead
pa Ykages of individually tailored speeches. Some of the
i^itors this year were particularly distinguished: Pope

^J,'lin Paul II; Fidel Castro; the President of Mexico.
H911 vever, the negotiators find that the noblest senti-

ments in public do not assure agreement in private.

No General Assembly resolution is legally binding

in a strict sense on pdividual member states, but if it
is adopted by consensus, the states are more or less mo-
rally obliged to support its purposes. Resolutions in the
economic area calling for a next step in negotiation, or
commenting upon the report from a Programme rely-
ing on voluntary contributions are usual examples of

negotiation and consensus action.
If, however, a resolution is meant to comment

upon a political situation where a solution is far from
avàilable, its purpose is frequently hortatory, and a
text reflecting only the majority view is often pushed to
the vote. Resolutions concerning the Middle East are

frequent examples. ` `
Seldom is a problem or perception actually new.

Most are carried over from previous Assemblies. This
accounts for much of the impression of repetition and
apparent irrelevance: the same votes on the same is-
sues, year after year. However, different General As-
semblies can differ, from one to another in the political
atmosphere affecting decision-making. The 34th As-
sembly may be seen to be one of the more important in
this respect: there was apparent a possibly new pattern
of similarity of view on the parts of countries of `the
West', notably the USA, and many developing coun-
tries on some important issues. If this pattern confirms
itself over the next year or so, in the Security Council
and in the various other meetings of the United Na-
tions, a considerably strengthened UN system could '

emerge.

UNGA34
The Assembly began on September 18. There had been
important developments in the preceeding months. Af-
rican countries were aware of the prospect of a satisfac-
tory settlement in Rhodesia, to be worked out through
thé Commonwealth and many found themselves now

Mr. Kinsman is Canada's Deputy Permanent
Representative and Chargé d'Affaires at the United
Nations.



willing to give this avenue a chance. For Asians, Kam-
puchea remained the principal running sore, and the
Vietnamese invasion had given the ASEAN countries
in particular considerable alarm. The hideous record of
the Pol Pot regime which the Vietnamese maintained
they were only trying to unseat, was not enough to al-
lay their anxiety about the real motives of the Viet-
namese, on top of the sordid affair of the "boat people"
the preceding year.

Moreover, for virtually all oil-importing develop-
ing countries, the OPEC price shocks of 1979 had
added a new dimension of economic crisis. While the
industrialized çountries had, in their eyes, made little
contribution to progress on the North-South agenda,
the policies of the oil exporters were seen to be as dam-
aging to their economic prospects. All in all, the world
situation was more complex, more so than suggested
by' documents agreed to. in September by the Non-
Aligned nations at their Havana summit.

The complexities and nuances worked their way
into the General Assembly sessions. By the time the
session concluded on January7, delayed for twoweeks
while Cuba and Colombia vied in ballot after ballot for
the two-thirds majority needed for election to the Secu-
rity Council, Cuba had suffered a blow to its prestige as
head of the Non-Aligned, and the Assembly was ready
to deliver a dévastating judgment against the USSR
for invading Afghanistan.

In themselves these apparent results are not rea-
son for self-congratulations on our part. However, it is
the sign of a healthier world organization that the bulk
of d.eveloping countries is no longer systematically ar-
rayed against the West in general, and the U.S.A. in
particular. This result is not only because the USSR
and its` allies have committed egregious offence. It
hopefully.also devolves from signs of more sensitive
policies on the part of Western countries on political is-
sues of concern to the Non-Aligned-the Middle East,
Southern Africa, and South-East Asia-permitting
more readily the perception of common interest on the
part of Non-Aligned countries on specific issues.

Canadian participation

Before reviewing the work of the General Assembly in
this and other respects, against the political back-
ground described above, a special word about Cana-
dian participation is merited. A new Canadian Govern-
ment was in office, and the Canadian Delegation was
headed by a foreign minister who brought to bear on
events her own conviction that the world in general,
and the General Assembly in particular, could do
something to advance the cause of individual human
liberties. As a result, a major part of the emphasis of
our efforts was in the form of a Canadian initiative to
strengthen UN human rights machinery. Our proposal
did not receive sufficient support to enable us to see it
through, for a variety of reasons, but it did advance a
dialogue on human rights, and it did confirm continu-
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ing Canadian interest in the area.
A corollary to Flora MacDonald's stress on indi

ual human rights was her stress on the collective
man right of the poorest peoples to be free of
bondage to poverty and misery. Our participatiou
the economic discussion was ably led by Do
Roche, M.P., and Parliamentary Secretaryto Mad
ald; his public efforts to keep an effective political ,FWTut
in the UN on the fundamental 'needs of the ori^

Ao.eeme

poorest also reflected a constant Canadian concert. P1°sj pect

This, then, is the generai background of the G9r, e^ter
tumn General Assembly. Its work can be broken the

into the broad- divisions of political-including di e occ

ci►^ nimomament; ëconomic; social affairs and human rights; ,-:-^
gal and- budget and finance, bearing in mind thatif cnd dep
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The political area is-still the prestige address ' t
at least; in part because it is Ult

area of activity where countries are explicitly G0eral
^ Middle Eandtheir political interests thereby directly engagF ^~

I X thisSadly, however, there is little of direct applicabilitu
this area on which General Assembly members _ Pr,gress:X

ri(able to agree; and the UN's work often seems irre Af

vant to the situation on the ground,as far as pract L^Vicaste
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Session. While international reaction to theatrocio'
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awa o oreign orces from the coun ,
showing the extent to which the Vietnamese hand waj
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bottlenecks which were holding back desperateljt ^
needed emergency assistance by pressing the Ha4
Semrin regime to work harder for greater interna
tional recognition.

On the Middle East, the General Assembly was a
far from reaching agreement on the issues as the pr^
cipal antagonists themselves. A variety of generaDl
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hts 1 and d porting the Mayor of Nablus, an act later re-
hati e^e l by Israeli authorities. The success of partici-
e qti pânts in the Camp David Agreement in going beyond

ess
tl?-^ >>ilateral Egyptian-Israeli relationship will depend

t ist' tl'^'ir progress on Palestinian autonomy, and the
r General Assembly's call for a New Conference on the

n^ hildle East, while not supported by Western countries

^^tiiis Assembly, may gain greater credence if this
ress is too limited.
African issues were also a source of division. The
caster House Accords on Rhodesia were signed on
ember 17, just before the General Assembly de-

bà^ed a resolution on Rhodesia. The African-
c^`^ponsors had slanted the resolution to favour only
oîip of the factions contesting the election (the Patriotic

nt), which was inconsistent with the spirit of the
caster House agreement. The vote on the resolu-
was divided, causing some tension in African/

stem relations just at the time when they seemed
d toimprove. In retrospect, the resolution was not

icularly relevant to events in Rhodesia up to the
nt of the election itself, and though it had antici-
ed accûrately the:strong public position of Robert
gabe, it underestimated the fairness of the process

d the determination of all parties to see it through.
The Namibia exërcise was the object of seven reso-

ions on various aspects of the situation in Namibia,
lling in general for an end to delay on the part of

h Africa and immediate compTiancewith U.N. res-
tions calling for the transition to majority rule in

ibia. Here, too, votes were divided. There was lit-
disagreement about the objectives above, but differ-
ces as to emphasis. Africans, with wide support, urge
ough line on South Africa but in language some-
es too generalized and extreme. At this Assembly,

nada gave full support to the ends involved but ab-
ined on all substantive resolutions together with
e other members of the "Western Five" (1977-78
estern members of thé Security Council) who initi-
ed and have negotiated the settlement proposal. The
ve abstained on these resolutions on the basis that at
is time their role in the negotiating process still re-

-as 51 qired a more distanced and objective position.
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lanced resolutions were adopted, on the rights of
Palestinians, on Israeli practices in the occupied
tories and on the general situation, were as di-

éd and as inconclusive as ever. These followed-a pat-

of support for the PLO and condemnation of Israel
which the Assembly is familiar. The new element,

ever, was the widespread willingnëss on the part of

it Western countries to condemn the Camp . David
ments as being inadequate on the situation and

â pu^,ts of the Palestinians. There was also apparent
^:ë^it r frustration, even among Western countries,
with t!ie policies of the Begin government on the issue
of fie occupied territories. Canada joined in supporting

iiianirnous resolution condemningIsraeTfor arresting

sembly, as resolutions were adopted by votes which
perpetuated the opposition of Greece and Turkey, and
reflected the continuing antagonisms which mark the
island's experience. While the Asseinbly has called for
renewed efforts to resolve the community differences,
this is not on terms agreeable to all parties. Meanwhile
the U.N. Forces, in which Canada plays a key role, con-
tinue to supervise the truce.

Tehran hostages
Perhaps the only major political issue on whichthere
was generalized political consensus during the General
Assembly was that of the fate of the USA- hostages .
taken in Tehran. While the question was not on the-
General Assembly agenda; Security Council debate be-
caine a focus of attention, first on the occasion of the
consensus urging their release, and then later, on ef-
forts on the part of the Secretary-General to contribute
to the resolution of the crisis..

The various controversial political issues thus re-
mained as problematic at the Session's conclusion as
they had been at its opening, as reflected by the con-
tested voting patterns on the various resolutions. How-
ever, there was little spill-over into other areas of the
Assembly's work. A certain amount of the Middle East
controversy emerged in economic and social affairs,
but in a generally self-contained way. A possibly new
characteristic is, in fact, the extent to which divisive
political issues are now seldom linked to each other.
Middle Eastern issues are treated in their own context,
âs are Afriçan, Asian, and others respectively. The in-
vasion of Afghanistan in late December put the lie to
the notion that the same Western forces were responsi-



ble for offences to Arab interests, African objectives,
and those of progressive forces everywhere, but the
judgment in this direction had already emerged earlier
in the General Assembly in the treatment, however
contested, accorded each principal political issue. Each
was seen by its sponsors to be best presented in its own
context, according to its own characteristics.

The context of the discussion of disarmament in
the United Nations is necessarily that of the interna-
tional scene. Its increasingly disturbed nature as well
as delays in the ratification of the Salt Treaty did not
favour major progress in disarmament at the 34th
General Assembly. About 40 resolutions were adopted
in the First Committee, most of them following-up ini-
tiatives flowing from the 1978 Special Session of the
General Assembly on Disarmament, and the great ma-
jority of them by recorded vote, making their practical
effect pretty negligible. Canada did, however, succeed
in attracting an increased majority over last year for
our initiative calling on the Committee on Disarma-
ment to consider the question of the cessation of pro-
duction, prohibition of fissionable material for weap-

ons purposes.

Second Committee
Economic issues, on the other hand, are generally not
handled in a divisive way. Increasingly, these repre-
sent the political issues^-of greatest importance to the
bulk of the General Assembly's membership. The Sec-
ond (Economic) Committee adopts well over twice as
many resolutions as any other, and more than a third
of those of the General Assembly as a whole. What is
more significant, however, is that a consensus is nego-
tiated in over 90 percent of these resolutions. Only the
Third Committee on Social and Humanitarian Affairs,
and the Legal Committee, are always over 50 percent
in this respect. In fact, if one accepts that only resolu-
tions adopted by consensus have a real and continuing
impact on events (outside of the Budgetary Committee
where 80 percent of resolutions appropriating funds
are in fact voted upon), it is interesting to note that
well over half of these are economic in nature.

Working methods are in consequence distinct. The
bulk of productive time is spent in closed negotiations
to produce text acceptable to all. Given the constraints
which affect the ability of developed countries to go
very far at this time in negotiations with developing
countries, the negotiations themselves were protracted
and difficult. On particularly contentious issues, such
as inflation, protectionism, and monetary reform, time
ran out and recourse was had to a vote, making the
texts then adopted by a large majority more or less
meaningless as a guideline for action.

In these negotiations, the developing countries
(the Group of 77) function as a group with one spokes-
man and with necessarily agreed positions. While this
practice is seen by many to be essential to the negotiat-
ing process, it often prevents the General Assembly
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from going to the substance of matters, since substat.
tive considerations are those of concrete economic pi,
cumstances which belie the sort of excessive generali,
zation affecting a position common to countries
disparate as Brazil and Botswana. Paradoxically, iti
the developing countries who wish to see the Genert
Assembly take on greater substantive responsibilitie
in the economic area but until its working methods^^
effective work on specifics are further refined, respon.
sibilities will be confined to fairly generalized politica
treatment of the economic issues, and specific substaIl.
tive questions will continue to be dealt with in depth¢
specialized agencies and programmes devised for tha:
purpose.

Unga 34's most prominent achievement was prob
ably the decision to launch a global round of economi;
negotiations, including energy, commencing at a Spo
cial Session of the General Assembly in Septembo,
1980 and continuing through 1981. The backgroundk
the decision was one of difficulty. UNCTAD V in Ma
nila had not been a success; a conflict had emerged k
tween OPEC countries and non-oil developing coun.
tries; Fidel Castro addressed the General Assembl;
and called for a transfer of financial resources to thF
poorer countries too massive to be considered polit.
cally realistic; generally, industrialized countries re
mained preoccupied ànd constrained by their own eeo
nomic woes.

The Group of 77 sought a new round of negot^,
tions - a sort of global CIEC - to regenerate progres
on the whole range of trade, monetary, aid, and no
materials issues, including for thefirst time, energ
During extended negotiation, OECD countries triedk
make such a decisionconditional on agreed effectis^
preparatory arrangements. In the end, the decisior
was taken to launch the negotiations buton the basiso'
preparations covering general understandings of othe
organs in the UN system, as well as on the value of
dealing with economic issues in the UNby consensus.

Many other economic resolutions and decisioa
were passed - on food, energy, the environment, sci•
ence and technology - accepting and commentin,
upon the reports of subsidiary organs and programmes
and winding up some world conferences on sectoral L,
sues and preparing for others. These all constitute par,
of the continuing legislative process and they were m
sponsibly negotiated by delegations conscious of th
need for the system at least to run itself in a coheren'
way, even if they could not contribute together to muci
concrete progress on the substance of world-wide eca
nomic difficulties.

The basic challenges of the 1980s and 90s, remain
however: the need for a more effective world organiza,
tion as well as the will to cope with the pressures i
shrinking resources and expanding populatiab
against the background of an intractable swath of po1'
erty. Until now, there has been little progress. Tht
New International Development Strategy for the dec'
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ora MacDonald, thén External Affairs Minister, at the The United Nations General Assembl v in September, 1979.

de did not receive much of a book from the Session
d its drafting lags far behind schedule. Still, delega-

ions remain more or less determined to work together
nd the economic area can be considered one of the
ore productive work-places of the General Assembly.

Not so for Social and Humanitarian Affairs,
hough it is not for want of trying. A basic dilemma af-
écts the work of the Third (Social) Committee: Social
olicy is subjective: subject to different cultural, politi-
al, social and other perceptions. This is particularly

, sadly, for human rights. In an organization of
tates, which is what many states consider the UN to
e (not an organization of peoples), internal affairs are
ot considered by many to be fair game. As a result,
e ordered negotiating techniques of the Second Com-
ittee are not available in the Third, and though con-

ensus emerges on a lot of questions, it is evasive on'
me really important issues, including human rights
nditions in specific countries or circumstances.

anadian initiative

was in this area that the Canadian Delegation
layed out its major initiative of the Session, seeking

create the post of Special Representative of the
ecretary-General for Human Rights, to assist him in
roviding his good offices to help in improving situa-

tions where flagrant violations of civil liberties apply.
While our hard-pursued initiative was well received by
many delegations hitherto opposed to a High Commis-
sioner for Human Rights,it eventually had to be
shelved because this support was not in the end suffi-
cient. The majority of member states remain wary of
human rights as a centrepiece of East-West contro-
versy and as a potential barrier to progress on develop-
ment questions. As an inherently political issue it re-
mains controversial. Still, emphasis on the subject by
those states who see a clear role for the UN in setting
standards has contributed to an international public
climate which is itself something of a constraining fea-
ture on mass violations.

There were some solid accomplishments of the
Committee - the elaboration of a Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women, and agreement on a Code of Conduct for Law
Enforcement Officials. These represent useful stan-
dards for national legislation though it will be some
time before their provisions are generally applied in
fact.

The gap between standards and performance
emerges graphically from the sentiments represented
by the adoption by consensus of a Convention Against
the Taking of Hostages in the Sixth (Legal) Commit-
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tee. If widely ratified and properly interpreted, the
Convention could become an effective toolin the pre-
vention and punishment of hostage-taking. Against
the outrages on the political landscape, the Convention
takes on direct pertinence. However, it will take more
than the goodwill of negotiators to give the intentions
ofthe Convention real effect.

Other accomplishments of the Session of a legal
nature include agreement to undertake work on legal
principles governing the use of nuclear power sources
in outer space, an issue in which Canada played, with
the USSR, a role of consequence. The Session also ap-
proved the text of a Treaty on Activities on the Moon.
However, on a variety of other contentious issues, dele--
gations pushed matters of legal principle to precipitous
votes in such a way as to raise disturbing implications
for the process of codification of international law
through the Assembly, which must be in an orderly
way if general observation is to be expected.
Housekeeping

In the area of finance, and management, divisive votes
also characterized the Session, not least on the UN
budget itself_ The Secretary-General made a major ef-
fort to bring forward an austerity budget with real
growth limited to 0.8 percent. Though some substan-
tial additions were made to the budget during the Ses-
sion itself, which lost it the support of some Western
countries, the end result showed a more modest rate of
growth than in pre=n^„-
budget our support.

Efforts to improve the UN's management are con-
stant. This year, Canada put forward a proposal for the
reform of the UN audit system. Here, too, a Canadian
initiative will take time to take hold on delegations to
which the idea is novel.

Other difficulties, affecting the Secretariat person-
nel situation in particular, abound, but the organiza-
tion still functions very well considering the inherent
complexities of a multilingual and multicultural Sec-
retariat trying to serve the often diverse demands of a
Board of Directors of 155 states. A good deal of effort
has also been put into running the General Assembly
sessions well. If the product cannot be guaranteed as to
relevance or consensus, at least we can all save time. A
Canadian initiative was at the basis of a variety of
measures of proceduralreform which the very effective
President of the Assembly managed to have adopted at
the Session's outset.

Unfortunately, despite every effort, the President,
Ambassador Salim Salim of Tanzania, could not solve
for weeks the most time-consuming exercise of all: the
Assembly's inability, after more than 150 ballots, to re-
solve the stand-off between Cubaand Colombia for the
two-thirds majority required for election to the Secu-
rity Council. The issue was finally resolved in favour of
a compromise candidate, Mexico. The USSR invasion
of Afghanistan cut into support for the Cubans suffi-
ciently to convince them they had to withdraw in order
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to end the stalemate.
Thus, the Session ended in a mist of political,

troversy, obscuring some of its more real accomp]
ments over almost fourmonths of work. It remain.
be seen after the mist has cleared whether new }
terns forming will promote more systematic acc
plishment in future years, but this is at least one
ing of the possibilities.

The United Nations is a forum whose intere„
its member states varies, as determined by their e
mate of its effective relevance to their perceived p,
lems. High interest in the United Nations presupp,
hihg interest in the collective global condition. Ge
ally, however, the most powerful nations consider W
need the UN the least, since it seems less usefû
their perceptions of self-interest. Changing pattern
cooperation on major issues, if sustained, could cha
this. In any case, Canadians should probably hav^anUdas
greater interest in the UN emerging as an effective F>^
strument of collective decision-making than 1anR^t
cc ûntries.

We are effective there; influential. We shouldtE ; T^
that influence to support collective action whene FE Cnspo, Joh

possible on a sound basis, not least b y Mand`
Y PPorting 1979.

forum itself by paying attention to the views, .
pressed. Where collective action on common proble
is stymied by division or parodied by sloganeering,
have to keep working away. Because of the range of
lateral and other possibilities open to them the larf t̂
countries are not at play in the United Nations. He
ever, governments still need to be able to maintait
longer-term focus on the sort of collective action nec
sary in the next two or three decades, and the UN [^ k
rum, in one form or another, is the onl universal !

elieb, A1
Y CQnatrum we will have for the purpose. to: Ce
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As we went to press with the March/April issur€
we were aware that the gremlins had attacked. It wék
a question of accepting their incursions or dela^
publication. We opted for the former and apologizet
readers for the inconvenience of too many typograpl>ll
errors. To date, we are aware of only one error wher+
the author's meaning was leftin doubt. In the thia":
paragraph; right column of page 22, in Leslie Green
article, the first sentence should have read:

After this escape had been effected, the Iranian fur
eign minister, Sadegh Ghotbzadeh, stated that hr j
the Canadian ambassador informed him of the pre"
ence of the fugitives, he would have arranged ki
their care and safety.
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sion of the Law of the Sea Conference.

14 (March 10, 1980) Secretary of State for External Affairs'
comments about possible air pollution impact of U.S. Coal
Conversion P12 n

15 (March 17, 1980) Canadian delegation to Special General
conference of the Agency for Cultural and Technical Cooper-
ation (ACCT) Paris, March 25 to 27, 1980.

(March 24, 1980) Presentation of the Canadian report on the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights to the
Human Rights Committee

(March 27, 1980) Message of Condolence by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs on the death of Archbishop
Romero of El Salvador

(April 1;1980) Secretary of State for External affairs to visit
Mexico

(Apri13,1980) Visit of U.S.A. Secretary of State to Canada.

(April 15, 1980) Canadian delegation to Zimbabwe Inde-
pendence Ceremonies

(Apri115,1980) Opening of a Canadian Embassy in Ecuador

(Apri116,1980) External Affairs Senior Appointments

(April 16, 1980) Repeal of Canada-France Trade Agreement
Acts, 1933 and the Supplementary Canada-France Trade

Agreement, 1935

(Apri119,1980) Canada-Zimbabwe Relations

(April 21, 1980) Afghan Refugees in Pakistan: Canadian

Contribution to UNHCR

(Apri124, 1980) Five Canadian Playwrights Tour Australia

and New Zealand

Statements and Speeches

Canada and Latin America-past, present and future. A speech
by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honourable
Mark MacGuigan, to the Ontario Co-operative program in
Latin America and Caribbean Studies' Conference on Health
and Welfare Development, Windsor, Ontario, March 29, 1980.

The Situation in Afghanistan. A statement by Ambassador
W.H., Barton, Permanent Representative of Canada to the
United Nations, at the Sixth Emergency Special Session of the
General Assembly, New York, January 11, 1980.

III. Other Publications

Canada and NATO

Canada and the Commonwealth

Canada and the European Community

Canada and the European Community-Trade flows

Perspectives on Wordd Affairs and Foreign Policy issues

A study of attitudes and perceptions of Canadian foreign policy
and international relations (survey by Goldfarb Consultants).

Bolivia
Treaty between Canada and Bolivia on the Transfer of
and the Supervision of Persons under Sentence.

La Paz, March 6,1980

European Economic Community

Agreement in the form of an Exchange of Letters bet,veer
Government of Canada and the Government of the Eur^
Economic Community concerning the extension of th 4
ment on Fisheries.

Brussels, Apri114, 1980

Agreement in the form of ér poli,

Government of Canada and the European Economic Comm

concerning Salmon Fishing.

Brüssels, Apri114, 1980

gfro
i^, encea

United Kingdom thin

Protocol amending the Convention between the GovernmE ii^i the
Canada and the Government of the United Kingdom of (,k.;dâéS Car

Britain and Northern Ireland for the avoidance of Double T'
tion and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with respect to 9 :

mon

rut othE

on Income and Capital Gains, signed at London, on 8 Septet f ai A-101 e tha

1978. Cur

Ottawa, Apri115,1980 , [lgpende

c^C ana
United States ofAmerica

g€;nce oi
Protocol amending the Agreement for Co-operation concer , fi9
Civil Uses of Atomic Energy between the Government of ('^ dreas w.
ada and the Government of the U.S.A., as amended I ni3lntel]

aritl sub;
(;f^âïna h
E^^ûdent
ciéand

^jnt in

International Sugar Agreement, 1977.
Done at Geneva, October 7,1977. the case
Canada's Instrument of Ratification se^ent

deposited December 30, 1977 (i^nt d
Entered into force January 2, 1980 i «

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties non^Ov
Done at Vienna, May 23,1969 Fo I ign
Canada's Instrument of Accession t}l^deg]

deposited October 14, 1970 adian pt
Entered into force January 27, 1980

April 23. 1980 l:i, ecoOttawa,

II Multilateral

Amendment to Article XI (3) (a) of the Convention on Inter,'
tional Trade in Endangered Species.

Adopted by Conference of Parties, Bonn,
June 22,1979

Canada's Instrument of Acceptance
deposited Jannary 30, 1980

.e

cus

owle
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reign. policy independenc

en their neurotic preoccupation with identity, Can-

idlans have long been fascinated by the question of
9^ , „nt fhair rnnintrv has an indeDendent for-w1-

policy. Little consideration has been given in this

China have been trotted out as evidence of an `inde-

cf:,te as to whether, in fact, it is meaningful to speak

6fflm% state as having an `independent' foreign policy

^^^if  n all countries are to a greater or lesser degree in-

vidmFE t1u 'Iiced in their policies by other international actors.

,inbFa,b;n&ilarly, there has been little discussion whether or
Goo^qgio, when common policies are pursued with other

ty. ^es, it reflects a`basic community of thinking' stem-
in from shared values and interests rather than an
ahsence of independence. Rather, for Canadians the

, thing has been evidence of difference, especially

h the United States; the more of it the more clearly

s Canada have an `independent' foreign policy, and
more comfortable can Canadians rest in the assur-

tt0i iJficr 1 hat they have a separate identity.
epten

^ ^.uriously, despite this preoceupation with an `in-
épendent' foreign policy, there has been little sÿstem-

i=ac analysis by Canadians of the degree of conver-
I'A

^éi1(-, or divergence 'of their policies in various issue
oncern ^; ,`i,.ith those of other states. Regularly, Canada'sit of ;,y

nUntenance of trade relations with Cuba de'spite the
^conomic boycott, and its trade relationship with

ar^i1 ^: absequent recognition of the Peoples' Republic of

ré^dent' foreign policy, while its unreadiness to criti-
cize and totallydissociate itself fromthe U.S. involve-

r nt in Vietnam, and its continuing membership in
1^3'^TO and NORAD have been used by critics to make
tié case that Canada's foreign policy is essentially sub-

ent to that of the United States, despite, as George
G-'^ nt described them in Lament for a Nation, the occa-
srnnal "pinpricks of disagreement." However, we have
nol moved much beyond these highlights of Canadian
Foryeign policy into more detailed analyses, measuring

degree of agreement or disagreement between Can-
an policies and those not only of the United States,
i;ther countries as well, in specific issue areas.

by Thomas F. Keating and Terence A. Keenleyside

cas

hn, n. 1 c dge of the relationshipbetween Canadian pol-
4 and, that of other states can be expanded by focuss-

ln=. on the subject of voting in the United Nations Gen-

eral Assembly on colonial and racial questions, issues
which because of their persistence and continuity over
time lend themselves to this type of inquiry. While we
have compared Panadian voting with a total of 27
states, this article concentrates on comparisons with
nine countries, the United States, Great Britain, Aus-
tralia, India, the Scandinavian states of Norway, Den-
mark and Sweden (examined collectively), Belgium
and the Netherlands. This more limited focus enables
the respective voting records to be presented in simple,
readable tables and facilitates concentration on the de-
gree of similarity or difference in Canadian voting.
with those states and groups with which it has most of-
ten been suggested that Canadian foreign policy

closely corresponds.
The reasons for the inclusion of the United States

in such a comparative study are obvious and do not re-
quire elaborate explanation. Suffice it to say that to
date it has been widely assumed that in the context of
policy at the United Nations, as in other areas, Cana-
dian behaviour has closely paralleled that of the
United States. Thus, for instance, John Warnock has
claimed in Partner to Behemoth that because of Cana-

da's military alliance with the United States, it
"played the same role in the United Nations that Po-
land played for the Warsaw Pact". Similarly, the Aus-
tralian scholar, T.B. Millar (The Commonwealth and

the United Nations), has asserted that the voting rec-
ord of Canada at the UN, like those of Australia and
New Zealand, is an expression of its "military depend-

ence on the United States."
Because of its historical relationship with Canada,

it is also natural to include Britain in such a compara-
tive study. Indeed, the general assumption is that
"there were no serious divergences of British and Can-
adian policies on important international issues until
the Suez crisis of 1956." (D.C. Thomson and R.F. Swan-

son, Canadian Foreign Policy: Options and

Mr Keating is a doctoral candidate at Dalhousie
University. Prof. Keenleyside is in England on
sabbatical leave from the University of Windsor where
he teaches Political Science.



Perspectives). JohnHolm.es has gone still further, sug-

of the UN, but also because it has been frequently al-

gesting in Canada: A Middle-Aged Power that Suez
distorted a picture of close cooperation between Britain
and Canada in "world diplomacy" throughout the
1950s. This cooperation, he stated in an article written
as late as 1966, extended to the area of colonial ques-
tions at the United Nations on which Canadians were
"loyal in support of Britain through many difficult
years."

Australia and India have been incorporated in the
select group of states in addition to Britain to establish
in this particular area of policy-making the extent to
which Canadian policy has or has not converged with
that of other Commonwealth countries, both old and
new. John Holmes, for instance, has asserted that "the
Commonwealth as a group remained an active force
during the first decade of the United Nations" and that
the similarity of outlook of its members "did establish
a habit of common action, a feeling, not altogether un-
justified, that there might be a Commonwealth way of
looking at world issues." Other scholars, notably
Thomas Hovet in Bloc Politics and The United Nations
and Arend Lijphart in The Analysis of Bloc Voting in
the General Assembly have contended that the Com-
monwealth has tended to divide into ' two voting
groups, the old white Commonwealth states and the
new non-white members. India was selected as the rep-
résentative of the developing Commonwealth coun-
tries not only because it was present from the inception

leged that "in the decade following Indian independ-
ence, an intimate relationship developed between Can-
ada and India that has been described as the `Iudo-
Canadian entente', and even the `Indo-Canadian love
affair"'. According to Thomson and Swanson; "the re-
ciprocal influence of the statesmen of the two countries
on one another during this period was significant" and
"at the United Nation s, the delegations of the two
countries worked closely together."

The Scandinavian states have been included in
this study because of the suggestion from time to time
of a "Scan-Can axis" in international affairs. In partic-
ular, attention has been dirécted at their cooperation
in the United Nations in the areas of peace-keeping,
the environment and economic and social affairs, and
outside the UN in the area of improving East-West re-
lations. In June, 1969, then Secretary of State for Ex-
ternal Affairs, Mitchell Sharp, following a trip to Nor-
way, Denmark, Sweden, Finland and Iceland,
commented in the House of Commons that on a wide
range of questions he "found that more often than not
our appreciation and approach were very close to those
of the various Nordic governments." The theme of a
close foreign policy link withthe Scandinavian states
was well summarizedby Thomson and Swanson in a
1971 text:

Canadians have always felt a. special affinity with
the Scandinavian countries, and this fact has been

22 International Perspectives May/June 1980

reflected in a proximity of views on many inte,
tional questions. Co-operation with them within
framework of the United Nations has been fre%i
and fruitful.

The voting behaviour of the Scandinavian state.
Norway, Denmark and Sweden is treated collectiti
in this study. These countries collaborate closely at,
UN in the form of a regular caucus. Their voting re^,
in the General Assembly reflects this close cooperat;
and only rarely on the resolutions under analysis _
their votes differ; the few instances where they did;' : 1
position of the majority was recorded for the purp
of this study.

Finally; Belgium and the Netherlands (toget
with Britain and the United States) have been
cluded in this analysis not only because of their c1_
relations with Canada since the war, but also to estag^
lish whether or not in this area of foreign policy the.
was a general similarity in the behaviour of a numE
of member states of the North Atlantic Treaty Orgaii
zatiion, or at least a similarity in the behaviour.of souk
of the non-great members. Different opinions ha l

"'I
^ons h

been expressed concerning NATO foreign policy coh Votes inc
siveness. In an article entitled "Canada's Relatioi• Oron.iclE
with Africa" written in 1975, Robert Matthews impli¢ hA sessic
the existence of a common NATO policy towards dea, statei
lonization prior to 1960 when he explained that "Câ>^ in'âvour
da's aloofness from colonial questions" up until th' lô1lizatioi
time was related to its "interest in maintaining ! F
strong united alliance in the west against the Sor
bloc." Lijphart in his study of UN voting in 1963 foCi
that. Canadian behaviour in the late 1950's tendec i p
correspond to the approach of a number ofother star h
in the western alliance. On the other hand, such scb
ars as Geoffrey Goodwin and Thomas Hovet (The!;' t3^é total
panding United Nations: Voting Pafterns); have , ,̀ fi^'e-year
gued that NATO has had "little effet on the voting r,,
haviour ofits members in the General Assembly."

From this nine state comparison it will be appai
ent that Canadian behaviour at the UN on colonial an C
racial questions has, in fact, diverged substantia
from many of those states and groups with which Car^}}
ada has traditionally been associated, although it hi
corresponded relatively closely, especially in more
cent years, with the Scandinavian countries and su^
non-great NATO powers as Belgium and the Nethe!
lands. A comparison of the Canadian record with ?i
number of other states is, however, included at the eD.^
of the study on the basis of which some expansion.j
Canada's voting group becomes necessary.

Voting record

Table I compares Canada's level.of support with t!,
nine main states under analysis on 185 UN Genet
Assembly roll-call votes on colonial and racial que
tions over.the thirty year period 1946-1975. Because
the uneven number of resolutions in different year.
making annual figures of support unreliable, the re,"
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Table I

Indices of Support for Resolutions on Colonial and Racial Questions

Canada U.S. U.K. Australia India Scan. Belgium Netherlands

1-75 73 68.4 9.0 23.6

6-70 41 43.9 0 -4.5

1-65 32 48.4 31.2 18.5

6-60 14 82.1 82.1 17.8

1-55 13 19.2 53.8 0

6-50 12 20.8 50 -2

n Supportl85 47.1 37.6 9.9

^
hu . luti nn^, have been grouped into five-year periods. The

coh jo'i-s included are those reported in the UN Monthly
latm • Or „t,.cle for the periods of the annual General Assem-
mPh bl' sessions and for which data were available for all of
s dea states. Every resolution was so worded that a vote
`C in$favour of any one was indicative of support for deco-

il lô"ization or racial equality while a negative vote re-
ung flëtted lack of support, or at least was so interpreted by
Sov4 resolution's proponents. Accordingly, each state's
fou lé el of support for the resolutions was computed sim-

ded by subtracting the number of its negative votes
sta fro^ its affirmative votes plus one half of its absten-
scl. tiôns, and recording,the remainder as a percentage of

he B^ t3^é total number of the state's recorded votes over each

ve ^ fiMe-year period.
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In the case of Canada, the table indicates at least a
modest degree of support throughout the thirty year
pè^iod for decolonization and racial equality: that is
Çanada's "affirmative votes outnumbered its negative
i,4tes in ail six five-year periods, although by signifi-
*t margins only in the last four periods. The table

uld seem to indicate a fluctuating level of Canadian
port for decolonization and an end to racial discrim-
tion, with the level low for the first ten years, rising

*Jddenly between 1956 and 1960, declining sharply
u_ er the following two periods and then recovering ap-
p eciably between 1971 and 1975. However, two im-

rtant considerations which modify this conclusiôn
Ileed to be taken into account. First, the number of
what can be.described as action resolutions.(i.e. resolu-
tiôns which call upon the member states under analy-
5Vto tâke some specific action to further decoloniza-
t^ n and racial equality, such as ceasing "any

sistance to and co-operation with South Africa,") has
creased dramatically since about 1960, relative to

x'nat can be described as declaratory resolutions (i.e.
rin,^ :vhich do not request the particular member

82.1 100 76.7 60.2 65.7
12.1 95.1 54.8 33.7 32.9
37.5 100 79.6 29.6 48.4
39.2 92.8 96.4 42.8 75.0

3.8 100 46.1 3.8 11.5
0 100 41.6 -4.5 -0.5

32.4 97.9 65.8 26.3 38.9

states under examination to perform any specific type

of action).
Over the first thirty years of the UN, Canada's

support for action resolutions lagged behind that for
"declaratory" resolutions by a ratio of about three to
one. Thus, the marked increase in the number of such
resolutions over the last half of the period under analy-
sis deflated the Canadian-as well as other
states'-level of support for resolutions on colonial and
racial questions relative to what it would have been
had the mix of action and declaratory resolutions re-
mained the same as in earlier years.

Second, the tone -of both action and declaratory
resolutions changed significantly after the 1950's.
With their increasing majority in the Genéral Assem-
bly, Third World countries were more and more in a po-
sition to introduce and successfully pass resolutions
which often employed vituperative language, were
harsher in their criticisms of the remaining colonial
powers, called for recognition of and support to various
liberation movements and sometimes advocated' the
use of force. Canada, like other western states, was un-,
prepared to support many such resolutions, despite the
fact that its attitude towards decolonization and racial.
equality had advanced sufficiently since the .1950's
that it would now have been prepared to support many
of the milder resolutions characteristic of the earlier
yearsof the UN which at that time it had not support-
ed. These considerations make comparisons of an indi-
vi,dual state's voting over different five-year periods
difficult. The figures are, however, useful for compar-
ing the relative- level of Canadian support over time
with that of the other nine states under study.

US voting-
United States' support for resolutions on colonial and
racial questions was substantially higher than that of



Canada over the first ten years of the United Nations
and the same over the next five, but after that time it
slipped significantly behind Canada's level, especially
over the last two five-year periods. Thus, while the
mean levels of support of the two countries were rela-
tively close for the total thirty-year period, they tended
to move in opposite directions over this time frame.

The differing levels of support over the early years
are perhaps accounted for by Canada's deference to its
Commonwealth partners, Great Britain (during that
period one of the leading colonial powers) and South
Africa (the main target of UN resolutions dealing with
racial equality) which held it back from support for
many resolutions, while the United States was freer to
give vent to its historical antipathy for colonialism.
What appears to have happened later is that with Brit-
ish colonial rule fast drawing to an end and South Af-
rica "expelled" from the Commonwealth, Canada felt
freer to support decolonization and racial equality and
as Matthews suggests in "Canada and Anglophone Af-
rica", perhaps believed it mandatory to do so "to pre-
vent the Soviet Union from using the colonial issue as
a means of fostering anti-Western feelings among the
states of Africa and Asia". By contract, the United
States seems to havebecome increasingly reluctant to
support change as the main remaining colonial areas
were narrowed downto the Portuguese colonies, Rho-
desia, South Africa and Namibia, in all of which areas
it was doubtless feared that liberation would rebound
to the advantage of the Communist states rather than
the West. The Soviet naval build-up in the Indian
Ocean area may havecontributed to this U.S. resist-
ance to change.

Indices ofAgreement

Despite the above suggestion that Canadian p
in the early years of the UN may have been moder^
out of deference to Britain, this can have had or,
modest effect on Canadian behaviour, for Cana
level of support was always higher than that of P
ain. Indeed, as Table 1 indicates, the United Kingr, }F
had the lowest level of support of any of the states^ tn^
der analysis and in three periods the number ofitsr:
ative votes either exceeded or was only equal to
combined total of its affirmative votes and abstentiu

Table 1 also discloses a marked variation in C;
than support compared to the other Commonwr
states in the study. Australia's level of supportl.ag'
behind Canada's except during the 1971-75 perkl
primarily Labour Government in Australia, and I
a's level of support was consistep_tly far. above Cc^
da's, even in the early years of the UN when the hf
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est degree of Commonwealth solidarity is believC th Can,
have existed. With regard to the remaining states,:' ^icallY

„SCo;andinavian countries consistently exhibited hig` co^ serval
levels of support than Canada, and Belgium and ly all
Netherlands lower.

In sum, the data demonstrate that theCanadi
pattern of support was - significantly different fn ?`
most of those states with which Canada has traditir
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was closest to that of the Netherlands of any of #'in oting
states under study. Look

. . . F . .:

Alternative method
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Table 2 provides an alternative and perhaps moreF L Oween
fective method, for the purposes of this study, of ca. ti^ s. Th
paring the Canadian voting record on colonial and peri
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of;agreer
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ally been regarded as in accord. Overall, its behav.ia
" ^ Ÿ

or Resolutions on Colonial and Racial

Period N U.S. U.K. Australia

1971-75 73 67.3 78.0 78.0
1966-70 41 74.3 72.3 82.9
1961-65 32 89.0 75.9 89.0
1956-60 14 89.2 57.1 71.4
1951-55 13 80.7 80.7 84.6
1946-50 12 62.5 79.1 79.1

Mean
Agreement 185 77.2 72.2 80.8
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56.0
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Belgium Netherlands
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questions with those of other countries. In this
e the figures indicate the degree of agreement-with

ada of the nine other states in their yoting on the

resolutions. Each state's index of agreement with

ada was computed by adding the number of times
ch it voted the same wâ.y' as Canada to one-half of

^
times in which they were in partial agreement (i.e.,

)n' state abstained while the other voted either affirm-

ati: ely or negatively) and recording the sum as a per-

c age of the total number, of the recorded votes of
66t countries over each five-year period.

^ In evaluating the significance of the. indices of
a"ement that follow, it is important to bear in mind

even in instances where one would expect marked
^i erences in the voting behaviour of two states, mod-

er ely high indices of agreement are, nevertheless,

co' servative colonial powers like Portugal (during vir-

co mon. For instance, it could logically be expected

tlï Canadian voting behaviour would differ most dra-
F' .

in ically with çommunist''states like the USSR and

t' ly all of the. period under anaylsis). Yet, Canada's

ni n indices of agreement with these two states dur-
ïff the thiry-year period under study were 54.5 and
^fr respectively. Thus, only very high indices of
â°`^ eement (perhaps those well above 80) can be taken
as` ndicating a really significant degree of congruence
in oting behaviour.

Looking first at the Canada-United States voting
reiutionship and béaringthe above in mind, Table 2
dè onstratesclearly differences in voting behaviour
bë ween the twocountries on colonial and racial ques-

s. The mean index of agreement,over the six five-

y: periods was thirdlowestof the states under study,
an in the last period lower even than Canada's index
o; greement with the Soviet Union (71.2)! Only dùr-

the middle periods, of 1956-1960 and 1961-1965,
w^en Canadian and American support levels tended to
converge while moving in opposite directions, was
th' re a high degree. of voting congruence.

A detailed. examination of voting on specific reso-
ü ions would also disclose that Canada and the United

S tes frequently-differed in their voting on important
ilItters at the UN (particularly over the last ten
^^rs), including such issues as the use of force to re-
m ve the Smith regime in Rhodesia and the granting
of elf-determination to the Portuguese colonies in Af-
nia.

ât

NO

Furthermore, _ apart from the 1956-1965 period,
er states understudy were closer to the U.S. in their
ing records than was Canada. This was particularly
e in the last two periods, suggesting perhaps a

PIowing tendency for Canada to pursue an "independ-
èi ^t" course in international affairs, particularly after
P^ime Minister Trudeau assumed office in 1968. In the
191 66-1970. period Australia (89.0), the United King-
dom (88.1), Belgium (82.9), and the Netherlands (81.7)
hjd all significantly higher indices of agreement with
t^e U.S. _ than did Canada (74.3), while in the 1971-

1975 period, Britain (84.0), Belgium (72t9) and the
Netherlands (68.0) were all closer to the U .S. in their
behaviour than was Canada (67.3). The data thus-point
to the validity, at least in so far as the UN issue of colo-
nialism and racism are concerned, of John Holmes' as-
sertion in Canada and the United States: Political and
Security Issues (1970) that "an examination of the posi
tions adopted by allies of the United States on various
international issues ... would show Canada as having
acted a good deal more independently than most of the
others, Britain and Australia in particular: "

Britain

The same difference in behaviour is apparent vis-à-vis
Britain,with which Canada had the second lowest level
of voting agreement over-all (72.2 percent). Only dur-
ing the first two periods was the index of agreement
around 80 percerit, suggesting that in the early.-years
of the United Nations Canada may have moderated its
outlook on colonial and racial questions somewhat in
the interests of harmony with the U.K., although even
at that time there was not a particularly marked de-
gree of consensus. The relatively high level of agree-
ment with Australia during the 1946-1955 period fur-

ther points to some tendency of the white
Commonwealth countries to pursue similar policies in
this issue area during the first decade of the UN. How-
ever, thereafter, with British-Canadian agreement de-

clining, white -Commonwealth hal-rnony was never

very high.
The mean index of agreement with India of 61.9

percent over the six five- year periods also indicates
the absence of any broader Commonwealth solidarity
on colonial and racial questions, as well as the gap be-
tween Canadian policy and that of third world coun-
tries. Surprisingly, the first two periods exhibited the
lowest levels of agreement, a finding which casts
doubts on the existence of any sort of Indo-Canadian
entente, at least in this area of foreign policy, during

the early post-war years.

- With regard to the Scandinavian states, the mean
index of agreement over the six five-year periods was
moderately high (84.1), but Canada and these coun-
tries have drawn even closer together in this area of
foreign policy in more recent years. The indices of
agreement were 91.4 and 90.4 percent in the last two
five-year periods, as Canada's support for resolutions
on colonial and racial questions started to catch up

with that of the Scandinavian states.
The relatively high mean indices of agreement

with Belgium (82.8) and the Netherlands (87.8) as
v^ell, however, indicate not so much the emergence of a
special."Scan-Can" relationship in this area, as a tend-
ency for a broader group of smaller, western_states to
pursue similar policies. This congruence of_Canadian
voting with the Scandinavian states (two of which are
NATO members) and Belgium and the Netherlands,
particularly over the last fifteen years (during which
the index of agreement never fell below 85.9), shows a
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Austria
Italy
Finland
Ireland
Luxemburg
Turkey
France
Greece
Iceland
Spain
Portugal

Ghana
Brazil
Nigeria
Mexico
Pakistan

USSR
Poland

Western European States

Developing States

Soviet Bloc States

90.6
90.2
88.6
81.8
81.8

'79.3
73.5
72.4
71.5
71.1
57.8

67.5
67.0
65.7
64.9
60.9

54.5
53.8

similarity in the outlook of the non-great NATO pow-
ers in this area of foreign policy. However, the absence
of a convergence in Canadian voting with that of the
United States and Britain (and France, Greece and
Portugal on the basis of our larger study) points to a
lack of NATO harmony overall.

To establish whether or not it is valid to argue that
Canadian policy in these issue areas has been closest to
that of the Scandinavian states and Belgium and the
Netherlands, rather than some wider group of western
countries, Canada's record was compared with the re-
maining states of Western Europe which were mem-
bers of the United Nations during part or all of the pe-
riod under study. Pakistan, Nigeria, Ghana, Brazil and
Mexico were also included in this expanded study as
representatives of different developing regions, in or-
der to establish whether or not the findings regarding
India were typical of Canada's voting vis-à-vis other
third world countries. Finally, the indices of agree-
ment with the USSR and Poland were computed in or=
der to establish the likely outer limit of voting diver-
gence.

Table 3 portrays the mean indices of agreement of
these additional states with Canada over the six five-
year periods. It indicates high levels of Canadian
agreement with the states of Austria, Italy and Fin-
land in particular. Indeed, for all three of these states
their overall indices of agreement with'Canada were
higher even than those of the Scandinavian countries,
Belgium and the Netherlands. Not surprisingly, the
indices were by contrast, low for such conservative
western states as Greece, Spain and Portugal, for the
additional developing countries, of which had ind-
ices of agreement with Canada similar to that of India
and for the Soviet bloc countries which, as expected,
exhibited the lowest mean indices of any of the twen-
ty-seven states analyzed.

Independent

It seems, therefore, that Canadian voting at the United
Nations on resolutions dealing with colonial and racial
questions over the period 1946-1975 has been essen-
tially `independent'. While the Canadian pattern was
close to that of some states, it was far from being iden-
tical with any, and over .time there were divergences
from all states under analysis. This suggests that Can-
adian policy in this area at least has been determined
on the basis of specifically Canadian evaluations of the
situation, and has changed as Canada itself has felt
that adjustments were necessary.

More specifically the data indicates marked diver-
gences in Canadian behaviour vis-à-vis most of those
states and groups with which Canada is usually com-
pared. Particularly significant inthis respect is the
lack of a high degree of consensus with the United
States.
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Finally, the study has pointed to the tendency
Canadian policy in the area of colonial and racial qp,
tions to correspond most closely with that of an amo^
hous group of smaller, western powers, includin z-
only the Scandinavian states and Belgium ayid
Netherlands, but also Italy and the neutralist stair Î
Austria and Finland, while at the same time exclun
a number of other non-great western powers. .^Ii
tional study is required, however, in order to estal,l i
whether or not this rather mixed'group has beha^
similarly in other area of international affairs, ,,
also to answer the difficult question as to why the sims
larities exist. For the moment, though, Canadianst,^
take comfort in the thought that they may have ni

acceptable bedfellows in some fields of foreign poli
than many of them have long believed to bethe case !^lei is
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Mean Indices o f Agreement with Canada

o f 18 Additional States for Resolutions
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tse, 'fl ere is a Yugoslav joke that the situation of thecoun-

tr ` can be explained by a mathematical formula: Yugo-

s1, i,via has seven neighbours, six Republics, five na-

tii^ns, four languages, three religions, two alphabets,
i?ût only one real Yugoslav - Josip Broz Tito. The ques-

n which has troubled people for decades, both in
Ÿhoslavia and throughout the world, is what happens

Yugoslavia now that the one genuine Yugoslav has

éljed.
In fact, the diversity, and hence the problem of fu-

fûre stability, is even greater than the above mathe-
itical formula suggests, for there are also over a

'â€ zen minorities, major economic divisions, and signif-

i^ant groups who do not accept the present system or
e^ en the existence of the Yugoslav state. Much de-
fTnds on the suitability of the socio-political system
:Tito and his colleagues have devised. There is there-
fôre a need to identify and analyze both the problem of
'Lisiveness and the aspects of the Yugoslav system
Jsigned to counter and contain this divisiveness. If
tbe solutions are appr'opriate for Yugoslavïa's-peculiar
ç a•cumstançes, then the unprecedented stability of the
pâst three decades should continue provided, of course,

at there are no major external interventions.
Yugoslavia is almost hopelessly divided and it is

tfiese divisions which create the centripetal forces that,
lie fear, could destroy the country. Geography has
44en unkind to ^ugoslavia. The coastline is so sharply

off from the interior that for centuries the coastal
wns had virtually no contact with villages less than
Imiles away. The southwest half of the country is
so rugged that the German armies never could sur-
riiund Tito; and the Turks were unsuccessful in a cen-
turies-long attempt to subdue the Montenegrins. The
IN

T
nube plain and the hills that run from Belgrade to
eece are more open; but the result has not facilitated
ity. Rather, it provided an avenue for invasion and
rmitted foreign armies to divide the area into

^ustrian, Hungarian and Turkish sectors. Belgrade
4s just celebrated its thirty-fifth year without a for-
'^,ilgn invasion, one of the longest periods of peace in its
éIItire history.

Geography helps dictate the other divisions. There

by Edward Whitcomb

are four distinct ,nations; the Slovenes, Croats, Serbs,
and Montenegrins, plus possibly a fifth, the Macedoni-
ans, who, to an outsider, are virtually indistinguisha-
ble from the Bulgarians. There are at least eighteen
minorities, called nationalities, including one million
Albanians and half,a million Hungarians, and numer-
ous Italians, Romanians, and Bulgar minoritieswho,
along with Yugoslavia outside the borders, create the
potential for problems with neighbours.. Three of the
languages are official-Slovene, Serbo-Croat, and Ma-
cedonian; but a dozen others are spoken, not to men-
tion dialects. The northwest and the coast are Catholic;
the east and the south Orthodox; and large portions of
the interior are Moslem, with religious minorities scat-

through all these areas. Ultimately, the-main dif-tered
ference between a Serb and a Croat is religion. In Bos-
nia, this becomes thè only difference, leaving the
problem of what nationality to attribute to the people
who are of the same stock, but are neither Catholic
(Croat) nor Orthodox (Serb). The answer is to call them
Moslems, one of the few places in the world where na-
tional origin is defined exclusively by religious affilia-
tion.

Inevitably, there are vast cultural differences be--
tween these groups, both caused and magnified by the
fact that the country was long subjected to three totally
different empires and civilizations. The coastal cities
are Venetian, with a long history of international com-^-
merce. The northwest (Slovenia and Croatia) are
clearly Austrian. The centre and south lived under the
Turks for three centuries. Prosperity and development
came to the areas under Austrian and Venetiandomi-
nation, while it is argued that the south was poorer in
1900 than when the Turks came in the 1600's! This
economic division persists; the northwest being six
times richer than the south, creating yet another layer
of resentment and hatred, which is reinforced by nega-
tive northern views on the work habits and birth rate
of the south.

Mr. Whitcomb is an officer of the Department of
External Affairs who recently returned from a two-year
posting in Belgrade. .



History

The historical evolution of Yugoslavia as a country has
been unfortunate. While there were pan-Slav elements
throughout the country before 1914, it is questionable
whether they were in a majority and large numbers of
people were quite content with Austrian rule. Not so
the Serbs, who bear a good portion of the blame for

In spite of many modifications, this formula }, ision n
persisted and is the basis of the system Tito has '.; ". This
vised for the future of Yugoslavia. There are, in as beeY
more than a dozen facets to the Yugoslav socio-poli^ exagge
system. Each can be analyzed, but it is vitally ir,u,r b^ n), and
tant to realize that they are all parts of an interlc,?ht .14 ;.ght its
system which is extremely intricate and sophisti ,r ^e crisi:
The late Edward Kardelj top political theoris fln'shar.

World War I and who used the war to create a unified .

Balkan country comprising the above-mentioned na-
numbér two in the regime for decades, has even giVE, cn5is, coll

tional, religious, and cultural groups, but excluding
the system a theoretical framework based on Mar*` All 01

d far morehi ht i

died to acquire. The south soon discovered that it was prove mpossi e, u smce s, as s^ .^
^ties tl

officer corps, the government, the foreign policy, and
ne o o s irs crea ions was co ec ve ea ers

theset out to ethe area so man y them had He may have made the final decisions when agreem^- orie-party
they exploit

y o d i bl b t the 1940's, h h As but it

i t ani ure than the Sovi tw c , s argue , s p e y . y,
several other Balkan nations such as the Bulgars. The

riety. which he
Serbs (40 percent of the population) believed they had I

. 1
membersl

run it accordmg y.

O f Tit ' f t t 11 ti l d b tv liaclud

create
Theyd

pr the
ovided the

country King,and setthe out to
capital city, the army, the

Collective leadership tI?e active

little better off than under the Turks, only exploitation
was now inexcusable coming from a government of fel-
low Slavs. Croatia and Slovenia were probably much
worse off than under the Austrians and their economy will not be replaced. He will be succeeded by this sa

stagnated while taxes were drained off to support an collective leadership minus himself. He cannot be rt
There istarmy whose foreign policy they did not accept and to placed as fmal arbiter for three reasons.

support the industrialization of Serbia, an area they one like him in Yugoslavia-is there an equivalent ,

viewed as economically backward. The history of the
the world? Secondly, he cannot be replaced becauseq

inter-war period, then, added to the existing divisions Serb would accept permanent leadership by a Cra

within the country by accentuating differences and and vice versa; and it is absurd to rotate the leaders

creating political hostility and eompetition based on among the lesser nationalities. Finally, it is constil'
bl f + a Ti

t .
11

national and religious lines.
tiona y mpossi e or one person to succee o mi

This bitterness exploded in World War H. The
Croatians naturally welcomed the return of - the
Austrians and Germans and formed a German satelite
state. Bits of the country were given to Germany's al-
lies, thus increasing hostility to Hungarians, Italians,
Bulgarians and the large German minority. The na-
tionalities turned on each other in a vicious civil war,
which was conducted within a national war against the
Nazis and a political. war between Communists and
Royalists. The war cost over 1,700,000 lives, more than
10 percent of the population, mostly killed by Yugo-
slavs. Whole villages were destroyed-men, women
and children-in a wave of cruelty that shocked even
hardened Nazis.

rounded himself with a group of colleagues represet; p. . ,

ing different points of view; and he has tried to ensa regnonal I
tha;; their ideas were reflected in the decisions. T1 cracies. V

two positions, President of Yugoslavia and President
the Communist Party (known as the League of Co
munists of Yugoslavia, the LCY).

.An elaborate system has been established to avoI
the domination of one man (or nationality). The pa^
tion of President of Yugoslavia will, dévolve on `,
State Presidency, consisting of eight -members, o
from each Republic or Province, each taking one-ye
turns as President and Commander=in-Chief of tl
armed forces. Tito's position of President of the Pa1
will likely disappear; the Party being led by a Cha
man and a Presiding Officer, each of these positions n-
tating after one or two years among the 24 members^i
the Party Presidium in such a manner that no areaT
person can accumulate too much power; and no one

From the beginning of the civil war, Tito had his tionality can supply both the State President and leaé

i s uni y m esi- . P ,on,
ty; unity in that the Communist Party would be the on their personal influence. The combination will 'tt1 he a b
only political organization; diversity in that it would clûde, though not exclusively, the State President, tl c,^ tralizt
rule through some form of federal structure which Party Secretary, and the Party Presiding Officer (cmP tiàn was
would give considerable local control. Thus, at the fed- rently Lazar Kolisevski, Dusan Dragosavac, an ^t 1ed

eral level, compromises would be worked out by Com- Branko Mikulic), the Prime Minister (Vaselin, Djnn; ^^at nai
munists from all areas and groups; and, ïat the local novic), the Defence and Interior Ministers (N. Ljubed, st^l Serb

tinn s whi

t F t f b tte d fi'ti ti t` di their ositions on the area or group they represent ait . or wan o a e r e fin

Y ^ ,
sü

mula for a post-war solution and he never strayed from combination of persons depending on the issue, a
^the post war situation Earl on he devised his for- In Yugoslavia decisions will be made by a shift

ciéntly st,
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eyes on two objectives-the defeat of the Germans and ing Party positions at the same time. `
fi

level, decisions would be made by local Communists and F. Herljevic), the leading Serb(s) (P. Stambolic aa;

and not Serbs or Croats or Catholics or Orthodox in M. Minic), and the leading Croat W. Bakavic). Othei;

Belgrade. such as Stane Dolanc will drift in and out of tl,
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'ck, tiv ight its disadvantages (slowness or indecision). A fu-

cat, tû e crisis may force a concentration of pôwer in one

t a_ mâa's hands, but no one can foresee this now. After the

glv ^iisis, collective leadership could well reassert itself.

rxi ^ All of the above are members of the Communist

et Il P-ty, and almost all are on its 24-man Presidium,

<vhich heads a 150-man Central Committee and a
mémbership of over one million. Roughly one-fifth of

th^c active male Yugoslavian population is in the Par-

rshu4 t,", including all policemen and military officers. The

smE one-party state may be unacceptable to Western liber-
2s but it suits Yugoslavia quite well. If there were two

esee P^'ties, they would inevitably divide on linguistic or

nstu, r'egional lines as has happened in many Western demo-
Ti^ cracies. Western institutions and societies are suffi-

sas ciéntly stable to sustain this luxury; Yugoslavia is not.

be rE Alompetitive two-party system would divide between

is 1! Sé ^b and Croat and/or north and south. The result

ent w1zld be strife, not individual freedom. But the one-

zse^ p,jty system permits the airing of a wide range of

Gro opinion within a single policy and with a discipline to

rsh eMorce collective decisions. It is unlikely it will

isdf, change. Great care is taken to see that every group is

lnb rëpresented at all levels of the Party.

lent This Party staffs all the positions in a federal sys-
Gol^^ tem. Tito knew that a Serbian-dominated country

cà^.ld not survive, so he created a federal system. One

avo^l ^Oublic was created for each of the four
f nat;ions-Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, and Montenegro,PA -
( and another for the new "nation" of Macedonia: A sixth

in ^^vâs created for the mixed Serb-Croat-Moslem area of
' 0 th^; centre, Bosnia-Herzegovina. Parts of Serbia wereOle

of ta gqen to Bosnia and Macedonia, but it was still too

Pai la^ge so the mixedHungarian areas to the north be-
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iaion-making body, depending on issues and "poli-

". This collective leadership should survive because
as been in effect for years (while Tito's "role" cannot

ed, his influence on decisions can and hasexaggerat
n), and because its advantages (avoiding strife) out-

e the Province of Vojvodina; the mixed Albanian
to the south becoming Kosovo. Thus a federal

cture was created which no one Republic or nation
ld dominate.

ision of Power

ally important was the division of powers between
eral and state governments, the most important is-

sub in any federal system. The people who wield power
atianytime, and Communists and Socialists especially,

IVe a tendency to -prefer centralization. While less
calized than the pre-war monarchy, Tito's federa-
ian was too centralized for Yugoslav circumstances.

t led to political crisis in the early 1970's when
at nationalism and resentment of federal (to them,

t+ Serb-dominated) power led to riots and demonstra-
tl'b^s which held the sympathy of much of the Croat
Cotnmunist leadership. Tito, as usual, was both ruth-
l^s and clever-he purged the Croat leadership and

addressed the grievances thatproduced the crisis. Sev-
eral years of intense debate led to a new Constitution
that established a highly decentralized state, with the
fedéral government limited to defence, foreign affairs,
the post office and things like inter-state communica-
tions and trade. The question now is whether it is too
decentralized; as Republics enter uneconomic competi-
tion for oil refineries and car factories.

This decentralization is part of an entire philoso-
phy developed by the Yugoslavs, called self-
management. It is the theological basis of their system
and was developed by Edward Kardelj as the purest
form of Marxism. In international affairs, Yugoslavs
are non-aligned, refusing to take orders from either
bloc and, hence, are self-managëd. The Republics have
decentralized power so that éach commune and city is
self-managed. Finally, and this is what they are most
proud of, each collective farm and factory is self-
managed and "power to the workers" is achieved. Deci-
sions as to whether to plant wheat or oats, make cars or
trucks, invest or pay higher wages are made in the
plant and not by some civil servant in Belgrade or fin-
ancier in Zagreb. One can quibble over the relative
strength of workers and managers in each factory and
one can certainly find examples where national views
have influenced local decisions; but, to a considerable
extent, decisions are made in the factory and large
farms; and the.workers do have an influence. The sys-
tem is both inflationary and inefficient, but it has also
helped produce a low strike rate and one of the highest
economic growth rates in the post-war world. They are
not about to trade it in for either Russian centralism or
branch plant economy.

Within this overall political system there are two
unique features-parity and rotation. Parity implies
that each Republic is entitled to the same proportion of

positions in the federal government (the Provinces
slightly less). Thus, each Republic has one member of
the State Presidency, a minimum of three Cabinet
seats, 30 men in the lower, and 20 in the uppér house,
two judges in the federal court, and a share of the army
officers and ambassadorial positions. The same applies

to the-Party and the local assemblies and governments ^^

This annoys the Serbs, who are more numerous (on the
principle of representation by population, they would
get 40 percent of all positions) and the Croats and Slo-
venes, who are often better educated and more highly
qualified. But the fact is that the Serbs do obtain many
jobs through sheer weight of numbers (9 of 32 Cabinet
seats and a plurality of army officers); and the Croats
and Slovenes dominate the economy; and these three
nations run their own Republics, which constitutes
most of Yugoslavia. Parity is, in effect, essential to en-
sure that Macedonians, Moslems, Montenegrins, and
the minorities have a fair voice in federal decisions and
an equitable number of federal positions.

A second underlying principle of the whole system
is rotation. With few exceptions, a person cannot serve



longer than two four-year terms. After that he rotates-
^ Governmént to Party, federal to Republic, political to

non-political (business or university). This helps pre-
vent stagnation or the building of a power base. Civil
servants and politicians have almost always served in
both levels of government and understand both federal
and, regional concerns. In Belgrade, they are forced to
work with other nationalities and a person from one re-
gion is usually replaced by someone from another so
that no nationality can dominate one branch of govern-
ment. The biographies of the Yugoslav leadership al-
most all reveal this pattern-a half-dozen years in
some combination of Party and Government jobs, at
national or local level, possibly a stint with business or
in the diplomatic service. Only the banks and armed
forces are outside this system. Naturally, it has its dis-
advantages, including instability, appointment on the
basis of nationality rather than ability; and it takes
more people to run the system. But they clearly prefer
to have an inefficient system that works politically.

Security forces
There are two security forces that back up this system,
the armed forces and the police. The armed forces are
the only truly all-Yugoslav institution, with no refer-
ence being made to the Republics. As always the Serbs
are disproportionately represented, as are the warrior-
like Montenegrins, and the Croats dominate the navy.
The officer corps is all Communist. Conscripts serve
their enlistment outside theirhome Republic (and of-
ten marry women from another area). They are espe-
cially trained in guerilla warfare and, if history is our
guide, will not easily be subdùed by any outside force.
While Tito has given the forces the task of preserving
national unity, they are, in fact, highly a-political. The
police, on the other hand, are drawn from theareas
they supervise; it would be intolerable to have an out-
sider enforce the law in any Republic. They are possi-
bly amongst the most effective police anywhere, as evi-
denced by the extremely low crime rate and the safety
accorded politicians, businessmen, and foreign diplo-
mats. There are also rumours that the police can be
ruthless - they have been accused of murdering oppo-
nents in Western Europe. One Cominformist (pro-
Russian) went to sleep in Switzerland and was "discov-
ered" by the Yugoslav police sleeping in a car on the
highway near Zagreb. He is now-serving a 25-year sen-
tence.

Three policies - language rights, regional dispar-
ities, and freedom - should also be ïdentified as parts
of this system. Before the War, the government fol-
lowed a policy of Serbianization, which contributed
mightily to the hatred. In contrast,the present regime
has an excellent policy on languages. Anyone can
speak in, deal with, or obtain documents from the fed-
eral government in any of the three main languages.
In the Vojvodina, Hungarian is an official language; as
is Albanian in Kosovo; and municipalities deal with
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significant minorities in their own language such
Italian near Trieste. Tito's collected works are,
course, available in every language spoken in
country.

To combat the divisiveness and bitterness of...
gional disparities (rich north, poor south), a fur,,{ ,t,^4jïo and t
percent of GNP is divided between the poorest r,. pn,sperit5
on a mathematical per capita/per income basis. 'l l nâ7t, not 1
cisions on whether to spend this on infrastr,,, "lavs, I
mining, tourism, agriculture, or any other prc,i n r.'th an(
the National Plan, are made by the local governij,, w{nt a re
This gives the people of these areas a control ovc r'"'
own destiny unknown in the poorest parts oi r
countries. They, and not some distant bureaucr,,t
responsible for the programs. Local power providis
incentive for some of the brightest to stay inst,, ,
drifting to the center of economic activity as hctiil,'
so often elsewhere. It also gives the local people aa^
siderable confidence and pride in their own achie
m^';nts. It is, of course, resented in the northwest, bu^
a price worth paying for the richer parts becaum
helps maintain a common market and reduces disa^
tent.

Visitors to Yugoslavia are often amazed to
cover now free the society is. Yugoslavs and foreign,^
are free to travel within and across borders. West the be

newspapers are readily available. But, in fact, freedk" fôre the
of speech is limited in four areas: one cannot criti.^ Énibassy
the Head of State; one cannot advocate joining NA'i Khomein
or the Warsaw Pact; one cannot advocate adoptin;,J P=irs, sai
different social system; and one cannot make derol^ fdund it_i
tory comments about another race or religion. Thenk çi ric's I
sonis, of course, the fear that free speech in these art;
would lead to racial conflict, because the various F;
ples do not equally agree on the compromises thathti
been worked out. However, these restrictions are qa'

ollect"
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ted, fr4
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^rics. For
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ified by the fact that Yugoslavs are free to emigrate' cl^ ,.i o i t]
they find the restrictions intolerable. Hundredql c^nsiaerE
thousands have left, but largely for economic rati}` t nea:
than political reasons. The right to leave itself Whi

safety valve; few actually feel obliged to" take adv tqat mal
tage of it and thousands retire to the homeland at`' b^ to- a ti
end of their careers in the West. r;mains

The above description of the Yugoslavsystem i; F`Pp1Y tc

course, highly generalized. Anyone knowledgeat4 tAe Hitli
about the country will identify dozens of places wl and 194(
qualifications and reservations and more detailed lY evei

planations could have been added; (and would b,
non; th4been in an article five times longer). There arealsot^ q
ilor in orterpretations implied with which some will disagr+^ 1

One must alsoadd another important qualifier: ^ ndapc

Yugoslavs are highly pragmatic, flexible, and huis
k tb, `^ e^c'tive: If any aspect o f the syst e m d oes n ot wor ,

will not hesitate to alter or ignore it. 1, mng f
b^en perNevertheless, this is essentially their system ;

government-a decentralized federal structure 9i ^°nsibi:

erned by one party, self-managed throughout, t^f :aysteric

parity for the groups and rotations in office, headea^i been vai
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llective léadership and supported by large armed

IrF and an effective police. Language rights are pro-
ted, freedom is extensive and considerable efforts

being made to reduce gaps between rich and poor

an>as. For 35 years, a record in the history of the area,

'Prio and this system have provided peâçe, stability and

eg t ^^i)sperity - not long enough to heal the scars of the

ll,t nà t, not long enough to turn Serbs and Croats into Yu-
g lavs, not long enough to close the gap between

Arth and south. On the one extreme, Cominformists

mE, ,k,ant a re-imposition of Stalinism; on theother, Croat
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separatists want the state destroyed. No regime could
have solved Yugoslavia's problems in,35 years, but the

accomplishment to date is trulyimpressive. The pres-

ent system is balanced and there are advantages in it
for almost every group and nationality in the country.
The ones not satisfied constitute small minorities. It is
difficult to imagine any other system or any major
changes in the present one, which would come so close
to satisfying the unique circumstances of Yugoslavia.
It is in the interests of the vast majority of Yugoslavs
that it survive. For that reason, it probably will.

Khomeini and the `big lie'

by Sidney A. Freifeld

to i
agi
'ee .At the beginning of April=more than three weeks be-
e^ fôre the abortive attempt to rescue the United States

rrtlc^ Éinbassy hostages in Tehran-Ayatollah Ruhollah

NA Khomeini, in a statement to the ,Iranian news agency

st^^ Mirs, said that President Carter was a person who

lero^k fdiLnd it easy to lie. While this was one of the Iranian
her `çleric s blander characterizations of the American

, ait P1-esident, it was a curious example of the pot calling

is the kettle black. Whatever high level of spirituality

ct h aIand morality may beattributed to the Ayatollah, many

e qL' q^ his utterances during the past year compel .the con-

rate^ clusion that, at least by Western standards, he must be

e& ^dilsidered one of the more extravagant liars of modern

rat` t^nes.

if ^s `^Vhile the record; may be conclusive to a degree
t^at makes it possible to predict what his reaction will

atf [?é to- a wide range of political events, the motivation
rëmains less clear. It may be too facile, for example,

n isF #ply to ascribe this propensity to an attempt to adapt
tler-oebbels 'big lie' techniques of the 19geal4

!lid
H94

0s to the circumstances of pesent day Iran3I0wh.t n
led E^Ty event the examples provided below should by no

I ha' ?neans be considered a complete record of this phenom-

dsoi^ on; they are presented neither in temporal sequence
sa^i ^11- ^n order oftheir internal or foreigrï political propa-

^r f h4ffl(i^' potential.

nnoi^

tem

e€

ded

A I mericans blamed

^Iring the past year three major assassinations have
l^en perpetrated within Iran for which `credit', i.e. re-
sTonsibility, was quickly claimed by Forghan, a small,
nysterious and clandestine terrorist group that has
Npn variously described as anti-clerical, 'Islamic fun-

damentalist, rightist, leftist or just `confused'. The
most prominent of its victims was a close clerical asso-
ciate of Khomeini-the Ay-atollah Morteza
Motaheri-who was a prominent member of the Revo-
lutionary Council. The others were the dean of Tehran
University's divinity school and a senior commander of
the armed forces supporting the new regime. After
each of the three assassinations Khomeini -pr,omptly
charged that, notwithstanding Forghan insistence,
`American imperialists' had carried out these murders.

After the new Iranian Islamic constitution was
adopted last year and an election was called to select
the first president (the election eventually won by
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr), an embarrassing multiplicity
of 90-odd candidates came forward. Only a few could be
considered to have viable candidatures, and some were
oddballs who had emerged from the flotsam and jetsam
of the revolutionary situation. The sheer numben of
candidates, let alone the peculiarities of a number of
them, presented unexpected obstacles to the authori-
ties responsible for the electoral process. As the elec-
tion's successful conclusion appeared to be threatened,
Khomeini charged `American imperialists'-and this
time throwing in `Zionist colonialists'-with a plot to
confuse and divide the.Iranian people and disrupt the
election.

Mr. Freifeld's last post before retiring from the
Department of External Affairs in 1975 was -
Ambassador to Colombia and Ecuador. During the
1930s he was an early analyst o f 11Tazi and Italian

, Fascist propaganda and psychological warfare
techniques.



For decades-under Mohammed Mossadegh, the by angry mobs. It is small wonder that, in the cir Pt A
Shah's father and Shah Reza Pahlavi=Iran has expe- stances, Khomeini's lie did not spark a jihad, or l 1 suco
rienced severe. internal strains from the thrust of its war, against non-Moslems throughout the Is1 ion-a
numerous minority racial groups for varying degrees world and outside of it. :^gents of Z
of autonomy. The `restive Kurds' resisted against Iran Iranis
for generations. Before and after Khomeini's accession Khomeini's Lessons 0 A• broth,
to power, there have been disturbances of greater or Would Khomeini really like to foment a jihad? AJ püit our n
lesser severity among the Baluchis, Turkmen, Pushtus ade ago he gave a detailed exposition of his views k; Proof
and Arabs. The serious outbreaks in Azerbaijan have series of `Lessons' delivered at a theological school^ dâ not u
had a special additional cause. The Azerbaijanis' spir- Baghdad, which was subsequently published in Arr! tWeir resc
itual leader, Ayatollah Shariat-Madari, was critical and only this year brought to public attention in li nci^tIaer
during the considerations for the new Islamic.Consti- West in a short article by a distinguished journai` j^^scjue w
tution of the po ers that Khomeini would be given as Ted Szulc, formerly of the New York Times . Accoi c,^sive nti
Faghi (guide or authority): power to dismiss the elec- ing to his report, Khomeini in his `Lessons' calls;; sPired to
ted president, declare war, name the top judical and peatedly for Islamic political revolutions and for s^le `dirt
military officials and other powers that, in their totali- uprooting of all Western influences .from the Mos hunself w
ty, Shariat-Madari considered far too sweeping. On a world. ". .. The agents of colonialism and their edu ^ plausi
number of occasions serious outbreaks took place tional and political agencies have injected their p
among his more militant supporters and those of Kho- sons into the people's minds and ethics until they
meini. In seemingly knee-jerk fashion following virtu- rir^?ted them ... The sick ideas coming from abr,
ally every disturbance in the provinces, Khomeini must be uprooted and every form of.. : . deviation in,^
blamed `American imperialists'-sometimes throwing ciety must be fought."
in `Zionists' for good measure. To this end, Khomeini says that "We must be

Perhaps the most flagrant and explosive example our work with propaganda activities ... ceaseless !
of Ayatollah Khomeini's lying capabilities came on No- forts must be exerted to enlighten the people, to exF'
vember 20, 1979, when about 500 armed men burst the criminal plans and the deviations among the t
into the courtyard of Islam's holiest shrine, the Grand poral authorities ... all the masses are thus polari `
Mosque in Mecca, just after 40,000 worshippers had and the goal is thus achieved." Several times in
finished their prayers. According to the Saudi Arabian `Lessons' Khomeini repeats the inflammatory lie th^
authorities the leader of thisunprecented episode was the fire that broke out in the Al Aqsa Mosque
Juhayman bin Mohammed bin Seif al-Oteibi, a 36 year 1969-a fire which had been set; by a mental
old member of the Saudi Arabian Wahabi sect, and his disturbed Australian farm hand visiting the It
most important followers was 26yèar old Mohammed Land-was the work of the "Jews." More ominously
bin Abdallah al-Qahtani, whom Oteibi intended to des- wrote: "Our responsibility today; and at a time wh,
ignate as the awaited Mahdi, whom all Mùslims must all the forces of colonialism and its agents, the trez, T$e recer
obey. erous rulers, Zionism and atheistic materialism a; tûcir hol

It took two weeks of strenuous fighting, with hun- collaborating to distort Islam, is heavier than es'^ the Cuba'
dreds of casualties on both sides, before the Saudi Ara- before.... We must expose this treachery and m^ 1^ders h
bian government forces put down the armed eruption. shout at the top of our voices so thatwe may make vérts, wa
The invaders were finally subdued on December 4, and people realize that the Jews and their foreign masts^ ey ha`
on January 9, 1980, Oteibi and 63 of his followers (in- seek to smear Islam and pave the way for Jews to do tiôns by i
cluding persons from Egypt, Yemen, South Yemen, nate the entire world. The worstthat can be feared tiôn. Goi
Iraq, Sudan and Kuwait) were beheaded by the Saudi that they.achieve their goals in their special ways. ^gratio:.
Arabian authorities. Oteibi, like most of his followers, cause of our weakness, we may awaken one day to eign repi
was an extreme xenophobe, as fanatically opposed to a Jewish ruler ruling our country, God forbid." This npedia h

the Shi'ites, whom he considered outlaws in Islam,-as perhaps reminiscent less of Hitler's Mein:Kampf t .^ ti'>;eathin;
to Christians and Jews. His attack on the Grand Mos- of the pogrom-provoking forgery of the Czarist regir inted c
que, a bizarre eruption of religious fanaticism that con- the infamous 'Protocols of the Elders ofZion. ' Cub,
stituted a severe threat to the prestige and stability of ^ is facir
the Saudi regime, was bound to offend Moslems AbortiveRescue icembe
throughout the world. The propensity to lie is by no means confined ama P ted C

With the high inflammatory potential of this tin- the Iranian clergy to Khomeini. For example, aftert^ d clotl

derbox, Khomeini charged that `Americans'and `Zion- failed American hostage rescue attempt in April, t^1I o^age
ists' were responsible for the attack on the GrandMos- head of the Islamic Revolutionary Council, Is1aoR Watc]

que. As soon as this was reported to the world, enraged Judge Ayatollah Sadegh Khalkhali, presided ove! I5 litary

Pakistanis attacked and burned the United States Em- macabre televised display of the charred corpses of t^4 P^ovided
bassy in Islamabad, resulting in several deaths. The eight American dead and stated that 18 U.S. plan-; adItlquat

^5e undFAmérican Embassy in Tripoli, Libya was also attacked helicopters and 3000 men took part in the rescl r
^
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Pt, Ayatollah Hussein Ali Montazeri, who may °

1 succeed Khomeini as Faghi - leader of the
ion-accuses dissident Kurdish leaders of being "a-

nts of Zionism and imperialism"; and in a speech at

ié Iranian New Year ceremonies he urged that "all
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o^ir brothers and sisters .. make our best effort to ex-

,oit our revolution to the world."
Proof will not be offered here that the Americans

d'A not use 18 planes, 20 helicopters and 3000 men in

tliéir rescue mission that failed, that Oteibi and his
fi ndarnentalist followers who attacked Mecca's Grand
j^jfsque were not C.I.A. or Israeli agents, that the ex-

;Y4 number of presidential candidates were not in-
ôïred to emerge by Nixonian veterans of Watergate-

le `dirty tricks.' The reader will be left to judge for
bfihself whether the cited assertions of Iranian clerics
ai^é plausible or false.

If they are false, as this writer believes, one ques-
tion that arises is whether the Ayatollah Khomeini is
consciously and calculatedly adapting Hitlerian `big
lie' techniques to present-day Iran, with the aim of fa-
naticizing support for his Shi'ite state internally and in
order to humiliate and sow dissension among his real
or imagined enemies abroad. Or are the lies simply
borne of his intense hatred for the Shah, the West,
modernization, the United States, Britain, and the
Jews? Whatever the answer may be, we would be well
advised in the 1980s to pay more attention to Kho-
meini's `Lessons' than most of the world did to Mein

Kampf in the 1930s. Certainly things seem to have
changed since Herodotus, visiting Persia five centuries
before the - Christian Era, found that "their boys are
taught three things only: to ride, to use the bow and to
tell the truth."
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mass exodus from Cuba
by J.C.M. Ogelsby

Wl

an dir homeland provides considerable evidence that
rea T e recent exodus of tens of thousands of Cubans from

n e^ tiie Cuban Revolution has over-extended itself. Cuba's
lm` l'éfldeis have denounced the emigrados as thieves, per-
1e vérts, worms, and, in general, "ànti-social elements".
ias4 Tbeti have also furnished some truth to the denuncia-

dor tiôn, by releasing prisoners from jail to join the migra-
arec; tiôn. Government statements and rallies against the
ys. i nigration have received considerable coverage in for-
to fi^ é gn reporting. Their play in the controlled domestic
I'hi° medi^, have ensured that Cubans, as a whole, are
f th tireathing a sigh of relief at the departure of these un-

14nted citizens.
Cuban leaders, while acknowledging the country

s facing hard times (an example was Raul Castro's
Yecember speech on the economic situation), have ex-

pted Cubans to continue to accept rationing of food
teri ,and clothing; to live in crowded quarters owing to a

il, `^o^a^;e of housing (which the exodus may alleviate);

slap t0i watch favoured bureaucrats, party members and
pvE litary personnel pass by in their own or government-

of t 4 provided new cars while they queue for increasingly
^tlquated public transportation; and to feel that they

.ue ^e under constant surveillance at home and at work.

A bus stop provides a useful place for the police to dem-
onstrate their constant vigilance against "anti-social
elements". An effective technique is for a patrol car to
cruise past a crowded stop. A person standing apart
from the crowd is singled out for questioning by a pa-
trolman. It is all done with utmost courtesy, including
the search of the shopping bundle, but the message is

clear.
While it is not my intention to emphasize buses it

seems appropriate given the fact that six Cubans seèk-
ing asylum rammed a bus through the gates of the Pe-
ruvian embassy on April 1st to begin the whole affair.
They killed a Cuban sentry in the process; an angry
Cuban government withdrew its protective force from
around the embassy; and up to ten thousand Cubans
took advantage of its removal to seek asylum.

Costa Rica assisted Peru in its efforts to remove
the refugees by offering to take in some and to provide
transit services for others. The United States agreed to
take only 3,500 of those passing through Costa Rica.

Dr. Ogelsbÿ is Professor o f History at the University of
Western Ontario. He specializes in Latin-American
affairs.



The Cuban government, probably not wanting too
many disaffected Cubans tarnishing its image in Latin
America and sensing an opportunity to divert some of
the embarrassment it suffered in this incident to the
U.S., ceased the airlift to Costa Rica and established
the port of Mariel, located west of Havana, as the only
port of exit. It also announced that all those Cubans
who wished to emigrate could do so.

Thousands applied for exit permits as Cuban ex-
iles while Cuban-Americans in the U.S. seized the ini-
tiative from the U.S. government and began a boat-lift
from Mariel in the third week of April. In mid-May the
U.S. government continued to struggle to find a policy
that would not alienate Cuban-American voters and
would bring some order into the exodus, while the Cu-
ban government, having provided a safety-valve to re-
lieve Cuba of malcontents at a moment of difficulty,
could only hope that all the disaffected would be able to
leave.

Discontent in Havana

The majority of emigrados probably come from Ha-
vana. With over one-fifth of Cuba's ten million inhabit-
ants, Havana has deliberately been allowed to suffer
for the benefit of the rest of Cuba. Throughout the Rev-
olution the government has preferred to spend its lim-
ited funds elsewhere on the island. Moreover it is the
Habaneros who are exposed to the weaknesses of the
Revolution. They see the government's favourites re-
ceiving better housing, automobiles, televisions,and
other material benefits that they might be able to buy
(if at all available to the general public) only at higher
prices at government centres or on the black market.

The black market flourishes in Havana, spurred
on probably more by the Russians than any other
group with access to the stores that cater only to-diplo-
mats, tourists and foreign advisers.

In Havana, too, there is ample evidence of the
breakdown in the block system of Committees for the
Defense of the Revolution (CDR). Inthefirst flush of
the Revolution the CDR's were meant to inspire revo-
lutionary fervour by demonstrating a team spirit in
keeping the block clean. For years now, the CDR repre-
sentatives have paid more attention to recording the
comings and goings of the block's residents for the se-
curity services.

Havana residents are also very much â.ware that
there is no shortage of paint and materials for those
areas in which there is heavy traffic of visitors attend-
ing the numerous international gatherings the Cuban
government sponsors as part of its political program-
me. The Cuban people, of course, have to bear the ex-
pense of these gatherings.

The recent thaw between the Cuban exile commu-
nity in the United States and the Cuban government
has permitted large numbers of Cuban exiles and
Cuban-Americans to visit their families on the island.
Press reports have indicated that these visits contrib-
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ute to discontent. The suggestion has some va.lid,fgachie^
The visitors also carry suitcases jammed with hard•I
obtain goods which they leave behind on the isla
The visitors also probably regale their hosts with
counts of their life of economic prosperity and, in in
cases, demonstrated political influence. But Oil
have, as a whole, known about life in the United St
for the entire period since 1959. They have not .
shut off from communication. Therefore other fart
must have come into play to make the emigrado,
ject the Revolution.
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It may well be that Cuba's relatively successful fol ^ prô^ided pE
policy has fuelled the exodus. Reports from the is I In 197

indicate that activities in Africa and the Caribi t'sconom;

particularly in Grenada, Jamaica and Nicaragua, h,! leader of a
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achieved unprecedented heights in the years 1975-

Fidel Castro's Cuba has never been very far from
11 forefront in international affairs. In the 1960s it

ëuu
ib no

+ta liâ
Û&

erienced some failures because Latin America was

- bail sugar and nickel at more than world prices and

receptive to its revolutionary- image and Castro
failed to strengthen Cuba's economy. But he had

a'^Sievéd a long-held Cuban goal of gaining the support
of3 major European power-the U.S:S.It.-in ordér to
p ïlance the presence of the United States. The inti-
m3 e relationship with the Soviet Union strengthened

ov r thé years advanced as the Soviets purchased Cu-

prôdded petroleum at , well below.
in 1970, the Soviets insisted that Cuba rationalize

ts^cconomy. Castro, whil&still the obvious personalist
leader of ail Cuban activity, turned the economy over

ie'tlie control of technocrats respected by the Soviets.

:d!
)s r

reig
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ben A then sought new fields for his revolutionary ardour.

Given the failures of the late 1960s Latin America was
cïarly excluded. Africa, still in the process of decoloni-
rifiom, was an obvious alternative.

Cuba already had links with Portùguese Africa's
oçi<<list liberation movements which had sought Cu-

bâ assistance as early as 1962. Cuba had willingly
pr^ ^ ided military training to guerrillas from Angola,
LT ^ i nea-Bissau and Mozambique.6

al!

^gola

tar,
guese Angola was particularly attractive. Its

Agostinho Neto, was a poet and independen-
in the image of Cuba's national hero, José Marti.

faica,whose,
lso appeared threatened by the Republic of South

racial policies made it a leading target of
ck African nations whatever their political persua-

sïôn. An active military and development assistance
ôie in Angola alsooffered the Cuban government an

11

o0 rortunity to stress its African heritage as part of the
b amme to bring Cuban blacks from their position

Asocial inferiority in pre-Castro Cuba to their present
pommence. (Whileno black sits on the Central. Com-

tt^ee of the Cuban Communist Party, Cuba shrewdly
ts black diplomats to Caribbean countries.) As Cas-
pointed out in a major 1976 address justifying

^ba's Angolan role, "many things unite us to Angola:
Eh^e cause, the common interésts, the politics, the ideol-

IV But there is also the blood [applause], and the
od in the double sense of the word: the blood of our
cestors and the bloôd that we have shed together on
e battlefields [prolonged applause]."

Cubans also shed their blood in defence of Ethio-
n territory and Cuban advisers can be found in a

^mber of African countries. All these activities
h ightened Cuba's and Castro's image in Africa and
t^e worldmat-large. He drewhuge crowds wherever he
)vent in Africa. His ties to the Soviet Union meant that

much of the West he was seen as a Soviet surrogate.^,ihat

It appears, however, that although Castro seems to be
emulating the Captains-General of the Cuban past in
the service _of another empire, Cuba has usually been
the initiator while the Soviets have benefitted from the
activity and have exploited the gains. Cuba's military,
probably the bestin Latin America, have also benefit-
ted. It has gained combat experience and has had mod-.
ern equipment willingly provided by the Soviets.

The military campaigns, the maintenance of
about 25 percent of Cuba's forces on the African conti-
nent, and the government's determination to provide
civilian technicians, teachers and medical personnel as
part of the proclaimed "sense of mission" have put con-
siderable strain on the civilian populace. Cubans have
had to bear the economic burden in exchange for rheto-
ric on the importance of this military activity.

Castro used his people's sacrifices to propel-him-
self and his country into a position of leadership among
the non-aligned, Third World nations. Cuba, of course,
is hardly non-aligned. Article II of the Foreign:Policy
Resolution of the 1976 Congress of the Cuban Commu-
nist Party affirms that the "centre of the Foreign Pol-
icy of our party is the unbreakable alliance that unites
... Cuba and the Soviet Union". By the criterion of the
Non-Aligned Movement however, Cuba's lack of ad-
herence to a formal military alliance with the Soviet
bloc permits the island to be a member. Moreover, Cas-
tro has demonstrated that of all Third World leaders he
is the best at capturing international attention.

Non-Aligned

Castro, who struggled to gain the Movement's chair-
manship in 1978, worked assiduously to swing the
Movement into an alliance with the Soviet Union. He
argued that the Soviet Union was the Movement's
"natural ally" against the United States and its
friends. Although the Movement has resisted his ef-
fort, he did succeed in creating an almost strident anti-
U.S: mood at the September 1979 Non-Aligned Sum-
mit meeting in Havana.

Castro also had the world's attention when he rep-
the Movement before the United Nationsresented

General Assembly in November. There he called on the
industrial powers to relieve the developing nations of
their tremendous debt burden. He was touching on a
major Cuban concern. There is at present a mora-
torium on the principal and interest of Cuba's huge
debt to the Soviet Union. The moratorium expires in
1986 and there is, as yet, no indication of whether the
Soviets will be willing to extend it further.

The Soviet debt hangs over Cuba and may influ-
ence Cuban actions over the next few years. The Sovi-
ets have been supplying the equivalent of several bil-
liôn dollars annually to the island. Clearly they are
willing to pay a considerable price for this window into
the Western Hemisphere and they have gained obvious
political advantages from Cuban-Soviet relations.
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Nonetheless,since at least 1969, they have been urg-
ing closer Cuban-U.S: ties as a means of achieving
some relief from this expenditure.

In any event, the United Nations speech was the
high point of Castro's influence at home and abroad.
The Soviet Union intervened in Afghanistan and Cas-
tro lost much of what he had gained the previous Sep-
tember. His refusal to join the Non-Aligned nations
and others invoting for a UN resolution condemning
the intervention cost him dearly.

Cuba was among the 18 Soviet bloc countries op-
posing the resolution. The Cuban defence that the reso-
lution was a U.S. scheme did not convince many Non-
Aligned listeners. Cuba had been engaged in a close
contest with Columbia (the U.S. choice) for a`Latin-
American' seat on the Security Council. In the wake of
the resolution on Afghanistan, support for the Cuban
candidature diminished and Mexico was elected as a
compromise candidate.

The recent setbacks will not lessen Fidel Castro's
enthusiasm for revolutionary causes in Africa or the
Western Hemisphere. His government, for example,
welcomes any opportunity to work with sympathetic
American nations like Grenada, Jamaica, Guyana and
Nicaragua, whose leaders use the Cubans to
strengthen their own `revolutionary' image at home
while conveniently side-stepping Cuba's continued to
dependence on Soviet largesse:.

Certainly the Cuban health and education pro-
grammes are worth emulating in countrieswhere such
basic needs are unavailable to the great majority of the
people. Nicaragua recognized this in August, 1979, by
accepting some one thousand Cuban teachers. Cuba
has also demonstrated its willingness to send military
advisers (and on occasion military forces) abroad to
keep sympathetic governments in power.

Relations with U.S.

These activities have not endeared Cuba to the United
States. Cuba certainly needed a power to balance
against the U.S., and the Soviets have more than filled
that role. But the ties have not only brought economic
dependence on the Soviet Union, it has also caused Cu-
bans to return to a pattern that has been all too preva-
lent in their society. Influential Cubans tend to de-
velop a colonial mentality. Even nationalists have
tempered their nationalism with a predilection to sub-
ordinate it to. the influence of the current dominant
power whether it be Spain, the United States or the So-
viet Union. If the past is any guide there are probably
Cubans in government who believe that their country
is best served by Soviet rather than Cuban interests.
Soviet influence permeates the bureaucracy, the mili-
tary, the security services, television, and even the
kiosks where Soviet Union has replaced Time as the
magazine for what V.S. Naipaul, indescribing another
colonial context, called The Mimic Men .
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Cuba'sfuture, whether it likes it or not, is ti^
the United States. For all its success in internatij
affairs and its seeming ability to twist the Eagle's
feathers; the fact remains that the island is still a
tage to continued reasonable relations between
U.S. and the U.S.S.R. Castro recognizes this and!e
made numerous gestures during the past dec
These gestures have included permitting sports
changes, resolving air piracy disputes, releasing po
cal prisoners, and joining the U.S. in reestablis

F

limited diplomatic contact, through what:is termed
`Interest Section', in each capital. He,,is probably
ing to go farther because it is to Cuba'sadvantagetq
so given the heavy boviet influence in Cxuban aff;
But he can hardly be seen to be giving into U.S,
mands.

The exodus offers Castro an opportunity to inv^
the U.S. into the negotiations. The Cubans want
en4 to the U.S. economic embargo and the return o',
Gûantanamo Bay U.S. naval base (the base had
part of the price Cuba paid to receive its independ,'
in 1902). In a U.S. election year such an action on
part of President Carter seems unlikely. So ti
Cuban ties remain limited and provide an eAamplE!
the U.S. inability to produce a coherent andconsis';
hemispheric policy.

Castro relishes his international image and ha
ready demonstrated many times that he can make.
miserable for both U.S. and Soviet policÿ-makers.:
has also shown that he has the ability to shift ge:'
when his policies and the policies of his governrl
run into difficulties. 1980 did not start auspiciousl3
theCuban leader. He first had to deal wïththe Sar
intervention in Afghanistan and thenwith the rm
Cubans to leave the island when his government g:
them the opportunity. But few should doubt that C^
will once again manage to submerge its troubles
sea of new international activity. The recent departt
of those disenchanted with the Revolution provides i
Cuban leaders with room to continue an active role'
Africa and the Caribbean for a: few a
years-especially if the economy improves at ho:
However should the economy remain stagnant or'
cline further, the emergence; of a new wave of disc
tent is likely.

The Cuban, leaders might do well to consider
possible message the recent exodus imparts-rad '
than egpend their revolutionary enthusiasm abr:
they should perfect the Revolution at home. This,

should leave the island.

J111

course, may be impossible. Perhaps. Cuba's inter
tional efforts actually- indicate, all other argume=
aside, that the Revolution at home has gone as far &
can. If that is the case, then it may well mean that i
ther internal - discontent will cause large numbers
Cubans to ask whether it is they or their leaders SFF
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Arms and the woman

As one who labours in the
overly masculine world of national
security issues I believe a distinc-
tively feminine approach to disar-
mament is needed. I am remarkably
struck by a qualitative difference in
the writing of the distinguished
Swedish internationalist, Alva Myr-
dal, and particularly by her appeal
for a rational and ethical strategy to
disarmament. In her book, The

Game of Disarmament, she warns
that the arms race is an irrational
threat to national and international
security and not a safeguard; that
we exist precariously in a world of
senseless overkill, having long ago
produced and deployed more arms
than could ever be needed; that it is
more and more probable that war
may occur through technical acci-
dent or error. To quote Myrdal:
C'We must oppose the arms race not
only on the grounds of its irrational-
ity, but also on the grounds of moral-

ity. Each new generation of arms be-
comes more inhumane. Every new
war tends to become more cruel. For
centuries, rules.about how warfare
is to be conducted have been ac-
cepted as international law, but
these rules are now disregarded in
the most flagrant way. They must be

expanded, modernized and respect-
ed. They must guide our efforts to re-
strain the use and production of and
trade in cruel weapons.. :."

Myrdal is right-the arms race
does defy alLreason. It is indeed irra-
tional that peace requires the condi-
tion of constant preparedness for
war; that weapons of war are justi-
fied in the name of peace.The ethi-
cal quality of Alva Myrdal's

security, an approach that is sorely
needed today:

Weste'rn society, a culture based
on the masculine model, is ruled by
the masculine drives of competition,
aggression, materialism and raw in-
telligence. Man has been the enemy
of nature-out of fear and distrust,
he has killed, uprooted and polluted.
There is male prejudice and sexual
inequality. Women have been griev-
ously disparaged and urider-valued.

However, if, by emancipation,

women understand the adoption of

the masculine, we are lost! We need

women as women, not ersatz men.

This overly masculine world needs

changing much more than sharing.
Women can and must provide a
counter-balance to the masculine

drive. Woman is the ally of

nature--out of trust and respect, she
tends to nurture and to preserve bal-
ance. She is a humanitarian and an
altruist.

It is important to note that the
feminine qualityalso resides in the
nature of man, as does the mascu
line in woman. The ` truly great

fuller personality. It is lame:ltabl
that such minds are rare.

The feminine has been T^
evaluated and uplifted to its prop^,•
place-alongside the masculine i,
political participation. Women today
comprise half of the human race all
possess in abundance those qualiai^:
desirable for international peac&
making. We need the voices u(
women scientists to temper politicaC
and military attitudes on the issue
of arms contrôl. We need women in
senior posts within national gover.n.
ments and international organiza.
tions. Where are they and why an
their numbers hot greater? Whe,
can be done to increase the parti(;•
pation of women?

It is still a rare achievement
when women of talent, motivation
and courage can realize and recon•
cile their professional ambition wis
their personal desires for marriaeé
and family life. For most women, it
is a painful dilemma of having-ta
choose one and sacrifice the othér.;

firmly j)elieve in the , value of the
feminine sensibility. I urge men and
women to understand and appreei,
ate this part of the humai
heritage-for women to express it
without fear-for men to discoverit
within themselves-and to harnes,
its power in -the cause of a peacefi
global civilization:

minds are androgynous-they strive
to cultivate and integrate the mas- Anna Maria Magnifico

ciiline and feminine to achieve aOttawa, Ont.

IP Book Service
The Book Service has been omitted from this issue. It will return in the

September/October issue with a selection from the new books being published
this Fall. In addition a catalogue containing a fuller selection of books is being
prepared for distribution in September.'In keeping with our pledge not to
inundate readers with unsolicited mail the catalogue will only be sent on

_request. Readers who wish to use IP Book Service for their book purchases-
and enjoy the 10% discount available - should write for a copy of the
catalogue to:

writings-her - thinking with
feeling-reflects an inherently femi-
nine approach to the resolution of
questions of international peace and
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epoYt on Venice

Impotence of the . Big Seven
in the wake of Afghanistan

by Michel Vastel

The sixth Summit of the seven most industrialized

Western allies held in Venice will undoubtedly pass

üi to history as one of powerlessness and of lost opportu-

rüties. And yet, on Sunday June 22, when the seven

Neads of State and-government set foot on the Island of
t n Giorgio, officials and ministers were still hoping

a miracle.
A long draft communiqué-tightly constructed

arouncl three now traditional themes: the macro-

é^^onomy, energy, and the North-South dialogue-had

h.en carefully prepared. The Europeans had even

;n•eed momentarily to abandon economic questions

ând'to devote a working session to political matters.

I The sixth Summit augured well. But, as the hours

^=nt by, the host in Venice, Italian.President Fran-

cesco Cossiga, began to read to more than 1,000 jour-

nalists from all over the globe a long series of confes-

sims of powerlessness:
!-first, a political inability, on the part of the seven
11irgest Western industrialized nations to consolidate
t'ieir common position in the face of Soviet aggression

iii-. Afghanistan;

ia powerlessness to resolve the major economic proli-
l;ems "unless we can deal with the problems of energy";

and finally, the failure of Canada to initiate a seri-
uus et:sumption of the North-South dialogue. The Club
61 ven now no"longer wishes to be alone in carrying

l, arden of dialogue with the Third World. They are
N^ocitlg the ball into the court of the petroleum-
producing countries and of the Socialist bloc.

The Prime Minister, Pierre Trudeau, has already
mdicated the Summit of 1981, which Canada will host,
I ill be a return match. "The next Summit will be very
productive," he stated several days after the end of the
Venice talks. Which is a polite way of saying that the

Yenice Summitachieved little. .

The seven member countries of the economic
',̂ummit-the United States, Canada, France, Great
EIritain, Italy, Japan and the Federal Republic of
^^ermany--control in themselves more than half of
orld production and 80 percent of that of the industri-
zed countries. They appeared, however, in Venice, to

e giants with feet of clay at the mercy of outside coun-
iries for the direction of their annual meetings.

The political agenda of the, sixth Summit was mod-
ified at the last minute, by an unexpected announce-
ment on the part of the Soviet Union. During the night
of Sunday June 22, President Leonid Brezhnev took
everyone by surprise-except for President Valéry Gis-
card d'Estaing of France-by announcing a`partial'
withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan.

Immediately, the American, German and Cana-
dian delegations sensed a trap. The officials talked of a
political `bluff and considered this to be an attempt to
-torpedo the Summit through the interposition of the
French President. The spokesman of the Elysée Palace,

for his part, was exultant: President Brezhnev's cour-
tesy to Giscard d'Estaing in letting him know as early
as Friday evening the news of the Soviet withdrawal
"proves that the dialogue is useful and that the French
President was well advised to accept the secret meet-
ing of May 21st at Warsaw with the President of the
Supreme Soviet".

Consequently the agenda for the first day of the
Summit was strongly modified. In fact,'! as: early as
breakfast on Sunday morning, the Seven decided to
make only a rapid survey of economic questions, leav-
ing questions of detail to their ministers of Finance
and Energy. Their luncheon session and three hours in
the afternoon were reserved for political questions. It is
said that more than half of these working sessions
were devoted to the Afghan crisis. According to the
Canadian Minister of External Affairs, Mark MacGui-
gan, the final communiqué, read on Sunday evening by
the Italian President, "showed no more than the tip of
the iceberg."

The participants at the Venice Summit, according
to this communiqué, had taken careful note of the So-
viet intention to withdraw `some' troops from Afghan

^territory. But they vigorously" reaffirmed that only a

Mr. Vastel, a Parliamentary correspondent based in
Ottawa, coaered the Venice Summit for Le Devoir. His
article is translated from the original French which is
being published in the Summer, 1980, issue of
Perspectives internationales.



complete withdrawal and the reaffirmation of the
rights of the Afghan people to self-determination
would.satisfy them. This was really the main element
in the 40 line communiqué on the `political situation'
except for the last paragraph which held a tragic con-
fession of powerlessness. It read: "Those governments
represented at this meeting which have taken a posi-
tion against attendance at the Olympic Games ( in Mos-
cow) vigorously reaffirm their positions." In reaffirm-
ing this position, the countries participating in the
boycott, including Canada, only emphasized that the
others had failed to take the same step. Also, the com-
muniqué did not mention the economic and diplomatic
sanctions already in place against the Soviet Union.
Moreover, it failed to announce new sanctions or a
strengthening of the measures decided in the Spring.

Of course, the Soviet Union, despite its last minute
manoeuvre, did not escape another condemnation of its
Afghan invasion. But the tone of the communiqué
could be no more disturbing than a resolution of the
General Assembly of the United Nations. This was, as
well, the first time the Seven had met since the hostage
incidents of Tehran, London and Bogota. It had already
been understood that they would examine this ques-
tion and adopt a common position. The strength of the
resulting communiqué contrasted with the rather
vague tone of the declaration on the Afghan crisis. In-
formed sources noted that the participants of the Ven-
ice Summit agreed upon mutual assistance when per-
sonnel or possessions of their missions or consulates
are at stake. This was, in a way, official approval . of the
measures taken (sometimes at the edge of legality) by
the Canadian Embassy in Tehran to free the six Amer-
ican diplomatic officials.

The Sumrnit participants also adopted two other
`political' communiqués, one on hijacking which only
recognized the progress made since the adoption of the
1978 Bonn resolution, and the other on refugees. Nei-
ther communiqué contained new decisions; they were
only solemn declarations with little political impact.

Trudeau's role

Canada was more than satisfied with the results of
the first day of the Venice Summit. Despite its fears of
being excluded from the major political discussions, it
had fully participated in a long discourse on interna-
tional politics with the 'Big Four' (The United States,
France, Great Britain and West Germany).

On Sunday evening, the Canadian Minister of Ex-
ternal Affairs encouraged this impression of strong
success by implying that Canada and Mr. Trudeau had
played a determining role in the talks. In fact, by the
very next day, Mr. Trudeau, a little embarrassed, had
toned down the pronouncements of his young minister.
Mr. Trudeau knew very well that ultimately the only
man truly capable of playing the role of mediator be-
tween Europe and the U.S. was the German Chancel-
lor, Helmut Schmidt.

The Prime Minister and the German leader had„
fact, held long discussions before the Summit, but ]{h
is known of their content. What is clear is that t!
Chancellor's visit to Moscow in July was the main s.
ject. Mr. Trudeau had openly criticized the Fren
President's trip to Warsaw. While it is probable, it
impossible to confirm that the Canadian Prime A7i•
ter cautioned the Chancellor against being too ha,^
re-opening the dialogue with the Soviets.

Since the invasion of Afghanistan, and particula
ly since the failure of the West to reply effectively,
appears that Mr. Trudeau can no longer be counteda
an optimist. Shortly after the Summit, ashe wastr
velling through Scandinavia, Mr. Trudeaù intimatF
some doubt on the chances of success of the Mani,
Conference on European Security and Cooperationi
November. He predicted that, if the Soviets been
mired in Afghanistan and increase their'forces of om
pation, "the detente will be in deep trouble."

"The invasion of Afghanistan is a very grave tl
fence against the spirit of Helsinki and we cannot g
along with it pretending to ignore it,"added Mr. 71i
deau, seemingly torn between two extreme positinra
"Everything depends upon the Soviets" he repeatedi
stated in referring to the hard line and the breakinei
the dialogue, and the influence upon this of the Sovic
conduct in Afghanistan. But almost immediately, h
would-add, in a confidential tone, that he "preferredd:
alogue to isolation between the two blocs."

As with the boycott of the Olympic Games, i
seemsprobable that if the United States leads the wa
for abstention at the Madrid CSCE, Canada will lui
low. But uneasy with such a decision, the Prime Minis
ter will again leave it to his minister of External ai
fairs to make the announcement -tô the House &
Commons and to justify the decision of the government
to the public.

The intention was, as in Bonn in 1978, to give out the

The economic agenda appears to havé escaped the
control of the heads of state and government .partici•
pating in the Summit. The ministers and their officials
had drafted an ambitious communiqué apparently to
prepare world opinion for a`synchronized' recession;

bad news in explicit terms: an increase in the number
of unemployed by 15 .percent, double digit inflation,
and zero GNP growth.for 1980-81.

Their final communiqué carefully steered clear of
shocks. "The reduction of inflation is our -immediaO
top priority" they again affirmed at the end of the Sum•
mit. Also, as in Bonn, they looked to "shifting re'
sources from government spending to the private sec
tor and from ;consumption to , investment," ^d
"avoiding or carefully limiting actions that shelter p^'
ticular industries or sectors,from the rigours of adjust' ; Thé
ment." In the field of international , commerce, ttE nity (El
Seven promised to "resist pressures for protectioni^ 1n Vènic
actions, which can only be self-f defeating and aggra
vate inflation." But, despite these general commif^
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nts, the heads of State and government admitted
at "in the short term, it will be difficult to take mea-

>>res of this nature . . .
Mr. Trudeau correctly recalled in a private inter-

ew that too many of the heads ofstate and govern-

productive "Japan did not even have a Prime Min-

that he will win, but.. in a democracy, one never

bout the same situation . . ."

that they are at the mercy of small nations such as Iraq

^ln^ent at Venice were facing elections for the Summit to

ister at the Summit," Mr. Trudeau.explained. (Japa''

n se Prime Minister Masayoshi Ohira died before the
e legislative elections. Japan was, represented by

füreign minister Saburô Okita). `There was the Ameri-
éhn head of State who is facing considerable domestic

position and who will know only in November if he
Ii;ays in power. Mr.Schmidt has elections in October
^nd his chances are very good, and it seems probable

lanows what can happen. Valery Giscard d'Estaing is in

"But I draw the conclusion," commented Mr. Tru-
deau during the same interview, "that the next Sum-
i^it, in Canada; will be very productive because, by
ihen, elections will have taken place in Japan, Ger-
many, the United States and France. In Great Britain .
also, where Mrs. Margaret Thatcher is well

stalled.... The belief I have is that no one will feel in
â weak position."

The election outlook for at least four of the seven
^overnments represented at Venice is not the only rea-
sun for the cautiousness of the final communiqué. In
fict, the Seven in1980 found themselves in exactly the
saine position as at the Rambouillet in 1975; the only
difference is that the situation has occurred for the sec-
ii^id time, and -that nothing. has allowed them to, think
t}iey are protected.fromit, or that it will not happen
-,ain.

The situation they are facing, is, of course, an in-
lr,^ase of more than 100 percent in petroleum prices,
over which they have no control. As powerful as they
are, theSeven have admitted to each other at Venice,

ôr Libya, whohave the ability to force OPEC into an-
Ithur ferôcious price war.

"The economic message from this Venice Summit
Js clear,"the Seven concludedon June 23. "The key to
Juccess in resolving thé major economic challenges
yrhich the world faces is toachieve and maintain a bal-
ance between energy supply and demand at reasonable
evels and at tolerable prices. The stability of the world
1 conomy. ..depends upon all of the countries concerned
r^cognizing their mutual needs and responsibilities:
the industrialized states, the petroleum exporting
Nuntries and the non-oil producing developing coun-
Iries."
1 The members of the European Economic Commu-
nitv (EEC), who had their, own Summit meeting, also

1'-iice a few days before the gathering of the Seven,

^re able to obtain the support of Japan and of the U.S.
,Ind Canada for â four-point petroleum saving plan:

% CP photo
After being out of office for the Tokyo Summit, Pierre
Trudeau returned to the international arena at Venice.

-acceleration of the conversion of oil-fired power-
plants to other fuels;
-acceleration of the substitution of petroleum in in-
dustry;
-encouragement of energy-saving investment in resi-
dential and commercial buildings;
-introduction of increasingly fuel efficient vehicles.
Governments noted their intention to accelerate the
change in vehicle models by "gasoline priçing and tax-
ation decisions."

The members of the EEC offered the seven larger
industrialized nations an ambitious program for pro-
duction of new sources of energy, other than petrol&
um, representing by 1990 the equivalent of 15 to 20
million barrels of crude per day. In short, after having
promised. at Tokyo to reduce their oil imports, the in-
dustrialized nations agreed in Venice to develop new
sources of energy to lessen their dependence.

The key message which emerges from the energy
communiqué of the Seven-a section comprising more
than 40 percent of the total document-is that "we
must break the existing linkbetween economic growth
and consumption of oil."

The industrialized states established a target of
•reducing to about 0.6 percent-from 0.8 percent
today-the ration between the growth in collective en-
ergy consumption and growth in the economy. But the
danger of a new flare-up in the price of oil remains a re-
ality for the industrialized nations. This is whythe



most important political aspect of the Venice Summit
was possibly the near-anguished appeal for -dialogue
with the petroleum producing states. "We would wel-
come a constructive dialogue on energy and related is-
sues between energy producers and consumers in order
to improve the coherence of their policies."

It is not yet known what form this dialogue could
take. It seems, according to the statements of Mr. Tru-
deau, that a new type of conference is not the answer.
The Canadian Prime Minister indicated that the Seven
would prefer to make a place for the oil-producing
states in existing international financial and economic
institutions, such as the International Monetary Fund,
the World Bank, and some of its affiliates.

North-South

Public awareness of the economic-if not
political-importance of the oil-states thus permitted
the participants to quietly shelve a question which
they were obviously unprepared to discuss at Venice:
resumption of the North-South dialogue.

Canadian officials were perhaps a little naive to
hope in advance that Venice would witness such a re- °
sumption. The political and economic background was
so poor that it would have been useless to have illu-
sions beforehand. The position of the Seven grew out of
a tragic economic fact: the oil bill of the developing
countries has more than doubled in the last two years.
It now amounts to more than $55 billion, more than
twice the aid given by the industrial states to the Third
World.

The Seven finally postponed until next yearany
serious discussion of the question of development aid.
"The democratic industrialized countries," the Venice
communiqué stated,"cannot alone carry the responsi-
bility of aid and other different contributions to devel-
oping countries: it must equitably be shared by the oil-
exporting countries and the industrialized communist
countries.The personal representatives (of the Seven
heads of state, and government) are instructed. to re-
view aid policies and:procedures and other contribu-
tions to developing côuntries and to report back their
conclusions to the next!summit". This promise-"uniil
next year"- undoubtedly explains why Mr. Trudeau
appeared much less disappointed than his officials.
Time is in his favour and her understands that well.

By the next Summit, early next summer, the Spe-
cial Assembly of the United Nations will have met (in
August); a Canadian House of. Commons working
group is preparing for it under the chairmanship of the
New Brunswick Member of Parliament, Herb Brault,
who, incidentally, accompanied Mr. Trudeau on his
European tour. -

Mr. Lopez Portillo, the Mexican President, and
Austrian Chancellor Bruno Kreisky will undoubtedly
by then have been able to organize their 30 country
mini-Summit; this will include representatives of the
Social] st states and oil-producing nations.

International Perspectives July/August 1980

Also, in 1981, the Canadian Prime Minister ^ç
havë the great advantage of being the host to the S^.
mit, and of having better control on the direction of
cussions. Finally, at that time, there is the possibili!
that economics will have replaced politics. Mr. Tn
deau undoubtedly hopes, without saying it, t},,,^
then, the Afghan crisis will have been solved or
Iized' at the Madrid CSCE in November.

In short, conditions are ideal and Canada has
unique opportunity to take a lead in the resumption
the North-South dialogue. But, from what politicE
base? This is the question being asked today.

In Venice, and during his European tour, the CaR
adian Prime Minister had always in hand the Bran^
Commission report. The only representative Canal
ever had on this commission was the former Canadlip
Labour Congress President, Joe Morris. At no time v,
there any mention of For a Common Future whichtb
Economic Council of Canada had produced after tw
years of work. The Economic Council's report su;
gested that the Government should adopt a global 0
icy on relations with developing? countries. "It is no
reasonable to give aid to developing countries whilea
the same time erecting barriers against their export^
or to encourage immigration to fill positions in indw
tries that must be protected from products exported6
the countries of the very sameimmigrants. ..We mus
at all costs avoid the separation:of thought froma(
tion."

The Economic-Council also suggested the creatiar
(as in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands) of ar
independent ministry fullÿ responsible,for integratioi
the various aspects of relations between Canada an
the developing countries.

The government has twelves monthsleft to stùd)
this report As well as other material from the CanadiaD
International Development Agency. Otherwise, it i
probable that, as at Venice andthe four other Summit
in which it has already participated, Canada will hav
to improvise her position in the course of international
meetings; this is because she will not have at handa
coherent document from which to establish consistel
international policy.

During his time in Sweden, Mr. Trudeau realised
that creating illusions cannot long disguise the lack ô
real policies and concrete actions. While the PrimE
Minister was presenting -himself in Stockholm as tbc
champion of renewed North-South dialogue, someoN
reminded him that Canadian development aid had slid
from 0.52 percent ofthe GNP to 0.47 percent in1970
Sweden, a country where, in thesame period oftimé

`the ration had risen from 0.90 percent to 0.94 perce
it was difficult for his claim to be taken seriously.

With next year's economic Summit concentraiuB
on North-South dialogue, Mr. Trudeau, the host,
wish to avoid any further such embarrassing remark'
Perhaps this is why he has already promised to in'
crease the aid budget to : developing nationF
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mada and the seas

Sovereignty questions remain
after century in the Arctic

by Evan Browne

One hundred years ago, on September 1, 1880, the

lands of the North American Arctic passed from Brit-
ih to Canadian control. Great Britain had been the

ô11y nation to act in a concerted manner in this region
^^^ the North and although her claim to the Arctic Is-
ands was not.necessarily strong (the final territorial
delimitation of theislands would not come for another
4 years) the claim was far stronger than any other na-
^ion could advance. The uncertainty about what had
L.en given and received caused lingering doubts about
fhe validity of Canada's title to the far North. Oddly
Zough, there are still doubts voiced today: is Canada
overeign in its own North? To examine this question,

^clarifications arenecessary: what is meant by
,overeignty and what constitutes the area in question?

The complex concept of sovereignty derives from
<I n ancient relationship of the feudal period which de-
iiled the intricate interplay of rights and responsibili-

ties between superior and subordinate that was part of
^ [lie master-servant relationship. For modern purpôses,
an acceptable definition of sovereignty is that condi-
irri where a body politic can exercise exclusively any
1r all of the powers of an independent state.

Such absolutes are useful in theory, but the `real
vorid' suggests that they do not apply as definitively in
practice: in a world of treaties, interlocking agree-
'ments and unvarnished self-interest, a. state often
finds itself precluded from exercising in full all the
powers it has in a display of arbitrary independence,
for to do so would damage many of its other interests.
1 Thus, a nation can assert sovereignty with the plain
understanding that its partners and allies will in no
way be inconvenienced by this assertion. In addition,
there are a number of widely accepted international
conventions restraining the power of states from being
applied in an arbitrary manner. .

In this sense, sovereignty in the Canadian Arctic
can be seen to be the exercise of authority in ways that
will be of benefit to Canada, but which will not have a
negative influence on Canada's allies and partners.

The question of what constitutes the Canadian
,rct ic isequally vague but, for the purposes of this dis-
ussion, the southern limit will be the coastline of the

?dorth American continent proper. There are, however,

various theories about,the amount of territory in-
volved: The sector theory assumes an extreme area of
Canadian control extending over the entire area
bounded by 60 degrees west longitude on the east, 141
degrees west longitude on the west, reaching north in a
pie-shape to the North Pole. A much more restrictive
theory suggests that Canada is sovereign only over
those islands which it now occupies. The existing: situa-
tion finds Canada controlling all of the land surfaces
(i.e. islands) roughly within thé `pie' formed by the sec-
tor theory. The problem of sovereignty over the is-
lands, in fact, is something of a dead issue: Canada's
claim to the -islands themselves^has not been ques-
tioned for 50 years and there have never been serious
rivals to Canadian (and before 1880, British) suprem-
acy in the Arctic islands. The requirement of occupa-
tion as a prerequisite to the exercise of sovereignty was
exempted by the Permanent Court of International
Justice in its decision on the East Greenland case of
1933, an example of 'common sense and legal opinion
finding common ground.

The issue of Canadian sovereignty in theArctic,
then, relates not tothe control of the land, but to the
control over the waters. If the sector theory were to
hold, Canada would also control all the waters within
the pie-shaped area noted above. At the rninimal limit,
Canada might only be able to exercise certain limited
powers in a three mile band of water surrounding eae.h
island (the three mile limit is specified here because
this distance represents the traditional width of terri-
torial waters although many nations, including Cana-
da, have unilaterally extended their territorial
waters-in Canada's case, to 12 miles; in the extreme
case of Brazil, to 200 miles);

In discussing this problem, it should be noted that
there are three distinct types of waters as far as inter-
national law is concerned:

a) internal waters, which are either surrounded by

land or lying to the land side of baselines usedto deter-
minP tha wir]th of the territorial waters. Internal

Mr. Browne is acting editor ofNorth/Nord magazine.



waters include freshwater lakes, deeply indented bays,,
harbours and waters surrounding coastal islands. In
internal waters, the coastal state exercises complete
authority and the waters, to all legal intents and pur-
poses, can be considered the same as the land;

b) territorial waters, which are the coastal waters
of a country extending seawards for a specified dis-
tance from either the 'coast or baselines enclosing in-
ternal waters. In territorial waters, the coastal state
exercises limited controls and cannot arbitrarily pre-
vent the innocent passage of the vessels of other states;

c) the high seas, which are international waters
where no state can exercise controls over the shipping
of other states.

These definitions, as well as a body of rights, privi-
leges, practices and customs are known as the Law of
the Sea. It must be remembered, however, that the cur-
rent Law of the Sea is the product of an evolutionary
process spanning many centuries and can hardly be re-
garded as a set of absolutes. The traditional uses of the
sea and the technologies of seafaring have changed
rapidly in the last century, and it would be naive to ap-
proach any consideration of the Law of the Sea and the
rights of both coastal states and seafaring (or flag).
states without recognizing that the existing formula-
tion of these laws, so firmly grounded in tradition, may
favour (and thus be supported by) certain states and in
effect penalize (and thus be opposed by) others.

Were the nature of the Canadian Arctic waters be-
ing questioned solely on the basis of the above criteria,
the matter might be resolved fairly easily. Regretta-
bly, in the Canadian Arctic another problem area ex-
ists: the status of the famed Northwest Passage. The
Law of the Sea also concerns itself with international
straits, and the question being debated hotly right now
is whether the Northwest Passage is or is not an inter-
national strait.

The Law of the Sea defines international straits as
any passageway_ leadingfrom one area of the high seas
to another, or from the high seas to the territorial
waters of a coastal state. An international passage ex-
ists to permit the innocent passage of any vessel (with
the possible exception of warships); such passage may
not be impeded by the coastal state through whose
waters the strait passes, even if.the passage runs
through internal waters.

Canada's position on the status of its Arctic waters
is that those waters within the island cluster (archipe-
lago) are internal waters on the basis of historical us-
age. Insofar as the Northwest Passage is concerned,
Canada maintains that it has never been used as an in-
ternational strait, and since the waters through which
it would pass are internal, it certainly will not become
an international passage now. In addition, Canada has
also enacted the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention
Act which established regulations to control shipping
in a zone extending,100 miles out from shore in order
to ensure that the Arctic environment is safeguarded
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from pollution caused by shipping or as a result of mar.
itime accidents. Concern for the Arctic environme.r,l
was heightened during the 1969 traverse, through tbE
Northwest Passage, of the United States tarr--
Manhattan. Canada maintains that entry into
than Arctic waters cannot automatically be classeri
innocent passage because of the dangers attending
navigation in ice-filled waters. As a result of the decla.
ration that the waters of the archipelago are internal
waters, Canada asserts that there can be no maritime
activity within the waters of the Arctic Islands without
Canadian permission and control. Because the right of
innocent passage does not exist'through the waters of
the Arctic Islands, the Northwest Passage may notbe
used without similar Canadian permission and contrai.

Controls

The precise controls that Canada claims over the
waters of the Canadian Arctic are as follows.:Working
froni'the shore outwards, there is the absolute control
Canada exercises over activities in itsinternal waters,
which in the case of the Arctic constitute all the inter
island waters in the Arctic archipélago. Second, there
is the 12-mile territorial limit where innocent passage
is permitted but where the coastal state can apply cer-
tain regulations controlling safety standards, pollution
controls, etc. to vessels entering the territorial waters,
Third, there is the 100-mile Arctic pollution control
zone established by the Arctic Waters Pollution Prp•
vention Act. Lastly, there is the 200-mile zone of juris
diction under the Territorial Sea and Fishing ZnnF<
Act. In addition, Canada also exercises ; sovereiga
rights overthe Arctic continental shelf in accordance
with the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continenta?
Shelf.

The assertion of sovereignty is one thing; the exer
cise is something else. What, then, is the effect of Cai -
ada's declaration that the waters of the'archipelago air
internal? In fact, at the time that the pollution controls
were enacted and the territorial waters extended to 12
miles, Canada took great pains to stress that there weG
no intention whatsoever of stopping maritime activity
in the Arctic. "To close off these Arctic waters," Prime
Minister Trudeau suggested at the time," would be as
senseless as placing a barrier across the entrance to
Halifax or Vancouver harbour."

Canada, in fact, committed itself actively to de-
velop the Northwest Passage for safe navigation by
ships of all nations. The Arctic waters can be used b,
any vessel, as far as Canada is concerned, as long a^
the regulations are followed and the vessel construe-
tion standards met. This intense attention to maritime
control in the Arctic ishardly acase of a,country flex•
ing its muscles for effect. Thereare genuine problems
that have to be dealt with and as 'a coastal, arctic state,
Canada feels strongly that preventative, protectivE
measures must be taken, and disaster, anticipated
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Top o f the top o f the world showing the historic Northwest passage (solid line) and the pie=shaped dimensions of the

Canadian "sector" (broken line). Courtes;^NorthiNord magazine

1the ecosystem that has evolved in the Northcan cope
!,„ith truly awesome climatic conditions, but the price

)f this hardiness is a very limited diversity in plant
1,;nd animal life, and excessive concentrations of biôlog-
ical activity. The biologically productive areas of the
Arctic, such as Lancaster Sound, are few and far be-
tween. In the event of pollution in one of these areas,
bird and animal populations might be reduced drasti-
cally. The additional danger is that their number could
be reduced below a self-sustaining level, and an oil
spill incident, for example, followed by a cold summer
that eliminates the ÿoung animals (the latter happen-
ing with fair frequency) could result: in entire popula-
tions vanishing.

Not only are the animals and plant life of the
North endangered by pollution, but the climate itself
adds complications: The cold discourages dispersal and
degradation of hydrocarbon spills, with the result that
oil spills remain more highly toxic over greater periods
of time than would be the case in:warmer water.In ad-
dition, the ice cover of the Arctic waters can trap pollu-
tants, hindering clean-up operations and allowing
spills to remain hidden for extended periods of time.

With the. magnitude of disaster that water-borne `
pollution can wreak upon the Arctic environment, it
omes as no surprisethat Canada has been adamant ,

that. `innocent passage' meant something far:different
'n ice-filled waters. That the North is not like most

other maritime areas of the world is obvious. That the

rules under which vessels are to operate in the Arctic

must be different is similarly apparent. That the inter-

national community has as yet been unable to agree on

the necessary protective and preventative steps is as

regrettable as it is expected. The problem comes in

transmuting obvious realities into international order.
In acting unilaterally . as it has, Canada is in a

somewhat exposed position: until:such time as all flag

states agree to the laws Canada is applying in its

northern waters, Canadian actions fall outside of inter-
national law. In realistic terms, at this point in timp,
Canadian laws can only be enforced if Canada is will-
ing to apply , the necessary muscle and tolerate a degree
of unpleasantness from those flag states who disagree
with the Canadian actions and insist on challenging
Canadian controls.

Clearly, from Canada's point of view, it is far bet-
ter to have the Canadian position accepted in the inter-

1^national forum. This, in fact, has been one of the major

thrusts of Canadian diplomacy over the past decade,

working towards gaining"a consensus in, the interna-
tional community thatconflirms the steps,that Canada

, has taken to address what in world termsis.virtually a
uniquely Canadian Arctic problem-. .

This: is not to say that the Canadian steps in this
realm have been greeted.: with great enthusiasm in
some quarters. Major countries, including the United



States, are clearly nervous about the Canadian stance
regarding the status of the inter-island waters and the
Northwest Passage. "Should Canada deny the exist-
ence of this strait," the thinking goes, "what is to stop
other coastal states from taking the same step?" The
danger is that the mass closing of the many interna-
tional straits that run through coastal or internal
waters could have disastrous effects on sea-borne com-
merce and the movement of naval vessels throughout
the world. The point is well taken indeed.

But it is as senseless to court disaster by permit-
ting the indiscriminate use of the ice-filled waters of
the Canadian Arctic as it is to permit the closing of the
traditionally used straits in other parts of the world for
political purposes: The answer does not lie in consider-
ing the problem to be an `either-or' choice: because the
circumstances are so different, the cases must be sépa-
rated. The resolution of the problem, then, lies atthe
diplomatic level, with all countries agreeing that the
North is indeed a special case, so different from the
conditions.that were considered as the norm in the evo-
lution of the Law of the Sea that special standards
must apply.

On the level of policy development, the Canadian
approach to Arctic maritime activity has been a prag-
matic one. To date, by far the greatest amount of ship-
ping in the Arctic is conducted,by the Canadian gov-
ernment, moving supplies to the various communities
throughout the North. In the Beaufort Sea,, the situa-
tion is different only to a degree: Dome Petroleum's
fleet of drill ships and support vessels are working suc-
cessfully under the terms, of the Canadian regulations.
The company has even gone so far as to build its own
ice-breaker, the technologically innovative Kigoriak,
in order to improve its fleet's capacity to operate in ice
and, Dome'hopes; to gain governmental approval for
an extension of the drilling season.

The standard pattern of Arctic shipping is chang-
ing from the re-supply function towards the possible
shipment of resources out of the Arctic. Although the
economic and technological prophets have envisaged
ice-breaking bulk carriers crunching their way up and
down the Northwest Passage, this vision has yet to ma-
terialize.

There are mineral and hydrocarbon resources in
the Arctic, but the mere presence has not stampeded
the Government into pouring money into massive ice-
breakers that have not yet been required. Work has al-
ready been done: the M.V.Arctic, an ice-breaking cargo
ship, was built in 1978, with substantial government
assistance, at a cost of $40 million. Arctic is a Class
Twovessel according to the Canadian Arctic Shipping
Pollution Prevention Regulations. For a bulk liquid
natural gas (LNG) carrier to operate year-round to
Bridport Inlet on Melville Island (where it could tap
into the Panarctic developments in the Sverdrup Ba-
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sin), it would have to be built to Arctic Class Seti,
specifications. This is also the requirement for yea
round operation through the Northwest Passa,
xrctac, Dy comparison could only operate in this arc
for a three month period beginning mid-August

There are obvious advantages to the marine mg
of transportation, but it is quite apparent (frorn L^
price tag on Arctic) that ice-breaking bulk carrien
would be formidably expensive. Such vessels woux
have to be built to cope with the maximum ice condi,
tions they would meet, but such conditions would obi
ously not hold for their entire operational route, norfm
the entire year. As a result, the capacity to operateg
ice, paid for ata very high price, would only be utilizsi
for a small portion of the vessel's operating life. T^,
suggests that the debate over pipeline vs. bulk carrier,
for moving oil and gas from the Arctic to southernmat:
kets may not be a closed book by any means. `l'hat
gro,rips such as Petrocan are proceeding with the plao-
ning of proposals such as the Arctic Pilot Project (au
ice-breaking LNG carrier system) is perhaps no mn
than good business sense. For alltheexpense; planning
and talking are far cheaper than building or buying
Parallel planning keeps all the options open.

`But should there be a massive increase in Arcti¢
shipping, and if, other flag states should bécome in.
volved, Canada's pragmatic approach to policy wiI
have to adapt quickly. Canada's ice-breaking capaciL
at the present time is adequate to the demands Place
upon it -adequate, but no one would argue that thére
is much excess capacity.In linewith the pragmatic al.
proach, the Canadian Coast .Guard Service has in it,
files some very impressive design studies, includinga
Class Ten nuclearpowered proposal. The -latter's tim^
has not and indeed may never come:

The fact remains that Canada is committed to
maintaining control over the waters, of the Arctic. li
the Northwest Passage is to become an important ship
ping route that can be used without endangering the
environment, Canada will have to do some -very sp-
cific things, some of which are already in place while
others are either in process or merely nascent: refin
regulations covering technical specifications; operat•
ing procedures which would probably include the man•
datory use of Canadian pilots in the transit of the
Northwest Passage; high grade ice and- weather repor!•
ing facilities; and last but not least, all-season shippinz
assistance and control capabilities. As was mentionel
earlier, because the Canadian controls are` unilateral,
some provision for enforcement of these controls must
be available. For the moment, inany case, the Cana•
dian `wait and see' stance, while not exactly dynamic
or exciting, is a useful response to the uncertainties of
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the future. The Canadian-commitment to the mainte-
nance of sovereignty in the Arctic waters also impliesa
continuance of the diplomatic activities to further in'
ternational understanding of the unique Arctic condi Canad
tions and acceptance of the need- for special controls. the shil
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ere are, happily, indications that the Canadian view
Arctic navigation (as an activity requiring a special
mework of regulations) is winning international ap-

val. The definitive action Canada took ten years
o in acting unilaterally to protect the Arctic waters

R gradually being recognized in the capitals of the

iÿcrld as a realistic and appropriate response to a

pique problem that could readilÿ'degenerate into an ^

olo^ical disaster.
'Die level of activity that the government has

m,unrained in the Arctic has always tended to be a

^i,nction of the priorities that have been appliedto the
n_,tio»al resources available. The kinds of ice-breakers
`Jlat could be needed; the cqntroland surveillance sys-

ti ns that would have to be established; and thé per-
j ,nnel that would be required in thé event of a massive
e^pansion of maritime activity in Canadian Arctic
`ÿaters would total up to an impressive bill that would

have to be paid by the Canadian taxpayer, or in some
manner, by those who would benefit from the use of
these services (which is to say, for example, the con-
sumers of the gas or oil brought out of the Arctic). This

is not to suggest that sovereignty in the Arctic should
be self-financing (any more than other instruments of

sovereignty such as the armed forces should be), but

certain of the costs cap be directly attributable to the
economic activity, and perhaps could be recoverable in
the same way that lockage;fees are collected•from users
of the St. Lawrence Seaway.

In many respects, Canada commemorates the

100th anniversary of the transfer of the Arctic islands

in somewhat the same frame of mind as existed on Sep-

tember 1, 1880. Then, Canadians asked what the cost

accepting the tilansfer would be. Today, there are ques-

tions about what the future holds and Canadians are
still wondering what the costs of sovereignty will be.

NFB photo

^",; t7 ,xdian ice-breaker John A. Macdonald cutting its way through the Tanquary Fjord almost 20 years ago. Later,

the ship accompanied the Manhattan on its voyage throûgh the Arctic.



How Canadians can save

* Adjust brakes. Brake dragging can cost
you gas mileage.

® Check spark plugs.

© Use air conditioner sparingly.

@ Combine trips whenever possible.
Short trips waste fuel. Ten 40-mile trips
(400 m i(es) use no more gas than 100
one-miletrips (only 100 miles).

® Use car pools. They consume less gas
per rider.

o Don't warm up your car for more than 30
seconds. Today's modern oils and engines
make it unnecessary.
None of these tips is expensive. Some .
don't costa cent. But they can add up'
to significant savings in fuel.

GULF HELPS YOU CONSERVE,YOUR INAY.
^Gulf and Design is a registered trademark of Gulf Oil Corporation/Gulf Canada Limited registered user.

over 500,000,000 gallons o
gasoline a year1

® If every driver in Canada used
just one less gallon of gas a week, we could
save over half a billion gallons a year.
How? In 1979 Canadians used 7,022,000,000
gallons and there were 9,744,944 cars regis-
tered. One gallon saved per car each week
would equal a saving of 506,739,688 gallons
per year.

This represents a 7.2% reduction in gaso-
line consumption-a great way to really get
serious about conservation.

0 Tests show a well-tuned car
and good driving habits used an average of
24% less fuel.
A recent test organized by the Federal Energy
Department and the Ottawa section of the
Ontario Motor League showed that a car
tune-up and good driving habits can improve
fuel economy up to 41 %. The average fuel
saving was 24.5%.

(To keep your car properly tuned, take
advantage of Gulf's nationally advertised
seasonal tune-up service packages).

Whatever model car you drive,
here are some fuel-saving suggestions to follow:

® Remove unnecessary weight from
trunk. Every 100 pounds less could mean
an extra 200 miles a year.

® Use aMultigrade oil like Gulf's
HydroTreated (HT) Premium Multigrade
that reduces enginedrag for better
mileage. It also goes up to 15,000 miles
between changes at a regular price.

o Check wheel alignment.

* Drive more slowly. The average car goes
21 % farther per gallon at 80, kph than at
100 kph.
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Of passa
. .. OL:-]

m î expansio

by Carl Edgar Law

,^()rder at sea, the recognition .of laws and conventions
i4ch enable ships to pass upon their lawful occasions
a basic part of world political, and economic order."

The essence of that"passage by Michael Howard is
,"ound in "conventions which enable ships to pass upon
^their lawful occasions." That is precisely what is being,,
',-hreatened by the growing tendency, not only of mari-
ime powers but also of littoral states, to arrogate terri-
orial seas and economic zones. The right of navigation
nd overflight (more questionably sub-surface transit)

is one of the central questions being debated at contin-
i.ing sessions of the United Nations Confererice on the
Lc sv of the Sea (UNCLOS).

The sea, as Johan Jorgen Holst notes, is the last
eat common of mankind,but just as the highland

n;fters of Scotland were driven f rom their land by the
Énclosure acts, so mariners are being driven fromA
,^aters that once belonged to Everyman. Though cer-
am guiding principles have emerged from UNCLOS,

"he problems to be resolved remain so complex that all-
ncompassing treaties appear unlikely in the future.

The wellsprings of the international law of the-sea
.rose in the 17th century under the tutelage of Hugo
,'rotius, considered by many to be the father of inter-
ational law. The sea belonged to everyone, he wrote
n 1604, and at the same time belonged to no one in

particular. However, as U.S. Navy Lieut. Commander
Joel B. Heaton points out, "as early as 1580, Elizabeth
l. of England asserted, in reply to Spanish protests con-
erning the voyages of Sir Francis Drake, that the seas

scere free for all."

;ferrh,jrial limit

Thus arose the concept of the three mile territo-
rial limit (3.5 statute miles) which, conveniently, was
ased on the range of a cannon. This was consonant
ith the widely held principle in international law
hat a nation is considered to assert sovereignty over
^n area only when it can be shown to have the capabil-
y of physically exercising that control. Heaton sug-

Aests that though this system catered to the arbitrary
emands of the mercantile powers, it was "simple, and
lu'prisingly just and humane."

There were rseveral reasons why this system ex-
isted successfully well into the 20th century. The world
was not environmentally conscious so the question of
pollution câ.used by ships was not an issue. Technology
did not permit plumbing of the ocean's oil and mineral
resources nor did the number or efficiency of fishing
vessels fuel international fears of fish stock depletion.
True, there have been centuries of competition in the
fisheries but conflict was joined by the arbitrary use of
sea power rather than by the conventional dictates of
territorialism. In terms of security, shipping, did not
then possess the stand-off ordnance projection-capabili-
ties of modern vessels.

Maritime powers retained a vested interest in
freedom of the seas while less powerful littoral states
neither perceived onerous disadvantage from the
status quo, nor were in a position to force change. The
uses of the sea remained, therefore, virtually restricted
to transit and strategic mobility.

Transit and strategic mobility were held inviolate
because all major commerce and movement of person-
nel depended on it. There were no aircraft, fast rail-
ways or interstate highway systems to promote the
flow of goods, cavalry or infantry to distant parts. Fur-
thermore, as defenders of commerce on the high seas
and as foreign policy arms of large nation-states, nav-
ies would under no circumstances brook restrictions on
navigation. Naval strategist Hedley Bull has summâ=
rized the all-encompassing role of great navies in the
conduct of international relations as follows: "as an in-
strument of diplomacy, sea power has long been
thought to possess certain classical advantages vis-à-
vis land power and, more recently, air power." Among
its characteristics are:

a) Flexibility. A naval force can be sent.andwith-
drawn, and its size and activities varied with a higher,
expectation that it will remain subject to control than
is the case with land forces.

I

Mr. Law is an Ottawa-basedjo urnalist accredited to thé
Parliamentary Press Gallery and a naval reserve
officer.
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b) Visibility. By being seen on the high seas, or in
'foreign ports, a navy can convey threats, provide reas-
surance or earn prestige in a way that troops or air-
craft, in their home bases cannot do.

c) It is universal and pervasive. The fact that the
seas are an international medium which allows naval
vessels to reach distant countries independent of
nearby bases, makes a state possessed of sea power a
neighbour of every other country that is accessible by
sea.

d)Limited engagements at sea between powers are
bound to produce less destruction than hostilities ex-
panded to land. Accordingly, they inhibit the expan-
sion of war because the population ashore is not con-
fronted directly with the ongoing action in such a
manner as to inflame the national passion.to a desire
for confrontation.

If Bull's contentions are accepted, then naval
power becomes a classic adjunct to international rela-
tions. Any restrictions on the transit of naval power,
conversely, inhibit certain diplomatic tools short of
war and actually serve to increase friction and the po-
tential for conflict. Yet this is precisely the chimera in-
voked by growing demands of littoral states for territo-
rial zones of varying magnitudes, involving varyi:ng
restrictions.

One new factor in ocean politics, a factor which un-
derlines the problem, is the recently achieved ability of
small littoral states to project disproportionate force.
This is not a forum for technical discussion but it must
be understood that rapid changes in weapons technol-
ogy have converted several formerly minor states into
major naval powers. It is sufficient to point out that
this has been achieved largely by the advent of conven-
tional and tactical nuclear missiles, either deployed
from the beach or from small, fast and inexpensive pa-
trol boats. The immediate implications of such techno-
logical change include certainly the fact that one must
take more seriously the proclamation of varying terri-
torial limits whether they are proclaimed arbitrarily
or not. The North Korean capture, in 1.968, of the-
intelligence-gathering (tattle-tale) vessel, USS Pueblo,
is an example of the imposition of the will of a-small
state on a major seapower. The sinking of the Israeli
destroyer Eilat by Egyptian fast patrol boats and simi-
lar events during the 1971 war between India and Pak-
istan are others. Having taken seriously the threat
posed to high seas shipping by even small littoral
states, the conclusion must be reached that in the ab-
sence of an international agreement to solve the `inno-
cent passage' problem, maritime powers must negoti-
ate specific contractual rights with individual littoral'
states. Such negotiations leave the instigating state
open to unreasonable or unilateral demands; to the va-
garies of fragile agreements that might be terminated
at any time; and to the possibility of having to negoti-
ate such an agreement rapidly when unforeseen events
involve geographic entities not previously envisaged
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as states through whose waters it would be necess.
to steam. In short, as Holst puts it: "This could provi
sources of conflict."

The spectre of gradual encroachment of freedom
the seas began in the early 1900s when Imperial P
sia claimed a 12 mile exclusive fishing zone. 1
transformed by the Communist government into aç
viet 12 mile territorial sea. Major maritime powers,j
cluding Britain, the United States and others, tacith
acquiesced in this claim. But, that precedent was upl,
aged by U.S. President Harry Truman in 1945, wha
he proclaimed the jurisdiction of the United Stat^
over the seabed resources of the continentalshelf. U,S
Ambassador at Large Elliot Richardson stated ib
Foreign Affairs: "though scarcely comparable to theat^
tempt by Spain and Portugal in 1494 to divide all t
world's oceans between themselves in accordance wit
precepts enunciated by Pope Alexander VI, the 774
man Proclamation constituted the first major breachiIl
modern times of the classic principles of ocean law laid
down by Hugo Grotius. .."By 1974, when UNCLaS
really got down to business, 76 countries had claime
territorial seas ranging from 12 miles to 200 miles. To
day, more than 100 countries have done so, thougl
only one quarter of them extend their territorial think,
ing to the 200 mile extreme.

The right of innocent passage for aircraft 4
equally affected and three main problems are involvea
The raison. d'être of travel by aircraft is,speed. Any d&
viation from the shortest distance between two point
is detrimental to the good humour of passengers ad
the timely delivery of sensitive or perishable goods
Strategic mobility may be affected as has indeed beeo
the case with , for example, the 1976 "Entebbe" rescu
mission launched by Israel which,for maximum effica
cy, relied on the goodwill of other governments in
granting permission for, overflight of their states. More
recently, aircraft track diversion has resulted in in
creased fuel costs, a problem that began in the mid•
1970s. The extension of territoriality to the 12 nautical
mile limit by all states (independent coastal states
now number 135) would close more than 100 straits
worldwide. These straits are, more than six, but less
than 24 miles wide. This takes in all the world's mos
important straits, including: the Strait of Gibraltar,
the Straits of Malacca and Singapore, the gateway to
the Indonesian Archipelago, the Strait of Hormuz at
the entrance of the PersianGulf and the Bab el Man•
deb Strait connecting.the Indian Ocean to the Red Se
and the Suez. Added to this is the problem of archipela•
gos , which arises from demands by several states whose
geography includes closely grouped islands to establish
political hegemony overall the water within the outer
limits of the islands. Enforcement by nations of a 200
mile limit would,at one stroke, remove 40percentof
the world's oceans from the inventory of the "high
seas"-an area greater than the earth's land mass. TO
again quote Richardson: "all the important seas thé
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IR, Zediterranéan, the Caribbean, the Black Sea, the Red

rov^,} " ea, the Persian Gulf and the Sea of Japan among

em; are consumed by coastal zones' léss than 200

lo^, ^7iles wide.". Not only navies, but also merchant ship-
1 Ru ,' Ting fleets are potentially threatened by such stric-

latH 6res. Heaton says maritime transport of high density,

a^ ^,,w value, raw materials and manufactured goods still

rs,ia Slominates all other uses of the sea. More than 95 per-

acsth ;Pnt of international trade moves by ship and A has in-

; up^ i'réased more than five-fold since,1950, to 2.5 billion

wha jona, from 500 million long tons.

3tatt; '}yuperpower implications

ad ib Ironically, this scenariounlike many others does
heat• -!,[of place the United States and the Soviet Union at
11 th nggerheads since both have vital and extensive inter-
wit sts in maintaining. maximum freedom of the seas.As
^u• }tobert Osgood notes, the superpowers not only:have an

IchiIl ûbvious motive in securing unimpeded passage for
v laid their men-of-war, but also in securing the unan-
,LoS iounced passage of sub-surface ballistic missile sub-
time

j"'

fuarines. Indeed, destroying secrecy by forcing these
s. To ressels to surface in certain areas would: undermine
tough ^he most survivable leg of the nuclear triad with un-
hink: t,appy consequences for strategic deterrence. Further,
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the superpowers have an interest in placing listening

devices on continental shelves to monitor. submarine
channels. These devices are most effective in waters
zss than 200 metres deep. Further,the Soviet Union

^,naintains four fleets, whose access to ocean routes is
`iinpeded by waterways bounded by west-oriented coun-
1iries. The Black Sea fleet must negotiate not only the
13osporus and the Dardanelles, but also Gibraltar. The
,^Raltic fleet is hemmed in by the Scandinavian 'ring.
I`lhe Pacific fleet, operating largely from Vladivostok,

s unhappily situated within the Sea of Japan and the
Vorthern fleet, though somewhat better off, must run -
che well honed anti-submarine warfare gauntlet
,hrown downby the Western alliance in the waters be-
meen Greenland, Iceland and the United Kingdom.
4nv peacetime attempt to restrict innocent passage of
So^iet vessels would create obvious and serious dan-
;errs Indeed, both the United States and the Soviet
Jnion;are clearly aware of the annoying possibilities
bi marginal conflicts which overweaning claims to
erritorial seas could invoke.

Several analysts have considered that for those
easons, the U.S.S.R. has far more to gain from -sea
îreedom than does the United States, but these argu-
ments break down under close scrutiny. The U.S. has
its own needs for unchallenged rights of navigation
and overflight, although these are not as acute as those
of the Russians. Areas of U.S. interest include the Pa-

!'ific archipelagos and unrestricted access to the Red
;Sea; the Mediterranean, the Persian Gulf and the In-
;jdian Ocean. Further, as Richardson points out, "the ab-
sence of any universally accepted legal foundation for
the freedoms of navigation and overflight through

Off-shore oil rig on man-made Sarpik Island in the

Beaufort Sea. Imperial Oil photo

straits and 200 mile zones could lead to unpleasant and
otherwise unnecessary strains on our relations with
our allies." Also, any restriction on sea and air mobil-
ity of Soviet forces places unbearable pressure on the
U.S.S.R. to achieve navigation control by any means.
Less often noted is the fact that the political frame-
work of the United States, heavily dependent on public
opinion, creates a requirement that the V.S. be seen to.
be acting properly and legally wherever events permit.
The United States, incidentally, is one of 23 nations
which still adhere to the traditional three mile limit
for territorial seas.

The interests of the superpowers in achieving free-
dom of the seas are shared in varying degrees by sev-
eral other maritime nations. Australia and New-Zea-
iand are among these. Canada, theoretically, sits on
both sides of the fence. On the one hand, her naval
squadrons deploy in concert with the western allies
and have qualitatively similar requirements for strate-
gic mobility-though quantitatively fewer. Canada,
similarly, has a common interest in the freedom of the
seas because of her importance as a trading nation.

i,Conversely, Canada's arctic archipelago and North-
west Passage are areas in which the question of sover-
eignty remains only partially resolved. Having said all
this, the prospects for new rules of the sea, an order
which satisfies the requirements described, are not
likely. Osgood maintains that the agenda is too large,
too many nations are involved and the pattern of inter-
ests among states is too fragmented and fluid. "The
prospect is better -for a detailed, well accepted, limited-



treaty similar to the negotiating text that emerged

from Committee II at Geneva, [a treaty] that will sat-
isfy the interests of coastal and maritime states with
respect to passage through, under and over interna-
tional straits and territorial waters while accommodat-
ing the interests of most coastal and straits states in
regulating non-military activities in a 200 mile eco-
nomic zone." Osgood suggests, however, that certain
key straits are unlikely to sign such a treaty. His re-
marks are qualified by his inclusion of all the other
thorny issues of UNCLOS-seabed mineral rights,
fishing zones and pollution issues among them.

Granting the sea freedoms that the superpowers
want would probably do more to deflate the egos of sev-
eral involved states than to deflate their economic and
social interests. There is little opposition to the pro-
spect of littoral states creating chârted sea lanes and
traffic control arrangements within certain areas and
of establishing economic restrictions and protective
measures pertaining to fish, energy, seabed minerals,
marine ecology, scientific research and security.

Ultimately, thesuperpowers will enforce their
right to freedom of innocent passage, using their ov^,D
definitions, by any rational means possible because
they see it as imperative to do so.But, there is a strong
desire to avoid the political and military consequences
of what is rapidly becoming unfashionable-trampling
on the rights of minority states. Militarily, the sudden
ability of weak states to project strong naval force, not
only by surface-to-surface missiles, but also by deploy-
ment of air-to-sea strike power and mine-laying, raises
the stakes to a level considerably higher than that of
the prospect of international embarrassment with its
ensuing diplomatic problems.

It is an axiom of human conflict that no nation will
long tolerate international situations which unde•-
mine its economy to the point of threatening the inter-
nal political structure. Sea denial-and more recently,
energy denial-is a significant factor in precipitating
just c__ich an intolerable model. Yet the old order of the
sea no longer operates and no new structure has been
evolved to replace it.
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2. List of recent publications of the Department of -

External Affairs (prepared by the Domestic Information
Programs Division).

I. Press releases

Jean-Marie Déry to be Consul General in Boston replacing
T.A. Williams.
Robert Elliot to be Ambassador to Egypt. He replaces Jean-
Marie Déry.
Michel Gauvin to be Ambassador to the People's Republic of
China, replacing Arthur Menzies.
John G.H. Halstead to be Ambassador and Permanent Repre-

^ sentative to the North Atlantic Council in Brussels. He re-
places J.E.G. Hardy:
Frank T. Jackman to be Consul in Dallas, Texas. He replaces
G.D. Valentine.
Karl Johansen to be High Commissioner in Tanzania. He re-
places E.J. Bergbusch.

Maldwyn Thomas to be Consul General in Dusseldorf. He re-

Geoffrey A.H. Pearson to be Ambassador to the Union of So-
viet Socialist Republics replacing R.A.D. Ford.
Marc Perron to be Ambassador to Senegal. He replaces J.J.
Asselin.

places F.T. Jackman.

No. 69 (August 20, 1980) Canadian delegation to the Sixth United
Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treat-
ment of Offenders. Caracas, Venezuela, August 25 to Sep-
tember 5,1980.

No. 70 (August 21, 1980) Canadian delegation to the Eleventh Spe-
cial Session of the United Nations General Assembly.

No. 71 (August 22, 1980) Establishment of Diplomatic Relations be-
tween Canada and the Republic of Equatorial Guinea.

No. 72 (August 22, 1980) Diplomatic Appoiritments. The SSEA,
Mark MacGuigan, announces the following appointments:
D'Iberville Fortier to be Ambassador to Belgium. He replaces
Lucien Lamoureux.
J.E. Ghislain Hardy to be Ambassador to Italy. He replaces
D'Iberville Fortier.
A.R. Menzies to be the first Ambassador for Disarmament.
H.O. Ring to be Consul in Glasgow. She replaces J.B. McLar-
en.
G. Douglas Valentine to be Ambassador to Colombia replac-
ing D.B. Laughton.

No. 73 (August 22,1980) Canada-U.S.A Tuna Agreement.

No. 74 (August 25, 1980) Understandings with the People's Repub-
lic of China on Consular and other matters.

No. 75 (August 29,1980) Visit of member of the Commission of the
European Communities for Development Policy, Claude
Cheysson.

No. 76 (August 29,1980) Appointment of Robert A.D. Ford as Spe-
cial Adviser on East-West Relations.

No. 77 (August 2,1980) Canada and Japan Exchange Notes Bring-
ing Nuclear Protocol into Force.

No. 67 (August 14,1980) New Zealand Deputy Prime Minister visits

Ottawa.

No. 68 (August 18,1980) Diplomatic appointments. The Secretary of
State for External Affairs, Mark MacGuigan, announces the
following appointments:

Raymond C. Anderson to be High Commissioner to Austra-
lia, replacing J. Alan Beesley.
Marc Baudouin to be Ambassador to Turkey. He will replace
C.J. Marshall.
Ronald J.L. Berlet to be Consul General in Hamburg replac-
ing M. Maddick.
Arthur E. Blanchette to be Ambassador to Tunisia replacing

' J.M. Touchette.

No. 78 (September 5, 1980) Participation of the Secretary of State
for External Affairs at the 35th Session of the United Na-
tions General Assembly.

No. 79 (September 12, 1980) Diplomatic Appointments. The SSEA,
Mark MacGuigan, announces the following appointments:
Jacques D.E. Denault to be Ambassador to the Cameroun. He
replaces Mr. Gilles Duguay.
Gilles Duguay to be Ambassador to Morocco. He replaces Mi-
chel Gauvin.
Lucien Lamoureux to be Ambassador to Portugal. He will re-
place Daniel Molgat.
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Sinclair H_. Nutting to be Ambassador to Ecuador. He re-
opens the post in Quito.

No. 80 (September 19, 1980) Canadian delegation to the 21st Ses-
sion of the General Conference of the United Nations Educa-
tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).

No. 81 (September 19,1980) CIDA to contribute $1,500,000 to PISC.

No. 82 (September 19,1980) Canada-U.K. Air Service Negotiations.

No. 83 (September 23, 1980) Joint Announcement Canada and the
United States Agree on monitoring arrangement for the Pop-
lar river.

No. 84 (September 24, 1980) Press release at the conclusion of the
State visit of the President of the Rwandese republic, His Ex-
cellency General Juvénal Habyarimana..

No. 85 (October 1, 1980) Visit to Canada of the Belgian Minister of
the French Community, Michel Hansenne.

No. 86 (October 1, 1980) Joint Press Statement on the Occasion of
the Visit to Canada of the Foreign Minister of Brazil, His Ex-
cellency Mr. Ramiro Saraiva Guerreiro, September 28 to Oc-
tober 1,1980.

No: 87 The Foreign Minister of the Republic of Singapore, the Hon-

ourable S. Dhanabalan, visits Ottawa.

No. 88 Diplomatic Appointment The SSEA announces J. Alan Bees-
ley is to become Ambassador to the Law of the Sea Confer-

ence, New York.

No. 89 (October 17, 1980) Appointments to the Board of Governors
of the International Development Research Centre (IDRC).

No. 90 (October 21,1980) Visit to Canada of Mr. Louis-Gaston May-
ila, Minister and Secretary General of the Government of the
Republic of Gabon.

No. 91 (October 23, 1980) Arthur Menzies takes up his appointment
as Ambassador for Disarmament.

No. 92 (October 31, 1980) Communiqué at the Conclusion of the
Visit to Canada of Mr. Louis-Gaston Mayila, Minister and
Secretary General of the Government of the Gabonese Re-

public.

No. 93 (November 10, 1980) Canada Signs Claims Agreement with

Cuba.

No. 94 (November 17,1980) Second Annual Report of the Canada/U-
nited States Research Consultation Group on the Long-

- Range Transport of Air Pollutants

No. 95 (November 18,1980) Meeting of Foreign Affairs Ministers in

Dakar on December 8 and 9,1980

H. Statements and Speeches

80/9 Suggestions for Future Directions of the ILO. An Address by
the Minister of Labour, the Honourable Gerald Regan, to the Ple-
nary Meeting of the Sixty-Sixth Session of the International Labour
Conference, Geneva, June 13,1980.

80/10 Plea for True Solution to the Crisis in Kampuchea. A State-
ment by Louis Duclos, Parliamentary Secretary to the Secretary of
State for External Affairs, to the United Nations Conference on
Kampuchean Relief, Geneva, May 27,1980.

I

80/11 Current Issues in Canadian Foreign Policy. A Statement by
the Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State for External
Affairs, to the House of Commons Standing Committee on External
Affairs and National Defence, Ottawa, June 10, 1980.

80/12 Equality, Development and Peace. An Address by the Hon-
ourable Lloyd Axworthy, Minister Responsible for the Status of
Women, to the United Nations Decade for Women, Copenhagen, July
15,1980.

80/13 Development: A Global Search for the Future. A Speech by
the Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State for External
Affairs, to the Eleventh Special Session of the United Nations Gen-
eral Assembly, New York, August 26,1980.

80/14 Canada Looks West-Increasing Links Across the Pacific.
An address by the Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State

for External Affairs, to the Canadian Business Association, the Can-

adian Club of Hong Kong, and the Canadian University Association, ,

Hong Kong, July 2,1980.

80/15 New Dimensions in North-South Relations: A Canadian Per-
spective. An address by the Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary
of State for External Affairs, to the Royal Institute of International
Affairs, London, England. July 7,1980.

80/16 A Security Imperative for the Eighties. A speech by the Hon-
ourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State for External Affairs, to
the World Federalists of Canada, Winnipeg, Manitoba, June 13,
1980.

80/17 Channelling the Winds of Change into Collective Achieve-
ment. An address by the Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of
State for External Affairs, to the Thirty-Fifth Regular Session of the
United Nations General Assembly, New York, September 22,1980.

80/18 Disarmament and Development. A speech by the Honourable
Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State for External Affairs, to Parlia-
mentarians for World Order, New York, September 23,1980.
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"A program for consolidation of Canada's foreign
rvice will be started immediately", said Prime Minis-

^r Trudeau on March 21, 1980. For the departments of

,cternal Affairs, Industry, Trade and Commerce and

plo3nnent and Immigration consolidation will in-
lve a full integration into external affairs of their

reign service officers at the senior executive level.

eads and deputy heads of diplomatic and consular

sts abroad will normally be drawn from this pool.
he consolidation plan will also mean that manage-

ent control of foreign service personnel at the opera-
onal level-which ranks below the group mentioned

ove-will be divided'between the departments of Ex-
rnal Affairs and Industry, Trade and Commerce. The
erational group in External will include foreign

rvice officers from the Department of Employment
d Immigration and some officers from the Canadian
ternational Development Agency (CIDA), as well as
ose already in External. In Trade and Commerce the
erational group will include the trade commissioners
that level, plus foreign operations personnel from

e Canadian Government Office of Tourism.
The announcement of the plan raises a host of

uestions. Why is consolidation being undertaken
ow? What are the purposes? How will they be
chieved? How will consolidation affect policy forma-
ton and decision making? Will it make any difference
p how Canada conducts its foreign relations? What are
he prospects that the plan will really be carried
hrough?

"We were a bit stunned by the suddenness," said
in immigration official. No doubt the move was meant
o be sudden. While government organization is recog-
tized as a prerogative of the Prime Minister, well-
ntrenched ministers are likely to be resistant to
hanges which affect the size and scope of their depart-
nents. Clearly the best tactic for the Prime Minister
vas to act as early as possible in the life of his new gov-
'rnment.

In a broader sense the move was not quite such a
^urprise. The Privy Council Office had been examining
ôreign service consolidation before the general elec-
ions of May, 1979. Some optional courses of action

® 0

missioner who had served as Ambassador to Brazil and

were proposed to Prime Minister Clark after he took of-
fice, but he chose to commission a further study before
deciding on a plan. Barry Steers, a former trade com-

Consul-General in New York, was asked to re-examine
the problem. He rendered his report in late August, but
the Clark government took no action on it before the
election of February 18, 1980.

ficient control over the manpower and resources as-
signed to the post for carrying out the programs of

Earlier Efforts
A previous consolidation start had been made in

1970, but was not carried through. A çommittee of dep-
uty ministers from the departments principally con-
cerned, the Interdepartmental Committee on External
Relations (ICER), was directed by the government to
implement a decision in principle on foreign operations
integration. The ICER integrated the foreign opera-
tions support services of 22 departments, boards and
agencies then carrying on programs abroad, transfer-
ring about 1,000 employees (mostly locally engaged
staff at posts abroad) from these departments to the de-
partment of External Affairs.

Subsequently the ICER deferred further struc-
tural integration until it had dealt with the problem of
policy coordination at headquarters between depart-
ments and agencies reponsible for programs with in-
ternational dimensions. Some constructive measures
were adopted, but momentum diminished. The IGER
met less and less frequently, and never did return to
the idea of further structural integration.

There were apparently two developments which
inspired the Privy Council Office early in 1979 to re-
examine the possibility of bringing the various compo-
nents of the foreign service into a single management
system. One reason was recurring complaints from
heads of posts, who said they could not work with max-
imum efficiency and economy, because they lackedsuf-

Mr. Maybee is a retired foreign service officer and
former High Commissioner to Nepal.
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other departments. The other reason was the obverse:
some departments were canvassing the possibility of
stationing their own personnel abroad, as they were
not satisfied with the service they were getting from
foreign service officers at posts. A background paper on
foreign service consolidation identified these and re-
lated problems in the following terms:

While` the demands on our foreign service ... are
ever increasing, the resources which are available
for all of the government's foreign operations are
limited . . .

The management of our foreign service resources is
fragmented. . .

The training of foreign service officers is narrowly
departmental in focus . . .

Our foreign operations tend to compartmentalize ac-
tivities related to economics and financial concerns
or trade problems and promotion rather than pulling
all of these together . . .

Our posts abroad do not necessarily function, and are
not always perceived as functioning, as representa-
tive of the whole of the Canadian Government...
Heads of post ... have been given authority over all
post operations, but, because their control of post
personnel is -incomplete and because their own ca-
reer development has usually not provided them
with sufficiently broad experience either at home or
abroad, they are not often capable of fulfilling this
function as effectively as should be the case.

Some old foreign service hands feel that the case,
as outlined above, has been somewhat overstated and
that most important posts have been able to do their
job a good deal more effectively than the foregoing
would suggest. Nevertheless, some of the abovemen-
tioned shortcomings probably apply to nearly all,posts
in some measure.

Trudeau's Statement
The purpose of consolidation of the foreign service

was set forth in the Prime Minister's press release of
March 21:

-to improve the economy and efficiency of foreign
operations without affecting the policy and
program-development roles of the departments in-
volved;

-to unify the management of Canada's foreign posts
and the image of Canada they project;

-and to improve the career prospects and broaden
the experience of foreign service personnel.
From these statements it is clear that there are

two primary points of focus in the consolidation plan:

instance, all aspects of Canada's economic relatio%
with the host country will be dealt with as parts of a Co.
herent whole-economic analysis, trade policy, tradF
promotion, development assistance planning, labou
and manpower analysis. When officers travel outsidE
the capital, the head of post will be able to direct thea
to carry out tasks on behalf of two or three program;
during their trip--lealing with a consular case, check•
ing on a development assistance project, calling on ,,
importer. Greater efficiency-and some mar,ij,„
economies-should be achieved as a result.

With respect to the career prospects for foreig
service officers, the system as planned should . open up
new opportunities, but may also face individual offic:
ers with some rather painful dilemmas. The senior ex•
ecutive group-the pool from which heads of post ana
senior deputy heads of post will normall3 li:
drawn-will be made up of officers who have, through
service in a variety of appointments both within tbe
forei,-,n service departments and elsewhere in got c rr.
ment, acquired a good grasp of government opera
in a number of different fields. Promotion into this p, ^, !
will go to those who have acquired sufficiently br,,^l
experience.

At the operational level, however, a`streamüir
system will operate, corresponding to the six main ^^(w-
eign service functions-political and economic af#âir€
development assistance, trade and tourism, public af
fairs, immigration and consular affairs. Officers who-
develop an interest in and an aptitude for work in a
particular functional stream will have to decide wher
to leave a specialized stream in order to acquire the
riety of experience necessary to enter the managera( r;t
group.

The consolidation plan is personnel-ôrie li: '
rather than program-oriented: it touchés only lightly
on the problem which some departments may have in-
ensüring that their programs are properly imple•
mented by External Affairs' enlarged foreign service
corps. CIDA and Employment and Immigration have
been understandably worried about this. They for=
merly commandedtheir own.troops in the field: hence-
forth it appears that they will have to deliver their or•
ders to External-or directly to the post-and hope for
the best.

Head of post
There, are a number of sanctions, however, which

will apply and will help to (ensure that the require•
ments of the client departments are properly fulfilled.
The system emphasizes very strongly that the head of

the Canadian post abroad and the career concerns of post will be held accountable forall the programs U11-
the foreign service group. Some improvements in econ-
omy and efficiencywill be possible at posts abroad as a
result of foreign service consolidation. Work at posts
will be less compartmentalized and will enable a head
of post to eliminate overlappingibetween different sec-
tions of his staff and to better organize their work. For

der, his direction. He will have powerful motives to en-
sure that allhis clients are satisfied, as client depart•
ments will continue to contribute to the appraisal of
heads of post. External as a department will also have
compelling reasons to ensure that effectively irnple•
mented programs are "delivered" to the client depart,
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ments: its service reputation will be on the line.

One of the objectives of foreign service consolida-
tion, according to the background paper, is "to contrib-
ute to improving the method of setting priorities and to
improving the resource allocation process for foreign
operations." Because of the symbioticservice/client re-
lationship this seems likely to happen. External Af-

fairs will be inclined to restrain other departments
from expanding their program actively. abroad to en-
sure that a head of post is not held- responsible for im-
plementing more programs than he has qualified man-
power to handle.

This situation of creative tension may compel the

client departmentto do some careful priority setting,
to determine what activity on its behalf the post may
drop in order to accommodatethe new program. Alter-
natively, if the client department can persuade Exter-
nal Affairs and the head of post that the new program
activity is desirable; the program of a third department

may be singled out for oblivion-something which
would require some more policy consultation. External
Affairs' negotiating and leadership capacity will be
challenged to achieve settlement of these problems
without forcing a showdown at the ministeriallevel.

Will consolidation make any difference to how
Canada conducts its foreign relations? That will de-
pend on whether External Affairs can maintain and in-
crease its capacity to be creative in the policy field. The
absorption into External Affairs of some 400 foreign
service personnel from Industry, Trade and Commerce,
Immigration and CIDA will add considerably to the de-
partment's strength at the junior and middle working
levels, but less at the policy level. By acquiring respon-
sib i lity for program delivery abroad for all governmentJ

departments-and particularly for Immigration and
CIDA-External will inevitably tend to become more
^f ,i central service department. In essence, a sort ofex-
crnal department of Supply and Services.

Some people therefore question whether after con-
^olidation External Affairs will be a favourable envi-
rotiment for training officers in intelligence analysis,
L,_ formulation of policy and the conduct of negotia-

f

i i,, o is. Some officers both in and out of External specu-
that foreign service consolidation may not be the

last step in the department's evolution-that at some
future date there may be a need to designate a minis-
tr^ of foreign affairs to deal with policy matters sepa-
r, 11 e! from a department of external services designed to
implement government programmes abroad. Others
oppose such a separation, arguing that the best place to
work up new policy ideas is a corner of the workshop,
not an ivory tower.

In the shorter term the general public may not no-
tice much change in the way the government conducts.
its foreign relations after consolidation provided, of

" course, that the people principally affected-the mem-
bers of the foreign service=fall in line and support thé
change. The fact thàt the foreign service officers'

union, the Professional Association of Voreign Service
Officers (PAFSO), already brings together into a single
bargaining unit members of External Affairs, the
Trade Commissioner Service and the foreign branchin
the Department of Immigration, is a positive factor of
considerable importance on which management should
capitalize. PAFSO has been largely ignored in the pre-
paratory phases of the consolidation plan, despite an
understanding that the organization'woûld be consult-
ed.Failure by management to'consult.with the union
in the implementation phase might stimulate the sus-
picion and balkiness that mosi' people would feel in the
face of such organizational change. An,associated drop
in morale in the officer group as a whole could preju-
dice the success of thé consolidation process.

Opposition to consolidation
One public constituency which has consistently

opposed the absorption of the Trade Commission Serv-
ice into External Affairs is the export community.
Through the Canadian Exporters' Association they
lobbied against integration in the early 70's and have
kept the government informed in-the lastyear or two of
their continuing opposition to any such scherne. Fol-
lowing the Prime Minister's announcement on March
21 the Association sent a telegram to"the Minister of
State for Trade, registering its disappointment and the
strong opposition of its members to "organization
changes such as those now proposed which would tend
towards diluting the effectiveness of the trade promo-
tional activity." The exporters have since received as-
surances from the Minister of Trade and Commerce
that the quality of the services to exporters will be
maintained, but clearly some doubts remain:

Since littleother opposition to consolidation is ap-
parent either 'inside or outside the government, the
prospects that it will take place more or less as planned
seem very good. Although responsibility for carrying
out the consolidation plan was assigned to the three de-
-partments most directly affected, with External Af-
fairs in the lead role, it has been made clear that the
Privy Council Office will be closely monitoring pro-
gress. The ICER Personnel Management Commitfee,
which is directing the implementation of the consolida-
tion plan, held its first meeting on April 18.,,Its plan of
operations calls for the absorption of the Immigration
Foreign Service Officer group first, then the CIDA
component, and finally the executive level group of the
Trade Commissioner Service. While arrangements for
the transfer of the Immigration group to External Af-
fairs are being worked out, Industry, Trade and Com-
merce will be organizing the absorption of the Cana-
dian Government Office of Tourism personnel into the
Trade Commissioner Service. Target date for comple-

° tion of the consolidation scheme is April 1, 1981.

The personality factor will be important in the re-
alization of the consolidation plan. Prime Minister
Trudeau has always had a lively interest in govern-
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ment organization: the air was full of innovative ideas
in this field during his first term of office. That was the
period of the 1970 foreign policy review, culminating
in Foreign Policy for Canadians and its proposals for
foreign service integration. Much of this innovative ac-
tivity was cut short by the electoral near-disaster of
1972. Now, in his final term of office, Prime Minister
TrudEau has the opportunity for another go at foreign
service integration.

The architect of the 1970 scheme for integration,
Michael Pitfield, was at the time Deputy Secretary
(Plans) to the Cabinet, but was not the Privy Council
Office representative on the ICER. The deputy minis-
ters, who were members of the ICER early in the 70s,
had little enthusiasm for schemes for organizational
change.Theyhave passed on, but Pitfield is back, this
time with formidable leverage as the Prime Minister's
number one adviser. For Pitfield, the opportunity to
see the implementation of a favourite blueprint could
not be better.

Finally, in Allan Gotlieb, External Affairs has an
Undérsecretary who strongly supports foreign service

^ ►.

1^^ Q ^ ' •i INSiITUiE
^ l'INSTIM im •Wi

No. ofcopies

consolidation. In a public lecture in Toronto on Febni,
ary15, 1979 on leadership and service, he develope^
the theme that External Affairs is a central agency !
government and should be recognized as such. Hedic
not advocate foreign service consolidation-that won]a
have been quickly labelled as empire building buth@
dwelt on some ancillary factors such as the usefulness
of the revived ICER and the accountability of headsof
post for all post programs. (See article entitled "Is Eg.
ternal Affairs a central agency?-a question of leader.
ship controls" by W.M. Dobell in International
Perspectives, May/June/July/August, 1979.)

In his speech Gotlieb said that "The Government
considers the Department of External Affairs to be a
central agency because it has a responsibility to pro•
vide other departments with coherent policy and prior•
ity guidance covering the full range of Canada's inter•
national relations. We must ensure that we offer to
government the leadership and service which are ex•
pected of us." This policy leadership role is the compan•
ion activity to the service role which External Affairs
will acquire in full after consolidation.
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ii ;,;rnational Trade

C& the ura i^
by Larry Stewart

The Supreme Court of Canada's unanimous judg-
^ment on March 18, 1980, not to release secret docu-
l^ments requested by the Gulf Oil Corporation of Pitts-

burgh once again thrust Canada's role in an
international uranium cartel to national attention.

One of the most interesting aspects of the cartel
was the fact that it was created, operated, dismantled
and continues to be shrouded in near-absolute secrecy.

The complete story of the uranium cartel remains
untold largely because of the refusals bÿ both the Lib-
eral and Conservative parties of Canada to release doc-
uments on the subject considered crucial-in current bil-
lion dollar uranium litigation involving both Canadian
and American corporations. These refusals by both
governments have challenged the integrity of the Can-
adian government and the fundamental Canadian
right of freedom of information. In considering the
present controversyover the release of these classified
documents describing the operation of the cartel, it is
necessary to examine why the formation and operation
of the cartel were guarded with such secrecy.

In early 1972, Australia, France, SouthAfrica,
Canada and Rio Tinto Zinc of Britain formed an inter-
national cartel to control the world price and supply of
uranium through a complex scheme of price-fixing,
bid-rigging and the allocation of markets. Specifically,
the corporations involved from Canada included: Ria
Algom Ltd.; Gulf Minerals Canada Ltd., (GMCL) a
Canadian subsidiary of the Gulf Oil Corporation; Ur-
anerz Canada Ltd., (UCL), a West German Company
involved in a joint venture development with GMCL at
Rabbit Lake, Saskatchewan; Denison Mines Ltd; Eldo-
rado Nuclear and Uranium Canada, both crown corpo-
rations. France was represented by Uranex, which acts
as a marketing agency for French uranium companies,
while South Africa voiced its opinion through the Nu-.
c1ea Fuels Corporation which is a marketing body in
that country. Australian companies included Queens-
l,;r;l Mines Ltd.; Pancontinental Mining Ltd.;Peko-
Wallsend Ltd.; Electrolytic Zinc and Ranger Mining

1 Ltd.

Canadian initiatives
Exploratory talks among the potential members, initi-,
ated most likely by Canada, began in February of 1972
in Paris and were designed to stabilize prices and elim-
inate "cut throat"competition within the industry. By'
Julie of 1972, after five months of sporadic negotiation,

m c tei

in different locations around the world, the details of
the arrangement were 'finalized in Johannesburg,
South Africa, and the uranium cartel was formally
established: The structure cf the Société d'Etudes de
Recherches d'Uranium, as the uranium cartel was re-
ferred to for the purposes of secrecy, consisted of an
Operating andPolicy Committee and a one-man Secre-
tariat "buried" in the large headquarters of the French
Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique (CEA) in Paris.
The Secretariat reported to the Operating Committee
which was composed of one representative and an al-
ternate from each participating country. The main
task of the Secretariat was to review all contracts to
ensure compliance with the cartel's guidelines. The
Operating Committee met on a, bi-monthly basis to
consider new business and to review the operation of
the cartel. The higher- ranking Policy Committee met
less frequently, considering more important matters
such as pricing and market allocation policies.

The marketing arrangements, which excluded the
markets of the United States and the participating na-
tions, consisted of a quota system which divided the
uncommitted world market among the members ac-
cording to the, production levels of each country. The
cartel membership also devised an elaborate scheme of
bid-rigging in order to create.the illusion of competi-
tion in the world uranium market. Two bidders were
selected by the Secretariat after conferring with mem-
bers of the Operating Committee; one was to act as a
lead bidder while the other would be a runner-up. The
selection of a lead bidder was made among the five par-
ticipating members according to the country whJch
needed its quota filled to keep it at a uniform rate-with
the sales of the other producers. The producers also
agreed that they would sell to middle-men engaged in
the resale of uranium, such as Westinghouse and Gen-
eral Electric, at prices fifteen cents per pound of ura-
nium higher than the already elevated price charged to
the Japanese and then only if the end use of the mate-
rial was known, to prevent these middle-men from

° Mr. Stewart is a Research Assistant at the Centre for
International Relations, Queen's University. He is
completing a study of Canada's response to
international mineral cartels.
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competing with the cartel members. By late. 1974 the
cartel's importance lapsed as uranium prices were
overtaken by market forces and increased seven-fold
over a two year period. Although the cartel became un-
necessary, it continued to meet intermittently until
October, 1975.

Secret discussions

The secret cartel discussions which were initiated in
the spring of 1972, held a number of advantages for
Canadian officials. Because the negotiations over the
structure and creation of the cartel were confidential,
the government was allowed to be flexible in its posi-
tion. This secrecy eliminated any fear of losing face be-
fore the electorate if the agreement did not succeed. As
well, the secrecy avoided a debate which could have
killed the sense of urgency among all the participants
and eliminated any chance of the government being
criticized in an election year.

Even after a formal price-fixing, quota-setting
agreement was reached by the uranium producers in
Johannesburg, secrecy was still considered essential.
Internal memoranda circulated within the cartel were
labelled "secret", "highly confidential" and "specially
confidential". Furthermore, it was agreed that the
minutes of each meeting would consist of as brief a
summary as possible of the principal points discussed
and one participant added that "as few copies as possi-
ble be made in order, to avoid eventual difficulties".
Members of the `Club of Five' were instructed to stone-
wall the,press and avoid using the word `cartel' in any
correspondence.

For the Trudeau government, participation. in the
cartel represented such a break withtraditional for-,
eign policy that it was perhaps felt unwise to-immedi=
ately inform MPs and the public. With a minority posi-
tion in Parliament between 1972 and 1974, the
Liberals were extremely vulnerable to criticism. Addi-
tionally, there no doubt were fears of political and/or
economic retaliation from the United States as well as
possible problems with both American Anti-trust and
Canadian Combines laws. Perhaps there also existed
the fear that the United States Atomic Energy Com-
mission (USAEC), which then controlled the majority
of the world's enrichment capability, would withhold
its services.

Moreover, Canada's policy of participating in a de-
veloped-country cartel sharply contradicted its refusal
to join Third World producer associations. Throughout

!i. the first half of the 1970's, Canada rejectedmembér-
ship in Third World producer associations in iron ore,
copper, mercury, silver and tungsten. Noting that the
uranium cartel, solely a developed state organization,
had been formed prior to OPEC's late 1973 success in
quadrupling the world price of oil and before the.prolif-
eration of Third World commodity organizations, it^ '
would have been difficult for Canadian officials to.at-
tack Third World attempts to establish cartels. The
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case of the uranium cartel could have been used by de.
veloping countries as a precedent for creating either
producer associations or cartels in other commodit.ies.

Many of the, reasons for the secretiveness nla^
have been rooted not in an overwhelming Canadian de
sire for secrecy, but rather in the multi-national na,
ture of the arrangement. And finally, at that time th(
cartel members may have appeared to be strange k,;.
fellows, especially to the domestic population of Cana.
da. For example, relations between Canada and France
were at a very low level and the government was being
publicly critical of South Africa's apartheid policies.

Leaked documents

During the summer of 1976, the cartel's elaborat^-
curity system was toppled when confidential cirte!
documents were leaked by the Friends of the Eart,i ,;a;,
Australian environmental group opposed to uraniuü;
mining, to a U.S. House Subcommittee set up to inves•
tigat^ the cartel. The Subcommittee then subpoenaed
Gulf Oil Corporation documents detailing the role of
its Canadian subsidiary, Gulf Minerals Canada Ltd.,
in the cartel. The documents came from an ongoing
cartel-related trial in a Chicago District Court involv-
ing the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Westing-
house, a prominent uranium middle-man which ar-
gued that the cartel's price-raising had made it
impossible to sell uranium at the prices it had previ-
ously guaranteed, filed an anti-trust action against 29
uranium corporations, many of which were involved in
the cartel.

Working through the U.S. State Department, the
Canadian government and Gulf requested that the doc-
uments which the Sub-committee threatened to re-
lease be held in strict confidence, arguing that the doc-
uments were diplomatically sensitive and raised a
question of international comity between nations. The
request was denied.

In this instance, the government had sought se-
crecy' for good reason. The documents revealed that
Canadian uranium producers had violated the Com-
bines Investigation Act with the knowledge and sup-
port of high government officials. The government was
further embarrassed because some of the material
which had been passed by GMCL to its American head-
quarters, and from there subpoenaed, had been pro-
videdto Canada on a confidential basisby other mem-
bers of the cartel. ,

Canada's reputation
Similarly, .Canada's international reputation would
have been damaged if the government had been forced
to acknowledge its participation and leadership in an
OPEC style price-fixing cartel. This was especially
true as it was aperiod when OPEC members were test-
ing their new-found economic strength. One must also
remember that the stigma attached to cartels from pre-
World War II times continued to exist. Secondly, the
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revelations came at a time when Canada was entering
the final round of GATT negotations. At those meet-
ings, Canada's major bargaining lever was its strength
in natural resources. Thirdly, the Rabbit Lake, Saskat-
chewan, joint venture between GMCL and UCL was
created to give Canada a preferred position in sales of
uranium to West Germany and was in accordance with
the so-called `Third Option' policy outlined by Mitchell

1 Sharp in 1972. Public disclosure of Canada's role in the
cartel could have adversely affected Canadian-
European relations, despite the fact that the French
government through Uranex was an active member of
the cartel and West German officials knew of the car-

I tel's activities. As one Gulf Oil Corporation official not-
ed: "the zeal with which Dr. W.-Schlieder, head of the
EEC Anti- trust Division, is enforcing the provision of
the Treaty of Rome must surely give rise to anxiety."
Finally, it was perhaps anticipated that the release of
the five Canadian documents would have had a nega-

! tive effect on Canadian-Americari relations.
Once the documents were released, however, then

Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources, Alastair Gil-
lespie, argued thatCanada's role had not been a secret
and had indeed been, announced by the government
early in 1972. Despite the extraordinary measures
taken by the members to protect the privacy of the
group, the cartel's existence was common knowledge to
many individuals who were involved in, or closely re-
lated to, the world uranium industry. The initial Paris
meetings of the cartel in February, 1972, were reported
in many North American newspapers while subse-
quent meetings were noted in various nuclear industry
trade journals.

Yet the information then available does not sup-
port the Liberal government's contention that the ac-
tivities of the cartel were publicly known from 1972 to
1975. The newspaper accounts and government stâte-
ments issued during this period only transmitted the
information that representatives from uranium produ-
cing countries met from time to time to work on an
agreement to stabilize uranium prices. The explicit de-
tails of the existence of a-Policy and Operating Com-
mittee and Secretariat, and indeed of the cartel, and
the fact that prices were fxed;-were never publiclyre-
ported untilthecartel ceased to operate (and this was
not done with the support of any of the cartel members
especially not Canada), or at least until the formation
of the London-based Uranium Institute; which repre-
sents the interests of both uraniumproducers and con-
sumers in the world. The intention of the cartel mem-
bers to keepthe organization secret was clear; the fact
that it was not very successful at this task does not
support the Canadian claim that the cartel was openly
and purposefully discussed in public from its creation.

Gillespie's proclamation was surprisingly followed
by the Canadian Cabinet's passage of an Order-in-
Council (SOR/76-744) under the Atomic Energy Con-'
trol Act entitled the Uranium Information Security

Regulation which silenced discussion of the subject in
Canada. Unprecedented in Canadian history, the regu-
lation was designed to prevent the release of informa-
tion on the cartel to foreign governments. The regula-
tion went further, however, in that it effectively
`gagged' discussion of the subject by the-media, general
public and Members of Parliament while in the House
of Commons. Violation of the regulation was punish-
able by a five year prison term and/or a $10,000 fine.

Gag order

Under heavy pressure from the Opposition Parties and
growing public criticism that the regulation was a re-
striction of the fundamental right of freedom of speech,
the `gag order' was revised by the Trudeau Govern-
menton October 13, 1977to allow discussion of docu-
ments already in the public domain on the uranium
cartel. Yet it. remained illegal for those with direct
knowledge of the cartel to release new information
(SOR/77-836). Despite this, the Conservative Party ap-
plied for judicial review ofthe original regulation in
the Supremé Court of Ontario. The court ruled that the
subject could be discussed in Parliament and that the
regulation was properly promul-atcd under the

ElVIkPl uW

Uranium stockpile at the Eldorado Nuclear Refinery at
PortHope, Ontario. .
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Atomic Energy Control Act on this and oneother occa-
sion (in Re: Westinghouse and Re: Clark et al. v. Attor-
ney General of Canada et al.).

The major purpose of the regulation which the
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This argument is no longer valid. At different
times, the Gulf Oil Corporation, Rio Algom Ltd., and
Denison Mines"Ltd:, all members of the cartel,-have re.
quested that the Canadian government allow them to

Liberal govenment refused to compromise was that use the confidential documentscôncerning the operâ•
Canadian sovereignty had to be protected against the tion of the cartel to comply with court rulings in the
extra-U3territorial application of American law to an. U.S. These former cartel members now feel that these
action the Canadian government had taken in reaction
to American protectionist policies. If the Canadian
government had transferred information to the United
States Justice Department or the Westinghouse Elec-

documents would be helpful in their court battles. The
Gulf Oil Corp. of Pittsburgh, for example, has sought
permission to disclose the documents to prove that
GMCL was compelled by the Canadian government to

tric Corporation to assist in the prosecution of Ameri- participate in thecartel.
can subsidiaries based in Canada, which had acted at In simplified terms, the decision to release or withhold

the request of the Canadian government, it would have
been unlikely that corporations in a similar situation
in the future would have implemented national eco-
nomic policy without first checking American laws.
The final result could have been that American subsid-
iaries would be more responsive to American law imde-

- termining the extent to which they would act in Cana-
da's interest.
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the documents involved considerations of straining re-
lations and undermining the positions of Australia and
-Britain, which have both passed tough laws to prevent
the disclosure of information,:on the uranium cartel;
protecting Canadian sovereignty against the extra•
territorial application of American anti-trust laws; of
helping Canadian corporations currently involved iD
billion dollar litigation.
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Under the guidance of Trudeau, the Liberals haves
onsistently refused these requests. As the official Op-
osition, the Conservatives, led by Joe Clark and Sin-

lair Stevens, vociferously attacked the Liberal at-
empts to prevent discussion on the issue and release
he documents. Yet in reversing- their pre- May 1979
lection protestations against the Liberal failure to re- tect the domestic market from foreign competition dur-
asé the documents, the Conservatives side-stepped ing the transition from a government to a commercial
he issue until December 13, 1979. On this date, the market after the passage of the Private Ownership Act
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ery day the Conservative government was defeated,
e Cabinet decided not to release the documents in a
anner that appeared to conflict with their proposed
eedom of information législation.

Both governments' actions reveal that Canada is
perhaps bound to secret agreements with the former
^el members not toreleâse the'information. Indeed,

is possible that Canada made some political conces-
ions to South Africa in order to-acquire its support in
he cartel, for uranium mining in South Africa was
ever as seriously affected by American protectionist
olicies as it was in Canada. One possible area could
ave been a lessening of Canadian. criticism of South

ican apartheid laws. More. likely, however, is the
aplanation that Canada, the United Kingdom and
ustralia are jointly working to limit the extra-
rritorial application of American law, with

Canadian-Aùstralian co-operation being particularly
lose.

There are other reasons why it is unlikely that the
regulation will be revoked. First, the release of new in-
ôrmation could resurrect past U.S. Justice Depart-
ment and Grand Jury investigations into the subject,
^ereby increasing the chances that costly court judg-

ents would go against Canadian companies involved.
4Vhile the most incriminating material would probably
till be held in Cabinet documents, perhaps the mate-
ial released would not sufficiently help and indeed

^nly further hinder the defence of Canadian corpora-
ions. Second, if material is released that tipped the
alance away from Canadian producers now in court
attles, forcing-them to pay large damages to Westing-
iouse, the stability of the uranium industry and com-

®nunities in Canada would be jeopardized, not to men-
ion the adverse affect such a development would have
n the foreign exchange received from the export of
ranium. Such a setback to the uranium industry
vould also have federal-provincial repercussions be-
ause of the present large uranium exploration and

Pnining efforts in Saskatchewan and Ontario.

J.S. Protectionism

Zeflecting on past events, few would argue that Can-
.da was not: justified in participating in the uranium
artel against the protectionist and damaging uranium
mportation policies of the United States. In 1964 the
IS. Atomic Energy Commission issued a regulation
mnning the use of American-enriched .foreign ura-

nium in domestic reactors, thereby eliminating access
by foreign producers to 70 percent of the world market.
Uranium from foreign sources could still be enriched in
the United, States and American utilities- could have
bought and stockpiled it but not for use in domestic re-
actors. The USAEC had imposed this restriction to pro-

of 1964 and to promote energy self-sufficiency for stra-
tegic reasons under a plan known as Project Independ-
ence. Three years later, the USAEC further antagon-
ized international uranium producers when it began to
compete aggressively for the remaining 30 percent of
the world market by off^ring ënriched uranium for $8
per pound. Intense price competition and a persistent
slippage in demand, as reactor construction in the
United States was unexpectedly delayed, resulted in a
further decline in uranium prices.

At the time, Canada and South Africa were the
only two major producers of uranium outside of the
United States. South African companies were not se-
verely affected because their total annual production of
uranium was less than Canada's and uranium was
mined as a by-product of gold-mining operations re-
quiring little capital investment and no increase in the
labour force.

On the other hand, the Canadian uranium indus-
try was seriously affected by the changes in American
policy for it had been created by, and therefore was
(and is) dependent upon, the demand generated for
uranium within the United States. Canada had no
comparable market in which to sell its uranium, and
federal officials were faced with the problem of sup-
porting the populations of numerous mining communi-
ties which were solely dependent on the export of ura-
nium for revenue, employment and survival.

Many, however, would argue that the failure of
the government to fully disclose its role in the uranium
cartel has become a national embarrassment. Further,
present evidence reveals that the government trans-
formed the cartel from a defensive organization to an
aggressive, price-raising, output-restricting one;, _in'-
variably, Canada was at the heart of all cartel at-
tempts to force drastic increases in the price of urani-
um.

The Supreme Court's recent decision not to release
the documents on the basis that it would be against the
`national interest' should be questioned. Chief Justice-
Bora Laskin's judgment that the documents were with-
li'eld in order to assert Canadian sovereignty and to re-
sist the extra-territorial' application of U.S. anti-trust
laws will undoubtedly generate little opposition. Yet,
despite Laskin's assertion to the contrary, the basic
'problem remains. Canadians are still largely left in the
dark concerning the role of their government in an in-
ternational price-fixing cartel unprecedented in Cana-
dian history.
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Prospects for the Madrid CSCE

by D.C. Arnould
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The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan coupled with
the new wave of measures against Soviet dissidents in-

cluding, most prominently, the arrest of Dr. Andrei
Sakharov in February, has understandably raised
questions about the Madrid session of the Conference
on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) which
is scheduled to take place in November 1980 as a
follow-up to the Helsinki Final Act of August 1975.

People are asking if there is any point in holding
the meeting? Can any positive results be expected or
will it simply degenérate into a bout of mutual vituper-
ation even more sterile than the Belgrade Meeting
held in 1977-78? These are all valid questions and in
looking for the answers one must go back to fundaxnen-
tals and examine what the 35 Final Act signatory
countries see in the CSCE process in the way of advan-
tages and benefits. Of course, the 35 do not by any
means see these considerations in the same way: They
can be grouped, albeit reluctantly by some, into three
categories: the Western allies,, the Warsaw Pact and

the neutral and non-aligned nations. Broadly speak-
ing, each group has its particular interests, although
there are important shades of opinion within each of

them.
At the beginning of the process there was reluc-

tance on the part of a number of Western countries to

agree to holding the CSCE on grounds that it was es-
sentially designedby the Soviet Union as a substitute
for the elusive final treaties for the formal conclusion
of the Second World War. It seemed to be a roundabout

attempt toachieve the Soviet aim of validating its ter-
ritorial and political gains in Eastern- Europe. But the
idea of accepting the status quo in Europe had its at-
tractions for those who believed that a new relation-.
ship could be built on it. Viewed realistically, a change

in the situation by anything more than a slow histori-

cal, evolutionary process can be excluded. The Western
nations looked about to see what benefits they them-

selves could see as coming out of such a conference. The

search was made in three major areas: political, eco-

nomic and what was called human contacts and cul-

tural exchanges.
It was found that there were attractive possibili-
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ties in all three areas, notably the third, which could
serve as a possible means of assisting in the;moveménl
of people caught on the wrong side of ethnic frontiei5,
family reunification, other types of emigration, tfié
free flow of information and contacts of all types.

, As the Helsinki process evolved, thesethree areas

of interest developed momentum. It became apparent
that among the neutral nations of . Europe outside ut

two pacts and among the smaller East European coun•
tries as well as in the West, great importance caméto
be attached to a substantial result, from the Confer•

ence. But no one foresaw the extraordinary spontane.
ous demonstrations of interest in the Final Act whid

arose within certain sectors of the public in virtually
all the East European countries,. and- in the Soviet
Union itself. While giving ,the Russians what they

wanted-in the form of a declaration that there would be
no changing of frontiers by force, the political section of
the Final Act also included a series of voluntary confi-
dence building measures designed to take some of the
tension out of military ' manoeuvres and troop _nove•
ments. The measures included in the Final Act under

this title were modest but a belief had grown up during
the Conference that the drafting of. the Final Ad

should not spell the end of the discussions. A dynamic

process had been started in Helsinki upon which one

could build over the years.

While some members envisaged acontinùing proe•
ess: from the start, it was by no means a foregone con-
clusion at the beginning of the conference that this
view would prevail. But little by little the idea gainai
acceptance. There were two main purposes for continu•
ity in the process: review of implementation and new
proposals. The first was of great value because the Fi-
nal Act was not a legally binding instrument, but a
moral undertaking. Such an undertaking onso great a
scale had never been tried before. It seemed essential,
as part of the process of examining whether such an ap•

Mr. Arnould is a political officer in the general section
ofNATO'sInternational StaffDirectorate, located in
Brussels. FIe held seueral positions with the Canadian
Department ofExternal Affairs until 1978.
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proach had any validity, that there should be a way of
assessing the change in climate and in actual practices
that came about as a result of the signature by the. 35
nations of the Final Act. The importance attached to
new proposals in the second element was based onthe
idea that such a valuable beginning in international
co-operation should be capable of some sort of dynamic
evolution and extension: The CSCE processcould,be-
come the tangible instrument of detente.

Belgrade Conferencè
It was agreed that two years after the 1975 signa-

ture of the Final Act, a further meeting would;be held
in Belgrade. The general assessment following the
1977 Belgrade meeting was that little came out of it.
The Conference overran its projected time schedule by
several weeks. Much of its time was taken up by recri-
minations in the human rights field directed at the So-

i viet Union and its allies'. Predictably, the accusations
were vehemently resisted. In such an atmosphere very
little of a positive nature could emerge. Nonetheless,
three conferences of a technical nature on specific. sub-
jects were agreed for the interim period between Bel-
grade and the next major gathering of the signatories:
a scientific conference organized by the West German
government, a legal conference on Compulsory Arbi-
tration organised by the Swiss and a third conference,
held in Malta, which was seen by the Maltese hosts as
being more than a purely technical meeting on specific
Mediterranean problems.` (For a detailed account of the
Belgrade CSCE, see International Perspectives July/
August 1978.) 1

- 11

Lookingback;at Belgrade and its three offspring,
there was much understandable disappointment. This
was accompanied byth e determination that the follow-
ing CSCE meeting to be held in Madrid in November
7-` should have more positive results. The NATO' al-
he. set up a system of consultations on all aspects of
the Madrid Meeting. Also, a vast bilateral network of
contacts grew up, as virtually all signatories of the Fi-
nai Act appointed senior officials as national co-
ordinators for the forthcoming conference. These offi-
ciai,, have been travelling widely to sound out views, to
Qh are-thinking, to discuss proposals, and to harmonize
positions so that Madrid might.take on a more positive
('11c,racter than Belgrade. The contacts between East
ond West through this network of senior officials re-
ti!ed a very great interest on the part of the EastJ;u-
rof)uan nations in a successful conference. They saw in
the CSCE process a means of underlining their individ-
ual national personalities and enlarging the radius of
their international contacts. Furthermore, when de-
tente flourished there was more room to manoeuvre, to
move outward the edges of tolerance of the Soviet,
Union for national experiments and priorities. This' in-
terest was fully shared by the neutral and non-aligned
European nations as well as by members of the West-'
ern alliance.

Proposals originated on all sides. The Eastern na-
tions gave theirs particular prominence in a series of
communiqués emanating from the Warsaw Pact Con-
sultative Committee and through speeches by Presi-
dent Brezhnev himself, notably a speech in East Berlin
on October 6;1979.

An area which gained a greât deal of attention
concerned confidence building measures. It was linked
generally in the minds of the Western Allies with the
various discussions that were going. ahead in the SALT
process, the Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction ne-
gotiations in Vienna and the work going on in other
disarmament fora: They were seen as an important ad-
-ditional element in a new-push toward meaningful re-
sults in 'the arms control and disarm'ament fields: a
sort of new txly for the new decade, as spelled out in the
NATO communiqué of December l4, 1979.

Confidence building measures are particularly
well-suited to the CSCE prôcess. It is a happy com bi-
nation of practical proposals with concrete and visible
benefits, Iinked_ with idealism, or optiinism, that
touches the :imagination of people. Generating a posi-
tive psychology is one of the chief characteristics of the
CSCE. A general belief seem.ed to be growing on all
sides that something really important could be done in
the political basket of the CSCE under the general title
of `confidence building,' whiçh cculd make a major con-
tribution to extending the dialogue of Europe, which
was the essential underlying purpose of the CSCE
process. If military manoeuvres could be limited, or
constrained, as the term of art has it; if they were fully .
predictable and visible, then there was greater-reassu-
rance for all. It would also mean that troop movements
not connected with exercises would stand out more
clearly and thus be more difficult to undertake. All of
this would be of great value for lowering tension in Eu-
rope.

A further proposal coming from France has also
excited interest. The proposal foresees a`Conference on

'Disarmament in Europe,' to be approached in phases,
beginning with a series of confidence building mea-
sures. It is to be confined to conventional forces only,
which again has many attractions for the West which
is particularly concerned with the current imbalance
in these forces. It also called for application of its provi-
sions to an area stretching from the Atlantic to the Ur-
als, a vast piece of geography echoing General de
Gaulle's concept of a Europe defined in these terms.
One can guess; however, that such a concept will not be
received with unbounded joy in Moscow.

It was generally recognized on all sides that the
CSCE process should proceed on the basis of balance
between the three main areas, or baskets. It was feared
by many Westerners that a heavy overloading of the
political_ basket, albeit with some distinctly attractive
proposals, would tend to draw attention away from
Basket III entitled , Co-operation in Humanitarian and
Other Fields : This is the key area for discussions of hu-
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man rights and the most difficult area for the Soviet
Union to view dispassionately, especially in light of the
surprising spontaneous echoes in the USSR and the
other countries of Eastern Europe that have grown out
of the publication of the Helsinki Final Act. Groups
.have arisen virtually everywhere throughout these
closed societies demanding an accounting from govern-
ments of their actions in the light of their signed un-
dertakings.

The Final Act has already produced some impor-
tant results in certain countries of Eastern Europe, in
the form of relaxation of some arbitrary and restrictive
procedures which hinder the freedom of movement of
their citizens, the free flow of information and access
by journalists. But by and large, this part of the Final
Act has produced many problems for the countries
whose governments operate on the theory of total state
control.

Little has been written here about Basket II, the
Economic Basket, because the exchanges under this
heading, economic relations, science and technology
and the environment, have already reached important
levels and were developing favourably. This mightnot
be quite so true for the third of these fields, but that is
as much a national problem as one of East-West co-
operation. There are already a number of other mecha-
nisms of co-operation, both bilateral and multilateral,
to carry the process forward outside the strict frame-
work of the CSCE process. The United Nations Eco-
nomic Commission for Europe has existed for more
than 30 years. If its results regarding East-West co-
operation have been slim, it is an existing mechanism
which could take up new proposals as a result of the
impetus given_by the Final Act. Most CSCE countries
have useful bilateral mechanisms for promoting an in-
creasing range of exchanges and co-operation in tech-
nical and economicfields. While certain useful propos-
als could be put forward in this basket, the consensus
focussed inevitably on Baskets I and III and the bal-
ance between them.

Throughout 1979 not everyone had been totally
convinced of the positive character of the times. There
were signs of an increased cooling of relations between
the United States and the Soviet Union. But whether
there were reservations on the part of some more than
on the part of others, there was a general agreement
among Western governments that the approach to Ma-
drid should be positive. Generally speaking, there re-
mained a certain amount of optimism: the climate
looked bright for a productive meeting.

It was suggested by some Western ministers,
rather unkindly, but not incorrectly, that in order to
save the CSCE process from `bureaucratization' (that is
to say management bydiplomats and officials alone),
there should be provision for -ministerial level sessions
at an appropriate time during the Madrid meeting to
give the process the necessary political push and to
keep all eyes on the broader meaning of the process in
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terms of detente and animproving atmosphere in E
rope.

Afghanistan invaded
Then, as 1979 drew to a close, came the shock o

the invasion of Afghanistan. So much of the optimism
about the CSCE process was based on the belief that
detente was of great importance not only to the East
European states but to the Soviet Union itself and that:
the Soviet Union would try to preserve the-necessary
atmosphere of good relations to ensure that the bene•
fits of detente would continue. The military action of
the Soviet Union against a neutral and essentially
friendly neighbour shattered this belief.

Remarkably, however, there was an instinctive
agreement on all sides, for all of the difficulties that
surrounded the CSCE process and the lack ' of very
manydramatic results since 1975, that itwould betu
no one's.advantage if the CSCE became a casualty of
the c!risis. Of course, the Soviet Union's action sobered
expectations considerably, but in the concentrated
thinking that went on in the wake of Afghanistan the
adoption of confidence building measures and a new
and determined push on arms control and disarma•
ment was seen as being even more necessary than be-
fore. If the pollyanna glow in some capitals had dim•
med, there was a general realisation that the CSCE
process and the lines of communication itoffered be•
tween East and West were extremely valuable. The
crisis pointed out the necessity of mechanisms to ac-
quaint each side with thé thinking of the other, so as to
remove errors of perception and analysis. If the confi-
dence building measuresseemed to be something of a
misnomer, :sincewhat little confidence there was had
been severely battered, the purpose of the measures to
give reassurance about the nature and scope of mili•
tary movements and manoeuvres assumed an even
greater importance.

Human contacts and exchanges of all sorts, the
subject of Basket I.H. needed to be kept in mind as parts
of an important mechanism for creating the occasion
,for dialogûe on whatever subject, to maintain East-
West links.

This having been said, the already difficult task of
ensuring: a positive meeting of minds at Madrid had
been made infinitely more complicated and the ques-
tions posed at the outset of this piece sprang up in
many minds. If there was a general determination that
the CSCE "process should not founder, there was much
less clarity on just how the Madrid conference could be
approached so that something of a positive nature
could emerge. All sides have subscribed to the concept
of balance among the baskets, but what does this mean
in actual practice? Was it reasonable to expect the So-
viet Union to accept meekly criticism, under the exam•
ination ofimplementation, includinga basic criticism

of its conduct in Afghanistan? Its actions, after all, run
directly counter to the declaration on principles guid-
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"drelations between participating states, contain
in the Final Act. Principle II, for example, opens with

^ the following words:
The participating states will refrain in their mutual
relations, as well as in their international relations
in general, from the threat or use of force against the
territorial integrity or political independence of any
state . : .

Principle VI, although it is written to apply to the
participating states of the CSCE, when read in the
light of the more general terminology of Principle II
can be expected to imply a wider application. The fol-

â lowing words of Principle VI are particularly relevant:
They will ... in all circumstances refrain from any

. act of military, or of political, economic or other
coercion designed: to subordinate to their own inter-
est the exercise- by another (participating) state of
the rights.inherent in it.sovereignty . . .

Afghanistan is, of course, not a participating state,
but a principle of this sort has a universality about it
that cannot simply be brushed aside. It is as well a par-

, aphrase of important undertakings contained in the
^United Nations Charter. Can the Western states really
gloss over such a fundamental breach of principle?
Should they mute their criticism for the sake of ad-
vancing certain other important matters? Arguments
can be made in, botlï directions. But in my view, there

^uz insidious danger in setting aside principles, even
6,1, the best of reasons. Putting them aside has an un-

l

coi l) fortable way of coming back to haunt later .

Soviet repression
There is another aspect of Soviet conduct, which

has its psychological l'inkage with Afghanistan, and
that, is the new wave of repressioxi against dissidents
and advocates of religious beliefs in the Soviet Union.

^ This brings into play P'rinciple VII asking the states to_
"promote and encourage the effective exercise of civil,
political, economic, social, cultûral and other rights
andfreedoms all of which are derived from the inher-
ent dignity of the human person..." and also the word-
ing that follows on this thought, regarding freedom of
the individual "to profess and practice ... religion or
belief acting in accordance with the dictates of ... con-
science". The dilemma is there. Should one, in the
name of balance, reject highly interesting possibilities
in the political basket at the cost of time for considera-
tion and review of implementation of the guiding prin-
ciples and matters pertaining to Basket III? Inevitably
there is a linkage between the willingness of the East
to work fruitfully with the other CSCE members on
Basket I questions and the mood of the East after hav-
ing sustained a severe battering over the guiding prin-
ciples and Basket III.

There seems to beonly one way to proceed which
gives some chance to the Madrid meeting. This is to
PrPnare all aspects of the work of the conference so-'
l'F' 'l v and intelligently. This means developing the

main proposals in the three baskets in such a way as to
point out their considerable mutual benefits. In this
way, the `new proposals' aspect of the conference could
have an important attraction for all signatory states.

How one tackles the review of implementation
part of the conference is much more problematical. If
the CSCE process is to continue to have,meaning, the
guiding principles and the various other undertakings
of the signatories cannot simply be brushed under the
,carpet. Can these criticisms and failures on the East-
ern side be brought out in such a way as to relate them
to the desirability of continuing the CSCE process?
Can one perhaps shape the criticism in such a way that
the future rather than the past is stressed?As a piece
of diplomatic -legerdemain this will not be easy to
achieve. Of course, the Soviet Union andits allies will
not fail to have answers and counter-criticisms. West-
ern societies with their healthy penchant for self-
criticism offer many quotations from Western sources
about the failings of the free, democracies. These fail-
ings essentially run counter to the rule of law and the
sense of equity in our societies and are not conscious
acts of policy such as one finds in the suppression of the
dissidents in the East. This basic difference will have
to be left for discovery- by thoughtfnl students of the
contemporary world. Nonetheless, this thorny path is
perhaps the only one that offers some hope of the meet-
ing hot foundering during the réview of implementa=
tion stage of its work. It is worth trying.

There are also other important requirements for a
successful conference. Belgrade suffered from an, over-
load of not always very well thought out or thoroughly
prepared proposals. Madrid will have to have a lighter
diet if it is not, to suffer from the same sort of indiges-
tion which added to the problems in Belgrade. There is
every sign that the way Madrid is being prepared has
benefited from the lessons of Belgrade. The process is
much more thorough and far-reaching. If the Prepara-
tory Meeting in September is ruthless in removing all
proposals that have not stood the test ofnumerous bi-
lateral soundings, then this hurdle can be over come.

To sum up, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan has
cast a dark shadow over the Madrid Meeting. The rela-
tive optimism that prevailed in many capitals has all
but evaporated. There is however a general acceptance
of the importance of the CSCE process as a valuable in-
strument for the long-term haul of creating a more co-
operative situation in Europe. Of course, the possibil-
ity of failure at Madrid cannot be dismissed. The
strains created by the Soviet Union are many and seri-
ous. But the determination to preserve the CSCE proc-
ess, even in this unpromising time of tension, might
just bring about the necessary conditions for some re-
sults from what will inevitably be an extremely diffi-
cult and demanding conference. There is a possibility
of accomplishing something; at 'a minimum, founda-
tions can be laid for future useful work when the world
returns to a more propi tious time.
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by Tobias Fisher

Growing up Allied is the fourth volume of the In. De-
ênce of Canada series, and extends Professor Eayrs

pre-eminence in the field of Canada's defence and for-
eign policy into the Cold War era. The eight years from
1947 to 1955 studied in this volume, cover Canada's
participation in the conception, birth and troubled
childhood of NATO.

The author is no less specific with his point of
view. This is history at the inner circle, where the
ideas of mandarins and ministers mix and meld to form
policy. The names of the politicians, bureaucrats and
diplomats will be familiar: Pearson, Claxton, Heeney,
Robertson, Foulkes, Wrong, Reid and Wilgress. Eayrs
allows this "policy community" to speak for itself in
carefully arranged primary sources which take up
fully 75 per cent of the book. The organization of the
material must have been a formidable task requiring
an elaborate cross-file index. It is to the author's gréat
credit that he has managed to marshalthe relevant
material and present it in a flowing prose.

Even more than in, his previous volumes Eayrs is
reluctant to insert his own observations and opinions.
The approach is less justifiable with this volume than
in the earlier ones. When Eayrs began the series, there
was virtually no literature in the field. His first vol-
ume pioneered the subject and thatin itself guaran-
teed the book a place of honourin Canadian historical
writing. This is not the case for the story of the early
years of NATO. Canadian participants (notably Lester
Pearson and Escott Reid) have already told much of the
story. What is needed now is a greater degree of analy-
sis than Eayrs has provided. Instead, he reserves:his
comments to terse and sometimes` puzzling chapter
conclusions. Following a quotation making a rather
harsh judgment of Lester Pearson, Eayrs asks: "Is it
justifiable? The verdict is left for the stateman's biog-
raphers to deliver. `Biographyis about chaps': national
security studies are (mostly) about gaps." This is tak-
ing the easy way out.

Growing up wi

The neutral approach leaves the reader to ma'^
his own judgments, but the density of ideas expres,^-:
in the voluminous correspondence makes it difficult
form an overview. Occasionally the arguments beco^[
repetitive and split hairs.

It is ironic that `the view from the top' should be so n,^,r
row. What were the domestic political consideratior
What did parliament, the press and the Canadian pu,
lie think of NATO and of Canadian troops serving io
Europe so soon after the war? The public mood mir
have had some bearing on policy, but with the e;c[
tion of Mackenzie King's reservations about Pearoi
carefree "internationalism", we are left to ma f, oC
own assumptions.

Canada as a`middle power' takes on a secor {
meaning in the book. Apart from our military status,
there develops a variety of "special relationship''
which allow Canada to serve as a go-between. Whether
the dispute is between the U.K. and France over Ger•
man rearmament, the U.K. and the U.S. over the Suez
Canal or the `big three' riding herd over the smaller al•
lies, Pearson and his clique are invariablyin the mid-
dle offering soothing words and compromise solutions
and resolutions. To this day Cainadians at NATO enjoy
a reputation as neutral `fixers'.

Although Growing Up Allied does not convey tbe
-mood of the time, we do get a good look at the poliq
making process and the policy makers. The proce&^
took the form of a high-level written debate. Reports
coming in from the various diplomats were subjectedta
rigorous scrutiny by the External Àffairsdepartmenf
and passed along to the Minister and Cabinet. Coa
ments and instructions would return to the field by thF
same route.

Disputes

There was generally consensus within the "policy corn
munity", but occasionally disputes . arose, as when
assistant under-secretary Escott Reid drafted instruC
tions for the Canadian representative-at thetreaty ne
gotiations, Hume Wrong. A copy of Reid's instructionS,
which embodied his high-minded ideal of a "spiritua]
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6

iance"; was sent to Norman Robertson, then serving
High Commissioner in London. Robertson did not

a prove: "I see no need for rhetoric i.n'a secret working
paper .... Specifically, I would cut out all the three
décker phrases ... most of the double-barrelled ones,
Aand any remaining echoes from the Anglican prayer

Reid's zeal to create an alliance with "economic
and moral force" was shared, to a more sensible degree,
h^r Lester Pearson, who by this time, 1948, had. become
5ecretary of State forExternal Affairs and the prevail-
'Iâg voice in the "policy community". Pearson saw the
Aliance as "a real commonwealth of nations" with the
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But Tucker overstates his case. By his early state-

ments, Trudeau deflated the legitimate pride many
Canadians took in their country's international voca-
tion, and thus weakened one argument for a strong and
united Canada. Many officials, moreover,' did adopt the
more hard-boiled, national-interest approach that Tru-
deau advocated and seemed not to notice when he him-
self shifted to a loftier emphasis on universal, humani-
tarian values, especially in dealing with NDrth-South
issues.

Tucker is least persuasive when attempting to
demonstrate that, as prime minister, Trudeau was al-
ways an internationalist; This he does by delineatirig â
confusing variety of `internationalisms.' Trudeau is
then portrayed as a champion of the `mentor-state'
brand, one based on the belief that a nation best serves
the common cause, not by teamwork, but by taking
unilateral initiatives. Although example setting was
always difficult to reconcile with Trudeau's professed
modesty about Canada's influence and his rejection,of

``role-playing,' a few of his early statements do support
Tucker's interpretation. The establishment of diplo-
matic relations with Peking in1970, moreover, and Ot-

Dr.Lyon teaches Political Science at Carleton
University. He specializes in Canadian foreign policy
and international affizirs.
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Atential to diversify_into areas of non-military co-on-
riation. His proposals for econômic collaboration and
cultural exchange were written into the Treaty as Ar-
Ile'Ivo, which became known as the `Canadian arti-

i é^e'.

Book Review
Î'

Pearson's commitment to an expansive alliance
cannot be doubted. When the American state depart-
ment, in response to'congressional pressure, balked at
the non-military proposals, word was sent from Ottawa
that "the Canadian government would have to review
its position on the whole project".

Unfortunately, the diluted `Canadian article' has
never been considered to be more than a token gesture.
The failure of the Trndeau government's `contractual
link' with the European Communities serves to remind
us that our other contractual link with Europe, NATO,
remains primarily a military alliance.

Eayrs, James. I In Defence of Canada: Growing Up
Allied. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 19.80.

Tucker's foreign policy
by Peyton V. Lyon

Has any government, in any country, tried'harder
than the first Trudeau administration to impose a the-
ôretical framework and systemic management upon its
^^reign policy? Did all that effort, and occasional tur-
isoil, make a significant difference in the actual con-
duct of Canada's external relations?

iVlichael Tucker's unequivocal answer to the sec-
(,nd question is `no': "In its style and substance," he
fioncludes, "Canadian foreign policy in the Trudeau era
conformed with the internationalist traditions in Can-
ida's post-1945 external behaviour". Had `Pearsoni-
ans' remained at the helm, "had there been no ques-
^ioning", it is unlikely that at the end of the 1.970s
Çanada's foreign policies "would have differed marked-

enough, up ta a point. Trudeau has enjoyedFair
^,is diplomatic successes. He has even acquired a mod-
* reputation for statesmanship. But would anyone
!naintain that this is the result of consistent adherence
^ the myopic doctrine that emerged from the foreign
policy review of 1968-70? Or systematic management?
11ortunately Trudeau's deeds were generally more tra-
Iütional, and therefore better, than his words. By dec-
#ide's end even his rhetoric was increasingly interna-
t^onnlist and the restless search for the right
)rganizational structure was still proceeding.



PETER STURSBERG

This, the second in a two-volume oral history (Vol. I
LESTER PEARSON AND THE DREAM OF UNIT Y)
recreates the career of Lester Pearson as an inter-
national diplomat, the only Canadian to have won
the Nobel Peace Prize, during the heyday of Cana-
dian diplomacy. People interviewed include:
Mitchell Sharp, Dean Rusk, Henry Cabot Lodge,
Averell Harriman and many others. $19.95.
Boxed Set of Vol. I and Vol. II $35.00

". ., mandatory reading for all Canadians with a concern
for civil liberties, the rule of the law, and the preservation
of freedom of speech ..." Books iri Canada
". . . gripping and compelling reading."

The Toronto Globe and Mail
". .. certainly one of the best Canadian non-fiction books
to have appeared in recent years." The Edmonton Journal
For the first time, major espionage cases are revealed, as are
the Servièe's dealings with the C.I.A. and F.B.I. and its con-
stant "war" against Soviet agents in Canada. Includes its
modus operandi, its successes and failures-and the implica-
tions for Canada's future. $15.00
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tawa's pioneering in nuclear safeguards policy ^
properly bè cited as examples of `mentor-state` inter,
tionalism.

On the other, hand, to present Canada's oce
wards expansionism as a form of internationalism i
stretch the concept beyond utility. Tucker is far fi,
alone in his enthusiasm for Canada's energetic
greedy law of the sea diplomacy and domestic demaï ;
were beginning to push even the Pearson governrr,-;
along this path. However, Tucker should have
knowledged that Trudeau's early unilateralism, e; [
cially the rejection of the authority of the World Cou
constituted a major departure from Canada's inten
tionalist tradition. It is better seen as themost obvfi,_
example of what Trudeau meant by projecting dnnr
tic interest into the international environment.
over, since Canada could not defend all its new m„
time claims by military means, it scarcely deser,
commendation for seeking to embody them in t
en.:ergent law of the sea. Nor does Tucker make anJ
fort to square Canada's oceanic acquisitiveness wi
Trudeau's commitment on our behalf to a more equita
ble distribution of the world's resources.

Tucker considers Trudeau's early unilateralisIl
towards NATO to have been an `egregious' error. I-Iosc
ever, this was not, he suggests, because, it departe:
from Canada's internationalist tradition but becausei
prejudiced Canada's ability to maintain the clos
trans-Atlantic ties needed as a counterweight to its re
lations with the United States. Somewhat inconsiq
tently, the purchase of the Aurora aircraftis censure
on the grounds that it is more suitable for a NATO rol
rather than for `sôvereignty-protéction', the first a
Canada's defence priorities as snunciated by Trudeau
Tucker demonstrates with ease thàtthe Aurora deci
sion-making process failed to correspond with the `ra
tional actor' model. He appears not to question thi
greater irrationality in proclaiming `sovereignty
protection' as the ultimate goal of Canada's defeno
policy.

Professor Tucker's new study is intended neither
as a comprehensive survey of Trudeau's foreign polic)
nor as an introductorytext. Rather, it is a collection o
recent case studies and a fragmentary but frequenQ
perceptive commentary on the dilemmas of foreign pol•
icy planning, and on the Trudeau failure to escapE
from the reactive,ad hoc,patterns of the past. Tucker',
treatment is scarcely more systematic than the policie:
he assesses, and easy reading is sometimes impeded b}
a needlessly complex style. Many passages, however,
are informative, judicious and stimulating. The book is
welTworth reading, éspeciallyfor those already fanai
iar with the earlier studies of Trudeau's foreign policy
byThordason; Dobell, and Thomson and Swanson.

Tucker, Vichael. Canadian Foreign Policy: Contempo•
raryIssues andThemes. Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryer•
son,1980
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Letters to the Editor

Editor's note: The article entitled
"Khomeini and the Big Lie", pub-
lished in the May/June 1980 issue of
International Perspectives and re-

printed in the August 5 edition of

the Globe and Mail, sparked a
heated exchange of letters between
author Sidney Freifeld and the Ira-
nian Chargé d'Affaires. The two let-
ters below are reprinted from the
Globe and Mail.

Iran's revolution

to strengthen it in the region, has
continued to plot and conspire
against our popular, genuine Is-
lamic Revolution. Hundreds of docu-
ments found in the former U.S. Em-
bassy in Tehran are solid evidence of
hostile action taken by; the United
States. These documents revealed

many facts. Among thexn, are:

a. The so-called fundamental-
ist group. (Forghan) had had rela-
tions with the U.S. Embassy on a
regular basis and got advice from it.

b. The United States had been
trying to disrupt the general elec-

The article by Sydney (sic) A.
tions and had contacted and paid

Freifeld Khomaini's Pet Weapon:
their local elements in this regard.

The Big Lie has offered nothing but
The purpose was to create chaos and
anarchy within the country to that

distortion, fabrication and insults. the ground would be ready for a
The writer, not having been able to 1953-style coup:
analyse events properly, has made c. The United State collabo-
some baseless accusations without rated and organized its elements
offering proof. Therefore, there are (Savak and pro-shah agents) to pro-
some facts to be cleared: voke and mislead several tribes in

1. It is unrealistic to ignore
the undeniable destructive role of
U.S. imperialism, international Zi-
onism and racism in Third World
countries toward liberation niove-

ments. The political histories of
these countries are full of stories and
instances of oppression and domina-

tion by imperialist powers.
2. The Islamic Revolution of

Iran, due to its independent nature,
has kicked out and destroyed the
U.S. and Zionist interests and influ-
ences within the country.

3. In addition to its many in-
terferences before the revolution,
the United States, aiming to regain
its power in Iran and consequently

Kurdistan and other regions.
d. Regarding U.S. military

agression, the so-called `rescue mis-
sion' was designed to maké a coup in
Iran. Even North American newspa-
pers reported many times that the
United States intended to do the job
inside Tehran with the help of the
5th column of 3,000 Iranians. It
seems that Mr. Freifeld does not
even recall the reports of his own

city papers.

4. That the attack on, the Al-
Aqsa Mosque in Quds (Jerusalem)
by Zionist elements and the attack
on the Grand Mosque inMeccawere
the result ofU.S. and Zionist plots
cannot be denied.

International Perspectives September/October 1980

5. In conclusion, I wish
warn spiteful writers as well as 1',
paper not to continue their fabriç
tions and distortions about Iran i
cause you are creating an atrr,
sphere of hostility among the peop'
of many countries. Be aware it
though this may seem useful in t
short run, it will definitely be d
aging and harmful in the long run.

Truth cannot be hidden foreve
even by a huge propaganda machiA
such as yours-in- the end, it 'will i
nally prevail. You owe the truth
your people-not distorted account
to fill them with revenge and hatrq^
toward another nation.

S.M.H. Adeli
Chargé d'Affairs
Embassy of the Islamic Republic o
Iran,
Ottawa
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If his letter to the Globe anô
Mail (Iran's revolution, Aug.25) i
any.criterion, Ayatollah Khoman
and the Iranian Revolution are no
well served by their representativE
in this country, Mr. S.M.H. Adeli
Chargé d'Affaires of the Iranian En
bassy in Ottawa:

The Iranian revolùtionneeds ta
be understood in the West in all ai
its aspects. Its complex currents r^
quire not only objective analysis but
to. be viewed through Iranian and
not simply Western perspectives.

Mr. Adeli does not help at all by
simply repeating the Ayatollahs
lies which I cited in the article xepra
duced from

I
International

Perspectives by the Globe and Mail
on August 5. Those lies are on the
record and my purpose in bringing
them up was to seek some light on
the Ayatollah's motivation.

Khomanei attributed last Na
vember's incredible attack on the
Grand Mosque in Mecca to `Amen
can imperialists' and `Zionists', and
Mr. Adeli now repeats that charge,
knowing it to be false.

The Saudis beheaded 64 persona
on January 9 for that attack, one of
the most potentially volatile terror•
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The leader was Juhayman bin
iohammed bin Seif al-Oteibi and

ts most important follower was Ab-
a11ah al-Qahtani. They and others

m the attacking group were mem-
^ers of Saudi Arabia's Wahabi sect,
nd the remainder were Yemenis,

South Yemenis, Sudanese, Iraqis, ;
Kuwaitis and Egyptians. All were
E1xtreme xenophobes, fanatically op-
osed to Christians, Jews-and Shi'-

ite Moslems.

To believe Mr. Adeli and Aya-
tollah Khomanei, you have to be-
;ieve that the Saudis beheaded the
,,,Tong people!

idney A. Freifeld

Em.igration
,ir:

(Re: article by J.C.M.
Ogelsby"Faltering Revolution
wparks Mass Exodus from Cuba" in

)e l;iternational :,Perspectives, May/
lune 1980.) If the exodus of people
[rom one country to another is an
6 ti^idence of the country of origin, I
ould like to comment on the follow-

ing: in Latin America, the highest
percentage of (legal and illegal) im-
migration is in Venuzuela. Since

!eds ta ] 975, particularly after the deterio-
all o1 ration of the political and economic

its re onditions of several countries in the
is but ono sur (i.e., Argentina, Chile and
ri and ^ ruguay)some 400,000 people have
Is. come to Venezuela. In addition,
all by ?^here is a constant wave of other
llah's I,atin Americans (Colombians, etc.)
repro that arrive at the rate of some one
tional rhousand persons per day. This
Mail inakes a grand total of over three

n the inillion foreigners living in Vene-
zging zuela, or some 20 percent of the pop-
ht an ation.
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On the other ' hand, there are
•many people here_emigrating to the
;United States, i.e., Florida, because
#hey think that the situation here is

bearable: Many claim that Mi-
ami is partially ownedby Venezue-
lans, and I believe it. A third point is
that many people in Latin America
vish they could go to the -United

âtates, particularly if an emigration

system `a la cubana' was to be of-
fered to them. Finally, I believe that
if the United States were to open its
doors to everybody, I wonder how
many millions woùld go there, in-
cluding many from the Western Eu-
ropean countries: Probably then, the
Americans would 'have to emigrate
en masse.

Territorial Waters
Sir: '

The. excellent article by Mr.
Carl E. Law on "Freedom of Innq-
cent Passage versus Territorial Ex-
pansion" (see International
Perspectives July/August 1980) jus-
tifiably commands the attention not
ony of the interested citizen but of
the professional_as.well. On its first
page there is a minor matter, in no
way impairing the fundamental
quality of the piece, which should be
discussed.

The long standing and fre-
quently reiterated proposition that
the old .three mile limit of territori-
ality (the marine league) sprang
from the maximum range of coast
artillery in the early formative
years.of international law cannot be
sustained. In the 16th and 17th cen-
turies no one had a piece of ordnance
that could hu'rl its projectile for any-
thing like 31/a statute miles, nor do

I think that many, right or
wrong conclusions, can be reached
here, but Dr. Ogelsby, for one,
should stay studying history and
leave Political Science to, political
scientists.

Luis Salomon Barrios,
Barquisimeto, Venezuela

military historians concerned with
materiel recount such an extraordi-
nary cannon..

Is it not possible that the ma-
rine league, as a once commonly ac-
cepted measure of the extent ofterri-
torial waters, came forth because, at
that range, a sentry of then average
height, standing at sea level, could
first become aware of a vessel as it
came over the curve of the earth
from hull-down"concealment? Thisis
a matter which at least could be ver-
ified empirically through modest ex-
perimentation involving ;a few Ave
footers with normal eye sight.and a
sailing vessel of appropriate size.

In any event, none of this belies
the profit to be derived from careful
consideration of Mr. Law's article. It
merely twinges my pedant nerve to
find this oft-repeated error conveyed
still once more.

Melvin P. Straus,
El Paso, Texas.
U.S.A.

Note to our readers

In the article by Jack Ogelsby on the Cuban exodus (International
Perspectives, May/June 1980) an editorial change led to the distortion of
the author's meaning. A sentence which read ". ..(Castro) achieved a long-
held Cuban goal of gaining the support of a major European power-the
U.S.S.R.-in order to balance the presence of the United States.",
incorrectly cited the Soviet Union as the only European power favoured by
Cuba to act as a couriterbalance to the U.S. Professor Ogelsby wishes to
point out that aftergaining independence, Cuba looked to Great Britain,
then a major power, to fulfil that role and only later did Cuba turn to the
U.S.S.R. after the balance of power shift in international relations made it
the obvious choice. The editor apologizes for the error.
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Turbulence of world scene
underlines interdependence

byJ.G.H. Halstead

The 1980s have started with a bang. The lengthy
diplomatic hostage-taking incident in Iran, the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan and the unwelcome further in-
creases of OPEC's oil prices are among the recent dra-
matic events which spell significant change in interna-
tional relationships. We seem to be moving out of an
era in which we perhaps took too much for granted and
into a phase in which we can take very little for grant-
ed. We are entering a decade which gives every indica-
tion of posing some of the most serious challenges we in
the industrialized democracies have ever faced.

Energy, as represented by the catch-word `oil', has
become the focus of global concerns in this last quarter
of the 20th Century. Sharp, irregular oil price move-
ments and major changes in the structure of the inter-
national oil market are playing havoc with, rational
economic planning and are having-serious effects in
terms of less growth, more inflation and higher inter-
est rates. Moreover, oil is not the only finite resource
which threatens to be in short and uncertain supply.
There is every reason to fear an undignified and dan-
gerous scramble for ever scarcer raw materials. The
stockpiling of strategic goods has increased in all major
western nations and measures have had to be taken to
curb speculation in world markets for some valuable
minerals.

The Third World countries are united in their
search for national self-fulfilment and their demand
for what they call "a more equitable world economic or-
der". Understandably, their grievances are more often
than not directed against the erstwhile colonial and
mercantilist powers. They are united on little else,
however, and the Non-Aligned movement, to which
many of them look for refuge between the power blocs,
is full of strains and contradictions. Moreover,the rush
for industrial and technological progress in these coun-
tries has often been pressed with littleregard for the
resulting social tensions or for their capacity to absorb

Mr. Halstead, who until recently was Canada's
ambassador to the Federal Republic ofGermany, is now
permanent represen.tative to the delegation ofCanada at
the North Atlantic Council in Brussels.
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the inflows of capital. Such countries often find thein.
selves forced to reconcile conflicting value systems in
an atmosphere of continual crisis. Small wonder that
economic progress in many cases outstrips: social
change with violent results. If this is true in an oil-rich
country like Iran, how much more so is itin the oil•
poor countries, where stability will increasingly hinge
on finding a solution to the energy problem.

Soviet aims
Recent events have. also reminded us of the contin•

uing threat to the independence and integrity of
smaller states which is posedby the ruthless use of
military power in the service of an expansionistideolo-
gy.' The Soviet Union has been showing increasing
boldness in pursuit of its aims as a superpower and as
the self-proclaimed leader of the Communist world. In
East Berlin in 1953, in Hungary in 1956. and in
Czechoslovakia in 1968 the Soviets demonstrated their
determination to maintain their grip on Eastern Eu-
rope regardless of the views of the inhabi.tants. Else-
where in the world they seemed content to rely on
proxies and surrogates to take advantage of "national
liberation movements" to expand their influence. In
Indochina, Hanoi (with' the aid of massive infusions of
Soviet military equipment) completed its conquest of
South Vietnam and embarked last year on the subju-
gation of neighbouring Cambodia. In Africa,Cuban le-
gions bore the brunt of the fighting for pro-Soviet re-
gimes in Ethiopia and Angola., In Afghanistan,
however, the Soviets have made it clear that they are
prepared to use direct intervention, if necessary, out-
side the Warsaw Pact area in support of their foreign
policy objectives.

What are those objectives? For a recent answer we
can turn to an election speech by Soviet foreign minis-
ter Andrei Gromyko in February, in which he de-
scribed the paramount factors in international affairs
in the following terms: a strong cohesive`socialist com-
munity' as its political and security base and rejects
any shrinkage of that base. Once a country joins the
community it must not be allowed to leave again. Sec-

ondly, Moscow seeks to exploit the indigenous nation-
alist movements in the Third World and to harness
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hem to Soviet aims by demonstrating as far as possi-
le that the Soviet Union is the natural friend and ally

of such movements. And, finally, Moscow seeks to en-
,ure itsown security through the pursuit of detente
and the maintenance, at a minimum, of strategic par
^ty with the United States. In this view, detente is a
koit of insurance against nuclear,war. But detente is
,pecific to Europe and does not at àll rule out ideologi-
lal rivalry and even military intervention in the Third
World, where no defined status quo exists. Nor does
strategic parity with the United States exclude the
ability to challenge American power and influence in
specific circumstances, particularly where the U.S. can
be denied regional associates or allies.

We see that instability and upheaval have become
characteristics of the Third World at a time when the
importance of the developing countries in the East-
West context is increasing and also when the ability of
the United States to play the role of global policeman is
in decline Af hanistan i' nl th 1 t t d

need for defence. Both sides have agreed that there is
no alternative to detente (in the sense of no general
war) but each side has a very different idea of what de-
tente really means. For the West it means a more open
relationship in a spirit of live and let live. But the Sovi-
ets want to have their cake and eat it too, promoting
greater co-operation between states so as to increase
access to Western markets and technology, while.re-
taining rigid controls over the movement of people and
,information, inaintaining the ideological-conflict and
making mischief in the Third World.

Deterrent capability
To answer this question;satisfactorily we will have

to find the right mixof detente and defence. The only
sensible appro4ch is to maintain, on the one hand, a
sufficient deterrent capability, both conventional and
nuclear, until we can negotiate with the Warsaw Pact
a reduction in the level of forces in Europe; and on the
other hand, to insist that the detente process must pro-

g s o y , e a es an most vide for an easing of relations between people as wellt ikin ex--F-1 f th' ' t' f d I's r g is combmaion o tren s. t illus-
trates the need for an overall, long-term western con-

as between states. We must formulate policies de-

cept capable of dealing not only with Soviet policy but shorttérm b-+ +n creat 1 smt' g cond'tions ofe i st a-also with the circumstances which offer the Soviet
more a

bility and predictability based on balance and dia-
Union opportunities to explo^.t. It also illustrates the
degree to which the local and internal preoccupations
of Third World countries. have prevented -them from
even recognizing, let alone tackling the broader tasks
of international co-operation and collective security.
This will no doubt continue to be thé case as long as re-
gional problems in the Middle Eàst and elsewhere re-
main unresolved. The achievement of majority rule in
independent'Zimbabwe gives ground for cautious hope
in southern Africa. It seems a coherent Western pôlicy
between the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean will
remain impossible as long as the Arab-Israeli quarrel
festers.

These developments are not entirely new, of
course; they_ have been taking shape for years. How-
ever, they have underlined once again the fact of our
global interdependence. We are all in the same boat in
this shrinking world of ours. Sooner or later (and I
hope it is sooner) we will have toconsider seriously the nature and for which there are not quick answers. We
practical implications of interdependence to our way of therefore need to approach them not as isolated North-
life and try again to find answers to some of the most South issues but' as part of a world-wide attack on

essing and persistent questions of our times.
One of these is how we are to adapt our security

P

policy to an era of detente. The nuclear stalemate and
the agreements between the U.S. and the Soviet Union
on strategic arms limitations have certainly increased
the inhibitions on the use of military force by the two
superpowers and reduced the danger of nuclear war.
They have not eliminated the risk of conflict or pres-
sure below the nuclear threshhold, however. At the
Sam- time the success of NATO in deterring aggres-
sion and promoting detente has reduced the perception
of the threat and created confusion about the continued

signed not-merely to reduce East-West relations in the

logue. We must also explain clearly and repeatedly to
the public what we are doing. Exl?erience shows (as in
the matter of medium-range missiles in Europe) that it
may sometimes be necessary to forego some easing -of
tension in the short run in order to achieve a more bal-
anced, stable and healthy relationship in the long run.

Another question is how we should deal with the
interaction between the East-West division and the
North-South cleavage. Is detente divisible? Can we af-
ford to see the world divided into a zone of detente,
where peaceful coexistence reigns, at least for the time
being, and a zone of unbridled rivalry, where the USSR
takes advantage of every opportunity to spread its in-
fluence by any means?

Related to this is the question of how-we are to
solve the new global problems of energy, food resource
management and the environment. These are prob-
lems which are of a medium and long term structural°

structural problems which we need to overcome for our
own future. Their solution depends not primarily on
military factors but on economic, technological and
other such `functional' factors but which, are neverthe-
léss of extraordinary significance for our security.
They are also problems which obviously can be solved
only on a global scale, either in the United Nations (as
in the case of the Law of the Sea) or by other interna-

°tional machinery, and this must involve working with
the developing countries of the Third World. This
means in turn finding more lasting forms of co-
operation with those countries which will take account
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not only of their need for assistance but also of theirde- velop rapid collective response to situations which may
sire for self-respect. I believe that we have now come arise on the fringes of the Alliance or beyond. We have
into a situation where such non-military factors should
be added to the traditional military factors to create a
sort of new dimension to our security concept.

Perhaps the most fundamental question of all is
the following: How are we to maintain the cohesion of
our free societies in this rapidly changing world? Cer-
tainly not solely on the basis of our opposition to Com-
munism. Nor on the assumption that fear of attack is
alone sufficient to maintain our alliance. We must re-
vive our efforts to reconcile our consumption-oriented
growth with our moral values and the imperatives of
our involvement. We must also come to grips with the
awkward fact that the non-Communist world is not
synonymous with the free world as we understand it.

seen the development of strains between the United
States on the one hand and the European community
and Japan on the other. Serious difficulties have been
experienced in trying to deal with the problems of en-
ergy, Africa, the Middle East and most recently Iran
and Afghanistan. For the future the sort'of role which
Chinashould play in the East-West relationshipseems
likely to be a sensitive and potentially divisive subject
of inter-allied consultations.

Let us look for amoment at the challenge pre-
sented by the Afghanistan crisis. There is no doubt
that the Soviet invasion of that country dealt a heavy
blow to detente and that the West must make it clear
that such behaviour is unacceptable and has its price.

Western values are not self-evident and democratic To do so requires a co-ordinated western approach
practices are not accepted without question in the based on a common analysis of Soviet motives and a
Third World. The surest way to enlist the understand-
ing of Third World countries is to regard them as equal
partners and not as pawns on the global chessboard.

Another factor to be taken into account is that,
with the formation of new centres of economic and po-
litical gravity in the European Community, Japan and
China, a new constellation of international relation-
ships has emerged in which power is more widely dif-'
fused and relationships are far more complex. This

common definition of Western objectives and the best
means of achieving them. Otherwise it is the West,
rather than the Soviet Union, which'will be paying.a
price in terms of ineffectiveness and disunity.

It seems clear that the Soviets were motivated
mainly by fear that Afghanistan was in danger of leav-
ing the Soviet sphere of influence again. And. the fact
that 50 million Moslems live in the south of the Soviet
Unioncertainly has something to do with it as well,

tends to lead to a more unstable situation of greater ri- The Soviet aim now is to establish a Marxist, pro-

valry in the non-Communist world and to complicate Soviet government which can administer the country

the capacity of the industrialized democracies to de- along lines laid down by Moscow. This can obviously

6 International Perspectives September/October 1980
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ot be done without Soviet troops and is likely to take a
ong time. In these circumstances the Soviets can
hardly be seriously interested in proposals for the neu-
rality of Afghanistan, if they require Soviet with-

1dr•awal. On the other hand, the West can certainly not
âccept what the Soviets would like, which is an end to
'âll interference in Afghanistan except Soviet interven-
tion, followed by an international guarantee of the Af

"Ighanistan government, which would put a Western
1seal of approval on the pro-Soviet regime in Kabul.

There are in my view only two ways which are
ikely to bringthe Soviets to consider withdrawal seri-
)us1y. One is the provision of sufficient assistance to
he national resistance forces in Afghanistan to make
the Soviet pacification campaign too costly,politically,
and militarily. The other is the developmentof suffi-
cient criticism among the non-aligned countries to per-
suade the Soviets that Afghanistan is not worth the at-
tendant loss of influence in the Third World. It is not
yet clear whether one or other of these factors will ma-
terialize.

FVestern solidarity
Meanwhile, Western policy should be directed to-

ward condemning the Soviet use of force, calling for So-
viet withdrawal' and seeking a guarantee against the
repetition of such aggression. To back such policy up it
is important for us to reinforce and modernize our de-

nay fences. At thesame time it is important to avoid a re-
ave turn to the Cold War and to retain those elements of
ited our relations.with the Soviet Union (and even more so
ity our relations:with the Eastern Europe) which-are de-

een monstrably in the Western interest. We must try to
en- strike a balance between signaling the dangerous
ran strains created by the Soviet action and continuing the
ich East-West dialogue. We should be ready, for example,
ms to talk about the further development of the detente
ect process under proper circumstances and about mea-

sures to prevent nuclear confrontation.
re- Finally, it is important to do all we can to harmon-
ibt ize the Western and Third World reactions to the Af-
vy ghanistan crisis. For this we must be ready for long
ar and patient efforts to persuade the non-aligned coun-
ce. tries of the significance of the Soviet invasion and to
ch encourage their participation in the search for a solu-
a tion. In this connection a resolution of the Iran hostage

st question and some form of rapprochement between
3t, Iran and the United States seem to be indispensable el-
.a ements. And that, of course, is why the hostage drama,

in addition to its humanitarian aspects, is at once so
,a ® fateful and so excruciating.

Under the sober impact of events in Iran and Af-
ct ghanistan the United States has been going through a

Process of re-appraising its role as a superpower and as
1. leader of the free world, with implications for all of us.
r No one should underestimate the traumatic effects on
Y the United States of the long, agonizing war in Viet-

nam. It sapped not only American blood and resources

but also much of the United States' political will and
sense of purpose. Never before had a foreign; war so
rent the fabric of American society-and American polit-
ical life and brought home too starkly the lessons of the
limits of power. But the trauma of Vietnam and the
partial paralysis it caused is receding, and much of

President Carter's new assertiveness is due to a re-
newed sense of determination- on the part of the Ameri-
can people and a greater willingness to exercise their
leadership role.

To the extent that this means a more realistic ap-
proach to the task of maintaining the balance of power
on which the peace and security of all of us depend, it is
certainly to be.welcomed. At the same time, leadership
is not enough without solidarity, and solidarity re=
quiresa sharing of purposes and tasks. The interestsat
stake in the questions examined above are common in-
terests because they are vital to the survival of our free
societies. That many of them lie outside the NATO
area of course poses an additional problem of co
ordination. In my opinion the solution is not to be
sought in an extension of the Treaty area but rather in
a pragmatic division of labour among the Allies accord=
ing to their respective positions and capabilities.

There is therefore more than ever a need for soli-
darity among.friends and allies; it must be our highest
priority. But perceptions can be different even when
interests are basically the same. The fact that Ameri-
cans and not Europeans are being held hostage in Iran
means that the emotional involvement on the two sides
of the Atlantic is different. And the fact that the
United States is in North America and the Europeans
share a continent with the Soviet Union also causes a
difference of perceptions. When combined with differ-
ent political systems and habits of thoughts it carries
the constant danger of divergence which adversaries
are quick to exploit. Solidarity therefore calls for care=
ful reflection before acting and for close and continuing
communications, especially between the North Ameri-
can and European members of the Atlantic Alliance. It
also calls for heightened sensitivity on the part of allof
us-a conscious effort by each of us to put himself in
the other's shoes.. Both our domestic procedures and
our multilateral mechanisms of consultation must be
geared to this requirement.

Against this background there is a requirement^
in my view, for a re-examination of relations between
Europe and North America. One of the practical impli-
çations of interdependence in the 1980s is that Europe,,
and particularly the Federal Republic of Germany, is
bound to be called on to shoulder more responsibility as
a major partner in the free world. This is a natural con-
sequence of Western Europe's growing economic, polit-
ical and military integration and a reflection of the
Community's increasing weight in world affairs. It
suggests that the Community should in turn be taking
a new look at its relationship with^North America, not-
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only with the United States but also with Canada.

In this context,what sort of role can Canada play?
Clearly, we are not in the same league as either the
United States or Europe. Although ours is the second
largest country in the world, our sparse population of
under 24 million and our vast distances impose limits
on what we can do. Yet, we are not only an Atlantic
powe'r, we are also a Pacific power and an Arctic power.
Economically, Canada is of major importance, particu-
larly as a producer of many of the free world's critical
rawmaterials: Strategically, Canada is of significance
not only to the U.S. in the defence of North America
butalso to Western Europe in the protection of the vi-
tal Atlantic sea lanes. Canada's political significance
should also not be underestimated, especially in the
longer term.

It is obvious that as a North American country,
Canada's relationship with the U.S_ is of first impor-
tance. At the same time we have a long tradition of co-
operation and understanding with Europe. This re-
flects the European origins of most of our people, as
well as a common experience and participation in the
events of this century which have created the Europe
of "today. But Canada's political significance is also
demonstrated in our growing ties with the Third
World, through our programmes of development assis-
tance and our manifold ties in the Commonwealth and
more recently La Francophonie. We have been a major
partner in most of the United Nations peacekeeping
and truce observation operations around the world. All
these links have made us an interlocuteur valable for
our friends in Europe and elsewhere in the world.

Canadian role

Canada recognizes its strategic importance to the
free world as well as the importance of Europe to Cana-
da's security. Canada's full participation in NATO,
both politically and militarily, remains a firm commit-
ment. We regard the defence of Western Europe as our
own first line of defence. In addition to the land and air
forces stationed in West Germany, we have earmarked
forces ready to contribute to thedefence of the North-
ern flank and to the allied naval forces in the North At-
lantic. We also receive German armoured troops for
training in Manitoba and fighters of the German
Luftwaffe have been moved to, Labrador to undertake
low-level flight training.

In economic terms; Canada offers a large and var-
ied base of renewable and non-renewable resources as
well as a relatively stable and secure environment for
their exploitation. In addition to its strong agricultural
and forest industries, Canada is-a reliable and proven
supplier of industrial and raw materials and a world
leader in the production and export of non-ferrous met-
als. But Canada offers.more than that. It also offers fa-
vourable opportunities for the further processing of
such resources prior to export and for the development
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Canadian Forces photo

Canadian armoured personnel carrier rolls through a

West German, village during 1977 NATO training

exercise.

of other secondary industry. There is scope for combin-
ing European capital and technology with Canadian
resources and manpower and, in increasing measure,
our own technology. There is also scope for combining
European concerns about security of supply withCana•
dian aspirations to upgrade our raw materials and find
better access to foreign markets for the output of our
processing and manufacturing industries.

For all thesereasons Canada's contribution to
Western solidarity, both actual and potential, should
not be under-estimated. Canada is prepared to support
a co-ordinated approach to the problems of the post-
Afghanistan situation. We are ready to endorse such
counter-measures (suchas the boycott of the Moscow
Olympics) as may be globallyagreed on. We are ready
to play a part in the continuing discussion of a diplo•
matic solution to the Afghanistan problem when the
time is ripe. We are ready to make a contribution to
supporting countries of the region like Pakistan and
Turkey.

Looking further ahead, the time may well be near
when we should be thinking in terms, of a new kind of
trans-Atlantic partnership designed to meet the chal-
lenges of the 1980s and 1990s, and based, on a higher
level of reciprocal interests, privileges and obligations.
Sucha partnership would be not only to the mutual ad-
vantage of Canada and Europe but also in the broader
interest of solidarity and co-operation in the free world.
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as an international actor
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by John Clark

"The important thing in the international arena is
to follow through on the rhetoric; because the interna-
tional arena is largely rhetoric."

A lot of people ;might not agree with that assess-
ment of world diplomacy by Canadian Labour Con-
gress (CLC) President Dennis McDermott. A lot more
might not agree with his belief that the CLC has itself
takdn the step and evolved beyond the rhetoric in its
own international affairs activities. Romeo Maione, at
the non-governmental organization directorate of the
Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA),
is, however, one person who does agree. "The trade
unions," he says, "are moving from what I would call a
'romantic international solidarity' rhetoric...into a
much more realistic kind of internationalism based on
hard economic facts." The CIDA official speaks from
first-hand knowledge. He was, at one point, interna-
tional affairs director at the CLC.

In fact, Canada's unions have been active inter-
nationally for many years. For example, the CLC' and
its predecessors, the Canadian Congress of Labour and
the Trades and Labour Corigress, have been participat-
ing in the International Labour Organization (ILO) -
since 1919. But to many observers, the CLC's interna-
tional activities have taken on added substance in the
past two or three years. For one thing, it is offering al-
ternative policies for the resolution of the world's
problems-policies that do not always correspond with
the view expressed by official Ottawa.

At a time when the business press reports the
stock markets' favorable response to war rumours,
Canada's largest labour federation offers urgent pleas
for disarmament. While governménts around the
world preach policies of restraint, the CLC argues that
fighting inflation at the expense of employment will
produce "nothingbut compounding economic disaster."
As government institutions increasingly pay heedto

achieving a real understanding of social and political
developments ^o-ûtside Canada, says its director John
Harker. External Affairs seemed to take at least some
recognition of this argument about a year ago when it
entered into an agreement for an exchange of person-
nel with the CLC. Under the agreement, Bruce Gillies,
a foreign service office who had dealings with the ILO
in Geneva, has been seconded to the CLC to :serve as
assistant international affairs director. He is to remain
in the position for two years before returning to the
federal bureaucracy. When he, returns, he will bring _.
with him greater knowledge of the international trade
union movement and a newly devéloped area of exper-
tise. So far, the CLC has not fulfilled its part of the ex-
change, a fact blamed on a lack of resources. But it
hopes to send someone to External Affairs within a
year.

Personnel exchange •
The personnel exchange is only one part of the in-,

tensified relationship between the labour congress and
the federal government. CIDA is contributing over,
$500,000 dollars this year to assist the CLC in imple-
menting international education programs where ex-
perienced Canadian trade union leaders impart their
knowledge to help speed development of trade unions
in the Third World. CIDA feels its investment is in the
national interest because the only way the world can
survive today is "by assuring that everybody is
developing. . .justly." said Maione. External Affairs
has slightly different reasons for its cooperation with_
the CLC. It has publicly declared its interest in the
greater expertise it will obtain from the personnel ex-
change program, but more interesting insights can be
obtained in private background briefings with depart-
mental officials. Some officials are somewhat non-
plussed by the new relationship with the CLC, which
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human and trade union rights around the world, the they consider to be a lobby group like all the other, but
CLC is an old hand in the area. This last factor may just a little bigger than most.

help to explain the enhanced relationship with the fed- External Affairs has observed what it perceives as
eral government. an apparent anti-American stance by the CLC. It feels

The primary task of the CLC international affairs there has been a growth a€Canadian unions away from
department is to get the Department of External Af-
fairs to realize the indispensibility of the congress in Mr. Clark is an Ottawa-based freelance writer.
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their American counterparts. As part of this growth,
Canadian trade unionists have been independently ex-
posed to such things as human rights views of Swedish
trade unions. Ties between the congress and various
church groups dealing with international human
rights was also one of the things pinpointed during the
briefing. However, one comment during the session
was more than a little puzzling. It was suggested that
dialogue between the department and the CLC in the
past might have been hampered by the close CLC ties
to the New Democratic Party (NDP). As a result, com-
munications tended to be more with the political party
than with the labour organization. If that is true, it is
difficult to understand why the communication chan-
nels have changed when it is considered that the CLC-
NDP ties are, perhaps, tighter than ever before. Even
if some of the reasons are puzzling, the two sides are
talking and both see this as a positive step.

Economic Summit
Sometimes the communicaidons channels are elab-

orate. Labour's input to the prime ministerial briefing
for last June's economic summit in Venice, is a case in
point. The process began in February when the CLC

received a draft statement from the Trade Union Advi-
sory Committee (TUAC) of the Organization of Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development in Paris. The
statement was being prepared for the summit of trade
union leaders from the seven major economic powers,
scheduled for Rome just prior to the Venice gathering
of the heads of State. The draft document was reviewed
by the International Affairs and Research and Legisla-
tion departments at the CLC and observations and
comments were relayed back to Paris. There, a paper
incorporating the changes suggested by the various na-
tional trade union central bodies was adopted by a
TUAC meeting at the end of May.

In the meantime, External Affairs was informed of
the general direction the CLC expected the trade union
summit to take and thus, the direction labour wanted
the governments to take. Any last minute changes in
Rome (there were none) would have been communi-
cated to the department as well. At the 1979 economic
summit in Tokyo, CLC officiais personally briefed then
Prime Minister Joe Clark the day before he met other
heads of government. Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau
did not receive a similar briefing in Venice because the
CLC's McDermott was unable to go to either Rome or
Venice.

The trade unions summit hadcalled upon the gov-
ernment leaders to pay particular attention to the in-
ternational development concepts outlined in the
Brandt Commission report on North-South relation-
ships. Instead, the Venice meeting seemed to concen-
trate more on East-West political questions and the en-
ergy issue. It is impossible to say whether there would
have been any noticeable change inthis position had
McDermott been able to meet with Trudeau. But the
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CLC is hopeful that Prime Minister's personal intere3
in the North-South issue will lead him to concentrat
on it in future. Trudeau had already indicated the tor
will play a major role at the 1981 summit to be held
Canada.

Other lines of communication between the Cl.i
and the federal government are less complex than ,tl
steps leading up to the meeting of the Big Seven. Th f r^eed^
are periodic communications betwen Harker and Al1 gua i
Gotlieb, Undersecretary of State for External Aftaii lcern
Neither of the two is reluctant to call the other on sl, ouri
cific issues. Regular contacts are maintained with Eg•
ternal Affairs desk officers who sometimes use the
CLC network of contacts to obtain information on spe^
cific areas. Relationships with CIDA are good ari
some contacts are maintained with the Department
Industry, Trade and Commerce (ITC).

Communications, however, sometimes bre<.^
down. For example, when the government was dra ft i r._
a c^:de of conduct for Canadian companies operati n,
South Africa, it would not give the draft to the (11,i
Having obtained a pirated copy, the CLC was able [
approach External and. ITC to point out where it b
lieved the code needed strengthening "to have a md
curn of realism."It also forwarded copies of 'the drL-.
code to churches for their input, despite the fact that
the government had displayed no initial interest in in.
volving church groups. Now the CLC plans to monitor
how well companies are following the code, which it
still does not regard as strong enough.

The code of conduct is not'the only area where the
CLC feels it has played a leadershiprole in the coun-
try's foreign affairs. It takes much of the credit for ini.
tiating the legal action against Space Research Corpo-
ration, an arms manufacturer convicted in the United
States of illegally shipping arms to South Africa. The ,
company has since been fined $50,000. The CLC
started to build and extensive file on the corporation
after Zimbabwe's ZAPU leader. Joshua Nkomo
charged, in 1977, that illegal arms shipments were be.
ing made to South Africa from Canada. Nkomo made
the allegations during a news conference at the CLC's
Ottawa headquarters. Using its trade union contacts,
the labour organization provided then External Affairs
minister Don Jamieson with shipping, docking and
loading details. But despite these efforts; the CLC was
not believed.

The CLC enhanced its credibility in its 1979 `Oper-
ation Solidarity' donations of more than $500,000 in
supplies to war-torn Nicaragua. The government as-
sisted that initiative by providing aircraft to transport
the goods. `Operation Solidarity', however, raisedother
problems for. the CLC. The scope of the exercise led
some groups to expect theCLC to continue its substan-
tial relief effort-even if it meant jeopardizing a princi-
ple labour holds dear. The Nicaraguan end of the emer-

gency operation had been coordinated by CUS, the
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ternational Confederation of Free Tirade Unions
ICFTU) affiliate in the central American nation. CUS
ad since been subjected to threats and$arassment be-

6use of its refusal to disband and become part of the
'; indinista sponsored central trade union'body. The
i1C feels this intimidation campaign raises serious
11tu estions about the right of the Nicaraguan workers to
frvedom of association. Yet some supporters of Nicara=
,-ua in Canada have suggested the CLC forget its con-
i cin about what is happening to CUS and continue
Touring in aid. It is a suggestion labour will not accept.

The CLC works to develop workers' organizations
abroad through such efforts as development of the
Commonwealth Trade Union Council (CTUC) which

' employed its first secretary general earlier this year.
The formation of the council required roughly two
years of hard work and.confounded those people who
believed the CLC did not have the ability to deliver on
its promise. CLC President McDermott is also the first

1president of the CTUC which he describes as "being a
common meeting place for people with a common affin-
ity." It is an alternative organization for Third World

'members of the Commonwealth who otherwise might
be forced to choose between the Soviet and American
camps. McDermott believes Canada has an affinity
with the Third World because "we are unique in the
sense that we are considered to be a developed nation,
but we aren't." He bases that belief on the large degree
of foreign control of Canada's economy which makes us
"in many ways as exploited as a number of the Third

:World countries."

Occasionally, the CLC's international involve-
ment can pose 'the threat of physical injury. In Septem-
ber 1980, International Affairs Director Harker and
representative Javier Sandoval avoided imprisonment
and beating by only a few hours in La Paz, Bolivia. The

ï two had been part of a ten member official mission
from the . International Confederation of Free Trade

^ Unions (ICFTU) which visited Bolivia to render assis-
tance tothe families of trade unionists detained as po-
litical prisoners in the country. Their purpose was also
to visit government and church officials to learn about
the effects of the July 17 military coup on Bolivian hu-

' man and trade union rights. For much of the visit, Bo-
livian authorities maintained their distance from the
voup. However, several members of the ICFTU dele-
gationwho stayed behind to confer with Interior minis-
ter General D'Arce, head of the secret police, were ar-
rested and forced to turn over $30,000 raised to aid
prisoners' families. Two of them were beaten and tor-
tured. Harker and Sandoval escaped these events since
they had flown out of La Paz hours earlier.

If projects such as the CTUC lead many to believe
the CLC has developed a higher profile international-
ly, the message may be escaping a large proportion of
the organization's 2.3 million members. Many union'

^inembers are troubled because their congress is in-

PresidentDennis McDermott. CLC photo.
volved in the international arena. They believe their
union leaders would be better occupied protecting their
interests at home. Criticism of the stronginternational
ties maintained by former CL0 president Joe Morris
reached a level where he was often disparagingly
called `Geneva Joe'. Relatively few CLC members
cared or even knew that Morris was so well regarded
internationally that he was chosen, after his retire-
ment, as the only North American member of the
Brandt Commission on North-South issues.

Harker said the CLC has not been as effective in
communicating its international affairs message to its
constituents as he would like. To overcome that prob-
lem, a new member was added to his department to
handle education and, communications. The CLC
might enhance that role if it can demonsirate to its
members the practicality of what it is doing. Ringing
declarations of lofty principles have little impact on
workers whose immediate concern is the continued ex.-
istence of their jobs and the rising cost of living.

The CLC is doing practical things internationally,
such as providing a tractor and dairy equipment to a
group of cooperative villages started on former ICFTU
land in India. Harker sees labour's `basic needs' strat-
egy as a means of adequately distributing the re-
sources of developing nations, making them less vul-
nerable to totalitarian eco,nomic philosophies. He also
makes the economic argument that exploitation of
workers in developing nations will eventually lead to
reduced employment opportunities in Canada. Both ar-
guments need to be made more forcefully if the CLC is
to truly have the full support of its members. It would
also be helpful to Canadian workers if they were shown
what they stand to lose if such international efforts are
abandoned.



CIDA's Maione said the interests of most people in
society extend first to their families and then to their
communities. Only for a few people do interest spheres
extend to encompass broader international issues. As-
suming this is true, the CLC would be well advised to
redouble its efforts to show workers how events in
other countries have an impact, direct or indirect, on
their,personal circumstances. Improved domestic edu-
cation and membership communication are tasks the
CLC has cast for its immediate future with the hiring

of its new staff member.
Preparatory negotiations for the 1981 economic

summit to be held in Canada rank high on the agenda.
The CLC is anxious to avoid a repetition of this year's
Rome trade union summit which was boycotted by the
AFL-CIO because it objected to the communist lean-
ings of one of the host Italian labour centrals. The CLC
quest for world peace will continue unabated. If this
quest bears echoes of the 1960s peace movement, that
is because McDermott believes the mood of that activ-
ist decade are even more relevant today in the face of
confrontations such as Afghanistan and with the pro-
spect of a hativkish Ronald Reagan becoming president
of the United States.

The CLC will continue its efforts to ensure that
multinational corporations fulfil their social responsi-
bilities. In the same vein, it will work to build interna-
tional trade union strength as a countervailing force to
the power of the multinationals which it sees as the

controlling element of the world economy. Does thi
mean the CLC will be stronger internationally, in th
future than it is now? And is it stronger now than
has been in the past? One would have to be a seer to a
swer the first question. Kalman Kaplansky, retirin
director of the International Labour Office in Ottaei,
and first CLC international affairs director, provid
an answer to the second: "There is a tendency (to sa
that everything starts with yesterday and finishes t,
day. Tomorrow there's a new start. I believe there's
continuity of effort and that the basic thrust of the it
ternational involvement of the trade union movemenl
of Canada has been there for many years. Kaplansk^
added: "each individual, each new president, new oifi,
cials add a new dimension.. .but the seriousness of i.
the objective, the dedication, has long been in the tracl
union movement of Canada for a very long time."

Even though the trade union commitment has e
isted for years, McDermott believes the government i
just starting to take that commitment serious]y.
think they discovered that we aren't just busÿlbuclic
who don't know what we are doing; they're quite ui
prised at the expertise and the sophistication that thi
discovered in us," he said. "The trouble is, we havt r^
had the dialogue we should have had. We were per
ceived as posturing all the time. And they had no n,

appreciation of the role we are capable of playing a

indeed, of the role that we are playing. But they are
ginning to understand."
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Diplomatic hostage-taking:
a retrospective look at Bogota

The diplomatic profession-at least its practice
utside one's own country-has surely become one of
he world's _ higher-risk occupations in recent years.
After a year of such episodes as the seizing of diplomats
ie hostages in Tehran, Bogota and London, as well as
dozens of lesser but equally violent affairs, diplomats
^bd consular officials can hardly be blamed for wonder-
ing whether they are fast becoming An `endangered
pecies'.

As crisis managers in foreign ministries have been

an rotate their chores, obtain sleep and food, return to

;earning, the motivations of terrorists laying seige to
embassies, the nationality or political affiliations of in-
tended victims, and the `institutional' circumstances in
lvhich an operation is conducted can markedly affect,
he ways a diplomatic hostage-taking incident devel-

(ps, determine the way it should be handled and influ-
ence the end result.

In Tehran, for example, the `militants' holding the
vmerican diplomats are wildly applauded by the mas-
5es outside the United States embassy, witness huge
emonstrations against their prisoners and receive the

support of the local authorities and of the supreme
,,ower, Ayatollah Khomeini. They operate within, a
1'riendly environment, have freedom of movement and

;their homes, resume classes (if indeed they are stu-
dents), visit girl friends, receive supplies and voice
their propaganda at home and around the world.

By contrast, the dissident Iranian Arabs from
udestan who attacked the embassy of Iran in Londo-

were allowed to demonstrate by the British. On the

in May fâced the implacable hostility of their captives
and their own government, the armed opposition of the
British authorities and their superb `Special Air Serv-
ices' (the strike force) and the anger of the vociferous
IIranian student community outside the embassy, who

other side of the ledger, the terrorists received some
support from small groups outside, the benevolent cu-
iriosity of the London crowds and tremendous coverage
bv the world's mass media, which they could monitor
fiom the inside. Their objective of securing the release
of dissident Arab comrades held by the Tehran author-

by Sidney A. Freifeld

ities was by no means implausible although their
larger aim-promotion of autonomy for the Arabs of
Iran's Khudestan provinceprobablywas.

Hostile environ-ment
In Bogota the `institutional' setting was again dif-

ferent. The M-19 terrorists who attacked the Domini-
can Republic's Embassy and held it from February 27
to April 27 were operating withing their own country
but faced a hostile environment and total opposition of
the political and military authorities. By contrast with
Tehran and London, the terrorisU bore no special ani-
mosity either to the Dominicans or to the other
victims-a mixed bag of foreign diplomats attending a
National Day reception and representing countries
ranging over a wide political and geographic spectrum.
Furthermore some M-19 objectives-which included
release of comrades, payment of ransom, amelioration
of treatment of political prisoners, cessation of alleged
internal repression and focussing of publicity on do-
mestic social ills-were a priori plausible and poten-
tially realizable, so long as they did not clash with the
laws and constitution of the Republic.

Another special `institutional' difference in Bogo-
ta, which was ofno little importance in achieving a
happier outcome than in Tehran and London, was that
the terrorists were a local group apparently withot^t
entangling links with, support from, or obligations to,
other exponents of international terrorism such as Ita-
ly's Red Brigades, the Japanese Red Army, the Baader-
Meinhoff group in West Germany or especially Pales-
tinian and other Middle. Eastern extremist organiza-
tions. However much they might have wanted to em-
barrass the present government, M-19 was not seeking
to retrieve a Shah, oust a Quadaffi, undermine Camp
David, promote a regional 'autonomy or secession, pre-
cipitate a war with neighbouring states, foment Shi'-
ites against Sunnis . or Moslem fundamentalists

Mr. Freifeld was Canadian Ambassador to Colombia
and Ecuador from 1970 to 1975, when he retired from.
the Department ofExternal Affairs. He was Chargé
d'Affaires in Uruguay and also served in Mexico,
Ireland and the Permanent Mission to the U.N.
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against Western-oriented modernizers.

A brief analysis of how negotiations developed in
Bogota may serve to illustrate how important such `in-
stitutional' factors can be for foreign ministry crisis
managers coping with diplomatic hostage-taking by

terrorists.
Who are the M-19 and how did they manage, as a

locâl'guerrilla group, to achieve world-wide attention
and partial realization of their objectives? Although
the group first came to public attention as recently as
1974, the Colombian guerrilla movement from which it
springs was about the earliest to emerge in Latin
America and grew out of conditions peculiar to Colom-

bia.

In many ways Colombia is a microcosm of all Latin
America and combines its varied social, political, eco-
nomic, racial and geographical peculiarities. Lying
athwart the Panamanian isthmns, it stands at the
crossroads of Central and South America. It has a Pa-
cific as well as an Atlantic and Caribbean coastline
and orientation. It is ribbed not by one but by three An-

dean cordilleras separated by tropical jungle, rain for-
est, great plains and high plateaus, which force its 27
million inhabitants to combat some of the most diffi-
cult physiography in the Western Hemisphere; as late
as the 1920s it took a Colombidn foreign minister 12 to
18 days by horse, carriage, paddle-wheeler, rail and
barge to reach the Atlantic coast port of Baranquilla to
set sail for New York or Europe. The population- com-
prises whites, Indians, blacks, mulattos and mestizos
who, alongside much primitive agriculture, have de-
veloped some of the largest-scale industry and thé fin-
est coffee cultivation in South America. While the oli-
garchical upper class is as sophisticated and urbane as
any in Latin America, it is more cultivated than most;
it is for good reason that Bogota has beenknown as the
`Athens' of South America. There is a mass of impover-
ished and illiterate peasantry and the per capita in-
come barely reaches mid-way on the low LatinAmeri-
can scale. The small middle class is diffused in
numerous medium-sized cities and the capital does not
dominate the nation-ïnore like Italy and Germany
than Britain or France.

Democratic system

What distinguishes Colombia from the other
South American countries is that it has managed re-
markablyto maintain a democratic system of govern-
ment for virtually all of this century, although its po--
litical life has < been dominated by the traditional
Liberal and Conservative parties and the general
socio-political process is not asentirely unblemished as
the oligarchy and the government would like to be-
lieve; they would not always find the reports of Am-
nesty International and the International Press Insti-
tute entirely to their liking.

The only military regime during this
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century-and it was not a very harsh one-lasted fra^
1953 to 1957. Its vaguely populist leader, General Gu:,
tavo Rojas Pinilla, was no old fashioned caudillo blaa
ing his way to power by a military coup. As head of t}
armed forces, he was invited by the Liberal and Co„

servative leadership to take power as a

alternative-or third force-to quell La Viole ncia, ,3

insensate, internecine and fratricidal civil war. L

Violencia, which left tens of thousands of casuallie
was not a class struggle pitting impoverished pe^i^,,.
against absentee landlord but a war between Lib i
and Conservative villages and peasants, and its cau,-
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dynamics have continued to fascinate political sci,[

tists and sociologists to this day. It abated slow] y ,i r
1958, when the warring,Liberal and Conservaor,
leaders, fearing total disintegration of their colinti

again came together-this time to remove the Genc ï,
who wanted a second, unelected terni. They

instituted elections and a democratic regime thrQugli
urique 20-year power-sharing experiment just ended.

One by-product of that era was an extraordin n
rise in petty, and not-so-petty crime, especially kidna
ping by criminals for ransom; which has remained en
demic in Colombia. Another legacy of La Violencia we
the birth of three native guerrilla groups, who wer
forerunners of the better-known Tupamaros in U ii

guay, Montoneros in Argentina and other violence

prone Latin American activists. The Revolutionar
Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), Moscow-oriente
and with ties to the local Communist Party, is based '
the remote mountainous areasof south eastern Colon
bia, occasionally displaying strength in villages un
comfortably close to the capital. The National Libera
tion Army (ELN), Castro-oriented, operates in tb,

jungle and mountains of the `Medio Magdalena'
about half way down the Magdalena River, the St^
Lawrence of Colombia. The People's Liberation_Arml
(EPL) is vaguely Maoist,_ and surfaces fitfully in th
mountains of the state of Antioquia in the northwest.

Still another legacy was the creation by Genera
Rojas Pinilla of a vaguely populist party, Anapo, as ^
vehicle for a political comeback after his 1958 ouste
from the presidency,-and it was welded by his redoub
table daughter, Maria Eugenia, into a potent chal
lenger to the Liberal. and Conservative power-sharin
monopoly. The General nearly won the 1970 presiden
tial election but Maria Eugenia, who in the 1974 elec
tion became the first woman to seek the presidency o
any Latin American country, did not fare well at th
polls. The party began to decline, but both the General
and his daughter denounced the use of force to achiev
power.

Origins of M-19
M-19 was formed as a clandestine military wing 01

Anapo by some left-.of-centre academic activists, ex-
army.officers and middle class professionals; theil
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ironym stands for Movimiento de 19 abril, the date of

^pne or more of these reasons M-19's image changed

the arsenal of a barracks in the Bogota suburbs and

of M-19 leaders and consequent determination to show

he presidential election which :General Rojas
ost-they claim-because of fraud. It first came to

public attention in 1974 with an exploit designed to at-
ract publicity and demonstrate its urban capability,
by contrast with FARC, ELN and EPL. It raided Simon
bolivar's old home, now a museum in downtown Bogo-
a and stole the Liberator's famous sword. A few
eeks later M-19 occupied the premises of the Bogota
unicipal Council and in 1975 harrassed some mem-

ers of the consular corps.
By 1976, M-19 may have realized that its Robin

1-lood exploits achieved little else than publicity. It be-
^an to be taken more seriously by the state's counter-
nsurgency-forces. Its Latin American terrorist count-

érparts were resorting to more and more violence. For

harply, from, that of dedicated amateurs seeking to
^ublicize alleged repression and promote human rights
to that of a violent urban guerrilla group. During the
next two years it assassinated thehead of the Colom-

ian Workers Confederation, occupied key hydro-
'electric installations, kidnapped a former cabinet

ember to force: higher wages for his workers, secured
large ransom by kidnapping a prominent member of

^t.he oligarchy who had been ambassador in Paris, kid-
papped the Nicaraguan ambassador to protest Somo-
a's repression of the _Sandanistas and assassinated
exaco's chief executive after holding him several

months for ransom. Like the Tupamaros during their
earlier days in Uruguay, they -varied outright terror-
ism with Robin Hoodderring-do such as stealing food
for the poor.

In early 1979 it was reported in Bogota that the
authorities had secured-presumably from a captured
M-19-a "long hit list which included the names of the
United States,'Chilean and Nicaraguan ambassadors.
After vandalizing a United Nations office, M-19 per-
^Formed its most spectacular exploit by tunnelling into

eizing 5,000 weapons including mortafs and bazoo-
ias. This provoked the heaviest counter-insurgency of-
:ensive ever mounted by the Colombian military,
vhich succeeded not only in recovering most of the
armsbut in capturing about a thousand members and
suspected M-19 members, including prominent intel-
lectuals such as the former Columbia University
A.Y.) sociologist, Professor Fals-Borda. Their long de-
tention before being brought to trial before military
tribunals under. `State of Seige' legislation, the condi
iions of their incarceration, the slow and protracted na-
ture of the trials under way (400 were being tried for
1•ebellion against the `system') and the immobilization

that M-19 could still mount an offensive against the re-
'^ime were the prelude to the assault against the Do-
mnican Republic's Embassy on February 27, 1980.

1'i'he siege was triggered by the torture and murder of

an M-19 guerrilla, captured by the<Army in Cali after
failing in a bid to kidnap the wife of a wealthy engi-
neer.

Embassy raided

The Dominican's modest embassy residence is lo-
catednear the football stadium in a nondescript area,
far from Embassy Row. Invitees to the National.Day
reception, called for 11 a.m., included the usual clutch
of Colombian and foreign diplomats, armed service
chiefs, Supreme Court justices and prominent civil-
ians. Punctuality for social engagements in Bogota is
notoriously relaxed and it was not surprising that only
a trickle of guests showed upduring the first hour; the
main flow arrived around noon.

The United States ambassador, Diego Asencio, ar-
rived around 11.15 a.m. The ambassador of the Soviet
Union came a few minutes later and was soon joined by
three heads of mission from other Eastern European
states. The four. communist diplomats paid theirre-
spects, drank their coup de champagne, explained they
had to be off to attend the presentation of the new East
German ambassador's credentials and left around
11.45 a.m. Despite much subsequent speculation, there
is no evidence that their early departure was anything
but fortuitous; it hardly seem^ plausible that M-19

Wide World photo

A young M-19 guerrilla guarding Dominican Republic
embassy during hostage-taking incident last March.



would have risked their enterprise by alerting the
whole East European diplomatic group.

In a nearby field a couple of dozen men in sports
clothes were kicking a football around, watched by four
girls. When" Mr. Asencio appeared in the doorway.
ready to depart just after noon, the footballers donned
masks, took weapons out of their Adidas bags and
stormed the embassy. One was killed during the shoot-
out (by a U.S. bodyguard) but there were no further
casualties during the ensuing two months' seige, either
among the terrorists, the hostages or the Colombian
armed forces.

Several days later the usually reliable Spanish
news agency reported that the armed forces had cap-
tured a second M-19 group in a nearby house, with a
large quantity of arms and sophisticated communica-
tions equipment; this group was to have joined the at-
tack but, for whatever reason, failed to do so. The foot-
ball players, who delayed the attack as long as
possible, had to strike jvithout their colleagues. Their
`bag' inside the embassy was about 80 persons, includ-
ing the Papal Nuncio, who is Dean of the Diplomatic
Corps, and the Ambassadors of Austria, Bolivia, Bra-

zil, Costa Rica, Egypt, Guatemala, Israel, Mexico,
Switzerland, United States, Uruguay, Venuzuela, the
Dominican host and some local diplomats and consuls.
M-19's initial demands included $50 million ransom,
release of political prisoners, publication of a manifesto
(about internal repression, torture of prisoners and as-
sorted domestic ills) in the newspapers of countries

whose representatives were being held, and safe con-

duct out of the country.
From the outset negotiations with the terrorists

were directed personally by Colombia's (Liberal) Presi-
dent, Julio César Turbay Ayala. President Turbay
quickly let it be known that Colombian law, which he
was determined to uphold, would prevent payment of
any ransom by the State. He later said "since the Do-
minican Embassy enjoyed extraterritoriality", friends
of the hostages or other interested parties would not be
impeded from arranging some payment; Foreign Min-
ister Diego Vargas indicated that the President did not
intend this to mean that a country could arrange to
buy its Ambassador's freedom but that if some entity

found innocent of criminal acts. While. asserting th;I
the government could not release already convict^'
members of M-19's High Command, he hinted that t!
military might find it possible to release some suspec
for lack of evidence.

During the 61-day duration of the seige there wu
several developments of interest to students of hosta
liberation and the `Stockholm syndrome'. The Colon
bian negotiators were to display remarkable restrair
and flexibility, seeking to ensure that each encount:
yielded some progress, if only by enhancing mutual f
miliarity or by obtaining some concession, howe^ ,
small, in exchange for a concession from their s:(?
(such as securing the release of a sick or unimport-,ir
hostage in exchange for allowing a new shipment ,

They sought to maintain a momentum and t l,: sPirfood).
semblance of some progression, and to -prevent a se

dire

ous downturn from whatever plateau had berr^
^ut7
WPP

reacnea; an attacx by tne armea rorces or executi on
th

a l,;ostage would have created a stalemate and und,i
mined the whole enterprise. Such tactics were in st^l
port of their central strategy of inducing, through tir,(_
a realization by the terrorists of the impossibility of ,ii.
+; ^^^--u+,.., „̂uccPsG in açhievin^ all their aims.„^ _

Lengthy negotiations

M-19 were neither xenophobic nor irredentist wic,
since they had no links with, or personal support froTr^
other exponents of international terrorism, they w<_ r-
not shackled by exogenous, doctrinal or operational
impediments. After releasing the majority.of their cap•
tives (persons other than ambassadors) through the
earlier days of negotiation, they were left with a group
of foreign diplomats for whom they felt no particular
grudge and who represented diverse countries in
whose policies they had no special interest or concern.
This made possible the development of a rapport that
would have been impossible if M-19 had been con-
cerned, say, to support ;the , P.L.O. or torpedo Camp
David in addition to achieving their domestic aims.
The Mexican Ambassador, Ricardo Galan, who became
`spokesman' for the hostages,became involvedin. the
negotiating process and helped the terrorists re-draft

were able to persuade M-19 to release all the hostages or modify their proposals aided by colleagues. This
following some payment, the Colombian government served to maintain the dialogue, forestall p"recipitate
would not stand in the way.

Turbay's position on prisoner release was simi-
larly supple. However much his government was con-
cerned about the lives of the hostages, it was obliged to
protect the integrity and constitutionality of the state

action, and lead to further links.
The Israeli Ambassador, Eliahu Barak, made ai

interesting contribution to this process. He,was a mili-
tary man rather than a professional diplomat and a
newcomer to Bogota. To maintain the morale of hi s col-
leagues and to induce respect from the captors, he kept

and it could not overturn decisions already reached,by
the courts without undermining its democratic institu-
tions. Turbay insisted that no one had been convicted
for his beliefs or for M-19 membership, but for the com-
mission of criminal and illegal acts. If suspects being
held were subsequently released it would not be be-
cause of M-19 membership but because they had been
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the ambassadors busy by organizing a strict regime of
housekeeping chores. He also arranged for the ambas-
sadors to give talks on subjects of their expertise, in
which the captors could participate or, in any event,
not fail to hear.

A key factor was the introduction of an outside
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by Bob Stanley

Our planet is nothing more than a tiny mudball
spiralling through space. So says Frank Feather,
director-general of the First Global Conference on the
Future, which took place in Toronto during the last
week of July. It is a somewhat less elegant concept
than Barbara Ward's spaceship Earth, but it makes
the same point: ours is a small and precarious world.

Just how precarious existence is on our mudball-
spaceship was a recurring theme of many of the more
than 400 sessions at the 4-day conference. And if the
general tone was one of guarded optimism, most of the
speakers were more than ready to concede that the
road to that bright future that begins sometime in the

^nea-t century is not likely to be an easy one. The con-
sensus seemed to be that humanity is in a period of
transition. If we survive, things will be better, maybe

` much better. But we have to, find ways to survive-
together.

In the words of the conference's honorary.chair-
man, Maurice Strong: "I believe its outcome is not pre-
determined. Most of the basic forces that are shaping
our future are the result of human actions'and human

!failures. We are today incommand of our own evolu-
tion."

That concern with taking command of our destiny,
with shaping the future rather than drifting into aim-
lessness, become increasingly apparent at a variety of
levels as the world moves inexorably towards the psy-
chological turning-point of theyear 2000. In January,
there was the Brandt ; Commission Report North-
South: A programme for survival, with its eloquent
warnings of the dire consequences of continued failure
on the part of the industrialized nations to meet the
real needs of the Third World countries. As its title in-
dicates, the report also presents a detailed program de-
signed to overcome these disparities.

July saw the publication in the U.S.A. of Entering
the 21st Century-the Global 2000 Report to the
President. It too, concludes that "the problems of pre-
serving the carrying capacity of the earth and sustain-
ing the possibility of a decent life for the human beings
that inhabit it are enormous and close upon us." It calls
for "prompt and vigorous changes in public policy", and

Global futurists consider
Third World prospects

CANADA

warns that the time for action is running out.

Also in ^ July, the Parliamentary Task Force on
North-South Relations, which was set up only in May,
issued its first interim report in Ottawa, stating: "The
Task Force has no more important job before it than to
demonstrate in concrete and practical ways that our
interests as a people are bound up in the 1980s with
the well-being of the developing countries."

Elsewhere the interim report is more specific:
"Closing the rich poor gap is no longer just a matter of
striving for social justice, although,that goal is still
paramount. It is also important to the continued eco-
nomic development of the;, inkdustrialized countries.
North and South have more interests in common than
is generally recognized: energy, commodities and
trade, food and agriculture, monetary solutions and in-

Clean water: Ethiopian children drink from a simple
pump developed with IDRC support. IDRC Photo
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flation control, technological innovations, ground
space communications."

All these and many more were topics at the Global
Conference on the Future. Although the cost and com-
plexities of international air travel meant that only a
handful of developing country delegates were among
the 5000 futurists in Toronto, the importance of Third
World issues was strongly reflected in the program.
And if the array of topics under discussion in any given
time slot was sometimes bewildering, that was per-
haps, as the chairman suggested, "a reflection of the
diversity and complexity of the real world in which we
must make our choices."

Food or Famine?

On the subject of food production and the danger of
famine, the Brandt Commission warns of mass starva-
tion by the end of the century unless "major efforts of
investment, planning, and research" can make enough
food available to feed a projected population of six bil-
lion. The need for better planning was strongly en-
dorsed at the conference by Canada's Minister of Agri-
culture, Eugene Whelan, who flatly told a session on
Food in the 80s that he was far from satisfied with the
present state of affairs.

"The present hodge-podge of food aid organizations
lacks coordination," declared Mr. Whelan, accusing
their staffs of using their resources mainly "to play po-
litical games and fight one another." A recent meeting
of the World Food Council, of which he is a member,

Technology Transfer that Works '
In spite of all those horror stories about tractors

rusting in the fields for lack of parts or proper mainte-
nance, there is ample evidence that agricultural tech-
nology transfer can work-if the Iocalscientific com-
munity is involved.

In Canada researchers at the National Research
Council laboratory in Saskatoon designed a prototype
grain dehuller to meet the need for small-scale grain
processing in African rural towns. In Botswana scien-
tists adapted the machine to local requirements and
are now manufacturing an even smaller dehuller that
is proving very efficient for village-level milling opera-
tions.

Researchers at the International Rice Research In-
stitute in the Phillipines came up with the `10 horse-
power mechanization' concept to nieetthe demand for a
versatile, inexpensive machine for the small farmer.
IRRI's ideas have been incorporated into a similar line
of small farm equipment in Egypt, where the state-
owned Behera Engineering Company has developed
and manufactured five different implements that are
all powered by the same basic 10 h.p. engine.

Both projects are supported by grants from the
IDRC as part of its post-production systems program
for agriculture.

had ordered a study of all the 20-odd UN agencies in•
volved in food-aid, he said. This should lead to "less du.
plication and empire building."

While he called for the rich countries to increase
their aid budgets, Whelan cautioned that no amount of
money can completely solve the food problem. The only
long-term solution, he said, was for developing coun•
tries to increase their own food production capacity.

Plans are being implemented in a number of coun-
tries to do just that. In Bangladesh, a food-importing
country, self-sufficiency is the target for 1985. Profes-
sor M. Abdul Majid, economist and planner;described
how Bangladesh has managed to avoid starvation de-
spite its high population density. With the use of im-
proved seeds and other inputs such as irrigation and
fertilizers, a 5-year plan that calls for accelerated de-
velopment and the harnessing of its vast natural gas
resources, Bangladesh can double its present produc-
tion of 14 million tons in four to five years, he said.

,P,nother country on the subcontinent-India-has
similar hopes. "By making the best possible use of sci-
ence and technology, India will become a food exporter
by the end of the century," claimed Dr. P. Seth. In.
creasing food production is not sufficient to achieve
this goal, however. He pointed to India's 20 percent
loss of harvests during transport and storage and to in-
efficient distribution systems, problems that must be
solved locally.

"But if developing countries are to make the leap
into the future in terms of meeting their basic needs,
particularly food needs, they need not a food bank but a
technological bank. Technological cooperation formu-
las will need to be worked out," he advised participants.

This approach was supported by Doug Daniels, an
agricultural economist with the planning' office of the
International Development Research Centre (IDRC),
Ottawa, who was one of the panelists in a session on
agricultural technology for the Third World.

"The key to solving the food problem is the Third
World scientist," said Daniels. He pointed out that at
present the developing countries account for .70 percent
of the world's population, 45 percent of food production,
20 percent of gross domestic product, and a mere 2 per-
cent of research and developmentexpenditures.

Technology can be successfully transferred from
developed to developing countries, said Daniels, but
the primary source of new agricultural technology for
the Third World must be the scientific community in
the developing countries. This was why IDRC'-funded
projects almostinvariably were headed and staffed by
local scientists, and included provisions for training
more researchers.

Overcrowded Planet
In some parts of the developing world, however,

population growth continues to outstripfood produc-
tion increases. With one million people addedto the
global population every five days, the Brandt report of-
fers the "nightmarish vision of a hopelessly over-
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Technology trans er: Egyptian engineers designed and built this small diesel powered thresher basing it on a
machine developed in the Philippines.

IDRC photo
canowded planet" unless support for population pro-
j11 ams and policies is increased dramatically. The
futurists also were concerned about the widespread im-
pacts of population growth, not only on food supply, but
on resources, the environment, education, housing,
and health.

Rafael Salas, executive director of the United Na-
tions Fund for Pqpulation Activities, warned that in
the long run resources are not given, but are deter-
mined by human activity. "Population pressures lead
not only to a depletion of the shrinking resource base,"
he said, "but also disrupt the fragile ecological equilib-
rium, perhaps irreversibly."

Salas predicted that the world population growth
rate would continue to decline to about 1.6 percent by
the year 2000, but he pointed out that this would still
mean another 2 billion people added to the world popu-

i lation in the next two decades-90 percent of them in
the developing countries. This would result, he said, in
the demand for an additional 600 million jobs iri the
Third World, and a dramatic population shift that
would see three-quarters of the -people in the develop-
ing countries living in urban areas-a complete rever-
sal of today's situation.

One of the results of this shift will be a rapid in-
crease in the number of super-large cities with popula-
tions from 10 to 30 million, according to Alan Sim-
mons, associate director of social sciences for IDRC,
and a specialist in population issues. Simmons pre-
dicted that attempts to slow the growth of cities will be
only Aartially successful, even in the centrally planned

economies. The options, he said, were to create new
towns as `growth poles' that would attract rural-urban
migrants, to improve conditions in the rural areas, to
open up frontier areas such as the Amazon Basin, and
finally, of course, to stop population growth.

Swallowing up Farms

All of these, predicted Simmons, might slow city
growth, but not stop it. "Super-large cities are on the
way in many developing countries whether we like it
or not." But he concluded that, because of economies of
scale and the application of new technologies, life in
the large cities of tomorrow will be livable. In fact
"there is hope that it will be somewhat better, riot
worse, than the life of the rural poor today."

The creation of growth poles in presently rural
areas is not without its dangers, however. Aurelio Pec-
cei, Italian industrialist, founder and president of the
Club of Rome, warned that "the new settlements
needed to accommodate a swelling population will in-
evitably gravitate around cultivated areas, swallowing
up more of them." He echoed the preoccupations of Les-
ter Brown, president of the Washington-based World-
watch Institute, who identifies the deterioration of
basic biological systems-fisheries, forests, and
grasslands-as mankind's greatest threat. Loss of
cropland- by erosion and a continued conversion of
farmland to non-farm uses is undermining our long-
term productivity, he said.

The problem can be summed up in two words: mis-
use and overuse. And there is no doubt in Norman
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Myers's mind who is responsible-we all are. Citing
the destruction of tropical moist forests as an example,
Dr. Myers-who is a consultant in environment and
development, based in Kenya--outlined how tropical
timbers are harvested by transnational corporations to
serve markets in affluent countries. In Latin America,
forests are cleared to make way for artificial pasture-
lands on which to graze cattle intended for North
America, Western Europe and Japan.

We all suffer from the deterioration of these for-
ests, which although they cover only seven percent of
the world's surface, harbour 40 percent of all species.
We will lose one million species by the end of this cen-
tury, said Dr. Myers, many of which could be useful in
meeting medical, energy, and industrial needs.

"The problem of disappearing species in general
can be intimately related to the other major issues of
an interdependent global community." says Dr. My-
ers. "It is not going too far to say that the challenge of
conservation of species is a microcosm of broader prob-
lems that arise from integrated living in the global vil-
lage-"

Not a Threat
It was Lewis Perinbam, vice-president of CIDA,

who finally raised the subject of the Brandt Commis-
sion's report and its relevance to the futures confer-
ence. Speaking on the subject Third World: threat or
promise, he pointed out that the developing countries
have not always been poor relations. Thereason that
many of them stay poor today is simply that the world
economic system is stacked against them. The develop-
ing countries, he said, need not just aid-which repre-
sents only a small part of their economies-but also a
"better shake" in the international system. The indus-
trialized nations must recognize that aid is not "just a
give away," it is also a subsidy of their domestic econo-
mies.

"The developing countries are not a threat," Perin-
bam stressed. "They are a new frontier of immeasura-
ble promise. For the first time in history we possess the
resources, the knowledge, and the expertise to lay the
foundations of a just world order."

To achieve a major breakthrough that would rid
the world of poverty required something of the order of
a new Marshall Plan, he added. In the immediate post-
war years, America devoted 3 percent of its GNP to re-
building Europe, and the job was done in two years. To-
day it devotes just one-tenth of that amount of
development assistance. The report of the Brandt
Commission-with its call for reform of monetary in-
stitutions, a world taxation system, and reductions in
military spending-could be the blueprint for a similar
initiative for the 80s, he claimed.

To help translate some of the Commission's ideas
into action, he suggested that Canada offer a home and
facilities for a`Futures Secretariat'. Such an institu-
tion would be financed from both public and private

funds, he said, because "this is not a matter of govern.
ments alone. ..this global initiative which affects the
future of us all."

External Affairs minister Mark MacGuigan told
the UN General Assembly in August that Canada in-
tends to create a`Futures Secretariat' under the aus.
pices of CIDA. It will have the primary mandate of
presenting activities to inform and involve Canadians
about North-South issues, he said.

The Brandt Commission was supported by anum:
her of independent institutions, one of which was
IDRC. In 1978 the Centre provided a one-year,
$100,000 grant towards the Commission's total operat•
ing budget of about $3 million.

IDRC president, Ivan L. Head, has called the
Brandt report "an extraordinary and possibly unprece•
dented body of knowledge... an imperative primer for
the troubled world." Above all, says Mr. Head, the
Brandt Commission demonstrates persuasively that
"changes of a significant character are required in or.
der to make the future function."

Clean Water, Better Health
The 1980s have been designated by the U.N. as the

International Water and Sanitation Decade. One of the
primeneeds if the effort is to succeed is for simple but
effective technology. Too often the pumps that are used
in rural water supply programs break down and cannot

be repaired for lack of costly parts. A simple plastic
pump that can be manufactured locally is now being

rigorously tested in six developing countries, with

promising results. The original prototype was devel-
oped at the University of Waterloo, Canada, with the

support of an IDRC grant, and the Centre is also sup•

porting the testing program.
Another simple technique being tested with sup-

port from the Centre's water and sanitation program,

is the filtration gallery. Water from a stream or river is

diverted through a sand-filled channel that delivers it

to the village clean enough to drink. Scientists and en-
gineers studying the effectiveness of several of these
systems in Panama will produce a manual to show ru-
ral people how to build their own filtration galleries.

Combined with effective sanitation and public ed-
ucation programs, such simple technology can do much
to improve the health and well-being of the rural
people-and help prevent the drift to the cities.

For information on IDRC programs write:
Communications Division (IP),
International Development Research Centre,
Box 8500, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada K1 G 3H9.
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''third force'-the Human Rights Commission of theaOr-
ganization of American States-as an element in the
negotiating framework. Agreement was reached for
Commission members to observe court martials of M-
19 suspects and to consult with the accused and their
lawyers to ensure fair trial; they were allowed to moni-
tor prison conditions and trial decisions could be over-
turned if the Commission found that evidence had been
obtained under duress. °

The Human Rights Commission thus provided a
fig leaf for both sides. To the terrorists it pointed to a
way out, once they realized they could not force release
of convicted comrades, and it provided a decorous in-
strument which M-19 could construe as satisfying its
pronouncements on the protection of human rights for
prisoners. To the government it provided and unem-
barrassing vehicle for instituting improvements in le-
gal and penal procedures whle refusing a general re-
lease of terrorists; the, government could appear firm
on principles but flexible in tactics, protecting foreign
diplomats for whom it had accepted responsibility
while not obstructing a privately-made ransom pay-
ment (far lower'than M-19's original demand and only
a token by comparison.)

As final agreement neared, Cuba had agreed that
the terrorists and their remaining diplomatic hostages
could be flown to Havana, from which all the latter
would be allowed freely to depart. The Uruguayan am-
bassador, had escaped earlier, by jumping through a
window. The Austrian ambassador had been released,
after much complaint that his_wife was suffering from
his incarceration. On the ev3 of the departure, M-19
agreed to free the Israeli, Egyptian, Venezuelan and
Dominican ambassadors at Bogota airport. The re-
maining ambassadors and their 17 captors, a Red
Cross official and the Cuban ambassador, flew to Ha-
vana on April 27; from which they were able to depart
without problems (the Cuban kept a low profile
throughout).

Thus, M-19 managed to come out of this terrorist
diplomat-seizing venture looking somewhat less like
bloodthirsty fanatics and perhaps even like reasonable
individuals dedicated to promoting human rights and
reforming illsthat some Colombians themselves recog-
nize to'exist in the present system. President Turbay's
government, confronted by a major terrorist challenge
to defend its domestic legitimacy and its international
ties, was able to emerge. from the ordeal with both
enhanced-and it will now face the dual formidable
task of coxnbattïng terrorism and subversion while pre-
serving human rights. That task was made no easier
by the ominous challenge issued in Havana by
Comandante Uno, a University of Cali social sciences
professor, that he would return to Colombia as soon as
possible to resume the struggle. Only a fortnight later,

a group of M-19 seized the American Binational Centre

I
i

$= _?K

Wide World photo
A hooded female M-19 guerrilla escorts Mexican
ambassador Ricardo Galan.

in Medellin, the `Milan' of Colombia, painting revolu-
tionary slogans while haranguing the incumbents.

The importance for crisis managers of the far-
reaching difference in the `institutional' circumstances
between Tehran, Bogota and London and -especially
the difference in behaviour of governments will be âp-
parent. It is clear that when governments tolerate, fa=
cilitate or foment terrorism against diplomats, as the
Iranian authorities have done, they undermine not
only formal relations between states but the entire fab-
ric of international intercourse-which was the foun-
dation upon which the solution in Bogota, although
less than ideal, was so laboriously built.

What to do? Professor Paul Wilkinson of the Uni-
versity of Aberdeen, writing in The Listener, thinks it
would be `extremely valuable' to establish a`flying
squad' of police and security experts in each region of
the world, under the aegis of the United Nations or of a
regional organization such as the EEC, OAS,.OAU and
ASEAN; the squad would provide emergency help on

17



the request of a member government to cope with, for
example, a terrorist embassy seizure.

It is surely impractical to assume that such a force
might even be established under the, `aegis' of bodies
such as the U.N. or the OAU and even more impracti-
cal to assume that they could agree on its deployment
(is the target terrorist, commando, guerrilla, freedom-
fighter. ...?). The U.N. accomplishment in the field of
peace-keeping does not seem a valid analogy. However,
various intelligence and operational arrangements to
combat international terrorism already exist among
some like-minded countries and they have been grow-
ing in effectiveness.

Stenographers and clerks, as well as ambassadors
and ministers, are provided with a booklet entitled
"Tips on Terrorism" in addition to all the usual infor-
mation about living conditions in their new country.

Perhaps the chief problem in coping with terror-
ism against diplomats is the lack of political will. Nu-

merous international instruments already exist, q
three conventions on aerial policy, the Vienna conven,
tions on diplomatic and consular relations and th.
U.N. conventions on internationally-protected persor;
and on hostage-taking. Furthermore most countrie
criminal law covers virtually all terrorist crimin;
acts. Yet terrorism continues, partly because some go,..
ernments still prefer to downplay the problem whe
certain national interests are conceived to be involved

The trends of the decade now ending neverthele,
indicate that firm government resolve can deter terror•
ism and that common policy and common action, at
least among like-minded governments, can combat in.
ternational terrorism effectively. Significantly; the
heads of government, including Canada, at the Venice

Summit agreed that they would provide one another's
diplomatic and consular missions with support and as.
sistance in situations involving the seizure of their dip•
lomatic personnel.
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Politics of food

Value of food as weapon
more symbolic than real

by Olivier Nicoloff

On Christmas day 1979, the Afghan people re-
ceived a curious present: the Soviet Union invaded
their territory and installed a puppet regime in Kabul
totally subservient to the dictates of the Russians: The
heavy thump, of Red Army boots which pounded
against the Afghan soil was also felt by a tense Jimmy
Carter, in the midst of his quest for re-election. De-
nounced as weak and indecisive by his political oppo-
nents, notably Ronald Reagan, he chose to reply harsh-
ly. Along with a series of other measures, Carter
imposed an embargo on grain destined to the Commu-
nist bloc. However, barely two months later, a State
Department official in Washington admitted that the
embargo had become purely a symbolic gesture. This

i

example, to be detailed here, will enable us to give a
first account of what is now commonly known as the
food weapon.

Precedents

!
Using food as an instrument of force against an en-

emy is not a new concept. It probably dates from the
dawn of civilization. Who has not heard of beseiged
towns that were starved into submission? And Cambo-
dia, in 1980, shows us horrifying scenes of populations
deprived directly of food for the greater glory of arms.
The West's `humanized' version of the food weâpon
does not go that far, of course; still, in 1974, the Ameri-
r, i ii Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) was hoping that
"Washington could bring within its grasp the near-
power of life and death over the fate of the impover-
ished multitudes." They saw this as "extraordinary po-
litical and economic influence." Even before this cele-
brated report made fashionable the concept of the food
weapon, our neighbours to the south had twice used
grain embargoes for two totally different conditions
and objectives: once against Japan and later the other
against Chile.

It is to be remembered that, in 1970, the Chilean
people elected the Marxist President Salvador Allende
as t.heirHead of State. Frightened that this example of
a truly democratic turn to Socialism would spread,
mainly to France and Italy, the United States decided
to use any means possible to bring about the downfall
of the new regime. One of the tactics they did not hesi-

tate to use was, precisely, the food weapon. But, unlike
1980, that weapon was not employed officially. For,
while one method. consists of inerely stopping grain
shipments, another is to cut credits. Thus, the U.S: re-
fused any further loans to the Allende government and
compelled the international monetary agencies to do
the same. Without inflows of other currencies, Santi-
ago was unable to purchase foreign grain. The popula-
tion did not starve, but they were frustrated in their
hopes of seeing a quick rise in their standard of living.
It is, of course, very difficult to estimate the extent to
which this unofficial embargo hurt the regime which
eventually was overthrown by the army. Undoubtedly,
however, its impact cannot be ignored.

The case of Japan was highly different since the
conflict between two economic powers was, by nature,
purely commercial and monetary. On one hand, Wash-
ington was concerned about `Japan's unwillingness' to
revalue the yen which, according to the White House,
would have assisted in reducing the large American
deficit in the balance of payments between the two na-
tions. On the other, there were purely internal reasons:
with strong inflation in the U.S. American consumers
were putting considerable pressure on,their gtivern-
ment so that sales abroad, which çaused domestic
shortages, would stop forcing up costs.

Just at this moment, Peru, principal exporter of
anchovies, announced a catastrophic fall in catches.
The flour made from this fish is a perfect substitute -far
soya. Therefore, the Japanese rushed to buy this on the
American market, one which, for slightly,less than a
year, had already been penetrated by the Soviets. Pres-
ident Nixon ordered the exports stopped. However, the
impact of the embargo was much less than expected:
the Japanese increased their own production while
Brazil started an industry, capturing nearly 10% of the

Mr. Nicoloff, who is completing graduate studies in
political science at Laval University, is also employed by
the Quebec Centre for International Relations. His
article is a translation of the original French, which is
beingpublished in the Fall 1980 issue ofPerspectives
internationales.
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world market. While it is nearly impossible to estimate
the effect of this food weapon upon theJapanese, it is
clear that the Americans lost part of their market. The
profits were uncertain, but the costs real.

Already, before this, there had been mention of
"blackmailing the stomach," when under the law for-
bidding trade with an enemy, the Americans refused to
sell grain to China, as well as Cuba and Vietnam.
Whatever the intentions of this legislation, the results
were not conclusive. This was thanks to Canada,
which, as early as 1961, was taking advantage of the
`Cold war' climate by carrying on lucrative trade with
China, although she did not recognize the Peking gov-
ernment.

CIA report
However, it was not until 1974 that the food

weapon openly became a diplomatic tool. The CIA pub-
licized this theme in its report entitled: Potential Impli-
cations of Trends in World Population, Food Produc-
tion and Climate. Forecasting the worst, a cooling of
the planet which would affect all agricultural areas ex-
cept the United States, the CIA concluded that the rest
of the world would become increasingly dependent
upon America for food supplies: "This could give them
a power that they never had before-perhaps a politi-
cal and economic hegemony greater than the years im-
mediately following the Second World War."

Americans, both the man in the street and the
leader, began to dream again. They were already mak=
ing Machiavellian plans. In 1975, Business Week con-
tended that this was a powerful means to force other
countries to trade. They had in mind titanium from In-
dia, chronium from the Soviet Union, and petroleum=
from Iran. Petroleum was the word on everyone's lips:
America It humiliated by what she considered to be a
band of Bedouin fanatics from another age. Suddenly,
the American dream of continuous material progress
was collapsing. The United States saw itself as depend-
ent upon a highly symbolic product (oil is energy; in
other words, power) under the control of others. But,
suddenly these others were in themselves becoming de-
pendent upon the United States: oil against wheat.
Could there be a better basis for exchange?

However, then Secretary of State, Henry Kissing.-
er, had a negative view on this. He considered that the
Arabs should not be the only ones blackmailed. He had
more distant and developed aims; in exchange for
wheat, he attempted in the summer of 1975 to gain oil
at a reduced price from the Soviets. The unfortunate of-
ficial put in charge of this mission, undersecretary of
State Charles Robinson, of course returned empty-
handed from Moscow: never would the leaders in the
Kremlin have accepted such a one-sided deal. And
when the Americans that year stopped the shipments
of grain to the Russians, they ultimately gained only
an accord to formalize this trading link. This meant
that now, while the Soviets were committing them-

20 International Perspectives September/October 1980

selves to a minimal quantity of cereals per year, they

concurrently were gaining permanent access to the

American market.

This first attempt to use the food weapon against
the Russian giant had been a failure, and had shaken
the Administration of Gerald Ford. This is why, wher
the U.S.S.R. intervened during the Angolan crisis witl^ ,
its Cuban armies in order to push back the South Afri-
cans, Washington did not attempt to use this instrû-
ment of force which many considered formidable. Were
they right?

Carter's awakening
In 1976, Democratic candidate Jimmy Carter

promised never to use food as a weapon. To punish F
population for the crimes of its leaders was unaccepta-
ble, particularly at a time where the President's elec-
toral campaign was based on the necessity of renewec',
morality in international relations. But when Soviet
troops descended on Afghanistan, he felt humiliated;
he had wanted to put the relations of the two super-
powers on a sounder basis than force, such as the policy
pursued by Kissinger. It was at this precise moment
that he attempted to have the SALT II treaty ratified
by a very reticent Congress. One of the most funda-
mental objections of the American legislators was the
weakness of means of surveillance under the agree-
ment, particularly after the events in Iran. They felt
strongly that it was impossible to trust the Russians,
hungry for expansion; the Afghanistan affair seemed
to justify their concern. Carter's arguments werecol-
iapsing, as were his hopes of a new basis for Soviet-
American relations.

It was then, in a fit of anger, that he reconsidered
his promise to never use the food weapon. He imposed
an embargo on the massive quantities of gran which
had been promised to the U.S.S.R.: 10 million tons over
and above the 8 million already agreed to in 1975, an
accord still respected in 1980.

There was immediate turmoil in the stock-
markets of Minneapolis and Chicago. For, in the pre-
ceding year Secretary of Agriculture Robert Bergland
had, surprisingly, not imposed restrictions on areas
under cultivation. To the contrary; he encouraged
seeding on as wide a basis as possible, stating that
there would be no difficulty in selling the extensive
surplus, because of a predicted catastrophe in the So-
viet harvest.

And indeed there was:185 million tons of cereals
instead of the projected 237 million. The Axüéricans
were very satisfied until the unexpected announce-
ment of the embargo: Suddenly millions of tons of
grain were pouring onto -the market. The President
created a last-minute program, by closing those grain
markets for two days and by promising to buy part- , of
the surplus directly. Reaction to the move came swift-
ly.
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Seth S. King of the New York Times entitled an,ar-
ticle: "With or Without the Soviets, Farmers Depend
on Exports" maintaining that the embargo wouldhit

the American farmer much harder than the Soviet
Union. Meg Cox of the Wall Street Journal followed
much the same line. That writer conjectured that this
unfortunate business would adversely affect the
United States in three ways. First, the. cost would be
extremely high because the government would have to
purchase the surplus. Second, this would have a bad ef-
fect upon potential markets: indeed, who, after what
had happened, could still trust the United States? To
the contrary, stated Cox, nations which felt they were
too dependent upon the U.S. would attempt to diversify
their sources of supply, and the potential customers
now prefer to look elsewhere. According to, the same
writer, this would induce other grain producing and
exporting countries to increase their production. These
arguments did not , fall on deaf ears, particularly as
American farmers had hoped to make almost $2 billion
from supplementary sales to the Soviet Union. But,
counting on their patriotic feelings, -President Carter
appealed to them to act as consçientious citizens. What
exactly was he expecting from this embargo? Probably
he did not know himself, for he had acted impulsively,
as the events of the following days were to prove.

Embargo fails
Washington knew, this time, that Ottawa would

not attemptto take advantage of the situation. The re-
cently elected Clark government seemed more favour-
able to American intentions than any of its predeces-
sors. However-and it -sec^ms so unreal to _ be
unbelievable-the WhiteHouse appeared to have for-
gotten Argentina, which (since 1976) had been a major
exporter of cereals, and now in 1980 had obtained an
important surplus. An American emissary-was franti-
cally dispatched to Buenos Aires to beg the President,
General Videla, not to take advantage of the situation.
On the contrary, Videla, deeply irritated by Carter's
human rights campaign, took 'a malign pleasure in
playing a mean trick on his thin-skinned mentor: he
succeeded in filling60% of the Soviet 'requirement.
From then on, as was emphasized by a high-ranking
State department official, the embargo became purely
symbolic. But this was not all.

Several Europèan countries, including Spain, also
rushed to sell grain to Moscow, which paid fabulous
prices: $225 per metric tonne of wheat, instead of the
approximate $185 offered at that time. In order to com-
pensate for their-sales, these European states were re-
plenishing themselves directly from the American
market, where, because of the embargo, prices were at
their lowest. However, there was an even greater in-
sult to come. `

Time magazine, in-its April 14, 1980 edition, re-
vealed that American ships, used by American compa-

nies for carrying American cereals to Third World
states, mysteriously changed their'course in mid-ocean
and headed towards Rumania and Poland. This bla-
tantly confirmed that profits are the sole loyalty of the
multinationals.

Two months after its implementation, the Ameri-
can embargo on grain to the U.S.S.R. was described as
a fiasco. Food, dreamed by some to be the counter-
weapon to oil, had not worked.

This should cause little surprise, as it is suffi-
ciently clear today that the `food weapqn' was prima-
rily a propaganda instrument for internal use. We
should examine the facts. It was the CIA which propa-
gated this theme, my making public-a very rare
event-a shattering report. But the date of its publica-
tion is even more intriguing: 1974. The mid,1970s were
without dou^t the most difficult period on America's
prestige. The Vietnam war, which had divided Ameri-
can society,'had been hopelessly lost. At the same time
the population of the most powerful nation on earth re-
alized that the offended sensibilities of a band of Arabs
could force them to leave the car in the garage or to
turn down the thermostat. Worse, the Presidency, this
most sacred American institution, was tainted by scan-
dal. "I'm not a crook" swore Richard Nixon before tele-
vision cameras as Watergate loomed over the political
horizon.

Therefore, at this time, America was shaken to its
foundations. It was a crisis of confidence. And suddenly
the CIA-a discredited institution-was offering the
food weapon, promising the nation that it would again
be a leading and confident power; and that this weapon
would give the nation a strength it had never had be-
fore. This was marvellous!

Bùt we have learned since-and the last example
is the most conclusive-that there is a difference be-
tween theory and practice. While it is true that the
United States produces 50% of the world's wheat ex-
ports, this does not imply control. In 1980 it was clear
that American companies preferred to put aside patri-
otic feelings in order to go after the highest bidder, that
is to say, the U.S.S.R., the general target for the `food
weapon.'

It is not certain, however, whether the United
States will not one day be able to control their grain ex-
ports, although achieving this would mean having to
overcome their present aversion towards the concept of
an active and forceful government. Another condition
for creating an effective weapon would be the organiza-
tion of a cartel of exporting countries, but, as the exam-
ple of Argentina proved, even countries considered as
American clients are sometimes only too pleased to
show their independence.

In conclusion, the food weapon seems for the mo-
ment and for the coming years, inapplicable. It failed
when used against the U.S.S.R. and was not even at-
tempted against Iran. Can we be anything but happy
with this outcome?
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UN food office in Cairo
closed by Arab pressure
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by C.F. Schuetz

Recent trends in international relations have
turned such seemingly minor decisions as recognizing
a country's capital city into major issues affecting
peace. While Canada's Prime Minister Joe Clark last
year agonized over the proposed relocation of the Cana-
dian embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, Canadian
officials were also engaged in another international
dispute involving a type of recognition, this time Cairo,
an Arab capital.

The struggle was a consequence of Egyptian Presi-
dent Anwar Sadat's peace negotiations with Israel. A
number of Arab countries met in Baghdad, Iraq, in
March 1979 to consider their response to the Camp
David peace initiatives concluded five months earlier.
As an expression of protest, 18 countries severed diplo-
matic relations with Egypt.

Even though it seems to be a rather unfortunate
response to peace initiatives, breaking off diplomatic
relations is a perfectly legitimate instrument of inter-
national relations. It is an expression of protest by one
sovereign international actor against the policies of
another sovereign actor. No third state should inter-
fere with such an action, just as no third state should
presume to tell another what its policy on recognition
should be. The countries attending the Baghdad meet-
ing, however, also demanded that the UnitedNations
relocate the regional bureau of the UN Food and Agri-
culture Organization (FAO) to some other Arab city.
Cairo had been the centre designated by the FAO to
serve the Middle Eastern region. The demand implied
a withdrawal of recognition or a form of severing diplo-
matic relations in the context of the international or-
ganization. It might be argued that the action would be
just another simple administrative rearrangement. A
closer look at its implications, however, presents a very
different picture.

The FAO is one of the specialized agencies estab-
lished by theUnited Nations to promote peace by help-
ing all the peoples of the world.: Of all the functional
agencies of the UN, perhaps none satisfies more clearly ,
the idea of building a grass-roots structure of peace;by

Mr. Schuetz is a mem.ber of the facultyofPolitical
Science at Carleton University.

alleviating human misery. This feature was partly the
reason why it became the first permanent specialized

agency. It was launched by the UN in 1943, before th(_
end of the Second World War. When the FAO was for-
mally initiated in Quebec City in 1945, its constitutioi
provided for a wide range of services in the area of food
prod>âction. But these services would contribute to gen-

uine peace only if the relief offered was on the basis of
need rather than on the basis of political considera-
tions.

Politicising food

Removing the regional bureau from Cair-,-
amounted to much more than a simple relocation of of'-
fices. It meant a political imposition on a functional,
humanitarian service. Inasmuch as itwas ademand
made in reaction to Sadat's peace initiative, withdraw-
ing recognition from the Egyptian regional office
meant a;perversion of UN purposes: Rather thanpro-
moting peace as the UN Charter sûggests .(and as all
member states have promised to do) relocating the
Cairo office really turns the FAO into a political
weapon to punish Egypt for signing a unilateral peac,
treaty with Israel.

During the first 30 years of its existence, the food
agency enjoyed worldwide respect and smooth interna-
tional cooperation. The first attempt to convert food
into a political instrument was made in1975: It hap-
pened at the biennial session of the FAO conference in
Rome. Typically, the move was not made in an obvi-
ously objectionable form. It came in the context of a re-
port proposing on the one hand more aid to newly
emerging countries and on the other hand food-aid to
liberation fronts `fighting against racism'.

There was, of course, no problem with thé first pro-
posal. Emergent countries , particularly Angola and
Mozambique, were in dire need of such aid. Naturally,
the members of the FAO agreed to provide it. The prob-
iems started with the second suggestion. It was clearly
directed against 'racist' Israel, a member of the FAO.
In turn, the liberation front fighting against `racism'
was the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO). By
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getting the FAO to approve the purely administrative
ex. tension of its services, the proposing countries hoped
to use the international agency to give legitimacy to
the less peaceful PLO and cast ân âspersion over a
mémber state. Although nothingcame of this proposal,
Libya and Syria in the ensuing debate demanded the
expulsion of Israelfrom the FAO. The agency did not
comply. Rather, true to the UN ideal of universality, it
gave some recognition to the PLO by granting it ob-
server status.

Cairo boycotted

The battle toretain Cairo as the regional bureau
of the FAO was - joined by Canada in early 1979.
Through its membership in the FAO, Canada became
involved in a struggle against extremist countries
which hadobjected to its planned embassy move. Only
this time, the target of the attack was a fellow Arab
country.

To serve the:, 24, countries of the Middle Eastern
area, the FAO established a regional office in Cairo in
1948. By1979, it had a staff of 92, of whom 27 had been
recruited internationally: For the current budget pe-
riod of 1980-81, it was slated to spend about $5.2 mil-
lion out of'a total FAO budget of $278 million (Cana-
i da's share is about four percent or in excess of $11
i million).

After breaking off diplomatic relations with
Egypt, several countries'boycotted the regional FAO
bureau in Cairo. Most of these countries were forced to
join the boycott bec_ause of pressure from the radicals
and because of strategic circumstances. Egypt's policy
of accommodation with the Jewish state forced a polar-
ization of such intensity that most of the middle
ground utilized by moderates had been eliminated.
Consequently, the moderates went along with the boy-
cott in order to maintain the discretionary latitude of
their foreign:policy:

The net effect was a still serious challenge to the
FAO usefulness in the area. In June 1979, the execu-
tive organ of the agency, the FAO council, found itself
in a heated debate over the issue. As a consequence, no
decision was made. Yet, at the request of the represent-
ative of Saudi Arabia, the issue was aired publicly at
the full membership of the FAO conference held in
Rome in November' 1979. In the centre of the storm
was the Director-General of the FAO, Edouard
Saouma of Lebanon. The relocation issue was actually
the lesser of his worries. He also faced the need of-get-get-
ting a sizable budget increase accepted by the member-
ship. The Western countries, in particular, would have
to provide the largest share (the United States - alone
pays for one quarter of the expenses, amounting to al-
Most $35 million in 1980). Yet these countries were
also the members -who most strongly objected to the po-
litical implications of closing the Cairo office. '

Realizing the potential danger to the entire FAO

operation, Saouma tried to appealto reason. His main
emphasis was placed on the functiorially satisfactory
performance of the Cairo bureau ever since its incep-
tion. In a report prepared for the FAO conference, he
analyzed the implications of relocation. It would invar-
iably bring a dislocation of services, to say nothing of
the wasted resources that really are meant to alleviate
food shortages. In the estimate of the Director-
General's Report, the move would take at least 18
months and possibly even as much as four years.

But, the hard-liners in the Middle East increased
their pressure. After a meeting of the Arab Organiza-
tion for Agricultural Development, another set of for-
mal notes was sent to Saouma. This time they came
from the more moderate governments of the United
Arab Emirates, Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. The
Saudis also made a payment of their $2.9 million share
in a Middle Eastern cooperative program organized by
the FAO. But, they immediately blocked over $2.8 mil-
lion pending the relocation of the Cairo office. To com-
plete the picture, the government of Iraq threatened to
suspend payment of FAO dues altogether.

Clearly, the confrontation seemed headed for a
showdown at the FAO conference. The simple matter
of the location of a regional office had become a major
issue of international justice which threatened the
very existence of the food agency.

Compromise

Faced with the intransigence of the extremist Mid-
dle Eastern governments, Saouma felt it was imperative
to avoid a public demonstration of antagonism. With
the support of the majority of non-aligned countries
which included about a 100 beneficiaries of FAO serv-
ices, he was able toprevent a discussion of the Cairo af-
fair by the Plenary Session of the conference. Instead,
an intensive effort was made to find a compromise so-
lution. In this process, the representatives of Belgium
and France played an important role. They assisted
Souma to negotiate a way to avoid the worst possible
outcome. -

The resulting compromise meant the closing "for
the time being" of the regional office in Cairo. The local
staff was laid off during the period of `suspensiorZ.
After obtaining general agreement, Saouma included
the compromise in Resolution 20/79 whereby the com-
promise was formally approved without a vote.

Certainly, Mr. Saouma must be complimented for
his skilful handling of the problem and for preventing
a worse result. Open dissension could have been disas-
trous for the future of the FAO, especially as a $68 mil-
lion increase in the biennial budget was at stake. In-
deed by keeping the issue of relocation from being
discussed officially, one could even claim that it re-
mained what it actually was, namely and administra-
tive matter.

Yet, there are disturbingly negative aspects to the
compromise solution. The basically anti-peace bias of
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the issue wasnot eliminated. Even.if in the last analy-
sis, no other Arab country was awarded the relocated-
Cairo office, it was still effectively closed by the sus-
pension of services. Egyptians were still penalized for
their peace initiative-at leasttemporarily.

Unfortiinately, there is a very strong possibility
that the `suspension' will not merely be a temporary
one. Immediately after the compromise had been
agreed upon, the Saudi representative stated that his
government considered the compromise to be a perma-
nent solution. Moreover, to counter any accusation of
wasting FAO resources, the Arab members promised
to pay an additional one million dollar contribution to

the food agency.
- By accepting the compromise, the FAO members

also allowed political concerns to prevail over func-
tional ones., The immediate advantage of preventing
an open confrontation in the hope of future pacifica-
tion, may in the end have hardened the resolve of radi-
cal governments and reduced the flexibility of moder-

ates. Facing problems quickly prevents unjust
solutions from acquiring any kind of legitimacy by be-
ing tolerated. Indeed, one may wonder whether the Sa-
udi request to have the relocation debated in the ple-
nary session of the FAO conference may not have been
motivated by just such a consideration. Certainly, the
larger forum of the conference could have rejected the
relocation demand for what it was; a political interfer-
ence in functional affairs. Such a result would have
freed the moderate states from having to expose them-
selves to the same punitive measures that the radical
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states had managed. to impose on Egypt through the
comprises.

By a strange twist of history, Cairo was not the
only Egyptian city serving as a regional centre for a
UN agency. Alexandria was in a similar position. Be
ing the regional bureau for the World Health Organi.
zation, it too carne under attack by the anti-peace
strategy of the radicals. In this instance, however, the
demand for relocation did not result in a compromise
Rather, it was simply overruled by a majority of the
area membership. Being larger than the region served
by the FAO through the Cairo office, such a result was
easily achieved.

Today, the belief is spreading that nations ge
their way by radicalizing every aspect of internationai
relations. When Prime Minister Clark was concerneâ
about the question of re-locating the Canadian embas,
sy, some kind of settlement of the Jerusalem question
seemed possible. Today, this possibility has been de-
stroyed by extreme measures of declaring the entire
city,an eternal capital. On thè other side, it is not sur-
prising that the main leader of the solidarity front has
initiated a destructive fratricidal intervention against
a Moslem neighbour merely to adjust the terms of a ne-
gotiated settlement. If small issues cannot be settled in
a rational way, how can it be achieved with real ^prob-
lems? Peace cannot be achieved by force. Nor can it be
achieved by expedient compromises. That food and
health must be available to all people regardless of
whether they are powerful is a reality that brooks no
compromise.
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by Nicholas G.L. Vincent

I return, back .to the : crucial points of Vietnam,
aos and Cambodia in this clarification of certain

^ houghts through twenty years.

In the days just before Phnom Penh fell to the
mer Rouge in 1975, flights over that beautiful, be-

^eiged capital, with fires burning on the defence perim-
eter, the desperate struggle to get supplies in and the
machine-gun and rocket-riddled tugs that attempted
'he suicidal river route, in counting off the hours be-
^ ore it fell, the presaging intimations of the bloodbath
o come, the increasingly frightening telexes and com-
iuniqués that came to ournews service in Saigon from

^our people in Phnom Penh, the evacuation plans, the
knowledge among some that horror was in store for
that beautiful land, yet no one realized quite so terrible
^and end as the return to Year Zero.

Some sensed, felt intimations: the word `bloodbath'
still rings out repeatedly from_the telex I keep that
marked the beginning of the rcal end. Beautifiil Cam-
,^bodia: this was the end, the coldly calculated death of
millions that was to be in the years to come. .-.

Twenty years, openingwindows upon the world, as
seen in journeys through incidents that revealed in
ftheir short moments, empires slipping, the vanqui'sh-_
^ment of old colonialism amidstthe growth of others,
superpowers stumbling, and most particularly-the
subject of this piece-the shock of these cascading
vents upon individuals and, whole constituencies of
human beings. These are as observed in a rough pro-a

f

gression of magnitude and understanding in a series of
iourneys through these years in Africa, the Middle
East, South and Southeast Asia. These incidents in mi-
crocosm reflected the effect of failed visions and the im-
pact of brutality when temporary masters gain control
of deadly power and friends.

Speed of change'
In 1974, 1 asked in an International Perspectives

article (see"Impact of the energy squeeze on evolving
balances of power" July/August 1974) whether the
speed of change could so disorient peoples that values
in themselves and perceptions of humane conduct
could become warped. Following this I went to Viet-
nam. With the realizations gained there, and in subse-

quent. years including a visit to Iran and the other
troubled Asian states after the fall of the Shah, the an-'
swer I had suspected to my 19-74 question began to be.
confirmed. The series of impressions I gained in these
years began to unite with the-impressions formed dur-
ing Asia and African sojourns of the late 1960s to con-
solidate into one term to describe the outcome of such
events: lost people.

Increasingly we edge towards a world out of con-
trol. An international energy consultant with much in-
volvement in the developing world recently called it a
"march towards death."- Our instruments of perception
increase in speed of delivery"and response, yet without
desired effect. The events of Camkbodia, of famine in Af-
rica, of alien turmoil in Iran aid us.to curative action
and yet in the face of the real issues, impotence re-
mains. Out of these events are thrown the lost people:
individuals and populations that flee, or find instead,
that they have become prisoners of sudden deprivation.

Several potent visions guided this writer from his
earlier years and exposure to these formulating events,
from the pre-Vietnam era of certainty (of Western mis-
sion) to the question of speed of change and humanity.
Certain scenes, the subsequent investigation, and the
thoughts that have come out of that, are touched upon
here.

It is 1965. We stop in a Somali mountain village
for the night: Borama. The highlands of the Ethiopian
frontier loom to the west. The houses here are one xooiïi
and made of mud and sticks. The local school teacher, a
tall slim Somali, takes us on a walk through the vil-
lage. He shows us in this dimming light amongst the
desolate hills, a crater, where once a house had been,
and says: "This is where the Ethiopian airforce bombed
our village lastrÿear; they used American jets."

Mr. Vincent, an energy policy specialist, worked for the
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, the
Department ofExternal Affairs and for international
mining companies at home and abroad. In addition to

° his travels in the Middle East and Africa, he reported
the later stages of the Vietnam war for UPI in Saigon..
He is now executive-director of Transport 2000 Canada.
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It is ten years later, and we are in the mountains
around Vang Vieng, in central Laos. We are on foot on
a trail in increasing jungle. We stop by a collection of
impoverished tents that remind me of the camps of the
poorer Sahara tribes. The people come out to see us.

Yes, they say through our guide, they have been
here a long time, camped in this unremarkable drift to
the side of this isolated trail. Why did they come here?
Because one day fire rained down from the sky. They
had lived in a mountain-top village and one day their
existence, their trail of passage of generations was re-
moved by fire from the sky. They still did not under-
stand; they were still, and will still be, in slow-motion
shock. Still recovering. They still could not visualize
what came down upon them and its origins. They had
not seen the B 52s. It is conjectural as to whether the
word `American' meant unything at all. They are inno-
cents. Perhaps now they have new homes in the valleys
of Vang Vieng; or perhaps they are another statistic in
the regugee camps on the Thai frontier.

War, and going back to the shock of change on peo-
ples, that period of the 1963-64 aftermath of the Alge-
rian War. In the Sahara there is the fading away of a
defeated people, the French. In a Colomb-Bechar sand-
storm, the wind's roar is undermined by the rumble of
long columns of armoured cars and big six-wheeled Re-
nault desert command jeeps, with their radio antennae
whipping back and forth. They are pulling out.

The Legionnaire is saying that it is finished now,
that next year after his long years of service he will be
going to Canada; he has relations there and wishés to
become a big game guide. His life is a miniature of the
French colonial defeat and of the precipitous events
that brought about its end. He was a Czech; he fled the
invading Nazis in 1938. He fought first with the Brit-
ish and then, following the war and the subversion of
his own country, he joined the Foreign Legion and
served among numerous locales. These included Indo-
china, where he was so badly and repeatedly wounded
that now, as a Chief Sargeant, he had been relegated to
quartermaster duties, carrying the curious souvenirs
of metal fragments that could never be removed from
his body.

Waning colonialism
This era is the shock of change; colonialism is slip-

ping and wars ferment on the African continent. I am
in the southern Algerian desert. So empty here, not a
living thing seems to appear. From over the horizon
against the shimmering mid-day heat,and silence, a
convoy of Algerian army trucks full of soldiers in
fitting uniforms and awkward in new boots, comes by,
rests, and then moves on south to another war withim-
poverished Mali-a forgotten unrecorded conflict, not
visible to us until, in this desolate expanse, we come
upon a bullet and shell-fractured sign proclaiming the

frontier of Mali.
Incongruities persist. In the desert, in Algeria

still, we stop at the Reggan oasis. As night falls, a blue
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luminescence reigns over a plateau that rises steeply _y
above us. I am told that in the middle of this boundless
Sahara Desert upon that height, General De Gaulle -'^
has constructed a city and installations for the testing
of his independent nuclear deterrent. These are juxta.
positions that are hard to comprehend for only a fev
days later, after travelling across empty terrain away =.
from this alien technology, we are in Tessalit in Mali^
black craters in the desert.

We are entering a region and a people soon to be
destroyed by endless famine, that to this day grows
across the heart of Africa. A famine that seems to have
been compounded by the mistakes of technology, by the
brutal forces of political tumult left by decolonization,
and by the disillusionment with all except power. The <
people are impacted by this change into starving skele.
tons where they live, or join wavering columns into
camps and territories where life may possibly continue
but where all that these millions had once lived for is
gone. That is the future; in 1964 the Tuaregs are proud
and.stride in resolute independence, but there are indi-
cators of change: there is a military camp on the dus[,
track into Tessalit. There are three field guns drwt n
into defensive position. Despite the conflict with Alg^
ria, they all point into the heart of Mali. But this inti.
mation is gained from the`completeness of hindsight.

More border wars of this era. In a thorn-desert easf
of Garissa, in Kenya, in a no-man's land Kenya secu-
rity forces pursue Somali Shifta tribesmen. We are
caught in an ambush. At that time this represents
solely a hair's breadth incident. Now, in retrospect, the
conflict, in which our capture was so minor a part, is
seen more clearly: a permutation of a new and franti-
cally poor nation's (Somalia) desire for its lost tribes

and territory.
Within Somalia, so recently sliding out from the

colonial arm, signs abound of a nation impoverished to
the extent that there appears little to hold it.together,
In the capital salt sea-water runs from the taps, and
whatroads there are have been constructed under the
colonial dream of Mussolini and most were falling into
ruins. The population's size was uncertain, medical

carenon-existent.
Yet already powers were finding this desperate,

.poor and uneducated people a fertile hope for their own
designs: Then the nation was simply poor; now just as
poor 15 years later, it feistily clings to its outward

urge, while within its borders the toll of refugees

mounts.
At this time, elsewhere in Africa, populations rolll

under the uncertain benefits of colonial change and
struggles for power. The poignant missed opportunity
is in Rhodesia, where the British Labour government
fights the drift to independence by the whites; sends
out Sir Arthur Bottomley, known as Bumley to the
Rhodesians, on despairing missions to hold the rebel-
lious colony in check. As in Algeria, where the recur•
ring image is of long convoys of sand-coloured rnilitary
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Jubilant supporters of the Eritrean People's Liberation Front ride on a tank captured from Ethiopia during 1977
civil war.

[Vehicles pouring through Colomb-Bechar in the lôngd
ght of French colonial retreat, so, too, a similar ex-

Ptness of moment and time surrounds the arrival' of
_^oya1 Air Force Transport Command aircraft at Salis-
ury on those:lush tropical evenings in late 1965, as

^ritish and Rhodesian whites attempt their last ma-
noeuvres to gain an accord and to assure each other as °
to the continuing certainty of events.

But the Rhodesian whites are traumatized by the
978 Shaba province uprising in Zaire . They have
een the white refugees streaming down from the

north with horror stories of what took place when-the
^id was `taken off, the whites are traumatized by the

Wide World photo

Two images come to mind from the sojourn there:
the sudden challenge to authority by a vociferous
member of the black work force, names Isiah. He is
quickly marked out by white eyes as a terrorist, and
the treatment begets counter-treatment; fear, and the
rain-forest is close. Did. the angry Isiah survive thoâe
years? Or, this is remembered too: the eyes of a white
BSAP policeman dilate as he decribes how and when
he "blew the heads off" several black rioters in Bula-
wayo. From this ugly moment it is later learned that
he had immigrated from Kenya, where, as a small boy,
in an isolated farm house he had come down to break-
fast one morning and found his m th r-4-1-V1 , er ancu sis--uxury of many years rule over black servants, and ; ,ters murdered by the Mau Mau.

pon whom depended so many of the daily economy,
^vork and leisure. Here, in retrospect, history cries
blindness,' for a generous white move then towards
^taged black majority rule would have avoided the sor-
row of the next 15 years.Now, in 1980, in this change
of tide, the whites themselves may become refugees.
Will history bear much sympathy?

In Iran and the ancient conservati-sms of the
Middle East, the impact of sudden change, the ten-
sions, are at first obscured by the mythology of pro-
gress. Iran in the mid-1960s. Those of us there, had we
been astute, may have looked through the windows of
certain incidents for a glimpse of the real current un-_



derneath, had we been so inclined or so brave. Now in

the passage of time and event, these windows and the
landscape beyond become clear. The shock of sudden
change on old societies can onlybe borneby a certain
degree before incipient collapse begins. It is still too
soon to say that such incipiency, when noticed, may be
controlled; however the lessons are clear and threaten-
ing.

Iran at that time was well on the path that termi-
nated in January 1979, a path of illusion by the Shah
and his supporters who believed that the technology of
change could be introduced without subsidiary impacts
from those western cultures which produced that tech-
nology. Of course, as happened in Iran, and as has hap-

pened or is threatened in other ancient desert societies
of the region, technological change brings with it inal-
ienable seeds of cultural and political demand. One
cannot import advanced printing and photographic
technology without some little import of the same seed
of Penthouse magazine; one cannot import armaments
for ill-adapted armies without sowing the seeds of
chaos. Even in its last Imperial days, the Persian mili-
tary depended upon American professionalism for its
operations technology.

Beneath the smooth surface of the Shah's senseof
destiny, so manifest by the 1960s, indicators abounded
for a crisis at some point in the future. The society
could not digest the alien influx.

Witness this: Using our aerial photographs, and
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maps draw up by the British Indian Army in da3a.s of
émispheric British imperial incursion, we enter

mountain villages, only 15 years ago, where the ar-
rival of Europeans was an extraordinary event. We are
approached, quietly and shyly by the inhabitants, com-
ing to use from fires scrabbled together fromtwigs co-
ined from these desert ranges, coming out ofencamp-
ments that have not changed in design or materials
since that time when Islam came.They approach us.
shyly; they have a child with pneumonia, or a broken
leg, or an old grandmother is dying; have we in our pos-
session that amazing instrument they have heard
about that will reverse death and mend broken bones?

^ V4re have this; it is called aspirin.
We come back from our work in the mountains,

past camps of nomadic Turkistanis, of liquideyes and
olive skins, who still make their periodic 'migrations
with forage and the seasons; down dry river canyons

I we stumble over grave-stones neatly laid out in ellipti-
cal formations, marking the locations of villages that
have long since disappeared when North America was
still a wilderness. Or the Iran of 1965, where the only
unveiled women in western dress in a city such as
desert-wrapped Yezd, were considered prostitutes. To-
day, it is Yezd where the exacting cycle of intolerance
is again reaching out and the firing squads kill those of
the Ba'hai, and the other û.nacceptable faiths.

Iran of that decade before the '70s: of the uninten-
tional arrogance of the many American military advis-
ers who were already there when they spoke of the ina-
bility of their charges, so recently from the desert, to
comprehend the elementary questions of technology; of
the invasion of foreign firms, 6f-the endemic corrup-
tion, of the foreign call girls from Germany, of the daily
fear of SAVAK felt by any who suggested the truth of
what was actually coming to pass, or what might come.

How clearly the seeds;are sown in hindsight, of a
society and politic being pushed over its own sense of
balance by alien forces with which it had not been
established to contend. How ignored were the indica-
tors: that the tolerances were very slim, that the tech-
nology from the West could not be introduced without
the rest of the western cultural regalia, that a break-
ing point in these tensions would arrive; that the con-
flicts were elementary, that just as western societies
were ceasing (temporarily it now seems) capital pun-
ishment for crime, bodies were swinging from modern
American highway lamp-posts above the crowds on
Ferdowsi Avenue, - in Tehran. That for the young-edu-
cated Iranian it was voguish to speak English with an
American accent, preferably broad and ugly; that these
new managers would return to their homeland, and
find that by some, peculiar process their educational
absence had in reality been an exile; that they would
return and find themselves isolated from the very peô=
ples whence they sprang, isolated in their odd mélange
of American ideas and inherited conflicting habits of
their forebears. And they were supposed to lead the

Shah's technological revolution, and the Imperial, the
hopeless Imperial dream.

The same tremors of impact, the alienation,per-
meate the other Middle Eastern states; the conflictsof
the returning, of those exposed to other ideas; return-
ing to theirsocieties where yawn uneasily imbalances
between wealth, position and expectations; between
the demands of modernity and of adherence to old loy=
alties; between that which was once static and proved,
and the unnerving speed of change.

In my return, in May and June 1979, the Shah has
fallen, but where, in the sudden hostility of Tehran,
does one see these returning young, now one genera-
tion on, who had been educated and so dangerously ex-
posed abroad? What has happened to those sons and
daughters of the lucky middle class? Where are the re-
turning, nowi half-American, or half-British, children
of the Shah's dream? As I walk down,the streets of the
uneasy city, a strange phenomenon takes place; they
come up to me and tell me the same sad story, with
only slight variations on the theme.

Disillusionment
No longer are they the returning forced-broad-

American-accented-and-hearty young of the mid-
1960s. Now they are the disillusioned and the bitter.
Many in their mélange of Imperial favour and alien ed-
ucation, supported the oppositiQn to the Shah, worthy
in itself insofar as opposition to a tyrant is always jus-
tified. But they went too far; they supported, increas-
ingly, an impassioned and highly energetic elderly
man of concentrated purpose: the Ayatollah Khomeini.
They believe that his vision and their truly republican
vision could exist side-by-side after the overthrow of
the Shah. At the juncture of Imperial passing they
flock back to Iran to cheer the Ayatollah's return, to ig-
nore the clear fact that Qom, the desert-bound reli-
gions capital, has not embraced any Western culture,
native to Iran's interest.

They pray that in the Ayatollah's robes walks an-
other Mossadegh with some favour towards honoura-
ble republican nationalism. Now, already, by May
1979, three months after the overthrown, they are, d}s-
illusioned. Distraught, they come up to me in crowded
streets, and dangerously, for themselves, talk openly of
their despair of all that has come to pass. I have noticed
on these busy, uneasy streets, that their messages to
the new regime's secret police have already, with pain-
ful fulfilment, come to being.

I remember one conversation, typical of broken
dreams, a voice of the betrayed: "I was studying to be
an electronics technician in Texas. I like America, it is
very nice. I supported the revolution because I thought
it would be a republic, Islamic perhaps, but a free re-
public. I left my studies and came back here with the
fall of the Shah. we were very glad to see Ayatollah
Khomeini return and take over. Now I am sad. There is
no republic. The photographs of Khomeini are every-



where, just like they were for the Shah. He rules like
the Shah. I want to go back (to the U.S.) but I cannot
now. There is no way out. I cannot get a visa. It is very
sad. You know Dallas, Houston, San Antonio, it is
really very nice there. I had a girlfriend. .

There are other casualties of this betrayed vision,
many others. They talk to me in stores and on the
street. I cannot feel too sorry for them, because so
maiiy °were the sons of the privileged, and for a long
time lived in the best of both worlds. On the slow train,
lumbering across the desert below Qom, just before my
own edgy confrontation with the successors of SAVAK,
I find one for whom I feel greater sympathy: a true per-
son, and not an uneasy mixture of foreign and indige-
nous overlays.

Unlike the pretence of the many others, this young
technician had actually participated in the fighting in
Tehran, had witnessed the worst of the Shah's security
forces before their collapse, had used his car as an am-
bulance, and had driven out from under the gunfire of
the wounded to sympathetic hospitals or medics in
areas beyond Tehran that had slid into revolutionary
hands; he had frantically driven an 11 year-old boy
bleeding to death from bullet wounds, through riot-
torn streets, in a hopeless race for aid to stop his dying.

As we sat in the swaying old coach he explained
how he came to be there: "It was supposed to be a demo-
cratic Islamic republic; we were prepared to accept Is-
lam because we believed it would be democratic; now
we find it is only Khomeini. Khomeini everywhere.
After the Revolution, my American employers left, but,
I found work (as a foreman) in a factory. While I was
there I saw that the factory workers werevery badly
paid and treated still, despite the Revolution. I went to
the management and asked if this would change. The
next I knew, a member of the (new) Islamic Worker's
Committee came to me and told me that I was aCom-
munist and a trouble=maker; I had to leave. I thought
the Revolution was supposed to be against the exploi-
tation of the people. I am not a Communist; I thought
the reason for change was that we are supposed to
make a better country."

Breaking point
It is not easy to take the baton and run with it in

the company of honourable losers. They are still the
victim of impacting change, and opportunities forsur-
vival are mixed or do not exist. It is seen now in broad
regions of the earth: individual groups and classes are - ing struck by rocket and ground:attacks so that the
thrust out into a societal wilderness, or are confined or centre was evacuated, except for the headquarters ôf
murdered outright. And there is the great flow of refu- the Vietnamese 25th Division and a- few of the old who
gees. This is at the breaking point, when a society can would never go. The town, this beautiful tree-shaded
endure no more, and its structure breaks and runs. In provincial capital,'so close to the Cambodian border,
Vietnam it occurred in most aggressive form with the was overshadowed in its plain by the legendary Black
sudden onslaught ofthe `Boat People', but the savagery Virgin mountain. It is too long to go into the,history of
of dislocation had been building for many years, that mountain or of the fighting which had préoccupied
whether from the flow of refugees, its internal cities or so much of its time, but the end result was that in these
from the profound indicator: in certain key regions the dying days of the Republic of South Vietnam, the Viet-
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Lost people: children of Vietnam Wide World photo

fighting had become so heavy and constant that the
farmers apd families, instead of temporarily squatting
on. the highways and waiting for the fire-fight to end,
with a return to their paddies and field in store, had
quietly broken and had not returned home one day and
instéad joined the slow and steady migration to the
cities. At some point a societybreaks and the people
areno longer a coherent whole; they disintegrate into
individuals, without illusions, with only a hope as a
base-line of survival, and they trickle or flood out of the
cracks of their ruined nations.

I remember a journey to Tay Ninh, a besieged pro-
vincial capital 60 miles north-west of Saigon. It was be-
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;cong and North Vietnamese Army forces held the top,
nd they could therefore pour rocket fire into the soft
ieart of the town below.

In the tense and silent street, beside the emptiness
of the central market and old man wheeled a load of
ricks from a pile that had been established for the
urpose of re-building homes as they were destroyed by
he missiles. He was moving towards a house that had
een struck the -night before and in which most of a
âmily had died. Why was he there? Was he the father,
he uncle?

His journey crystallized those tensions that exist
hen a population decides to stay or to flee. In this

case, the resistance of Tay Ninh was to finally die two
onths later at the fall of. Saigon.

There are the twin factors of natural courage and

of the breaking-point of human beings. There are lim-
its to tolerance under afflicting pressure, when the
spirit is suddenly gone and resilience trounced. It is
here that defeat begins and a vaguewandering, want-
ing: to leave, takes hold. We see on many nations now,
the tired-out riders of war and famine. We see old soci-
eties submerging as the technology of change evolves
and eats its children. There are two- differences that
have spread to so many lands of the poor of the Earth
in recentyear. s: the speed and impact of change and the
causal destructive power that is unleashed intentional-
ly, or by mistake, when hands take the lever of power
with small conception of whatthey are doing. It is the
outcomes of such change that cause nations to exude
lost people. On the face of the world, it is a spreading
condition.

Pragmatic approach to strategy
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by Paul Buteux

In this collection of essays the editor has brought
u;;ether seven examples of strategic thinking in the

rn uclear age. Despite the presence among the contrib-
i tors of a Frenchman, nonetheless the papers collected
here can be said to represent a particularly Anglo-

^^n)erican approach to the study of strategy. Were a
collection of essays under this general title put to-
,eiher in France or Germany (or, indeed, in some
a nerican academic circles), one suspects that the edi-
i^!rwould have imposed on his authors a more explicit
?11(,,oretical or doctrinal framework that has Laurence
Martin in this volume.

The essays represent a pragmatic, instrumental
a<)proach to strategy, and any intellectual unity they
possess stems from this common attitude. The authors
share a style of strategic analysis, but no consistency of
xplanation or strategic theory. Each author surveys

in Martin's nuclear age

his topic from a position that might be described as one
of mid-Atlantic orthodoxy: a position which, let it be
said, is not to.be understood as denigrating the results,
but it is one which contributes little that is especiaŸly
novel to the subject matter considered.

The editor and his contributors have addressed
themselves to a number of concerns in the mainstream
of the subject; thus such familiar topics as the role of
force in the nuclear age, limited war, disarmament and
arms control are all dealt with. The inclusion of Louis-
François Duchêne's essay on the economic factors in
the world balance reminds us, however, of the very
broad contemporary understanding of what constitutes
strategy. Duchêne develops a theme to be found in the

Mr. Buteux teaches at the Department ofPolitical
Studies of the University of Manitoba.



editor's introductory chapter; that in the Western de-
mocracies it is extremely difficult to mobilize the popu-
lation in support of forward and active military poli-
cies. Both Martin and Duchêne reflect a prevalent view
that in advanced industrial societies there has been
both a rejection of military values and an increasing
scepticism as to the utility of military forces. Duchêne
argues that since 1945 economic success has come to be
regarded as an indicator of state power on a par with
more traditional military indicators of strength, while
Martin suggests that, paradoxically, nuclear weapons
have led to a belief that their very destructive power
has made it possible to treat the details of the military
balance with "benign neglects". But, as both authors
point out, the problem of military security remains,
and both suggest that familiar landmarks in the inter-
national system and long-accepted assumptions about
the state of the military balance are either disappear-
ing or requiring major overhaul. Both believe that in a
changing world the task of providing for security is not
going to become less burdensome for the advanced in-
dustrial democracies.

The volume as a whole provides a very useful sur-
vey of the major issues which have been of concern to
contemporary strategic studies, and offers a good de-
scription of some of the major features of the strategic
landscape as it had devel oped.in:the last twenty-five
years. However, there are few attempts to indicate in
more than impressionistic form what this landscape
might look like in the eighties. Still, such forecasting is
a hazardous undertaking, and at least it is useful to
know where we have been before deciding where we
might be going.

Strategic intelligence

In this respect, Klaus Knorr's essay on strategic

intelligence is interesting. His discussion of the prob-
lems and strategic intelligence stresses the limitations
anduncertainties of threat assessment. The historical

record, according to Knorr, isnot an encouraging one

for those who would rely on intelligence as a major tool

for the making of strategic decisions, or who would

stress the necessary importance of intelligence esti-
mates in evaluations of the military balance. Unfortu-

nately, intelligence estimates must be made, at least
by the major powers, and policy will be affected by

these evaluations. Knorr points to many examples
when evaluations have been crucially wrong,

.
either

through faulty estimation, or because policy makers`
have mis-perceived what their intelligence services
have been telling them. Moreover the old nostrum of

relying on capabilities rather than intentions when as-

sessing threats is also questioned by showing that esti-
mates of capabilities are not necessarily more reliable

than estimates of intentions. While making a number

of suggestions as to how intelligence and decision
might be better related for more effective policy-
making; in the end,'Knorr in effect is forced to enjoin
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policy-makers to prudence and scepticism when deal
ing with the products of the intelligence process.

Scepticism as to the value and effectiveness of stil
widely held liberal approaches to the problems of inter1
national security characterises the majority of the e,
says in this volume. Nowhere is this more evident tharl
in John Garnett's discussion of arms control and disar
mament. As the author points out, arguments for dis
armament are little different today than they werE
during the period of the League of Nations. Now, a
then, there exist powerful arguments as to the desira
bility of disarmament; now, as then, there are powerfu;
reasons militating against its achievement. Sirlc=
1945, at least in the context of East-West relations, thr
alternative approach of arms control has exercised
policy-makers, but this, in Garnett's opinion, remaiL^
no more than a useful palliative to the problems of or.
der in the international system.

The remaining essays in the collection all conside
the ambiguities facing Western policy-makers in gen
erâl, and those of the United States in particular,
circumstances of a changing and uncertain strategi
environment. Perhaps Coral Bell, in her summary o
crisis diplomacy, is the most sanguine as to the abili
of the central powers to continue to conduct their regu
lations according to the existing conventions of the nu
clear age. Robert Osgood, on the other hand, argue
that although a strategy of limited war still has rel
vance for the United States, unfortunately a variety o
political and technical factors call into question th
utility of limited war as a strategy for the United
States in the very areas of the world where the pro'
spect of local _wars is greatest (.a point to be noted j
the aftermath of Afghanistan and Iran). A reminder of
the inertia which attempts to change strategicpolic3
must overcome is provided by Henry Rowen's depiction
of the evolution of American strategic nuclear doe
trine. Despite the polemics and debates conducted by
advocates of `assured destruction', `flexible options' and
the like, Rowen; in a very informative essay, show
just how slowly the targeting policy of the United
States has responded to declaratory strategy. Change
has occured, but the responsiveness of operational
planning to changes in strategic fashion has by nu^
means matched the intellectual nimbleness of many ol
the `strategic community'.

All in all, this is a literate.book which demon-
atrates that strategic discussion can be technically so•
phisticated without degenerating into scientism. Any
student of international politics will find value in these
pages, and the authors offer a convincing retort to
those who have decried the study of strategy as bein@
too theoretical to:be real.

Martin, Laurence (editor), Strategic Thought in the
Nuclear Age. Baltimore, Maryland: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1979
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Royal Commission on
Conditions of

Foreign Service

Invitation for Submissions

CANADA

The Royal Commission on Conditions of Foreign Serv-
ice has been established by the Government of Canada

to:

-seek the views of those most directly involved in or
with the foreign service and its operations;

-examine into changes in the conditions of foreign
service; and

- report on steps the Government of Canada might
take to accommodate these changes in its approach to
the legal, administrative and operational framework of
the Foreign Service.

The Commission is consulting members of the foreign
service and their families in a broadly representative
group of posts abroad and in Ottawa. It wishes at the
same time to hear from ex-foreign service members
and from persons or organizations who make direct use
of the foreign service. To assist in the preparation of
submissions, a discussion guide to the main issues of
the inquiry is available.

Copies of the guide and information about the times
when the Commission will be available to receive oral
submissions or discuss written submissions with their
authors can be obtained from the Executive Secretary
at the address given below.

The deadline for the receipt of submissions is March 1,
1981 and hearings will be held in Ottawa (and other
Canadian centres if appropriate) between March and
June, 1981.

Pamela A. McDougall

Commissioner

Commission royale d'enquête sur
la situation dans le
service extérieur "

Invitation à présenter des mémoires

La Commission royal d'enquête sur le service extérieur
a été instaurée par le gouvernement du Canada en vue:

- de recueillir les points de vue des personnes les
plus dîrectement concernées par le service extérieur et

ses activités ;

-d'étudier les changements survenus dans les con-
ditions du service extérieur; et

- de faire rapport des mesures que le gouvernement
pourrait prendre pour s'adapter à ces changements
dans le contexte du cadre légal, administratif et opéra-
tionnel du service extérieur.

La Commission consultera les membres du service ex-
térieur et leur famille, dans un groupe de postes assez
représentatif de l'ensemble des postes du service extér-
ieur à l'étranger et à Ottawa. Elle souhaiterait en
même temps recueillir les impressions d'anciens mem-
bres du service extérieur, ainsi que celles des person-
nes ou des organisations qui font directement appel au
service extérieur. Pour faciliter la préparation des
mémoires, la Commission met à la disposition des per-
sonnes intéressées un guide évoquant les principaux
points qui seront examinés au cours de l'enquête.

Pour obtenir des exemplaires de ce guide ou des préci-
sions au sujet des dates auxquelles la Commission
pourra entendre les présentations orales ou se pencher
sur les mémoires qui lui auront été remis, en compag-
nie de leurs auteurs, prière de s'adresser au secrétaire,

à l'adresse ci-dessous.

La date limite pour la présentation des mémoires est
fixée au ler mars 1981. Les audiences auront lieu à Ot-
tawa (et, si nécessaire dans d'autres villes canadien-
nes) entre les mois de mars et de juin 1981.

Le Commissaire
Pamela A. McDougall
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Iti tnemoriam

by Charles Ritchie

Jules Léger began as a young man of simple back-
ground, speaking only French, with no advantages of
money or influence. He attained the direction of a
great Government department, was Ambassador to
Paris and finally became Governor-General of Canada.
When his future was put in jeopardy .by a stroke he
fought his way back to put a full and useful life.

His was a career of remarkable achievement but
success never changed his nature. He remained a mod-
est man of generous instincts and genial humour. He
was also a man of outstanding ability. A career in the
public service such as his cannot float on noble aspira-
tions alone. It has to have a foundation of pedestrian
hard work. In his profession as a foreign service office,
Jules had his feet very firmly on the ground.

While he was accustomed to the thinking of the in-
ternational scene, and the interests of Canada in the
long perspective he was also a shrewd judge of practi-

calities in the business of government. It was remarka-

ble that his appointment asUnder-secretary of state for

External Affairs ahead of officers older in years and ex-

perience than himself caused no resentment but was

welcomed by his colleagues. This was a tribute to the

fact that those who had worked with him recognized in

him a man above pettiness of any kind who brought

both common sense and understanding to bear in all

his dealings.
When he left Ottawa for service in posts abroad, he

soon proved himself an admirable representative of his

country. He had natural dignity without a trace of offi-

cial pomposity. In negotiation he was patient and tena-

cious and never did he show those qualities more than

during the period of his Embassy to Paris when Gen-

eral de Gaulle sought to render the position of the Can-

adian Ambassador a difficult one.
In his representational role abroad and later as

Governor-General, lie was greatly aided by his wife,

Gaby. Indeed it is impossible to think of Jules without

thinking of Gaby. She matched and complemented him

in her sparkle of originality. Her warm heart and

quick intuition into the feeling of others brought
everything alive around her. Together in Paris, they

humanized that beautiful but overpowering official
residence on the Rue St. Honoré so that it became a
welcoming home. In the same way their natural cour-

tesy and democracy was later-during-Jules's régime

Mr. Ritchie was Canada's High Coin n2issionerin

London andAmbassador in Washington.
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M. Bedford photo
Ottawa

The Rt. Hon. Jules Léger
April 4,1913 -- November 22,1980
Governor-General ofCa.nada.1974-1979

as Governor-General-to make Government House a
place where all who entered felt welcome, and at ea.se.
Jules's acceptance of the position of Governor-General
was inspired by his devotion tô the public service. The
trappings of high office meant little to him. Under his
calm e:xtérior he was a man of enthusiasm and strong
emotions and his love of Canada and of his native
Québec wasthe motive of his life. Canadians knew this
and felt for him not only -respect but an affection rarely
bestowed on public men.

As a companion Jules was a delight. In conversa-
tion he was witty with an unexpected earthy aptness of
phrase. He was a lover of books and pictures. He was at
home with large and general ideas but delighted in
talk of people's idiosyncracies and loved a joke. He had
a sharp eyefor the ridiculous and could puncture pre-
tention and affectation very neatly if need arose.As a
friend he was most loyal and steadfast.

Jules had goodness without dullness, a warm
heart, a true faith and a brave spirit. He was one in
whom his fellow Canadians could indeed feel pride.
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While it is often an exaggerated fantasy to forecast
the destinies of neighbours and their political lives to-
gether, by focussing on individüal leaders, the prospect
of the Reagan presidency, is nevertheless clearly a-va-
lid point of departure for speculating on the Canada-
United States future.

Canada-U.S. relations may bé divided into three
large categories which reflect the opportunities for ma-
noeuvre and decision-making by Canada and the im-
portance of the internal Canadian pressures that in-
hibit the hands of politicians. The first group may be
defined as those issues where Canada's room to decide
for itself is severely limited. This includes most major
economic questions with trade, investment, some re-
source uses,,interest rates and related areas as the nec-
essary core of the category. Here also are foünd all se-
curity and defence questions.. The NORAD-NATO
umbrella is the living reality_ for a vulnerable Canada
with a three-ocean front, an immense northern airs-
pace and caught by nature and history living out a rel-
atively `secure' existence as an air-land buffer between
the two superpowers. Finally, in this group are the
complex mix of selected boundary environ mental ques-
tions, both coastal and continental, from a fragile Arc-
tic to the mid-continent threat of acid rain. For these
the potential success of Canadian choices and policies
must be measured in relation to what the United
States will or will not do in some joint environmental
protection arrangement.

The second class of matters, where the elbow room
improves, includes the delicate balance to be drawn be-
tween cultural nationalism and the reality of the
American media almost swamping the world, let alone
Canada, where the open boundary and common lan-
guage offer no moat to safeguard the national psyche.

Similarly it might be argued that in this group
there is some but not much scope for dealing with non-
boundary resources, e.g. minerals, where the principal
market is in`the United States. Here the complex of oil
and natural gas issues is almost self-explanatory in the
odd mixture of dependence, interdependence and a
much sought for independence. Prime Minister Joe'
Clark canonized self-sufficiency, if temporarily, while
the recent MacEachen/Lalonde budget and energy

plan seems to have substituted `national control' for
the `self-sufficiency' of the short-lived Conservative
Government.

Independent decision-making

Finally, the broadest areas for independent Cana-
dian decision-making, occur where there is minimal
dependence and equivalent two-way flows. These in-
clude the large and equal interactions ranging from
boundary waters to some coastal fisheries, both subject
to strong Canadian input of authority because of a one-
to-one relationship. The relationship cap be either in-
stitutional, as with the International Joint Commis-
sion (IJC), or ad hoc as with the temporary agreements
dealing with west coast fisheries questions, or the pres-
ent Acid Rain Research Group. Indeed, it may be ar-
gued that the search for the largest opportunities for
Canadian decision-making, where U.S. interests are .
also heavily involved, has best been resolved by mech-
anisms that `equalize' decisions, in the face of the man-
ifestly unequal power involved. That certainly has
been the significance of the IJC's operations: an inde-
pendent and jointly-created agency has brought an
equilibrium between the two countries where the
power realities flowing from the asymmétrical facts of
life of a`junior' Canada facing an immense neighbour
might otherwise have prevailed.

Even here much depends on the wisdom of thegov-
ernments' policy in appointing members of the Com-
mission. In recent-year both countries have been some-
what casual, highly political and basically without a
coordinated policy for manning this most durable and
constructive of Canada-U.S. institutions. Viewing each
of these areas of "little room to manoeuvre"; "some

Mr. Cohen, a former Chairman of the International
Joint Commission, is Professor Emeritus at McGill
University, a Scholar-in-residence at the University of
Ottawa and Adjunct Professor at Carleton University.
He specializes in international law and international
relations.



room to choose"; and, finally, "the optimum situation"
for Canadian "parity of action", some telling judg-

ments can be made.

Tariffs
With respect to the minimal manoeuvre group, it

will be remembered that up to,80 percent of Canadian
exports to the U.S. will be duty free as a result of the
Tokyo round of GATT. Similarly, more than 65 percent

of Canadian imports from the U.S. will shortly be duty

free. About 75 percent of foreign investment in Canada
is of U.S. origin. Probably no two countries in the world
have so interlocking a relationship and so clear a
superior-subordinate image of what has now become
almost a`joint economy'. Of course, none of these move-
ments toward `free trade' can eliminate the variety of
non-tariff barriers which range from local procurement

legislation to seasonal or weak-industry quotas. To

that extent, therefore, there may be a semi-unreal
quality to the attempt to describe the emerging
Canada-U.S. trade patterns, even with the Tokyo
Round, as ultimately amounting to the creation of a
large North American `free trade' area-an objective
that Congress authorized for Executive study (with
Mexico included) in the U.S. Trade Act of 1979, and
where a number of research projects are underway.

Hence there may be some room to manoeuvre here
through theuse of Canadiannon-tariffbarriersto off-

set the. U.S. barriers when they occur; specific and
coordinated planning and agreement is likely to be un-
dertaken to minimize these if it appears to be in the na-

tional interest of either or both countries to doso.

Certainly, it remains surprising that given the
very large volume of trade and investment, that has

now created an emerging joint economy, there should

not yet be evolving some permanent machinery to

monitor and maintain common fact-finding and advi-
sory (not executive) procedures about this immense

two-way trade and investment flow. It is almost a
cliché now to wonder and cavil at the delay in estab-

lishing a Canada-U.S. Joint Economic Commission

when the reasons for doing so have been self-evident

for so long.

Autopact
To all of this economic interplay between the two

countries there should, be added the considerable

achievements and the new anxieties about the Auto-

pact as well as the -role of the U.S. multi-nationals in

Canada-with their dominating presence in petroleum

and mining activities and in a major portion of Cana-

dian secondary industry. It is-little wonder that Cana-
dian vulnerability to the U.S. shouldbe always a sensi-

tive point among all political parties. Indeed, the

failure of both governments to proceed to find some

better concepts for having the advantages of U.S. pres-

ence without its real ( and imagined) disadvantages,
through setting up adequate joint advisory and fact-
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sharing machinery, becomes inexplicable. Cértainly,
the sad case of Canadian research and development,
generally, and the parallel story of U.S_ head office re-
luctance to encourage research by subsidiaries, has fos•
tered Professor H.E. English's `Miniature Replica' met-
aphor for the Canadian economic dimension in North

America. This situation is, of course, to the detriment
of long-run Canadian innovation and entrepreneurial
activism. Finally, in this connection, the curious dou-
ble standard of United States' trade and investment
policy toward Canada is to be seen in the attempt to ap.
ply, for example, U.S. anti-trust laws to subsidiaries in
Canada and related companies. Indeed, even if these
are wholly Canadian-owned whenever their beha-
viour may run up against the `effects' doctrine of the
Supreme Court and the Department of Justice these
companies or persons may be charged with violating
U.S. anti-trust laws. Yet at the very same moment the
parent companies may be planning world-wide manu-
facturing and distribution programs that limit the
sales area for a Canadian subsidiary and such policies
appeâr not to be inconsistent with the domestically
sensitive U.S. `effects theory', although the effects in
and on Canada, and its export independence, may be
significant and detrimental.

To all of these major and traditional complaints

now must be added the uncertainty surrounding the

President-elect's policies. Canadians will be forgiven if

they have the impression that he favours stiffer local

procurement legislation; that he will not see in the
1965 Autopact any urgent obligation to further Cana-
dian expectations of investment in Canada for the ma-
jor re-tooling needed if the Big Three (General Motors,
Chrysler and Ford) are to survive in the world of suc-
cessfi,il Japanese-European small car makers; that he
will encourage U.S. national programs'for oil and gas

production, synthetics, conversion to coal and that
these incentives may lead to the United States and
Canadiancapital finding the U.S. more profitable than
Canadian investment; and that, over all, a protection-
ist flavour with an advocacy for some kind of United
States-Mexican-Canadian `accord'` in aid of the U.S.
long-termneeds, will mark the new administration. In
such a program, there are few assurances of short-run
or medium-term benefits to Canada. Indeed, the re-
verse may prove to be true even if the Reagan tripar-
tite `accord' concept is explored seriously for its poten-
tial benefits to the three countries.

With respect to security, - matters there is again
very little room for Canadian thoices particularly once
the decision to buy the `F-18A has been made final. Of
course, "some defence production sharing arrangements
will continue to be elements of our NORAD-NATO in.
volvement. But Canada lost its chance, with the can-
cellation of the Arrow (in 1959), to be in the warplane
manufacturing business and perhaps it wasinevitable
that so high cost and high risk a program would rest
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with the large industrialized countries. Nevertheless,
if Sweden can continue with its high technology pro-
duction programs from cars, warplanes to anti-aircraft
equipment etc., it is not undue carping to wonder why
the Canadian component in all of this has become
sadly secondary even though in some advanced areas,
e.g. nuclear reactors, radar, some computers, flight
simulators and in communications satellites, the Can-
adian achievements are real, significant and totally
competitive.

Realistically, _`the only game in town' in this
Canada-U.S. arena is to play a minor `second fiddle' to
the world leadership of the United States in economic
and security matters and for obvious Canadian self-
protection interests to encourage, but participate in,
that supremacy. But the less happy feature of this situ-
ation is to recognize that Canada is a prisoner of the
`overkill' capabilities of the super-powers. In this inglo-
rious moment ofhistory, when total planetary destruc-
tion is no longer science fiction, there is the traditional
Canadian belief that the 'special relationship' with the
United States will give Canada Washington's ear on
the great issues. This expectation of being listened to is
good for self-esteem, but not for political realism.

Security

President Reagan's position on global security
matters, will likely be little influenced by Canadian
views. Indeed, while he has in George Schultz and
Richard Allen some appreciative students of Canadian
foreign and defence policy, few of his own statements
so far reveal a special understanding of, or concern for,
the Canadian mood and mind at this critical moment
in Canadian history-although, in fairness, two of his
top aides visited Ottawa as far back as the fall of 1979
to take some preliminary soundings. In short, Canada
may have as low a priority, in the early concerns of
President Reagan, in the security-foreign policy areas,
as doubtless it has had for most of his predecessors.. But
at least he has committed himself to take a fresh ap-
proach to Mexico and Canada and his November 13,
1979 New York statement concerning his candidacy is
a commitment that could open the door to a friendly re-
view of the welter of Canada-U.S. common interests
and unresolved conflicts.

Possibly the most realistic approach Canadians
therefore can take to the Reagan,presidency in relation
to Canadian security policies is to make an assumption
that on the high issues of nuclear strategy and arms
control Canadians could have the President's attention
not because of our NORAD/NATO relationship but be-
cause Canada has something useful and original to
say. Yet except for one or two experts there is a curious
lack of Canadian effort in the arms control-
disarmament fields or in the more general intellectual
concerns with strategic studies. Moreover, even the
special experience that_Canada has in peace-keeping,

because of its-involvement in almost every UN exercise
since 1946, has not been exploited in some effective,
academic-bureaucratic research format so as to be in-
ternationally known for its research and publications
and, therefore, internationally influential.

To that extent the only clout with the Reagan
VVliiteHoùse and State Department, on these largeris-
sues, that Canada is likely to have, arises from the
probable purchase of the F-18A and the joint produc-
tion arrangements and systems which grow out of
these expensive procurement decisions. Since there
has not been, however, a systematic Canadian white
paper on defence and related foreign policy questions
for many years, and few significant developments in of-
ficial, academic or public opinion, it is unlikely that
Canada will be able to present a formidable or persua-
sive intellectual-policy front as the Reagan adminis-
tration evolvésits own global and regional attitudes.

Response needed

Doubtless, the significant security activity for
Canada in the immediate future will be the attempt to
find effective responses to its new surveillance duties
following the extension of its coastal jurisdiction under
the Law of the Sea Treaty, shortly to be made final and
signed. To this very substantial patrolling, monitoring
and investigative activity on the Atlantic and the Pa-
cific coasts there will have to be added the special and
highly controversial issues thal arise from Canadian
responsibilities for, and claims to, the management of
its Arctic archipelago and the internal waters of that
island system. The United States continues to chal-
lenge Canadian jurisdiction there in a variety of ways
and it is unlikely the `hard nosed' image that earlier
surrounded the beginnings of the Reagan -candidacy
will be too accommodating in this very sensitive area.
Or perhaps rhetoric already is being eroded by respon-
sibility.

For example, not only has the total Canadian
claim to the archipelago within the Canadian `sector'
not been accepted by the U.S. but this reluctance in-
cludes also a rejection of claims to the waters within
the islands structure as "internal (Canadien)
waters"-a concept well understood for many coastal if
not for oceanic archipelago systems. The Law of the
Sea Treaty accepts such concepts subject to the rights
of innocent passage or "transit" through accepted
coastal or inter-oceanic straits and navigable water-
ways of long standing. The effect of the United States
coolness on the question of Canadian jurisdiction has
its most striking consequences for the waters of the
Northwest Passage.

The grounds for the Canadian claim are very sim-
ple, namely, that not only are these "internal Cana-
dian waters" but two of the narrows, namely Barrow
Straits -and Prince of Wales Strait, because their navi-
gable width is less than twenty four miles, are "territo-
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rial waters" and come within the jurisdiction of the
coastal country. Canada argues therefore that these
are straits under Canadian control. Any right of
transit by the United States is subject therefore to the
rules of territorial waters that include those two
straits. Possibly more important to the Canadian posi-
tion is the claim that the passage from east to west, or
west to east, simply is not an established route from
one part of the high seas to another both because the
Beaufort sea is not part of the high seas and, perhaps
more important, because the route has no historic or
commercial character to found an "innocent passage-
,rights of transit" claim. Moreover, this Canadian
stance is buttressed by the proposed Treaty's accept-
ance of the doctrine of special protection required for a
fragile environment such as the Arctic. The Canadian
position, therefore, is reinforced by the inclusion of
that concept within the proposed Treaty.

Finally, the Arctic potential for disputes between
the U.S. and Canada is enhanced by the failure to
agree on the boundary between Canada and the U.S. in
the western Arctic-Beaufort sea area with the "sector
theory" giving Canada a larger share than the
{1)"median line" (2) equ i distance-special circum-
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stances line, or (3) the new equitable equ idistance line
would provide. To all of this should be added that while
there is a NATO/NORAD interest in water-airspace
systems in the high and mid-Arctic, there is a specific
Canadian interest in patrolling its own archipelago,
both within the security needs of the two countriesand
outside of-it, as part of the Canadian assertion of sover-
eignty for its sector of the Arctic basin.

Another area of Canadian-United States foreign

policy dealings, where complementary or conflicting

ideas may arise, will become evident in the evolution of
the Reagan approach to human rights and the North-
South dialogue. Certainlythe Carter emphasis on hu-
man rights is likely to shift with the President-elect to
much less demanding claims on, or criticism of the rec-
ord and behaviour of, allies, friends and neutrals. This
means that the continuing Canadian interest in the in-
ternational human rights program, less strident in any
case than the Carter expression of it, nevertheless, is.
likely to be seen as more activist in word and spirit by
contrast with what now should be expected from the
new State Department policies. This may leadto de-
grees of conflict in perception, and votes, in the United
Nations and elsewhere. But it is unlikely to affect the
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basic agreement between Canada and the United
States on Helsinki where both countries will contin4ie
to see in Basket Three, the human rights part of the
Agreement, a proper lever to employ in pressing for a
more humane approach to that immense Eurasian Gu-
lag that still confronts the West and the world_with an
oppressive Soviet image and reality. Nevertheless,
even here, it is improbable that Canadian policy will
emulate the more vocal moments of the Reagan percep-

tion of the Communist bloc and, indeed, there may

emerge some significant differences between Ottawa
and Washington over human rights in, and general
tactics toward, the Soviet world in the years immedi-
ately ahead.

Similarly, differences may develop on North-

South issues. The recently re-defined commitment of

Canada to help speed up the process of enabling the de-

veloping world to move more rapidly forward in its

search for equity;equality, and,economic effectiveness,

may not be always matched byrising U.S. grants; both

with and without strings (but mostly with) that has
characterized much of U.S. postwar policy. The diffi-

culty here will be to try to reconcile the modest

amounts and programs (by U.S: standards) that Can-

ada can allocate and design , for Third World needs with

whatever might:be a new and more cautious tone, and
perhaps more conditional attitude, emanating from the
traditionally.large aid policies of the U.S. administra-
tion. Again, there is some potential for conflict here, al-
though the issues are so complex that the web of Third

World demands is likely also to be a source of Canada-
U.S. cooperative humility and frustration as much as it
is a basis of conflict on aid-trade policies-at least so it
is to be hoped.

Fisheries
The areas where Canada-U.S. relations may be-

come most difficult, (as they really are now), are

the mix of environmental-resource questions on the.
three oceans as well as in mid-continent from the mid-
dle west to the Atlantic. The unresolved east-coast
fisheries Agreement, and its related adjudication of the
boundary of Georges' Bank, is not likely to invite a Re-
publican Senate `consent' any more quickly than was

possible with the Democrats-although Senator
Charles Percy, as Chairman-to-be of the Foreign Rela-
tions Committee, bears progressive credentials. In-
deed, the optimism recently expressed that the Treaty
might be revised modestly and.obtain early Senate
consent even before Mr. Carter leaves office is highly
improbable. Instead, there is the probability of a severe
renegotiation process ahead, and meanwhile, over-
fishing in the absence of true co-management will en-
danger some stocks and this condition becomes worse '
as time delays the planned husbanding of resources
under an Agreement. Similarly, the failure to agree on
the Georges' Bank line (through adjudication now de-

layed) raises problems of environmental hazards

arising from the licensing of drilling in the Banks area,
on both sides of the unmarked line, with different sys-
tems of regulation exposing the waters to dangers be-
cause of accidents, spills, fisheries interference, etc.

Indeed, the general question of how to deal with
the United. States in the making of agreements has
been dramatized by this case because henceforth it will
be almost impossible for Canadians to accept a State
Department-White House signature as warranting the
belief that the Senate will provide its necessary two-
thirds consent to a Treaty. Some new techniques will
have to be devised by both governements, to avoidthe
treaty system by using Executive Agreements, Ex-
changes of Notes, parallel domestic legislation, etc.,
and thereby achieve reliable results without the de-
tailed and systemic clarity provided by a formal treaty.
If treaties are to be used then the Senate members di-
rectly involved in the subject matter or the region
should be part of the negotiating procedures at every
stage-to the satisfaction of all parties concerned.

Similarly oceanic problems are to be found on the :
west coast where temporary agreements about tuna

and salmon must somehow be converted into long-term
arrangements that do for these recent questions what
the older Halibut and Salmon (Sockeye and Pink)
agreements did for these stocks for so many years
and so successfully. To these recent tuna-salmon fish-
ery disputes must be added the^serious and unresolved
matter of protecting the total Pacific Canadian archi-
pelago, from the Dixon Entrance-where the seaward
boundary also needs adjudication-to the Queen Char-
lotte and Georgia Straits-Juan de Fuca, all now
threatened by tanker traffic from Valdez, Alaska,
transporting Alaskan oil by this shorter route to U.S.
west coast ports. While joint cleanup-contingency

plans and U.S. vessel and cargo insurance require-

ments, provide some protection to Canada, they are no
answer to broad, comprehensive environmental-
navigation control systems. What is required are
agreements where joint management of the coastal en-
vironment safeguarding the whole region is under-
taken and with permanent administrative and advi-
sory machinery fixed in place to operate such a
program of joint responsibility. - '

In the Arctic, the off-shore drillings in the Beau-
fort sea are alleged to be a hazard to the U.S. since the
direction of the flows would bring the results of a bad
Canadian spill or accident over to the U.S. side of the
line and toward Alaskan waters and shores. It is al-
ready late in the day for some systematic approach to
determining the boundary of the U.S.-Canadian sea-
ward claims in this area-and even more important,
towards establishing an agreed upon environmental
protection system in the interest of both countries. in
that region. .

Will these three oceanic groups of problems find,
in the Reagan administration, the same anxieties



i

about the environment that now upset many
Canadians--except for the policies of governments in
Canada toward some off-shore drilling developments
that seem less demanding than in other Canadian
areas under domestic environmental control? It is pos-
sible that there will be less disagreement between the
Reagan administration and Canada on Atlantic and
Arctic oceanic and environmental problems, where
there is a common interest in seabed resource develop-
ment, in contrast to the Pacific archipelago where the
tanker traffic will be American in origin and the con-
flict between Canada and the U.S. more openly one-
sided.

Environmental issues
While the great mid-continent and transboundary

environmental issues from Skagit river valley in the
west, to the Poplar river in Saskatchewan-Montana, to
the Garrison Diversion in Manitoba-North Dakota, to
toxics and contaminants in the Great Lakes, are all
continuing matters of concern providing sources both
of irritation and cooperation, the more difficult issues
ahead, however, have to do with the long distance
transport of pollutants. Acid rain has become the most
conspicuous and urgent of these; but there is now new
evidence, recently presented to the IJC by its Great
Lakes Science Advisory Board, that the long distance
movement by air of heavy metals, PCBs and other tox-
ics, presents an equal or greater threat to the ecology of
the whole mid-continent area.

preme Court begins to reflect a less activist mode-
however unlikely-because of Reagan's appointees,
this will take place at a moment when the Supreme
court of Canada seems to be searching for a philosophy
of initiatives for itself without necessarily becoming a
mirror of the U.S. model.

Even more sensitive may be the transboundary ef-
fects of policies toward the police and security
services-the FBI and the CIA in particular. The tight
reins of the post-Watergate years are likely to be loo-
sened to restore both image and effectiveness because
of `right' and `left' international terrorism, particularly
the former (also with the revival of the Ku Klux Klan),
and because the range of Soviet arms acquisitions now
invites the United States to rediscover the symbols of
firmness at home and of power abroad. These may have
repercussions in Canada. For the McDonald Royal
Commission on the activities of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police is soon to issue its final reports. It is
unlikely that a pro-police mood in a new U.S. adminis-
tratio;l would not find a responsive echo in suggestions
for the future of police powers in Canada, and for the
administration of the security services in particular.
Indeed, the proposed Canadian Charter of-Rights al-
ready tilts away from doctrines that would limit too
strictly the enforcement instruments, that the Cana-
dian state possesses today. That is one of the draft
Charter's more startling characteristics and is now the
subject ofsevere public debate.

The Reagan team have given strong hints that the
environment will not receive the high priority it had Middle East

under Président Carter. Given the new President's The Middle East may present problems for Cana-

support for the shift to coal and the encouragement of dians as the Reagan policies unfold. Canada's sympa-

shale development and synthetics there are two conse- thy and friendship for Israel, long established, is likely

quences here of grave moment to Canada. The conver- to be reinforced despite the recent temptations toward

sion to coal will escalate the acid rain problem and a different inclination that has been all the more beck-

both coal mining and synthetics, with the conversion of
shale to oil, are immense consumers of fresh water.
When to all of this is added the earlier Reagan sugges-
tion of a shared continental resource system with Mex-
ico and Canada, and possibly shared water resources,
the potential for Canada-U.S. misunderstandings
could reach an intensity level beyond anything in re-
cent experience. But offsetting these fears is the very
creditable reputation of Governor Reagan in California
on a number of environmental issues, notably automo-
bile emissions and general air quality controls. That
record together with the return of Russell Train to
some influence is very promisingsince he was the first,
and a most effective Administrator of the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency under the Nixon and Ford ad-
ministrations.

Mr. Reagan's assumed bias in favour of a`conserv-
ative' judiciary and a less constrained security
services-police force complex, may have a subtle, indi-
rect significance for Canada. If the United States Su-
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onmg because of oil pressures and the. market opportu-
nities that petro-dollar countries so openly invite. The
President-elect has made clear his support for the
`Camp David' process and, too, for the central role that
Israel will continue to have in the United States secu-
rity arrangements for the Middle East region. Those
suggesting a`cooling-ofP by Canada from an estab-
lished and honourable support for Israel's survival are
likely to find little comfort from a Washington that
may have even more vigorous things to say aboutthat
survival-so necessary for a U.S. presence-than did
the vacillations of the Carter administration in its fi-
nal days. Canadian Middle Eastern policy, therefore, if
it is affected at all, may see in the new U.S. regime a
reason for maintaining that successful mix offriendli-
ness and objectivity now marking the 32 years since Is-
rael was created and when the Canadianmoral com-
mitment became deeply engraved in its foreign policy.

The general belief that President-elect Reagan is
more moderate in deed than in words may be a reed too
thin to lean upon with confidence, but it may be
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the . only reed available. But with Messrs. Haig, Canada. Certainly Henry Kissinger, for example, gave
Weinberger; Allen and Train, moderation is very his neighbour the cordial impressioYi of a rather low
likely to prevail. Certainly the decline of the imperial priority on his list of concerns. A more deliberate mili-
presidency and the rise of a self-confident Côngress, tarypreparedness policy, and a support of generally re-
and particularly of the Republicanled Senate, will liable allies, such as Saudi Arabia, Israel.and Egypt,
make it imperative for Canadians to have their voices maymark the tougher pragmatism of the new White
heard in the Congress almost as much as they tradi-. House and the Secretaries of State and Defence.
tionally must be heard in the White House and the Caspar Weinberger the new Secretary of Defence
State Department. Moreover, the rise in the number of

,
and -General Alexander Haig, now to be Secretary

an, an studies programs in Ù.S. universities shduld of State, are moderating influences held over from
increase the volume and quality of knowledge, and the the Ford administration.
degree of U.S. sensitivity to Canadian concerns, in all
of these areas analyzed above Anything more is speculation beyond the limits of.

credible soothsaying. Canadians can only hope that the

Canada-U:S..institutions new leadership in Washington will have a concern for

In the end, however, Canadians would be wise to Canada and that its personal knowledge of Canadian

explore, with imagination and vigour,the development anxieties, however limited, will be buttressed by infor-

of systems to increase _ the likelihood that decision- mation and I abilities of the old or new `professionals'

making in the U.S., on matters directly affecting Cana- whô both know and care.

da, will have a Canadian inpùt that is not solely de-
pendent upon the ad hoc luck of successful diplomatic Above all, the present Canadian political crises-
negotiations, or on private sector resources and fore- constitutional, linguistic, regional and economic-will
knowledge_often required to make such negotiations need the cautious distance of a compassionate neigh-
timely and effective. Instead, the Canadian interest hour. Any temptations to interfere should be wholly re-
may be served best by developing more Canada-U.S. sisted; for only harm could come from any positions
institutions that will monitor and advise on oceanic as that suggest a U.S. hand where it does not belong.
well as transboundary economic matters where the
common concerncannotawait the adversary spirit and
unilateral fact-gathering to meet crises. or contingen-
cies. The possibility 6f a more `severe' Reagan economic
and environmental posture toward Canada should en-
courage Canadian initiatives to develop countervailing
measures and systems that will ensure the `eslualitÿ' of
Canadian "voices and views on the facts that are in-
volved and that must be agreed upon. For decisions are
likely to be more intelligeritly made by both sides
where the facts have a common basis as determined by
permanent bilatèral institutions. That has been the ex-
perience with so sensitive a matter as shared water x°e-
sources along or crossing the 5,000 mile boundary.
There is no reason to delay the application of these les-
sons to the complex of Canada-U.S. dealings in other
and vital areas of common concern.

As for the many other issues: the ongoing conflict
over broadcasting advertising; tourism losses in Can-
ada because of the tax requirements of U.S. law; Cana-
dian tax policies thât prevent deducting advertising in
U.S. journals;U.S. quotas and other non-tariff barri-
ers; Canadian content in broadcasting; and discrimina-
toryincentives for energy development in both coun-
tries; most of. these are more irritating than
substantial. Yet a`common frontier' benevolence ought
to be able to find institutions and answers to the vital
and continuing Canadian insistence on independence
balanced by the reality of a continental interdepen-
dence.

Much will depend also on who is the next Secre-
tary of State and how much he knows and cares about
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by Paul Buteux

The election of Ronald Reagan on November 4,
1980 as President of the United States brought to an
end an electoral process that had begun at least 18
months before. The primaries, and then the election
campaign itself, were but the concluding, if crucial,
phases of what to outsiders seemed an inordinately
lengthy way of choosing a chief executive.

The rest of the world watched this campaign, as

cisive one as that. American elections, like other free
elections, are essentially exercises in the domestic po
litical process. It is this conflict between the external
significance of American elections and the inherently
parochial concerns of the American electorate that, in
many cases, accounts for the exasperation and incom-
prehension with which the outsider views the Ameri-
can eiectoral contest.

they had others since the end of World War lI, with a This is not to suggest, however, that foreign policy
great deal of interest and concern. The reason for this is not of significance in American presidential elec-
attention lay, of course, not so much in a desire to par- tions. Since the Second World War, the American elec-
ticipate vicariously in an ex-pensive; exhausting and torate has demonstrated that it does not care about i,-
occasionally colourful campaign, but because the out- sues beyond the borders of the United States, and th^^i
come was seen by many of the onlookers as having po- foreign policy can be an important factor in the elec -
tentially a direct impact on their own interests and ob-
jectives. Thus the outside observer of American
presidential elections frequently develops distinct pref-
erence as to what would be a desirable result. This is
particularly true of those governments whose policies,
both domestic and foreign, are affected in some signifi-
cant way by the policies and actions of the United
States. Given the continued power and influence of the
U.S. in the international system, this means that
many countries, adversaries as well as allies, have n

toral campaign. The assiduousness with which presi-
dential hopefuls attempt to foster an image of compe-
tence in foreign policy and their carefully contrived
and publicized «fact-finding"trips to foreign capitals,
testify to their perception that the American electorate
finds thePresident's foreign policy function important.

Nevertheless, whatever the electoral impact of for-
eign policy issues, inevitably the electoral result will
have political consequences beyond the'boundaries of
the U.S. Although other governments, by-and-large,

stake in the outcome of the American election. Indeed have a negligible ability to affect the result, they will
some have attempted from time-to-time, and in more
or less subtle ways, to influence the result. After all, it
was always Nikita Khruschev's boast that he had
helped elect John F. Kennedy as President of the
United States and, in 1976, Chancellor Helmut gion that the network of issues and relationships that
Schmidt made no secret of his preference for President bindsthe U.S. to other countries is most salient, com-
Gerald Ford over the candidacy of Jimmy Carter. plicated and interdependent. However, in recent years

However, it should be remembered that the deter-
minants of choice as seen by the interested outsider are
unlikely to be those perceived by the American elector-
ate. The American voters' preferences are not neces-
sarily those of non-Americans who will be affected by
the outcome. The American electorate may well be af-
fected by the views and preferences of others, but this
will be but one factor among many, and not likely a de-

Dr. Buteux teaches Political Studies at the University of

Manitoba. He is on leaae in London, England.
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nonethelessatteinpt to anticipate,it;and to adjust their
interests and policies accordingly once the result is de-
termined. Nowhere is this more so than among the
countries of the North Atlantic area, for it is in this. re-

it has become clear that the structure of relationships
in the North Atlantic region has been undergoing fun-
damental change. In particular, the relationship of the
U.S. to Western Europe has altered, and along with it,
there have developed new strains and tensions.

No longer can the American President expect his
administration to be ableto determinealmost unilat-
erally the parameters of the transatlantic relationship.
Although the U.S. remains pre-eminent in many
areas, President Reagan will quickly learn, if he and
his advisors do not already understand, that his ability
to impose preferences on reluctant European allies i5
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imitéd. Despite the continuing rhetoric surrounding
the "Atlantic partnership ", it can now be seen with i'n-
réasing clarity that matters of common concern are

not necessarily matters of common interest. The
agenda of issues that'confront the European-American

are more and more subject to difficult ne-
uotiations and lengthy consultation.

Dependence
The fact remains, however, that the Europeans re-

main dependent on the U.S. in many spheres. For all

its political and. economic resources, the European

Community is in no position to act asthough it, itself,
were a superpower, and individual European countries
simply do not possess`the power to pursue their major
foreign policy goals independently. For many years
now, a basic tension in the transatlantic relationship
has stemmed from the desire of the Europeans, on the

one hand, to act in concert within the framework of an
evolving European identity; and, on the other hand, to
associate themselves with the United States in order to
secure their primary security and economic objectives.

Through their `Europeanism; the allies seek their in-
dependence,but through their continued close associa-
tion withthe U.S. they seek to ensure those objectives
that they are unable to secure either-individually or in
concert.

In short, each side of the transatlantic relationship
attempts to associate the-other with its preferred poli-
cies and objectives; each knowing that ' it needs the

other if many of those policies are to succeed and its ob-
jectives obtained. In this respect, at least, the election
result makes no difference to the underlying reality of
the situation. However, the ease with which accommo-

dations can be reached and the kinds of policies

adopted can be verymuchaffected by the incùmbent in
the White House. It is not only that the political views
of the President and the senior members of his admin-
istration will -shape the content of policy, but that the
personalities involved will crucially affect the `style' of
the United States' dealings with others. In foreign poli-
y, as in other areas of politics, form is frequently more

^mportant than substance. 1 .1

As far as relations with Western Europe were con-
cerned, the difficulties encountered by President Car-
ter during his term of office had as much to, do with
form as substance. Although there were a number of is-
sues which generated substantive and substantial dis-
agreement, in many instances these disagreements
were exacerbated by what the Europeans saw as,inco-
herence and vacillation-on the part of the Carter ad-

ministration. Moreover, although many West Euro-
pean governments had strong policy differences with
the Republican administrations in which Henry Kis-
singer had played so prominent a part, they nonethe-
less found.the language of Realpolitik more compre-

hensible than the rhetoric of `Born Again Christianity'
which seemed to colour so many of President Carter's
Policy initiatives. Carter did not establish himself in

European eyes as a credible and trusted leader of the
Western alliance, and, as a consequence, this rein-

forced the trend in Western Europè'to take independ-

ent initiatives in matters which were still of mutual

transatlantic concern.
This was particularly the case with France and

West Germany. For France to take a line independent
of the Americans and apparently indifferent to their
interests was nothing new; but for the Germans to dis-

sociate , theruselves from American policy and so pub-
licly and so frequently marked a significant new step
in the re-emergence of West Germany as. a major inter-
national .actor. The German chancellor made little at-
tempt to hide his dislike of Jimmy Carter, and this on a
number of occasions led to a breakdown in communica-
tion: A good example was provided last summer. Wash-
ington leaked to a German magazine the text of a
strongly worded letter from President Carter to
Schmidt in which the Chancellor was upbraided for ap-
pearing to renege on a decision to modernize NATO's
long-range theatre forces. The situation - was not
helped, of course, by the fact that both men were en-

gaged in election campaigns.

However, President Reagan- will confront an
agenda of issues concerning the transatlantic relation-
ship that will antedate the long electoral season of
1980, and on which his policies will be limited by the
actions of the previous administration. As already in-
dicated, Carter did not establish`the best of working re-
lationships with his European opposite members,
something which exacerbated the problem of resolving
the substantive points at issue between the U.S. and
her European allies. No attempt will be made here to
list all the major points of conflict that affected Ameri-
can relations with Western Europe during the Carter
presidency. It is sufficient for this review of the conse-
quence of the American election for relations with
Western Europe to indicate what have been three or
four major areas of dispute.

First, there have been problems arising from the
difficulties of the international economy. All the At-
lantic powers accept the need for cooperation in the
management of the international economy, and they
understand that the basis on which that cooperation
must be built has changed. In this area, above all
others, there has been a major shift in the relative
weights of the transatlantic powers. The U.S. can no,
longer act as the central directing banker and manager
of the Western international economic system, despite
the fact that America remains by far the largest single
economy within. it. Nonetheless, the United States,
even though it cannot impose its own solutions, can-
frustrate, by neglect or design, the initiatives of others.

The task of economic management requires much
more sensitive and careful diplomacy than it has in the
past. The institution of a series of Western economic
summits at the initiative of the French is one means by
which the multilateral management of the interna-
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tional economy has been attempted. On the other
hand, there have been unilateral actions designed to
insulate the domestic economy from the consequences
of the vicissitudes of others. President Carter's relative
neglect of the international position of the dollar dur-
ing the first three years of his presidency provides one
such example. The Franco-German initiative to estab-
lish a European monetary system within the frame-
work•ofithe European Community can be seen, in turn,
as a counteraction resulting from dissatisfaction with
American inaction. Here again, from the perspective of
Western Europe, doubts about the course of American
policy stemmed as much from a belief that the Carter
administration did not have a clear understanding of
the realities of the contemporary international econ-
omy and the role of the U.S. within it, as it did with the
actual direction of American policies.

Economy

Economic difficulties spilled over into differences
over policies in other areas. For example, this can be
seen clearly in the Middle East. Though Europeans
generally have welcomed the Camp David initiative,
they also attempted their own initiatives when they
felt that the Camp David approach had run out of

steam. The démarche of the European Community to-

wards the PLO is significant in this respect since it ran

counter to a fundamental tenet of American policy. Of

course, the very great dependence of Western Europe
on Middle East.oil for its energy needs does much to ex-

plain European policy towards the Palestinian ques-

tion. However, the greater dependence of Europe.on

imported energy also served to underscore differences
with the Americans on a wide range of energy related
issues. The continued failure of the Carter administra-
tion to implement an effective conservation policy
weakened the American position, and the energy issue
became linked with broader economic and political dif-
ferences affecting the transatlantic relationship.

It was certainly not absent from the highly sensi-
tive area of East-West relations. The growing impor-
tance of Western Europe's trade with the COMECON
countries, and the significance of the energy and re-
source component within it, meant that the Europeans
were bound to be reluctant to use economic levers
against the Soviet Union in order to show their opposi-
tion to Soviet policy in Afghanistan and elsewhere.
The attempt by President Carter to use economic sanc-
tions-against the,Soviet Union failed to recognize that
the relative costs of such a policy were far higher for
Western Europe than they were for the United States.
Similarly, for many Europeans, and especially for the
West German government, the maintenance of detente
has a high priority indeed. They are unwilling to link
good relations with the Soviet Union in Europe too
closely to Soviet behaviour elsewhere. There is a feel-
ing that the American interest in, and conception of,

12 international Perspectives November/December 1980

detente is different from that- of Western Europe, and
that the price of the collapse of detente would be borne

more by the Europeans than by the Americans.

It should be recognized, however, that the Europe.
ans have shown serious concern with the consequence
and implications of the Soviet intervention in Afghani
stan. But this awareness has been expressed largely b,
diplomatic means. The Europeans, either individualh
or collectively, are not in a position to respond to Soviet.
global challenges in any other way. But, even here, to
be effective, any attempt by the U.S. to line up diplo.
matic support must take into account the particular
political interests of the countries involved: interests
which the Europeans will, if necessary, seek to ad•
vance independently of the United States. Most Euro.
pean governments will be unsympathetic to any Amer-
ican policy which seeks to align them with the U.S. ina
pattern of global confrontation.

Nevertheless, the Europeans will, perforce, co
tinue to defer to the U.S. in its role as a world power,
Afte'r all, the U.S. is the only superpower the We^
has, and Western security is intimately bound-up wilk
the contribution that the Americans make to the

global balance. However much some might wish it

were otherwise, decisions concerning peace and war r,
main fundamentally an American responsibility. Thii

the European allies are responsive to the Sovie_
American military balance and to changes to it. The

debate on the adequacy of American military power,

which wasone of the major features of the campaign,
in recent years has been echoed in allied eapitals; if not
among allied publics at large. Within NATO, for exam•
ple, much attention has been given to the consequencF
for the alliance of the emergence of parity instrategi
nuclear forces between the Soviet ° Union and th
United States: a parity which has been the essenti
basis for the strategic arms limitations talks (SAL'l'
talks between these two powers. One result of this u1
tention has been the decision to modernize the allr
ance's theatre nuclear forces. This decision; however,
was a controversial one, and the issue of theatre nu•
clear weapons is likely to be a contentious one in the
alliance for some years to come. Indeed, from the per-
spective of Western Europe, although by-and-large
welcoming the SALT II agreements and pressing for
their ratification, there is nonetheless apprehension as
to what the consequences of the changed strategic bal-
ance might mean.
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Strategic parities
Within NATO, for example, much attention has

been givento the consequences for the alliance of the
emergence of parity in strategic nuclear forces between
the Soviet Union and the United States: a parity which
has been the essential basis'for the strategic arms limi-
tations talks (SALT) talks between these two powers.
One result of this attention has been -the decision to
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modernize the alliance's theatre nuclear forces. This
decision, however, was a controversial one, and the is-
sue of theatre nuclear weapons is likely to be a conten-
tious one in the alliance for some years to come. In-
deed, from the perspective of Western Europe,
although by-and-large welcoming the SALT II agree-
ments and pressing for their ratification, there is none-
theless apprehension as to what the consequences of
the changed'strategic bâlance rnight mean.

Strategic parity is seen by many Europeans who
examine these, matters as a mixed blessing. On the one
hand, it is seen as a necessary prerequisite for detente;
but, on the other hand, if detente were to break down,
then there is the fear that the existing military bal-
ance might prove inadequate to European security
needs. In a sense, many Europeans see the continua-
tion of detente as necessary to-the continuedcredibility
of the American nuclear guarantee to Western Europe.
This not only helps account for the European interest
in the course of detente, but also for the close monitor-
ing of Soviet-American relations. With the possible ex-
ception of London, major European capitals shared the
view of the many American critics of the Carter presi-
dency who argued that it did notsucceed in establish-
ing any clear'or consistent policy towards the Soviet
Union. Unfortunately, there is nothing in the Reagan
record to show that he has any clear or realistic policy
towards the Soviet Union either.

Like many Americans, European observers of the
American election also felt that the choice was unsatis-
factory. Even more than the American electorate,
those Europeans concerned with the consequences of
the result discounted independent candidate of John
Anderson and concentrated their attention on the con-
test between Carter and Reagan. If they were,critical
of the Carter record, then they are even more con-
cerned about the likely policies of the Reagan presiden-
cy. This is partly because President Reagan is suéh an
unknown quantity, but also because his simplistic defi-
nitions of the American national interest and his cam-
paign gaffes raised serious doubts as to his credibility
as an occupant of the White House. (To, be fair, these
doubts were shared by considerable numbers of Ameri-
cans who voted for Carter and Anderson, or who did
not vote at all.) A priority task for President Reagan
will be to establish his authority and credibility in the
eyes of the international community, and to convince
allies and adversaries of his ability to preside effec-
tively over the massive and complicated foreign policy
machinery of the U.S.

Still, the dynamics of the campaign did lead both
major contenders on to common foreign policy ground;
including, in particular, an emphasis on the reinforce-
ment of American military capabilities. Both candi-
dates c,nmitted themselves to increased expenditures
and a further military build-up. The commitment to
military build-up, in itself, did not contribute to too

much European concern, but it did imply that rein-
forced military capabilities might We used as a substi-
tute for skillful foreign policy, and the careful and flex-
ible diplomacy that would have to accompany it.
Europeans are infavour of a militarily strong U.S., but
they are also reluctantto see a return to the foreign
policy simplicities of the Cold War. In any case., the
U.S: no longer possesses the military, political and eco-
nomic predominance that enabled American leaders 30
years ago to present the world in simple black and
white terms, while, at the same time, pursuing recon-
struction policies of considerable vision and subtlety. It
is far easier to sustain a disjunction between the de-
claratory and actual policy from a position of predomi-
nance, than it is in a situation in which there is a dis-
tinct sense of relative decline.

Complexities

The very fact of his victory will enable Reagan to
move away from the more egregious simplicities of the
election campaign. The exigencies of office and the on-
going operation of the foreign policy machinery will in-
evitably educate the President-into the complexities of
the international situation in which the United States
finds itself. Given his inexperience, and: despite the
campaign rhetoric, the new president will probably
conduct his foreign policy on a far more pragmatic ba-
sis than many of his detractors would expect. Nonethe-
less, the election of Ronald Reagan is a reflection of a
generally `conservative' mood in the U.S. and this,
when combined with the expectations of his support-
ers, will condition American foreign policy in the next.
few years. Whether it will be easier to build a foreign
policy consensusfrom the right than President Carter
found possible from what, at the beginning of his term,
was a more liberal position, remains to be seen.

This more conservative position, with its greater
emphasis on the re-assertion of the United States as a
global military power will confront the President with
difficult `guns or butter' choices. In order to sustain do-
mestic programmes, the temptation to demand that
the European allies do more to share the econoniic ând
military `burden' is likely to become overwhelming.
But it is doubtful if the Europeans will undertake
much- in the way of additional military obligations, or
be in a position to make many concessions to the diffi-
culties of the American economy. In the absence of a
severe deterioration in the international economy, or,
in the European security position, it is difficult to see
the Europeans moving far from their present stance in
the transatlantic relationship. This may well reinforce
those voices in Congress and elsewhere who argue that
the United States should define its security interests
more restrictively, and let it be known that clients and
allies will simply have to fend for themselves far more
than in the past.
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As a result, there may well be an attempt to apply
a renewed `Nixon Doctrine' (undér some other guise, of
course), to Western Europe; or, at least, there will be
pressure on the administration to do so. This will make
more difficult the reconciliation of policies towards
Western Europe with policies directed to other areas of
the world which also affect the relationship. Obviously,
of primary importance here is the state of Soviet-
Ameriéan relations. It will be a very bad outcome of
the election if the new president finds himself aban-
doning the search for an acceptable basis for detente
with the Soviet Union while, at the same time, making
unrealistic demands on Western Europe. Such a state
of affairs will lead to a great deal of stress in the Amer-_
ican relationship with Western Europe: For example,
unless the Soviet-American talks about arms control
get back on track, " the American led attempt to re-
vise NATO's militarÿ posture will not be successful.
This does not necessarily mean the ratification of
SALT II in its present form (something which looks to
be politically impossible at this juncture), but it does
mean the reopening of an arms control dialogue. Per-
haps theSoviet-American contacts established in Ge-
neva in October on limiting their respective European
nuclear arsenals will do this. If President Reagan is to
sustain a productive transatlantic relationship, then
he must also establish a satisfactory relationship with
the Soviet Union.

Whatever happens, short of a major international
crisis, the European allies can be expected to seek and
practice a greater autonomy in their foreign policies.
The danger isthat an ineffectual American foreign pol-
icy will lead both sides of the transatlantic relationship
to lose sight of the fact that each side needs the other.
Therefore, it is to be hoped that Western Europeans,
and such leaders as Helmut Schmidt and Valéry Gis-
card d'Estaing in particular, be sensitive to the politi-
cal difficulties of the American presidency.

The electoral victory of Helmut Schmidt in Octo-
ber should make it easier for West Germany to play a
mediating role here and make it easier for the Chan-
cellor to overcome any personal reservations he might
have about the occupant of the White House. Where
possible, it is in the European interest to compensate
for the failures of American leadership, not by taking
initiatives that are independent and inconsiderate of
American interests, but which recognize that there are
mutixâl interests in the transatlantic relationship
which are of vital importance to all. If the Europeans
justify their independent actions in matters of common
concern in terms of the inadequacies of American lead-
ership, then it can be demanded of them that, withir
their limitations, they exercise a leadership that is su-

perior to the one they criticize.
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InterUiezvwi,tjilvan, ,H ead

Vithi interests at stake
n crisis of evelo e t

After ten years as Special Assistant to Prime MinisterTrudeau, dealing mainly with foreign policy, Ivan Head was
appointed to the presidency of the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) in March, 1978. A lawyer,
and former Professor of Law at the University of Alberta, his professional work in international affairs included a
period with the Canadian foreign service in Southeast Asia. As President of the IDRC he heads a unique
development agency. Although IDRC is funded by the Canadiangovernment, its activities are directed by an
international Board of Governors. Under the Board's authority, the Centre supports research projects which, in
addition to the immediate value of their results, will help develop an indigenous research capability in developing
countries. This interview with Mr. Head was conducted in Ottawa by International Perspectives editor Alex Inglis in

mid-November.

International Perspectives: How did you develop the
interest that led you into this position with the IDRC?

Ivan Head: My.first direct involvement with develop-
ment was in South East Asia, when I was a foreign
service officer with the Department.of External Affairs.
The Department, in those days, was lighter on the
ground than it is now, and I was Third Secretary in the
Canadian High Commission in Kuala Lumpur, Ma-
laya, priorto the country evolving into Malaysia. But
we were concurrently accredited to Burma and Thai-
land with some responsibilities for Singapore. I had
ample opportunity to travel around those several coun-
tries and came face to face, for the first time in my life,
with the depth of poverty and with the immense poten-
tial for a better future which is part of the dyriamic
that is development. It made a deep impression upon
me and since that time, I've continued to have a great
interest in it and an increasing belief in its importance
to the future, not only for the people who live in devel-
oping regions of the world, also for those of us in the in-
dustrialized countries such as Canada.

I.P.: You have a reputation for having restored the
Commonwealth to its place when you were in the
Prime Minister's Office as foreign affairs adviser. Did
this interest spring from those days as well and was it
a development interest?

1--Iead: Partly`so, in answer to each of your questions.
Malaya, of course, was part of the Commonwealth as
were other countries in South and South East Asia. I
had the opportunity in those days to participate in>
some regional and in some technical Commonwealth
conferences and was very impressed with the prag-
matic way in which issues were approached and, in

many instances, solved. There was none of the formal-
ity that tends to surround multilateral get togethers
that are sponsored by the United Nations. I don't mean
to suggest that that is always an encumbrance of U.N.
activity, but it is much less likely to be so in the Com-
mowealth for a variety of reasons not all of which I
have been able either to identify or to evaluate.

The second part of your question, with respect to
the Commonwealth and development, flows rather
naturally. Within the Commonwealth are a great
number of developing countries. Measured in terms of
population, excluding the People's Republic of China,
more than three-quarters of the population of the de-
veloping countries of the world reside within the Com-
monwealth countries. The two, therefor-e, seem to go
hand in hand. I should add as well that the Colombo
Plan which was one of the first multilateral develop-
ment exercises in the world, was in its origins a Com-
monwealth inspiration and activity. It appeared to me
as I worked with it that it could be expanded and made
into a more sophisticated kind of activity as has been
the case.

I.P.: I wonder if we could take a look at the past, pres-
ent and future. The 1970s were the second develop-
ment decade. You have pointed out elsewhere, that it
was punctuated by two World Bank reports, the Pear-
son and the Brandt Commissions. Pearson referred to
`the great challenge'. Ten years later, Brandt talks
about the `crisis' and the need to `avert catastrophe'.
Was there no advance at all in the 1970s?

Head: No, I think there was considerable advance, but
in proportion to the need and more particularly in pro-
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'portion to the need for a changed attitude or perception
on the part of those in both North and South, it was a
disappointing period. Mr. Pearson argued that the case
for development was self-evident. He was bolstered, of
course, by outstanding spokesmen of the late 60s such
as Pope John XXIII, who stated with conviction that
"the new name for peace is development". As well,
however, there was, an understandable degree of naiv-
ety aboitt'the development process. The general theory
was that the enhancement of the infrastructure and of
the economy of a developing country would inevitably
help those who were on the bottom end of the pile
through `the trickle down process'. Thus, those who
were designing development programs tended to be-
lieve that by providing some of this massive infrastruc-
ture required in order to permit a developing country
to put its own economy in order would in the end bene-
fit the poorer people in the society. That theory has not
borne itself out.

Secondly, other ingredients in the development
process have now been identified. There had been too
much hope placed in a simple transfer effect, as had
taken place with the Marshall Plan. But, what one
must never forget is that the countries of Europe, al-
though devastatedby World War II, were possessed of
a skilled, educated population, with decades of indus-
trial and organizational tradition behind them and
thus were capable of absorbing the transferred technol-
ogy. The developing countries are in a much different
situation and the problem has to be approched from a
variety of points of view. One of them, certainly is from
the point of view of their position in the international
trading system. If these countries are not able to par-
ticipate, to earn their own way increasingly, then,
whatever techniques we bring to bear, will be dooming
them to a permanent position of second-rate actorson
the world scene, dependent on handouts from those
of us in the north who profess to want nothing more
than to have them independent and self- sus-
taining.

IDRC photo

tries to have a greater capacity to deal with their own
problems and to engage in the research which is so of-
ten a precondition to problem solving. The Brandt
Commission Report emphasized ten years later that
this was still one of the requirements of developing
countries and, of course, it was emphasized in consider-
able detail at a major United Nations Conference in
Vienna in 1979. The attitude of the Centre is perhaps

I.P.: This organization, International Development as unique as anything else about it. It. is that the Cen-
Research Centre, of which you are the President takes tre must respond toa,developing country's request, and
a fairly unique approach to these problems in that, not vice versa This is a very important element in
while it's Canadian government supplied money, it's
administered by an international Board of Governors
and it goes mainly.to projects that are defined by the
developing countries. Sincethe decade that IDRC has
been in existence coincides with that second develop-
ment decade, do you think this approach needs to be
expanded upon and isit happening elsewhere?

Head: I'm happy that you suggested that the decade
proves that our approach perhaps needs to be expanded
upon rather than thought through. I think it must be
expanded upon. The Centre came into being at the
time of the Pearson Commission Report in response to
the declared and identified need of developing coun-
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everything that we do.
Secondly, we have a double bottom line in our par-

ticular balance sheét. One, of course, -is the hope that
our support will provide, or assist in providing, solu-
tions to soluble problems. Two, that the activity will be
conducted in a way that will enhance the capability of
the research community in the:developing country so
that in the future they will be able to face similar or re-
lated problems and themselves be able to deal with
them. What we must understand is that in the develop-
ing world one of thebiggest problems is simplythat of
identifying what the problem is. Outsiders are seldom
sufficiently experienced to be able to undertake that
first phase and, onlybÿ trial and error, will those who
live there become expert in doing so.

"There has been whetted an
appetite . . . . for imported foods."
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l.P.: You mentioned a few moments ago the need,for
changes in the international economic structure to al-
low for a new economic order to take place, and over
the last few years, in different contexts, we've heard
about the structural changes that have taken place in
the world economy. I'm thinking, mainly in terms of oil
and the energy question. What do you see has hap-
pened in the structure of the international economy
and does what has happened help development or does
it hinder the development of the less-developed coun-
t.ries?

11ead: It goes in a number of directions at any given
time. One, of the difficulties that we in the industrial-
ized countries faceis in attempting to quantify the var-
ions forces and the various ingredients in the develop-
ment process. We in Canada; for example, are, in many
respects, still a developing country: in, the frontier
areas of the North; in our. attempts gradually to in-
crease the value in theproducts which come from our
mines and which -are destined for export markets; in
the creation of a social or cultural infrastructure which
reflects adequately the needs and aspirations of Cana-
dians in different parts of the country. We, ourselves,
then, are only beginningto understand. all the factors
at play. The situation becomes much more difficult in
developing countries where histories and social consid-
erations are different, where thé economies have been
created to reflect the interests not of the. people, but of
either, a multinational or a colonial regime located
thousands of miles away. To change these things
around, and allow these countries to benefit from mod-
ern techniques in a way that permits them tamake de-
cisions themselves and to ensure that the benefits flow
to their peoples is really very difficult.

Let me cite two examples. The first, of course, is
that. the most influential members of these communi-
ties generally livè in the larger cities, often the capital
city. They are the ones who have been educated, some-
times abroad. They are the ones who occupy important
positions, either ingovernment, in industry or in the
universities. They are the ones who make the greatest
demands upon the government for goods and services.
In a sense, they are the only enfranchised element of
the entire society. In order to maintain their stature,
therefore, governments find themselves pressing in-
creased resources into urban arrangements tosatisfy
the rising expectations of this elite.

All of this, of course, works to the disadvantage of
the great bulk of the population who live, often in des-
perate circumstances, in the rural areas. We tend, in
the North, to be very critical of this sort of situation,
and critical we should be. But, equally, we should not
forget that in Britain prior to the passage of the (1867)
Reform Act; in the last half of the 19th century,the gov-
ernments of the day paid no attention at all to the di s-
enfranchized multitudes who lived, many of them, in
the cities. There was no political reason to respond to

their needs, and thus, they had some of those same

dreadful consequences of lack of social legislation until
it became absolutely necessary for thepoliticians of the
day to respond to these needs, evident though they had
been for decades.

A second problem facing developing countries is
one that has only been heightened by the increasing oil
prices and this is the crushing shortage of foreign ex-
change. In some instances they are partially the au-
thors of their own misfortune. There has been whetted
an appetite for imported goods in some, of these coun-
tries. Most sadly, that appetite is sometimes for im-
ported, food. When, through ill-designed government
programs, on the part of both the Northern and the
Southern countries, a developing country starts to be-
come dependent on'imported food, the tastes of the pop-
ulationstart^ to change. We don't in our country think
of wheat and wheat flour as a luxury product, but it is
looked upon that way in developing countries. It is a`
food stuff that is môre convenient to use than is local
food. It may or may not be more nutritious, depending
on the fashion in which it is prepared, but it enjoys a
status incomparably higher than that of even sorg-
hum, but certainly of cassava and some of the other
crops. As people become used to this product, as it is
available to them in stores, a country finds-itself inca-
pable of sustaining its own population with its ownag-
ricultural production: This is aproblem of immense di-
mensions that the governments of developing
countries must face up to and deal with. All of these is-
sues add immeasurably to the complexity of the devel-
opment problem and each is linked in a large measure
to others. No answer to any single issue is going to sat-
isfy any major segment of the problem-they have to
be dealt with across the board.

I.P.: Going back to what you were saying about social
injustices and relating that back to earlier days in our
own society-do you think it is ever appropriate to tie
the Northern efforts in development to presures for po-
litical and social reform especially in the more re-
pressive regimes. Should we back away from giving aid
in those areas?

Head: This is a question that has divided both practi-
tioners and theoreticians of developmental assistance
for a number of years. My own view is somewhat mix-
ed. In the first instance, I contend that the suffering
population of a developing country is likely to be all
the more unfortunate if it faces not only economic diffi-
culties, but, as well, a government which is repressive
and authoritarian. Simply because those of us on the
outside are impatient with a repressive regime that we
,all feel should be replaced is perhaps, not adequate rea-
son to contribute further to the suffering of the peoples
beneath them.

At the same time, of course, if a repressive regime
feels that because of this understandable human wish
of outsiders to assist its deprived people it can virtu-
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". . . stability is inextricably
woven into economic advance."

IDRC photos
ally count on a friendly, humanistic attitude,- then
there will be little incentive,for it to change its ways.
Frankly, I'm not at all convinced that outside influence
can be very effective in changingsocietal attitudes or
government structures of a developing country. As of-
ten as not a regime, no matter how repressive, can em-
ploy as a rallying cry the allegation that outsiders are
attempting to bring pressure to bear upon it.' This is
not to say that we can't be influential in changing atti-
tudes. There are many ways of doing so. But the more
blatant linkage of a carrot and a stick is not, in my
view, likely to succeed. In those days when all of my ef-
forts were directed to foreign policy as distinct from de-
velopment, I contended that one should always mea-
sure the worth of one's policies and their
implementation by whether they were effective. If they
are not effective, then they have to be redesigned.
I.P.: In the next year, we're going to hear a lot more
about development questions-especially when the
Economic Summit meets here in Ottawa next summer.
Do you think the Summit can be an effective instru-
ment in changing perceptions or in leading into
new paths in the development field? Or is it just going
to be another publicity campaign?

Head: Well, publicity by itself seldom does much in
the long run. On the other hand, without a raising of
the consciousness of the voting publies,in the industri-
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alized countries and, more to the point, raising the per-
ceptions of the leaders of those countries, then nothing
is likely to work. Democratic societies are going to re-
flect, in a large measure, the interests of their elector-
ates. At the present time, and I think the Brandt Com-
mission is proof of this, neither the leaders of the
industrialized countries nor the bulk of the populations
are really seized of the complexity of the issues or of
the very distressing consequences if solutions are not
found. The Brandt Commission had a very luminous
number of participants from North and South. They
brought with them attitudes that scarcely seemed ca-
pable of being drawn into a single report. Each of them,
in the end, became convinced that the North-South di-
mension was the critical one for the future of many as-
pects of the world community. One important element,
of course, is the biosphere, the ecology. At the present
time, the environmental practices in the South, be-
cause of shortages of fuel, because of shortages of food,
because of shortages of technology, are depriving this
planet with horrifying speed of its forest cover with all
of the terrible consequences that follow upon lack of
forestation. One example: the world climate.

Secondly, the Brandt Commission makes a good
argument that political stability is inextricably woven
into economic advance. In today's world with all of the
opportunities for mischief-making by outsiders, and
with the mounting frustration in developing countries,
we're not likely going to enjoy a situation in which
armed conflict is not increasingly breaking out unless
some of these economic issues are dealt with.

Finally, of course, and I think most persuasive, is
the Commission argument that today the industrial-
ized countries are, to an immense degree, dependent
upon the markets of the developing countries for their
exports of merchandise. Unless these markets are
given some opportunity to mature and to expand,.then
the stagnant condition of our own manufacturing in-
dustries will continue. Again, the heavy involvement
of Northern binks in the circulation, or `re-cycling', of
oil funds to countries in the South has exposed them to
considerable risk. So much so that"today the North and
the South are each a critical and inextricable part of
the economic structure of the other.

No longer should we beapproaching development
only on the issue of assisting human beings who are ex-
isting in wretched circumstances elsewhere. The condi-
tions of these people reflect, not just spiritually upon
us, not just upon our conscience, but upon our own
well-being be it political, economic or ecological. If a
conference, such as the forthcoming Economic Summit,
can bring these points to bear, Iam quite confident
that government leaders and people at large will look
at this whole issue from an entirely different perspec-
tive.

I.P.: Conventional wisdom is that until economic good
times return and restraint is lifted from government,
there is not going to be much room for growth in devel-
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opmental assistance. Are you suggesting the exact
opposite-that good times aren't going to return until
we do open up to the developing world?

Head: This, indeed is the message of the Brandt Re-
port and of other very respected economists in the
world. They argue that way, not simply from a position
of moral stature, but from hard_.headed statistical evi-
dence that they claim can support their thesis. The
other fact, of course, is that some of these changes that,
have to take place go beyond the transfer of resources
that we have in the past unfortunately called `foreign
aid'. Some of these other issues can be dealt with with-
out the expenditure of fünds and this may be an oppor-
tunity to do that. But we really are the authors of our
own misapprehensions on all of this. We've tended all
too often in:the past to regard developmental programs
as foreign aid, and we look upon it, therefore, from the
point of view of charity. Charity, as we all know, be-
gins at home. So long as there are nearby problems,
then why _should we worry about these admittedly des-
perate people in far away countries of the world? In re-
ality, of course, we are doing little to add to the dignity
of those persons if they believe that our only interest in
them is in giving them a hand when there is something
left over, and not dealing with their problems in the
fundamental way that they deserve.

I.P.: I was going to ask you what you felt was at stake,
was it really the survival of mankind or what that the
rhetoric of.enthusiasts. I don't have to ask that-you
have already answered it-you think that the survival

of mankind is,at stake.

Head: Yes.
I.P.: Are you hopeful or not?

Head: Imust say that I have always regarded myself
as an optimist and I hope that I continue to do so, but
the confidence that I once held in the ability of the hu-
man racé to understand its problems and come to'grips
with them has lessened considerably in the past twelve
months. Annually, I'm asked to give the opening ad-
dress to the National Defence College and to offer what
I regard as the state of the world in which we all live.
The conclusion of my opening address during the Sep-
tember term of 1980 was considerably more pessimistic
than it was in 1979. To a large degree that was beçause
of the Brandt Report which offers us, not only the argu-
ment for doing something, but indicates the desperate
condition that we'll find ourselves in if we don't do any-
thing. Perhaps I'm a bit depressed because of the
grossly inadequate attention that has been paid to this
report by communicators, politicians and others. One
of the activities at IDRC and those of us acting person- ^
ally, although identified with IDRC, is to increase the
awareness of these arguments. The game is far from
over-the final. score is far from in-but the Brandt
Commission points out quite convincingly that while ^
wars can bring about conditions of poverty and degra-
dation, equally, conditions of poverty and degradation

_-1

can lead to war. With arsenals of nuclear weapons the
stakes are very high indeed and we djo not, any longer,
possess the margin for error that,was once available to

: mankind.

LP.c One last, very brief point. I'm sure that we can
find political will in Canada to pressure other govern-
ments, but can we find the political will in Canada to
do what we have to do?
Head: I very much hope so. If the argument ismade
simply on a sharing basis we might not. But if the ar-
gument is put, as I think all sound arguments are, that
it is in our interest; that there is an interdependence:
that there is a global nature to this community; that
we will suffer if these issues are not addressed and not
satisfactorily dealt then we can, indeed, muster that
political will. Whéther I'm an optimist in the final
analysis, or,a pessimist, I think we have no alternative
but to continue working with as much industriousness
as we can bring to bear towards the attainment of that
political will.
I.P.: Thank you.
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" . . conditions of poverty and..
degradation can lead to war."



The clash of arms" between Iran And Iraq which es-
calated in September from prolonged border skirmish-
ing added an ominous new dimension tothe Middle
Eastern complexities. The destructive warfare on land,
air and sea threatens production and delivery of 40 per
cent-of the non-Communist world's petroleum supplies
from the Persian Gulf region. New divisions and ten-
sions were created swiftly in Arabic and Islamic
worlds. Although international concern over the pres=
ence, of Soviet military forces in Afghanistan and the
seemingly insoluble Palestinian problem was dis-
tracted by fighting in thePersian Gulf, there is con-
cern over the indirect involvement of the super powers
providing logistical supplies for the combatants. Mean-
while, the shifting of Iranian military units from the
frontier with the Soviet Union to points of confronta-
tion with the Iraqi invaders were reported to have
weakened Iranian northern defences.

Inroads into Iranian territory (Iraq established
forces on bothsides of the. Shatt-al-Arab waterway and
penetrated several miles into Iranian territory) jeop-
ardized Iranian control of their most important petro-
leum production facilities. Ground and air attacks on
Iranian oil installations and distribution facilities (A-
badan, and the port city of Khorramshahr) were re-
ported to have inflicted heavy damage in an area vital
to Iran's economy. Counter blows on Iraqi territory by
Iranian aircraft and saboteurs have been less effective
because Iraqi planning ensured major land battles
would be fought, at least initially, on Iranian soil.

Efforts by the United Nations, Arabic and other Is-
lamic intermediaries to halt hostilities had been inef-
fective at the time of writing. Declarations by Iranian
-leaders of determination to continue fighting as long as
Iraqi troops remain on Iranian soil discourage opti-
mism concerning an early cessation of hostilities.

Uncertainty concerning the objective of Iraq in re-
sorting to open warfare underlines the danger of hostil-

Recently retired after a 37 year career in the Canadian
foreign service, Mr. Malone was ambassador to Iran from
1962 until 1967. He was also accredited concurrently as
non-resident ambassador to Iraq and Kuwait.
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ities spreading throughout the Gulf with the conse-
quent interruption of oil exports from Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait and the smaller Emirates, in addition to Iran
and Iraq. Downfall of the erratic Khomeini regime in
Tehran is undoubtedly one goal. This is a development
that would be welcomed by the Gulf states who view
the revolutionary turmoil gripping Iran as a conta-
gious threat to their own stability.

Theruthless purges of the Iranian armed forces
and thesummary executions of officers suspected of
loyalty to the regime of the late Shah evidently per-
suaded Iraqi^ leaders that the military balance had
swung in their favour. The unquestioned superiority
enjoyed by Iran under the Shah no longer prevailed.
The military domination of the Gulf achieved by Iran
following withdrawal of British forces ;in 1971 came
into question with the decline in the efficiency of the
Iranian defence establishment. Under- these circum-
stances the Iraqi decision "to resort to arms to settle es-
calating differences with Tehran and to broaden Iraqi
influence throughout the Gulf area appear to be under-
standable if reckless.

Iraqi renunciation of the territorial agreement ne-,
gotiated with the Shah in 1975 accompanied the out-
break of hostiliès. Concentration of. the Iraqi invading
forces on Iran's Khuzestan province suggests Iraq may
intend to deprive Iran of its main oil resources by
establishing a separatist government on the basis of
the predominantly Arab population in the province.
Loss of Khuzestan would deal a crippling blow to the
Iranian economy and undermine remaining Iranian
influence in the Gulf. Such a disaster would encourage
other dissident Iranian minority groups, including
those residing in Kurdestan province, to seek inde-
pendence or autonomy. If Iran is defeated in the war, it
would alleviate the difficulties the Iraqi government
encounters with its Moslem Shi'ite population who
consider Iran the main champion of their faith. Efforts
by the revolutionaryregimein Iran to export its ideol-
ogy to the Shi'a faithful incensed the rulers of Iraq who
traditionally have been members of the Sunni branch
of Islam.

Although the emergence of Iraq as an influential
power in the Middle-East in contemporary times has
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been due to the development of its vast oil resources,
the historic land of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers is
heir to ancient civilizations mentioned frequently in
the Old Testament of the Bible. During this century,
archaeologists have located and identified ancient pop-
ulation centres in the north and the south of the coun-
try. The violent overthrow of Babylon is described
there with accuracy and dramatic force. Other civiliza-
tions flourished during the many centuries before the
birth of Christ. Invading armies--Greek, Persian,
Parthian, Roman and Sassanian-campaigned

I throughout the land and ruled it spasmodically. A new
era began in 635 A.D. when crusading Arab armies
conquered it in the name of Islam. Mesopotamia, , the

I forerunner of modern Iraq, has remained Arabic and
Muslim ever since.

A century of achievement and splendor began in
749 A.D. when Baghdad became the seat of the Calip-
hate under the Abbasid leader. Subsequent centuries
of fragmentation and decline led to Mesopotamia be-
coming a province of the Ottoman empire. The defeat
of Turkey by the Allied powers _in the First World War
resulted in Britain, which had sent forces into the area
during the war, becoming the mandatory ruler. Fron-
tiers of the new state were established without regard
for ethnic and religious groupings. This accounts for
the large Shi'a and Kurdish components. Both proved
barriers to national unity

The independence of Iraq was recognized in 1932.
The monarchy established_ by the British mandatory,
authorities before independence was overthrown in
1958 in a violent revolution led by politically-minded
army officers. The brutal murder of the King_during
the coup incensed the Shah who had been his personal
friend. Revolutionary policies of the new regime in-
creased Iranian resentment of border concessions Iran

I was obliged to make under foreign pressure during the
British mandate. Iraqi control of navigation in the
Shatt-al-Arab estuary providing a boundary between
Iraq and Iran at the head of the Persian Gulf became -a
source of constant friction between the two countries.
Sea lanes leading to the main ports of both Basra, in
Iraq, and Abadan and Khorramshahr, in Iran, pass
through the Shatt which is formed by the confluence of
the Tigris and Euphrates in Iraq and the waters of the
Karun river in Iran (the fertile territory at the junction
of the two Iraqi rivers, according to local legend, was
the site of the Garden of Eden).

lran's superiority
A steady build-up of Iranian military clout ena-

bled the Shah to assert military superiority in the Gulf
zone following the departure of British forces in "1971.
The Shah seized the opportunity to negotiate the 1975

treaty with Iraq which recognized a median line in the,
Shatt as the international boundary at the head of the

Gulf. Concurrent cessation of Iranian military assis-
tance to Kurdish tribesmen in Iraq established a rare
season of tranquility in Iranian-Iraqi relations. This
was shattered abruptly with the overthrow of the
Shah's regime by revolutionaries, led by Ayatollah
Khomeini in 1979.

Unlike neighbouring Mesopotamia, Iran was suc-
cessful in maintaining its independence with few inter-
ruptions for more than 2,500 years of recorded history.
The Persian people are believed to have originated in

-India. Ethnically,: they are distinct from the Semitic
peoples. Persian racial characteristics inspired the

myth of Aryan supremacy.
Invasions of Persia;by Alexander the Great, Arab,

Afghan and Europeân armies (Russian. and British
forces occupied Iran during World War II) were re-
sistedand repulsed. The eras of greatest achievement
for the Persians were guided by powerful dynasties
whichextended Persian influence abroad while estab-
iishing peace and;security domestically. The Achae-
menid (550-530 B.C.), Sassanian (226-650 A.D.) and
Safavid (1,500-1,722 A.D.) dynasties made distinctive
political and cultural contributions to international de-
velopment and civilization.

The ambition of the late Mohammed Reza Pahlavi
to elevate the dynasty founded in 1925 by his peasant-
born father to the level of achievement of the great
Persian dynasties inspired his efforts to modernize his
country and make its influence felt throughout the
world.

January 26, 1963, was an auspicious day in the life
of Reza Shah. In a national referendum held that day,
voters gave overwhelming support to his "White Revo-
lutiôn" reform program based on land reform, women's
suffrage, literacy and health campaigns employing ed-
ucated army conscripts, profit-sharing by workers in
industry and other progressive measures. In addition
to winning the right to vote, women were encouraged
to abandon the traditional black chador which covered
their bodies and concealed their faces. For the first
time during his turbulent 21 year -reign, the Shah
found himself empowered to remove the vestiges of feu-
dalism which had enabled a reactionary alliance of he-
reditary landlords, politically-minded clerics and- rich
merchants to block reforms.

"White Revolution"
Even with violent opposition, including assassina-

tion of the Prime Minister, an assassination attempt
on the Shah himself, mob-led riots and anti-reform
demonstrations, the-"White Revolution" was launched
successfully. The reform program gainedmomentum.
Despite a shortage of personnel capable of directing
and controlling the ambitious program, effective use of
the nation's increasing oil revenues permitted simulta-
neous strengthening of the armed forces. When British
protective forces withdrew from the Gulf, the, Shah
moved to fill the vacuum while maintaining strong de-



fensive forces on the country's long border with the So-
viet Union. Development of improved relations with
the latter facilitated important contracts for export of
natural gas which had been a wasted by-product of Ira-
nian oil production.

Rocketing revenues following the 1973, oil crisis
and the emergence of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries as , a powerful bargaining agent
were warmly welcomed in Iran. But sudden wealth had
disastrous consequences for the nationaleconomy. In-
fl ation sent prices: soaring. The government was un-
able to prevent a small minority from monopolizing the
inflow of wealth while the mass of the population could
see little benefit from it. Profiteering and corruption
flourished. Political repression by security police ex-
panded as conscientious critics of the Shah's dictatorial
policies combined with the reactionary elements which
had opposed the revolution from its beginning to bring
pressure on the regime. The Shàh's failing health
added to his declining effectiveness, seemingly drain-
inghis enthusiasm and determination.

The "White Revolution" exposed the Shah to a re-
lentless propaganda campaign abroad inspired by op-
ponents of his reforms. Faults of his regime were mag-
nified and achievements ignored by hostile
countrymen who organized anti-Shah demonstrations
on the occasion of his state visits to democratic coun-
tries. Ironically, the participants usually were stu-
dents benèfitting from the Iranian government's ambi-
tious scholarship programs designed to bring western
skills, technology and learning to Iran to accelerate the
-reform program.

Despite the failure of his "White Revolution" and
the Shah's flawed performance in the last years of his
reign, critics cannot deny his loyalty to his friends in
the West on whom he relied to help defend the inde-
pendence of his country. The desertion of the Shah by
former supporters abroad when he most needed sup-
port helped open the Pandora's Box of mischief which
led to the hostilities between Iranand Iraq. The refusal
of western governments to grant refuge to the Shah
when he was dying provided a sorry example of ingra-
titude and inhumanity.

Power vacuum
The reckless destruction of human life and prod-

uctive facilities involved in the. Iranian-Iraqi warfare,
the loss of oil supplies urgently required by an energy-
hungry world and the power vacuum in the Gulf pro-
vide belated justification for the Shah's costly arms
build-up-one of the main targets of his critics in his
lifetime. The disastrous decline in Iran's ability to de-
fend its frontiers and maintain normal relationships
with its neighbours is attributable directly to the poli-
cies of the erratic new regime in Tehran. Internal
chaos promoted by them has set back tragically the
clock of progress the Shah advanced commendably dur-
ing his good years.
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The Shah returned from a brief exile in 1953 with
increased determination to serve his country. The er-
ratic politician. Mohammed Mossadegh, with the en.
thusiastic assistance of the Tudeh (Communist party),
had forced him from the throne: Convicted of treason
following the Shah's return, the elderly Mossadegh
was sentenced to death. The Shah pardoned him. Moss-
adegh lived out his final years in peace on his estate,
Ayatollah Khomeini, the leading Muslim mullah °in
Iran in. 1963, was arrested on a charge of inciting vio-
lent opposition to the "White Revolution". The Shah re-
leased him, permitting him to seek refuge among his
Shi'a brethren in Iraq. His subsequent departure from
Iraq is not unrelated to hishostility to Iraq andhis re-
gime's efforts to stir up trouble within -the Shi'a popu-
lation there. The sorry contrast betweeri the Shah's le-
niency toward Mossadegh and Khomeini and the
vengeful cleric's relentless pursuit of the dying King
and his family has been -ignored by the critics of the
Shah.

Strategic position

Initial successses of the Iraqi armed forces in pene-
trating Iranian defences and laying siege to Abadan
and Khorramshahr gave promise of an early end to
hostilities, but an Iranian population three times as
large and a land area our times that-of Iraq support
Iranian resistance. A strategically superior position in
the Gulf waters, based on its control of the shoreline on
one side and the islands guarding the Strait of Hormuz
at the entrance of the waterway is another factor in
Iran's favor. The Shah's earlier decision to ,occupy the
unguarded islands now provides the hârd-pressed Teh-
ran regime with a decisive card in regard to shipping,
entering and leaving the Gulf., The Iranian naval force
in the Gulf, which appears to have been purged of its
command personnel less drastically than'Iranian land
and air forces, should prove capable of keeping the in-
ferior Iraqi navy in check. Iranian resources for defen-
sive warfare and the fanaticism of the revolutionaries
suggest the probability of a drawn-out struggle ending
indecisively when both Iran and Iraq have exhausted
energy and supplies.

Prolongation of the warfare on any scale would
spell economic disaster and possible political upheaval
for both sides. Oil exports from Iran have already been
reduced to a trickle. Iraqi exports would virtually cease
if Iran closed the Strait of Hormuz to ships carrying ex-
ports from and imports to Iraq. The dangers call for re-
alism, logic and the spirit of conciliation which have
been sorely lacking in the Middle East since the estab-
lishment of the state of Israel. The outlook for stability
in an area vitalto western interests becomes gloomier
with every day of battle and the threats of direct in-
volvement of the super-powers become more menacing.
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German foreign policy position
enhanced by Schmidt's victory

The October election in the Federal Republic of
Germany firmly established . the stability of this
'Fourth and Richest Reich ; as it has been termed by
author Edwin Hartrick. The election campaign and re-
sult indicated fairly clearly where West Germany will
head in both domestic and foreign policy in the next
few years.

On October 5, 1980, after one of the most person-
ally vindictive campaigns in modern Germanhistory,
88.7 percent of the eligible voters in the Federal Re-
public went to the polls to elect a new Bundestag. Cam-
paign rhetoric had inexorably cast Social Democratic
Party (SPD) leader Helmut Schmidt as an arrogant
pension swindler, Christian Democratic Union/Chris-
tian Social , Union (CDULCSU) leader Franz Josef
Strauss as an emotional anti-Communist madman.

Clear mandate
Before the results were ±abulated, American jour-

nalists speculated that the only result that would au-
gur badly for the United States was a clear SPD major-
ity, which would make it independent of its coalition
partner. The SPD coalition with the Free Democratic
Party (FDP) increased their majority from 10 to 45, but
most of the increase was due to the FDP, the small coa=
lition.partner led by Hans Dietrich Genscher. It moved
up its percentage of the vote from 7.9 to 10.6 for a total
of 14 more seats.

With the four seat increaseof the SPD; the coali-
tion now has 271 seats compared to 226 compared for
the CDU/CSU. The splinter parties and the `Greens',
the environmentalist party, fell well below the five
percent minimum that is required for representation
in the state or federal parliaments.

As expected, the CDU lost more votes in the North
than the South. For many northern voters, Strauss was
simply not acceptable. The FDP, which possesses a
small stable vote of only three percent, gained mostly'
in the North where many voters did not want the SPD
to be too strong, but nevertheless wanted to keep out

Strauss.
The parties tended to neutralize each other be-

the heavy SPD'concentration on foreign policycause
during the campaign contrasted with the CDU/CSU

concern with domestic policy. The CDU played on the
traditional fears of war and inflation, and the themes
of Ostpolitik, domestic debts and pensions were all
hotly debated in the campaign.

Since coalition victory was expected, the fact that
Schmidt is safely ensconced in office for another four
years means that German foreign policy will be fairly
predictable and along the lines already established.

Under his tutelage, the Federal Republic has already
quietly increased its role in world affairs. A tired Hel-
mut Schmidt in the last days of the campaign elabo-
rated on that role by describing a dangerous world
within which he was working to create a more relaxed
and united central Europe, underlining that it was lie,
along with'Giscard d'Estaing, who kept detente alive
by getting the West talking again..

In both foreign and domestic policy, the strong -
mandate the ruling coalition received will give Mr.
Schmidt much greater leverage to pursue his goals.
The left. wing of the SPD will have considerably less
significance now that the FDP is stronger, and the poor
showing of the ecologist party will'allow him more
freedom internally to develop his nuclear policy.

Three pillars
In view of these results, the efforts of the new gov-

ernment will almost certainly continue to build _ on
what have become the three pillars of Mr. Schmidt's
foreign policy; Ostpolitik, Europe and NATO. Dômesti-
cally, the state of the economy and energy policy will
dominate.

The Schmidt commitment to Ostpolitik was one of
the most contentious issues of the election campaign.
For him, exchange of information and cooperation be-

Dr. Jackson is a Professor and Chairman of the :
Department ofPolitical Science at Carleton University.
He observed the German election from the Federal
Republic where he was a Visiting Professor of
comparative government at the Free University of
Berlin.



tween the East and West is vital to Germany, and the
importance of detente cannot be minimized. Schmidt
has firmly adopted the role of loyal but critical ally of
the United States. His July 1980 trip to Moscow illus-
trates his determination to avoid freezing relations be-
tween Washington and Moscow and assure that an
East/West dialogue continues.

SPD criticism of U.S. policy centers on two issues:
lack of cor_sultation and the lack of predictability of the
United States actions. The first is best typified by the
Afghanistan crisis in which Schmidt maintained that
it was up to the Russians to create a climate for the
Olympics and did not immediately agree to a boycott.
In the end, however, rather than break the position of
loyal ally, he went along with the United States.

An example of the second criticism, lack of predict-
ability in American policy, occurred over the neutron
bomb issue. Against the counsel of some of his own ad-
visors, Schmidt revised the course of action he had
adopted in order to follow the American lead, only to
have Carter change his mind and withdraw from that
course declaring that the neutron bomb was no longer
acceptable to the United States.

These recent strains in U.S.-German relations
foretell not a breakdown in relations, as Strauss por-
trayed during the election, but an opening up of new
initiatives by the German government. While the Fed-
eral Republic has grown immensely in economic pow-
er, it has tended to disguise its foreign initiatives be-_
hind those of NATO and the EEC. The newly elected
Chancellor can be expected to show somewhat more -
open international leadership.

The proximity of the military threat from the East
has spurred West German defence efforts in spite ofthe
reluctance of many citizens. Mr. Schmidt reiterated
during the campaign that West Germany does not as-
pire to be a super power. He has stressed, however,
that as long as the United States and the Soviet Union
are roughly balanced in the nuclear field, Bonn is in a
position to exert influence on other medium sized pow-
ers, especially in Europe. There have been several ex-
amples of West German initiatives in the last two
years. When the United States wanted to lead a trade
embargo against Iran, for example, Bonn pressured
other European states to support this decision.` Last
July, when Schmidt visited Moscow, he got a small
concession from the Soviets on nuclear missiles. "

Within NATO, the West German position has
been to agree to the deployment of new intermediate
range nuclear missiles in Germany on the condition
that arms reduction talks begin, and that other NATO
members in Europe also agree to provide sites for
weapons. Schmidt has called this balance the "unalter-
able prerequisite for the preservation of peace". The
left wing of the SPD has never accepted the idea that
the missiles should be deployed, but now that the
Chancellor's coalition majority is large enough, he can
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withstand their pressure which will undoubtedly be
strong unless Belgium, Italy and the Netherlands
make a clear statement of intent in accordance with
the German policy.

Morale in NATO is low, and it was a serious blow
to both NATO and the U.S. when, instead of taking a
strong leadership role within NATO as the U.S.
wanted after the election, West Germany joined Belgi-
um, the Netherlands and Denmark in cutting military
expenditures in order to maintain high social service
levels. The U.S. also wants West Germany to make
multi-million dollar improvements in American mili-
tary installations in West Germany,,but this will now
be a matter of negotiation and possible irritation.

Germany has tended to operate within the Euro-
pean Community in tandem with the French. Mr.
Schmidt works well with Giscard d'Estaing who is
likely to win another seven year term of power in
France's Presidential élection next spring. With this
newmandate, it is likely that Schmidt's Germany will
show even more independence from France in areas
where tlieir interests do not clearly coincide, such as
over the problems of the Common Agriculture Policy.

Domestic Policy
On the domestic scene, although the German econ-

omy is strong in relation to other European countries,
there are disquieting economic projections which indi-
cate that a foreign leadership role will have to be tem-
pered by more stringent economic policies. This could
be particularly true in the area of foreign aid, which
could diminish West Germany's influence in the Third
World.

For the first time in 15 years, there is a large for-
eign trade deficit. Germans have become less industri-
ally competitive, buying in an y more finished and semi-
finished goods abroad than they used to. At the same
time, the unions are agitating for a shorter work week,
and there are disquieting signs that labour problems
are building. During the campaign, the SPI) and their
coalition partners couldnot agree on a position of equal
partnership between management and labour on the
management boards of some industrial-concerns.

Unemployment now stands at only 3.7 percent,
which seems low by North American standards, but if
it were calculated on the same basis as in the U.S.,
(government-combined) the percentage would be con-
siderably "higher. One government commissioned re-
port predicted that the current rate will double over
the next four years.

The most serious domestic issue is over nuclear
power. Because of disputes about the overall effects of
atomic reactors, no nuclear power plants have been
built in West Germany since 1977. Schmidt has en-
dorsed the use of German coal for heating and genera-
tion of electricity but has kept open the nuclear energy
option. It is quite possible that a further movement to-
ward nuclear development will occur rather quickly
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now that the SPD/FDP majority has increased.

Issues between Canada and the Federal Republic
are happily few and indirect. Trade has increased to
just under three billion dollars, and is only slightly tip-
ped to Germany's advantage. By the end of the 1978,
German investment in Canada had reached $2.9 bil-
lion. Comparable Canadian investment in West Ger-
many was only 567 million Deutsch Marks in 1977.
Cultural relations too have moved steadily forward;
and next year, Canada will hold its largest ever mtilti-
cultural exhibition in Berlin.

There are, however, several possible sources of mi-
nor friction in the immediate future. The first concerns
competition for nuclear reactor sales to Argentina. The
Canadian nuclear energy business reacted with bitter-
ness and frustration when they lost out to the Federal
Republic in the competition for a sale of a third nuclear
reactor to Argentina. Initially, the Canadians thought
that the loss meant they would also automatically lose
out to the Federal Republic in the next three nuclear
reactors that. Argentina is scheduled to build. They are
now somewhat more optimistic.

Reactor sales produce very high profile public is-
sues, and economic nerves are easily touched when one
country wins a contract over another. Informal discus-
sions have continued between Canadian and German
officials to clarify misunderstandings which were gen-
erated during the competition period. At the time there
were criticisms within Canada that the Canadian gov-
ernment had lost the Argentina deal by demanding ex-
tremely strict requirements on safeguards, and that in
order to win the competition West Germany has been
more lenient. Although there has been considerable
progress since then, tensions still have not been fully
resolved.

A second, closely related issue is uranium sales.
While newpossibilities for increased commercial sales
from Canada "to the Federal Republic exist, there are
difficulties over the terms under which uranium can be.
reprocessed. Sales regulations are negotiated between
the Canadian government and the EEC through Eura-
tom. Negotiations have been,far from smooth. Canada
has been demanding what Europeans regard as ex-
treme concessions over safeguards which affect EEC
domestic policies. For example, the government
wanted the right to veto uranium sales for certain pur-
poses. The Community felt this.was an infringement of
their nuclear power policy. Canadian demands were
relaxed slightly and an interim agreement was put
into effect under which sales are currently tàking
place. Although the agreement expires in 1980, it will
likely be extended until a new one is reached. There
would seem to be agreement on general principles be-
tween Canada and the Community on nuclear policy,
but obviously each of the participant countries have
separate economic interests to protect. I

There couldbe a fisheries issue too. Basically, the
problem is over a 'waters' for `markets' agreement be-

tween Canada and the EEC. Canadian officials would
like to conclude a deal in which Germany, along with
its partners, would have greater claim to fish within
Canada's 200 mile zone in return for a competitive for-
mula-for selling Canadian fish in Germany and Eu-
rope.- Nevertheless, formal negotiations have broken
down because Canada persists in tying market access
to quotas. For example, the government wants the
right to sell 22,000 tons of cod fillet at the same time as
the Norwegians do. The EEC only offered about 3,000
tons. Although efforts are still being made to establish
a new negotiating position, the problem'is difficult be-
cause there is no common EEC fisheries policy; for ex-
ample, there is a France-Canada agreement still in
force so that these two countries occasionally negotiate
directly. The Canadian fishing industry isalso pres-
suring the government not to conclude a deal because
they consid4 fish stock to be insufficient.

Another possibility of difficulty stems from the
Foreign Investment Review Agency (FIRA), which
seeks to ensure that firms operate to the' benefit of
Canada with increased Canadian ownership. The de-
preciated dollar makes Canada, as well as the U.S., fer-
tile ground for investors from hard currency countries.
FIRA wants all multinational corporations to report
and comply to certain guidelines. If these are enacted
too vigorously, there is concern in business circles that
it will discourage foreign investment. West German
businessmen, like those of many other countries, want
capital to flow freely without government interference.

New initiatives
There are several possibilities for new initiatives

between Canada and West Germany under the new
Schmidt government. These include an extension ; of
German military training, probably at Goose Bay, La-
brador. If the Schmidt government decides to build
more nuclear reactors, there will possibly be an in-
crease in uranium sales to Germany. West German
businessmen would like to invest in Canada's coal
mines, gassify the coal and send it to Germany. There
are, however, many details to be worked out. German
businessmen want to be assured that they will be able
to export the gas to the Federal Republic and thatit
will not be handled like oil, with a domestic and a for-
eign price.

The Economic Summit taking place in Canada in.
1981 will provide an opportunity for a Trudeau-
Schmidt initiative on development questions. The
Third World situation is "shifting before our eyes" and
something must be done. The Venice Summit required
officials to review the whole context of the North/South
dialogue and some concrete arrangements may come
from the 1981 Canadian summit. A senior ministerde-
clared privately that there is no doubt Prime Minister
Trudeau wants to make a "major initiative" at the Ot-
tawa summit next summer. He can do this best in coop-
eration with Chancellor Schmidt.



by David Murray

Throughout the 1970s, Canada followed a con-
scious policy of increasing ties with individual Latin
American nations and with multilateral inter-
American organizations. In Canada's foreign policy of
the 1980s, the countries of Latin.America and the Car-
ibbean_ will loom even larger. Within this inter-
American context, Canadian officials see two predomi-
nant themes: oil and trade.

The availability of energy may be the single most
important global issue of the decade. For Canada, the
prime concern of the moment is a secure oil supply. Al-
most 20% of Canada's crude oil is imported, and that
percentage could rise, perhaps even double, over the
next ten years. This stark reality, combined with the
volatility of the Middle East, has brought Canadian re-
lations with Venezuela and Mexico increasingly into
the limelight.

Oil from Venezuela
Canada has been importing 100,000 barrels of oil a

day from Venezuela for some time and this:, has been
taken up entirely by refineries from Montreal toHali-
fax. No formal agreement exists between the two gov-
ernments to cover these oil imports, although Vene-
zuela has indicated a desire to have a government to
government agreement instead of a contract with mul-
tinational oil companies. Now that Canada has signed'
such an agreement with Mexico, and with the political
disputes about the nature and powers.ofPetro-Canada
settled by the 1980 Canadian federal election, an
agreement with Venezuela, similar to that with Mexi-
co, may be possible.

The lack of a government to government agree-
ment is not the only problem in the Canadian-
Venuzuelan relationship. Canada runs a'huge trade
deficit with Venezuela because of the cost of the oil im-
ports. Of Canada's oil imports in 1979, 40 per cent
came from Venezuela and the trade deficit exceeded
858 million dollars. Canada's Venezuelan imports
grew from nearly 1ff billion dollars in 1978 to over 1.5
billion in 1979 largely because of the increased cost of
oil and petroleum products. The deficit was kept;down
to $858 million only because of record high Canadian
exports worth $700 million. Should the rapid escala-
tion of world oil prices continue, not even record-
breaking Canadian export sales to Venezuela can pre-
vent the trade deficit increasing. Within several years,
it could exceed a billion dollars.

Prof Murray is Acting Dean of the College ofArts at the

University ofGuelph.
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ng for Latin American oil

The oil link between the two countries does hold
out opportunities for new forms of technological collab-
oration, for example, in areas like the extraction of
heavy oil from tar sands. Whether it poses new prob-
lems or creates conditions for co-operation, oil will
likely determine Canadian-Venezuelan relations in
the 1980s even more than has been the case until now.

But Venezuela no longer stands alone among
Latin American nations as a Canadian oil supplier.
Mexico is about to join her, making that cross-
Caribbean energy axis between Venezuela and Mexico
of vital importance to Canada in the coming years.

Early in 1979, the Trudeau government initialled
an agreement with Mexico providing for Mexican oil
sales of'upto 100,000 barrels a day for ten years. No
precise delivery schedules were included in the agree-
ment nor were they announced by Mexico. The corning
to power of Joe Clark's Progressive-Conservative gov-
ernment in 1979, and the possibility of Petro-Canada's
dismantlement, delayed the formal signature of the
Canadian-Mexican oil agreement. Finally, the two
countries agreed to sign the agreement during Presi-
dent José Lopez Portillo's visit to Canada in May 1980.

Mexican oil pact
Two weeks before the arrival of the Mexican Presi-

dent in Ottawa, the Canadian government received
word that the Mexicans wanted to re-negotiate the oil

agreement which the two leaders were to sign. Canada

wanted to preserve the original Mexican commitment

to supply up to 100,000 barrels a day but President Lo-

pez Portillo; claiming he could not bind his successor,

refused-to commit his country to more than 50,000 bar-

rels.aday.
When the frantic two weeks of negotiations were

over, the two ;governments had come up with a triad
approach to describe their conclusions; (a) an agree-
ment_ on industrial and energy co-operation signed by
the respective Cabinet Ministers (b) a lengthy commu-
niqué issued jointly by Prime Minister Trudeau -and
President Lopez Portillo and (c) an oil contract which
remained to be negotiated directly by the two.govern-
ment oil companies, Pemex and Petro-Canada, cover-
ing price and delivery schedules.

Since the Canadian government refused to include
specific amounts of oil purchases in the agreement it-
self, these were left tothe communiqué. The Mexicans
somewhat mollified Canadian frustration over not pre-
serving the 100,000 barrel commitment by agreeing t

speed up delivery schedules in order to provide 50,000
barrels of oil to Canada by the end of 1980.
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Subsequently, further problems have developed,
viewed from the Canadian side. The Canadian govéin-
ment to its surprise discovered the proportion of Mexi-
can heavy oil will be higher than expected, perhaps as
much as 60 per cent of the total. Even so, the 50,000
barrel a day commitment by the end of 1980, specified
in the joint communiqué, may.not be reached.

The Mexican government made clear in the talks
preceding these agreements and'in the joint agreement
itself that the oil sales had to be matched on Canada's
part by a commitment to industrial and economic co-
operation. The specific areas of economic co-operation
were identified in the joint communiqué: mining and
processing, wood products and by-products, transporta-
tion equipment, agro-industry and food processing, pe-
troleum and gas equipment and services, petrochemi-
cals, telecommunications equipment, electrical power
generation and transmission equipment and consult-
ing services. Mexico is looking for ways to accelerate
the transfér of technology from more industrialized
countries and in these linkage,agreements, tying oil
sales to specific commitments in designated industrial
areas, she has discovered a mechanism to achieve it.
Although President Lopez Portillo refused to commit
his government to morethan the 50,000 barrels a day
figure, he did leave the door open for a future increase.
This was also linked to Canada's fulfillment of her
pledges in industrial co-operation. The message was
clear. If Canada wants more Mexican oil in the 1980s,
she has to make a maximum effort to help Mexico
through transfers of technology in those designated
areas of special expertise: This is the challenge which
faces Canadian government and industry alike. The
pay-off for success will be greater export contracts and
closer ties with Mexico, as well as an opportunity to
purchase.more Méxican oil.

The dominant issues of oil and trade have shifted
the whole focus of Canadian-Latin American relations,
as Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mark
MacGuigan, made clear in his first speech on Canada's
foreign policy on behalf of the newly elected govern-
ment of Pierre Trudeau. Canadian policy is consciously
moving away from treating Latin America as one en-
tity or region, although in areas like aid through the
Inter-American Development Bank or Canada's per-
manent observer status at the Organization of Ameri-
can States (OAS) the regional view will remain. Cana-
dian policy will now try to concentrate on specific
bilateral or country-to-country relations. But not every
Latin American country will be accorded equal treat-
ment. The criteria for Canadian policy will be the eco-
nomic and political interest to Canada, with economic
considerations ahead of and in many ways dictating
the political interests. Using these criteria, the Exter-
nal Affairs minister underlined the special importance
of Brazil;; Mexico and Venezuela for Canada. He cited,
Brazil's economic potential not just for trade, but also
for Canadian investment.

The government's decision this year to upgrade
the Canadian consulates in Sâo PaulQ and Rio de Ja-
neiro to consulates-general in the hope of expanding
bilateral trade is another illustration of Brazil's grow-
ing economic importance to Canada. A study published
in 1971 for the Canadian Association for Latin Amer-
ica (CALA) suggested that Canada's direction in trade
policy in turn would determine Canadian aid and in-
vestment policies in Latin America. The executive di-
rector of CALA in a recent speech claimed that Cana=
than assets in the Latin American and Caribbean
regions now exceed 18 billion dollars with more than
2.5 billion invested in the southern and central region
of Brazil. Certainly, Canadian investment in Latin
America has multiplied rapidly during the last decade
and there is every reason to think this growth will con-
tinue, especially given the economic thrust of the Lib-
eral governnient's Latin American policy. As MacGui-
gan implies, the principal shift in policy towards Latin
America is the stress on trade and economic co-
operation and the focus on selected countries where the
commercial opportunities seem greatest.

Lobby group -
This new policy appears to echo the sentiments of

Canadian business as expressed through its large and
increasingly powerful lobby, CALA, which celebrated
its tenth anniversary last year. It now represents up-.
wards of 200 companies, a marked expansion from the
50 that founded it in 1969 and a demonstration of the
growing interest of Canadian business in Latin Ameri-

ca. Although CALA is partially supported by govern-
ment funds, its real function is to represent the views
of Canadian business to the Canadian government and
to encourage trade and investment between Canada
and Latin America. Two Ministers of State for Trade;
Michael Wilson (in Joe Clark's government) and the
incumbent Minister, Ed Lumley, each made his first
ministerial speech to a CALA conference. In 1976,
Pierre Trudeau addressed a CALA conference in Vene-
zuela. As the unified voice of Canadian business inter-
ests, the association is playing an even more influen-
tial role in the development of Canadian policy
towards Latin America.

Canadian business, not surprisingly, endorses the
new commercial strategy. Businessmen are anxious to
develop what they see as a potential for new markets
in the southern cone countries of Argentina and Chile.
They are equally desirous of increasing trade with
Cuba, Canada's fourth largest Latin American trading
partner. Ideology is irrelevant to Canadian business-
men. They are as happy to trade with the military dic-
tators of Argentina and Chile as they are with Fidel
Castro. They are also prepared to search out new forms
of trade and economic co-operation, sensing economic
benefits in joint ventures and in international partner-
ships involving both public and private enterprise. The
transfer of advanced technology to countries now. clas-



sified as industrialized or on the verge of industrializa-
tion is an opportunity businessmen do not want to

miss.

The Canadian government also wants to divorce
trade from ideology if it can, although for domestic po-
litical reasons it is trying to maintain an arm's length
approachespecially towards the military dictators of
the southern cone. Trudeau has retained the conserva-
tive innovation of a Minister of State for Trade as a
means of promoting exports. Visits by a Minister of
State to Latin American countries are seen as unobtru-
sive ways of facilitating the necessary government-to-
government contacts without attracting the undesira-
ble political attention which the Secretary of State for
External Affairs, for example, would receive.

OAS membership
The question of whether Canada should become a

full member of the OAS has been one longstanding
item of Canadian-Latin American concern conven-
iently buried in this change of direction. For years, and
especially during the 1960s, membership in the OAS
was the only issue in Canadian-Latin American rela-
tions. In 1972, the Trudeau government applied for
and received the status of permanent observer to the
OAS. During the 1970s, little internal debate occurred
within Canada over whether to apply for full member-
ship and there was no visible pressure on the govern-
ment to join. Historically, Canadians have perceived
the OAS as an institution dominated by the United
States. We have been reluctant to insert inter-
American political rivalries into our relations with the
United States. Canadian-American bilateral relations
have seemed complicated enough to most Canadians
without mixing in hemispheric problems.

With the coming to power of the Clark govern-
ment, the issue of Canada's membership in the OAS re-
surfaced for a brief moment. CALA began to beat the
drum of full membership as a symbol of Canada's com-
mitment to the Americas and Flora MacDonald,
Clark's Secretary of State of External Affairs, was pre-
pared at least to study the possibilitymore seriously
than the previous Liberal government. With Clark's
defeat in February 1980, no more has been heard about
Canadian membership in the OAS. Canadian diplo-
mats confirm privately that the financial constraints
imposed upon the Department of External Affairs have
made the cost of membership one of the chief obstacles.
The price tag for Canada joining the OAS is estimated
at six million dollars, and adding in the cost associated
with membership could bring the bill to ten million
dollars. With cutbacks in diplomatic personnel abroad
and budgetary pressures everywhere, the consensus

within External Affairs headquarters is that Canada

can find better things to do with her money thanspend
it on the OAS.

Can the Canadian government pursue an aggres-
sive commercial strategy in Latin America and still re-
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tain a commitment to human rights? Mark MacGui-
gan; in his speech on Canada's Latin American policy
last spring, took particular care to reaffirm what he
termed "our long, proud record of concern for human
rights." He warned that continued abuses would affect
"the tone and substance" of Canadian relations with
individual Latin American countries. Yet there was
little in his speech or in subsequent actions of his gov-
ernment to suggest a tougher line even against the
worst offenders, the military dictators of the southern
cone.

Canadian business does not want to risk the loss of
commercial opportunities in Argentina and Chile and
has been counselling the government against any
strong pressure on these countries. The businessmen
argue that human rights issues can be raised in a gen-
eral way by the government in appropriate interna-
tional forums, but they strongly oppose direct open
condemnation of specific regimes as harmfül to busi-
ness prospects. Thus the government is caught in a dif-
ficult Hobson's Choice situation in Latin America. If it
adheres completely to the dictates of business, it can-
not even protest human rights violations; if it acts
openly to condemn human rights abuses, it may lose
potential markets for Canadian business.

Human rights
There is growing public pressure within Canada

for a more positive government stance on human

rights issues. Trade unions, church representatives,

Amnesty International groups and students have vig-
orously lobbied government and have arranged public
meetings in an effort to make Canadians aware of the
reality of the appalling human rights abuses in coun-

tries like Argentina. The Board of Trustees of Queen's

University sent a representative in April to the annual

meeting of the Board of Directors of Noranda Mines to

attempt to persuade the company to halt its invest-

ment program in Chile. To date, there is little sign that
these efforts have had much effect. Noranda's invest-
ment program is intact and the Canadian govern-
ment's action has been limited to what it cals behind-
the-scenes pressure.

There is little moral c-onsciousness left in the new
hard-headed commercial approach to Latin America.
The Canadian government goes throughthe ritual of
upholding the cause of human rights in Latin America
withoutmuch énthusiasm or even a belief that its in-
tervention can do any good. Its real interest has nar-
rowed to questions of oil and trade, securing the supply
of the former and expanding the latter. The one com-
mon element in the Latin American policies of the
short-lived Clark government and the Trudeau gov-
ernment which succeeded it is their open courting of
Canadian business. In Canada's Latin American policy
for the 1980s, Canadian business will be the piper and
the Canadian government shows every indication of
being happy to dance to the tune.
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work of the RCMP in the whole field of subversive ac- Headquarters was aware of the growing, concern by
Sawatsky's historical accounts begin with the during and after the 1970 October crisis in Québec.

the neglect of the second greatly limits the usefulness as RCMP officers to obey the law.
of his book. Morale in the entire force became low especially

cussing attention on the Royal Canadian Mounted Po- ment of one of the most fundamental problems facing
lice (RCMP) Security Service raises two major ques- both the Security Service and the government, a prob-
tions to which Canadians, startled by the public lem still unresolved. It is known in official documents
disclosures from the Keable and McDonald Commis- as the problem of inherent contradiction,
sions, need to have thoughtful answers. First, the his- Briefly stated, the Mackenzie Royal Commission
torical question: since securityis notpredominantlya on Security observed that a security service will inevi-
matter of law enforcement but rather one of preserving tably be involved in actions contravening the spirit if
the. safety of the state, how did the RCMP get into the not the letter of thé 1aw. A police force, however, is un-
security business? The second question is critical or der explicit 4aths and obligations to enforce the law
evaluative: how effective has the Security Service and to observe it at all times. Hence, there arises an in-
been? Former Vancouver Sun reporter John Sawat- herent contradiction for Security Service personnel to
sky's concentration on the first, of these questions to reconcile the necessities of operations with their duty

This readable and thought-provoking book by fo- , Commission become evident in his superficial treat-

tivities in Canada from the early 1920's on. By 1945, as membe,rs who put themselves at risk of arrest, trial
the sole repository in Canada of information in this and punishment for performing acts they and their
field, the Force was in a strong position to undertake senior officers deemed essential to effective perform-

the enquiries required by Soviet spy Igor Gouzenko's ance. In August 1970, a draft statement of policy on
defection in 1945, although the results showed the al- this matter was drawn up for £hen Commissioner Hig-

most total inadequacy of the Force's counter espionage gitt's signature. In substance it declared that a mem-
work up to that time. ber acting with the express 'approval or direction by a

The second quéstion is more complicated because superior officer or with the tacit approval of such an of-
it calls for an evaluative juageinent based riecessarily ficer would be protected as far as possible from crimi-
on as complete a mustering of matters of fact, as cir- nal or civil penalties. If the member acted without sen-
cumstances permit. Sawatsky decided to work within ior approval such protection would not be provided.
the tradition of the investigative reporter who inter- This book reproduces as an appendix a document
views relevant _.persons and to ignore ' almost com- to all Commanding Officers, CIB officers and Security
pletely the public records of the Keable and McDonald and Intelligence branch officers entitled "RCMP Pro-
inquiries. The book's most serious flaws stem from this tection for Members Engaged in Sensitive or Secret
omission. However, Sawatsky's book does provide some Operations", apparently signed by Higgitt. Here the
exciting accounts of Security and Intelligence opera- author's neglect of the testimony before the McDonald
tions such as the highly successful surveillance by the Commission led to an important error of fact. Higgitt,
Watcher Service and- the surreptitious activities of in his testimony of 24 October 1978, said that he did
Special Section E, a group of specialists in all surrepti- not sign the draft memorandum: he initialed it. In
tious , operations such as breaking, entering, wire- summary, he ordered that under no circumstance
tapping, bugging and other intrusion methods. should anything in writing be circulated to members.

The suthor also provides present useful accounts Instead the policy should be disseminated orally at
of the internal troubles to obtain independence from training classes for both criminal and security person-
traditional police controls, problems in attracting ^and nel at headquarters.
retaining suitable civilians, on operations reflecting In the fall and winter of 1970, after the Québec sit-
police biases such as a witch hunt for homosexuals, and uation had quietened down, the government expressed
the many conflicts with the Department of External
Affairs and other episodes and forces that shaped the
present Security Service. Mr. McClung is a retired public servant who worked as

However, the serious limitations in Sawatsky's a]R- a civilian researcher in the RCNfP Special Branch from

proach of ignoring the public records of the McDonald 1951.-1960.



its displeasure with the failure of the RCMP to have so
penetrated the Front de libération du Québec, that the
two kidnappings (those of James Cross and Pierre La-
porte) and the murder of the latter, could have been
prevented or at least their rescue effected quickly. A
top secret Cabinet memorandum dated November 20,
1970 was prepared by a committee of officials under
the chairmanship of the deputy Minister of Justice. It
went before the Cabinet Committee on Priorities and
Planning of which the Prime Minister was and is the
Chairman. The paper contained among other things a
presentation of the problem. It is evident from the pub-
lic testimony that the Force assumed that acts illegal
or of doubtful legality could properly be performed by
members in the course of their official duties.

The Cabinet Committee reached no decision on the
problem. Instead the Prime Minister directed that the
memorandum be re-written and presented to the Cabi-
net Committee on Security and Intelligence of which
he was also the chairman. It too took no decision on
this obviously thorny question. This reviewer has been
informed by reliable sources that the problem still has
not received the attention by Cabinet so obviously re-
quired.

Moreover, it was not until March 27, 1975 that
Cabinet defined the mandate of the Security Service as
revealed by then Solicitor General Fox in the House of
Commons on October 28, 1977. Indeed, Fox tacitly ad-
mitted this failure by the-government to address the
problem of conflicting responsibilities when he said: "It
is of very little help to transpose the dilemma to the

• level of ministers of government. The basic question
remains the same."

In his final chapter entitled "Dirty Tricks in Van-
couver", however, Sawatsky has most usefully put real
flesh on the dry bones of the public testimony. The
Commission heard public testimony from two Security
and Intelligence officers, on the founding, purpose and
operations of a unit in the directorate devoted exclu-
sively to operations to counter and to disrupt subver-
sive activities. Some of the evidence was released as
the `Checkmate File'.

It disclosed that after the Québec crisis in the fall
of 1970, the government expressed its dissatisfaction
with the performance of the RCMP in Québec, and did
so in most emphatic terms. Mr. Fox, in his statement in
the House of Commons on October 28, 1977, after re-
vealing that in 1966 the government recognized the
need for the Security Service to give greater attention
to the separatist movement in Québec, especially to
those in the movement who planned to use violence,
stated: "Nonetheless, when the October crisis of 1970
struck, there was an immediate realization that infor-
mation on groups responsible for the crisis had been
wholly inadequate." Instead, the War Measures Act
was proclaimed, unnecessarily as events proved.

The Force reacted by establishing a unit called
Special Operations^ Group, not to collect intelligence

but to counter and disrupt subversive activities. The
Checkmate File as made public described the Group's
operations in minimal terms; no place or personal
names were used. Only the barest outline was provid-
ed. One was described as planning to relieve a person
of a file cabinet or box by grabbing and running with it
whilé other Security Service members assaulted the
person's companions. Sawatsky's final chapter fills in
the gaps in the public account of this operation. He
shows it to have been a thoroughly misguided, malefi-
cent and totally unjustifiable operation. It reeks of the

Gestapo.
The scene is Vancouver, October 1971. The per-

sons to be assaulted were members of the Partisan Par-
ty, an openly Marxist group that had grown up in the
atmosphere of the radical student movement of the late
sixties and early seventies. The group was not follow-
ing a policy of change by violence and other subversive
means. Instead, its program called for spreading the
Marxist gospel among community organizations to win
more support for openly Marxist programs.

The plan for assault and seizing the file case was
to be executed by three RCMP noncommissioned offic-
ers imported from Ottawa headquarters for this special
purpose, a precaution to avoid the chance of recogni-
tion. Their cover story, in case they were caught, was
that they were unemployed and looking for work in
Vancouver. They had false names and carried no iden-
tification. It is important to note that the operation had
no intelligence objective since the party had been thor-
oughly penetrated by informers and electronic means.

The operation was cancelled only when the local
commander, whose consent was necessary for its exe-
cution, learned that the person to carry the file case
was not only a woman but pregnant. The concerned cit-

Cohn,

izen will be relieved to know that Special Operations M Doern
Group has since been disbanded. This does not, how-
ever, preclude similar operations occurring under Se-
curity Service auspices.

The book is marred by some avoidable errors of
fact. In his account of' the International Security Net-
work", the author described Hamilton Southam as
"publisher of the Ottawa Citizen". Not so. John
Starnes was the son of a Montreal grain broker who
was not `wealthy' as Sawatsky claims.

Despite its shortcomings, however, Men in the
Shadows can certainly be recommended to Canadians
as a stimulating introduction to the history of Security
and Intelligençe work in Canada. A critical examina-
tion will have to await publication of the reports of the
McDonald Commission.

Sawatsky, John, Men In The Shadows: The RCMP
Security Service. Toronto: Doubleday Canada Ltd.,
1980
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I: Press releases
No. 67 (August 14,1980) New Zealand Deputy Prime Minister visits

Ottawa.

No, 68 (August 18, 1980) Diplomatic appointments. The Secretary of

State for External Affairs, Mark MacGuigan, announces the

following appointments:

Raymond C. Anderson to be High Commissioner to Austra-

lia, replacingJ. Alan Beesley.
Marc Baudouin to be Ambassador to Turkey. He will replace

C.J. Marshall.
Ronald J.L. Berlet to be Consul General in Hamburg replac-

ingM. Maddick.
Arthur E. Blanchette to be Ambassador to Tunisia replacing

J.M. Touchette.
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No. 69 (August 20, 1980) Canadian delegation to the Sixth United
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ment of Offenders. Caracas, Venezuela, August 25 to Sep-

tember 5,1980.

No. 70 (August 21, 1980) Canadian delegation to the Eleventh Spe-

cial Session of the United Nations General Assembly.

No. 71 (August 22, 1980) Establishment of Diplomatic Relations be-

tween Canada and the Republic of Equatorial Guinea.

No. 72 (August 22, 1980) Diplomatic Appoiritments. The SSEA,
Mark MacGuigan, announces the following appointments:

D'Iberville Fortier to be Ambassador to Belgium. He replaces

Lucien Lamoureux.
J.E. Ghislain Hardy to be Ambassador to Italy. He replaces

D'Iberville Fortier.
A.R. Menzies to be the first Ambassador for Disarmament.

H.O. Ring to be Consul in Glasgow. She replaces J.B. McLar-

en.

G. Douglas Valentine to be Ambassador to Colombia replac-

ing D.B. Laughton.

No. 73 (August 22, 1980) Canada-U.S.A. Tuna Agreement.

No. 74 (August 25, 1980) Understandings with the People's Repub-
lic of China on Consular and other matters. .

No. 75 (August 29,1980) Visit of member of the Commission of the

European Communities for Development Policy, Claude

Cheysson.

No. 76 (August 29,1980) Appointment of Robert A.D. Ford as Spe-

cial Adviser on East-West Relations.

No. 77 (August 2,1980) Canada and Japan Exchange Notes Bring-

ing Nuclear Protocol into Force.

No. 78 (September 5, 1980) Participation of the Secretary of State
for External Affairs at the 35th Session of the United Na-

tions General Assembly.

No. 79 (September 12, 1980) Diplomatic Appointments. The SSEA,
Mark MacGuigan, announces the following appointments:

Jacques D.E. Denault to be Ambassador to the Cameroun. He

replaces Mr. Gilles Duguay.

Gilles Duguay to be Ambassador to Morocco. He replaces Mi-
chel Gauvin.
Lucien Lamoureux to be Ambassador to Portugal. He will re-

place Daniel Molgat.
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No: 80 (September 19,19601 Cdlld;aii delugation to the 21st Ses-

sion of the General Conference of the United Nations Educa-

tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).

^No. 81 (September 19,1980) CIDA to contribute 81,500,000 to PISC.

82 (September 19, 1980) Canada-U.K. Air Service Negotiations.

tiu. 83 (September 23, 1980) Joint Announcement Canada and the
United States Agree on monitoring arrangement for the Pop-

lar river.

No. 84 (September 24, 1980) Press release at the conclusion of the

State visit of the President of the Rwandesé republic, His Ex-

cellency General Juvénal Habyariniana.

85 (October 1, 1980) Visit to Canada of the Belgian Minister of

the French Community, Michel Hansenne.

No. 86 (October 1, 1980) Joint Press Statement on the Occasion of
the Visit to Canada of the Foreign Minister of Brazil, His Ex-

cellency Mr. Ramiro Saraiva Guerreiro, September 28 to Oc-

tober 1, 1980.

No. 87 The Foreign Minister of the Republic of Singapore, the Hon-

ourable S. Dhanabalan, visits Ottawa.

No. 88 Diplomatic Appointment The SSEA announces J. Alan Bees-

ley is to become Ambassador to the Law of the Sea Confer-

ence, New York.

No. 89 (October 17, 1980) Appointments to the Board of Governors

of the International Development Research Centre '(IDRC).

No. 90 (October 21, 1980) Visit to Canada of Mr. Louis-Gaston May-

ila, Minister and Secretary General of the Government of the

Republic of Gabon.

No. 91 (October 23, 1980) Arthur Menzies takes up his appointment

as Ambassador for Disarmament.

No. 92 (October 31, 1980) Communiqué at the Conclusion of the
Visit to Canada of Mr. Louis-Gaston Mayila, Minister and

Secretary General of the Government of the Gabonese Re-

public.

No. 93 (November 10, 1980) Canada Signs Claims Agreement with

Cuba.

No. 94 (November 17,1980) Second Annual Report of the CanadalU-

nited States Research Consultation Group on the Long-

Range Transport of Air Pollutants

No. 95 (November 18, 1980) Meeting of Foreign Affairs Ministers in

Dakar on December 8 and 9, 1980

II. Statements and Speeches

80/9 Suggestions for Future Directions of the ILO, An Address by

the Minister of Labour, the Honourable Gerald Regan, to the Ple-

nary Meeting of the Sixty-Sixth Session of the International Labour

Conference, Geneva, June 13,1980.

80/10 Plea for True Solution to the Crisis in Kampuchea. A State-

ment by Louis Duclos; Parliamentary Secretary to the Secretary of

State for External Affairs, to the United Nations Conference on

Kampuchean Relief, Geneva, May 27,1980.

80/11 Current Issues in Canadian Foreign Policy. A Statement by

the Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State for External

Affairs, to the House of Commons Standing Committee on External

Affairs and National Defence, Ottawa, une 10,1980.

80/12 Equality, Development and Peace. An Address by the Hon-

ourable Lloyd Axworthy, Minister Responsible for the Status of

Women, to the United Nations Decade for Women, Copenhagen, July

15,1980.

80/13 Development: A Global Search for the Future. A Speech by

the Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State for External

Affairs, to the Eleventh Special Sessiân of the United Nations Gen-

eral Assembly, New York, August 26, 1980.

80/14 Canada Looks West-Increasing Links Across the Pacific.

An address by the Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State

for External Affairs, to the Canadian Business Association, the Can-

adian Club of Hong Kong, and the Canadian University Association,

Hong Kong, July 2,1980.

80/15 New Dimensions in North-South Relations: A Canadian Per-

spective. An address by the Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary

of State for External Affairs, to the Royal Institute of International

Affairs, London, England. July 7,1980.

80/16 A Security Imperative for the Eighties. A speech by the`Hon-

ourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State for External Affairs, to

the World Federalists of Canada, Winnipeg, Manitoba, June 13,

1980.

80/17
Channelling the Winds of Change into Collective Achieve-

ment. An address by the Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of

State for External Affairs, to the Thirty-Fifth Regular Session of the

United Nations General Assembly, New York, September 22,1980.

80/18 Disarmament and Development. A speech by the Honourable

Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State for External Affairs, to Parlia-

mentarians for World Order, New York, September 23, 1980.
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3. TreatyInformàtiorz (prepured by the Econoïnk La tu
crnd Treaty Diuision).

I; ilaférabs

g_ entina .

Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Gov-

ernment of the Argentine Republic on Economic, Commercial

and Industrial Co-operation.

Ottawa, October 8, 1980

In force, provisionally

(;reeeé

Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the

Government of the Hellenic Republic constituting a Reciprocal

Amateur Radio Operating Agreement.

Athens, August 4 and September 20,1980
In force September 20, 1980

LC.tO

Supplementary Agreement between the Government of Canada
and the Inter-national Civil Aviation Organization regarding

the Headquarters of the International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion.

Ottawa, September 12,1980 and

Montreal, September 16, 1980

In forcé, September 24, 1980

Ja
Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the

Government of Japan constituting an Agreement concerning

Textile Restraints.

Ottawa, July 15, 1980

In force, July 15, 1980

Protocol amending the Agreement between the Government of

Canada and the Government of Japan for Co-operation in the

Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy ofJnly 2, 1959, particularly in-

sofar as it relates to safeguairds.

Tokyo, August 22, 1978

Entered into force by an Exchange ofNotes at

Ottawa, September 2, 1980

Norway
Exchange of Notes constituting an Agreement between the

Government of Canadaand the Government of Norway for the

purpose of facilitating the reciprocal enforcement of Mainte-

nance Orders between Norway and the Province of British Co-

lumbia.

Ottawa, October 16,19S0
In force October 16, 1980

Peru

Treaty between the Government of Canada and the Govern-

ment of the Republic of Peru on the Execution of Penal Sen-

tences.
Lima, Apri122,1980
Instruments of Ratification Exchagged at
Ottawa, July 23, 1980
In force, July 23,1980 I
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Protocol Letweën the Govërn,nent of Caiiada and the Govern-

ment of the United States of America toamend the Convention

for the Protection, Preservation and Extension of the Sockeye

Salmon Fisheries in the Fraser River Syst rn.'as amcni, rd

Washington, February 24;1977

Instruments of Ratification exchau.^11^
at Ottawa, October 15, 1980

In force October 15,1980

Protocol amending the Convention between Canada and the

United States of America for the Preservation of the Halibut
Fishery of the Northern Pacific Oceanand Bering Sea.

Washington, March 29,1979

Instruments of Ratification exchanged

at Ottawa, October 15. 1980

In force October 15, 1980

Exchange of Notes between Canada and the United States of

America amending the Agreement concerning the Application

ofTolls for the St. Lawrence Seaway (1959), as amended

Washington, October 7, 1980

In force October 7, 1980

Convention between Canada and the United States of America

with respect to Taxes on Income and on Capital.

Washington, September 26, 1980.

IL Multi.latéra7,s

Protocol amending the Interim Convention on Conservation of North

Pacific Fur Senls,

Done at Washington, October 14,1980

Customs Convention on the International Transport of Goods Under

Cover of TIR Carnets (TIR Convention) with annexes.

Concluded at Geneva, Novèmber 14,1975
Entered into force March 20, 1978
Canada's Instrument of Accession deposited

at New York, October 21, 1980
Enters into force for Canada Apri121,1981

Customs Convention on the International Transport of Goods Under

Cover of TIR Carnets (TIR Convention) with annexés.

Concluded at Geneva, November 14, 1975

Entered into force March 20, 1978

Canada's Instrument of Accession deposited

at New York, October 21,1980

Enters into force for Canada Apri121,1981

Amendments to the International Plant Protection Convention done

in Rome, December 6, 1951 contained in Resolution 14/79 adopted

by the Twentieth Session of the Conférence of the Food and Agri-

culture Organization.
Canada's Instrument of Acceptance deposited

September 16,1980

Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material.

New York and Vienna, March 3, 1980

Canada signed at Vienna, September 22, 1980
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Index 1980

Afghanistan
Implications of Soviet invasion, Mar./Apr., p. 7, Skinner

War with Iraq, Nov./Dec., p. 20, Malone

see also International Law

Bethel, Nicholas, see Middle East

Cuba see Refugees

Defence
Ranger, Robin, Arms and Pôlitics, Jan./Feb., p.32 (review),

Pearson
Eayrs, James, Growing up Allied, July/Aug., p. 30 (review),

Fisher
Global interdependence, Sept./Oct., p. 4, Halstead

Martin, Laurence, Strategic Thought in the Nuclear Age, Sept./

Oct., p. 31(review) Buteux

Development
Roche, Douglas, What Developrieent is All About, Jan./Feb., p.

33 (review), McCoy
Brandt Report on North-South, Mar./Apr., p. 26, Adams and

Wood
Global Conference on Future, Sept./Oct., IDRC supplement,

Stanley
Interview with Ivan Head, Nov./Dec., p.15

Diplomacy
Art of negotiation, Mar./Apr., p. 24, Whinham
Venice summit meeting, July/Aug., p. 3, V astel
Bogota hostage-taking, Sept./Oct.,p.13, Freifeld

Disarmament
Canadian initiatives, Mar./Apr., p. 13, Epstein

Eayrs, James see Defence

El Salvador
Next revolution, Jan./Feb., p. 18, Barrios

Europe
Prospects for Madrid CSCE, July/Aug., p. 26, Arnould
Relations with Reagan, Nov./Dec., p. 10, Buteux
Election in West Germany, Nov./Dec., p. 23, Jackson

see also Diplomacy

External Affairs Department
Canadian foreign affairs survey, May/June, p. 11, Wilson

Foreign service consolidation, July/Aug., p. 17, Maybee

Tucker, Michael, Canadian Foreign Policy, July/Aug., p. 31 (re-

view), Lyon
see also Iran

Food
The food weapon, Sept./Oct., p. 19, Nicoloff

see also United Nations

International Law
Diplomatic immunity after Tehran, Mar./Apr., p. 19, Green

see also Law of the Sea

Iran
Ambassador Taylor's press conference, Jan./Feb., p. 5

Khomeini and the `big lie', May/June, p. 31, Freifeld

Labour
International role of CLC, Sept./Oct., p. 9, Clark

Law of the Sea
Arctic sovereignty, July/Aug., p. 7, Browne
Freedom of passage, July/Aug., p. 13, Law

Léger, Jules
Obituary, Nov./Dec., p. 2, Ritchie

Martin, Laurence see Defence

Middle East
Bethel, Nicholas, The Palestine Triangle, Jan./Feb., p. 30 (re-

view), Freifeld

see also Iran

North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Defence of Norway, Jan./Feb., p. 21, Jockel
Nuclear arms for Europe, Jan./Feb., p. 25, Buteux

Ranger, Robin see Defence

Provinces
Quebec's foreign policy aims, Mar./Apr., p. 3, Starnes

Refugees
Exodus from Cuba, May/June, p. 33., Ogelsby
Lost people of the world, Sept./Oct., p. 25, Vincent

Roche, Douglas see Development

Security
Sawatsky, John, Men

in the Shadows: The RCMP Security

Service, Nov.fDec., p. 31 (review) McClung

United Nations
15, KinsmanThirty-fourth UNGA session, May/June, p.

Voting patterns, May/June, p. 21, Keating and Keenleyside
Closing of Cairo FAO office, Sept./Oct., p. 22; Schuetz

United States
Presidential election campaign, May/June, p. 7, Ranger
Canadian-American relations, Nov./Dec., p. 3, Cohen

see also Europe

Trade see World Ecoriomy

Tucker, Michael seeExternal Affairs

World Economy
21, StewartInternational uranium cartel, July/Aug., p.

Canada and Latin America, Nov./Dec., p. 28, Murray

Yugoslavia
Post-Tito era, May/June, p. 27, Whitcomb

Zimbabwe
- A new beginning, Jan./Feb., p. 14, Sanger
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